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CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims, and NYC Jews "Soon to Get Backing by the USA" to 
Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

8-24-2020 Is Orwellian '1984' Resilience Overrated; Are the 100 Nearby Stars and 
their Jewish Aliens Underrated by the End Story on CBS Nightly News, Hell Yes! 
The Next Exodus Disney Star Wars Movie will be much better than the last Exodus 
Movies, grin. 

8-24-2020 President and Prince has built a 'World' in their own eccentric, Diesel 
Mercedes Oil Mens selfish authoritarian image or Road Rage Drunk on $777 
Trillion. Now facing the greatest challenge yet to their hold on power of oil and gas 
to fuel Exodus to Sirius by 7 Billion People in the Ocean of Space. 

The Next Exodus Disney Star Wars Movie! 



The Next Exodus Disney Star Wars Movie! 

8-24-2020 1984 Wasp Lawyer with George Orwell Immunity and more money than 
Saudi Arabia and UAE combined; Prashant Bhushan, a prominent lawyer who 
criticized India’s Supreme Court, could be sentenced to jail after he was found in 
contempt... contempt!!! The building 1 million new gas stations in India. 

8-24-2020 He is a day late as the Jews know about Exodus to Sirius; He also 
planned to use Jerusalem as a backdrop for an address to the Republican National 
Convention, telling the 9/11 NYC Jews why they cant sue for $777 Trillion and 
spend the money on Israel instead of Mecca. 



8-24-2020 Star Wars Exodus holds a kind of mythical sway over Jewish Rabbis 
with the New Einstein going 500 times faster than the speed of light in a Jewish 
Alien YouTube Video from Sirius. $777 Trillion in illegal oil revenues holds a kind 
of mythical sway over all the Jews watching Mecca get richer and richer every 
years since the 1980 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars were Sanctioned by Trump. 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

"Windmill Car Thieves" Grand Theft Auto Ford and Porsche a Disney Movie after 
"Cars 4" 

Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are two of the Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$



Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's



2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

"Americans Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place" 

8-24-2020 Pink Bannon Donations Think Tank with the Wounded Warrior who 
missed driving a 1980 Windmill Porsche around Times Square. Bannon’s Hit Men 
Promote Ties to Trump and Raise Millions. A photo with Donald Trump Jr. A chat 
with the president himself. Officials at We Build the Wall turned a stream of 
postings into a gusher of donations they planned to wasted on Diesel Mercedes and 
Russian Women. 

8-24-2020 Electric Feel of the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars is on the minds of NY 
Times journalists; As 336 party delegates gather to renominate the president, they 
will take part in something closer to a traditional convention than what Democrats 
did last week — but still without the 'electric feel' of the 2020 Porsche Windmill 
Cars!! 

8-24-2020 Appalled by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ stopping the 9/11 NYC Jews 
from taking $777 Trillion from Saudi Arabia. This will not last much longer as to 
much money and a very Good Exodus to Sirius is a God Particle. 



8-24-2020 Exodus Rabbis then Trump Hopes to Change the Storyline as the 
Republican Convention Kicks Off. Trumps reality TV show storyline has been 
exposed by Tell All books next will be Tell all YouTube Videos. 

8-24-2020 The 50 Best IP invention projects our of 1,001 on Amazon Prime 1 Click 
with links and specs, genius tutors or you can waste your TV time on The 50 Best 
TV Shows on Netflix Right Now. It can be hard to keep up with all the shows that 
are must-sees. Let us help. The NY Times let us help you lost your 1980 Porsche 
windmill Car now they want to help you lose a IP invention Project on Amazon 
Prime 1 Click. 

8-24-2020 Is Resilience Overrated? Are the 100 Nearby Stars and their Jewish 
Aliens Underrated by the End Story on CBS Nightly News, Hell Yes! 

8-24-2020 Get a app on the Apple Store; What to Do About Location Tracking on 
Your Phone. Get a app on the Apple Store to track were you have been and were 
you are going in a sophisticated AI art of the diagnosis of your life 'You Track' not 
just those selling protein bars. And if you go to Bars the tracking will have AI link 
to the MD data base on Alcohol and warn you if you have Breast as this is high risk 
and you will realize with all the AI alerts that are not for protein bars on Amazon 
stay away from the Bars on your GPS tracking you self. And the Florida Lottery. 



8-24-2020 IP invention projects; Loyalty Bookstore, alive during the pandemic. 
“The average is 17-hour workdays,” 18 hour days on Amazon Prime 1 click IP 
invention projects with links to all 1,001 IP and specs, genius tutors to chat with. 
Star Wars Amazon Bookstore with the worlds fastest super computers on 1 Click 
Amazon Prime. High Tech AI IP to help go 500 times faster than the speed of light 
and buy a Gravity Engine Car Invention. Inventory management of 1,001 IP 
invention projects spelled out with links and specs. 

8-24-2020 Worse are the Diesel Mechanics cashing in on Childhood birth defects 
and Pink Cancers. "Cashing In on Misery: How Carl Icahn Made $1.3 Billion as 
Malls Died, as 7 million children died from cancer and 10 million Pink women died 
from breast cancer Carl Icahn Made $777 Trillion from Mall gas stations. 1 Million 
New Gas stations in China and India matter more than Pink Lives! 

8-24-2020 There is something discomfiting about the idea of getting fantastically 
rich off someone else’s misfortune, which is what happens when a “short” trade — 
or bet against a stock or industry. 1,001 IP invention projects as a industry. 
Amazon Prime 1 Click links specs to 1,001 IP invention projects. “short” as drones 
and missiles aimed at Hospitals are the discomfiting reality about those who are 
addicted to cheering Drone and Missile strikes! This behavior from the Top Brass 
is Top Secret thanks to the end story on CBS Nightly News. 

8-24-2020 Smashed Windshields on cars just in China has cost Billions; Smashed 
Windows on Subway Cars Have Cost the M.T.A. $300,000. End story on CBS 
Nightly News... 



8-24-2020 America’s 'imagine' by Lennon and Yoko for a More Just Future 
Rethinking Who and why he shot John Lennon in the back in NYC and rethinking 
this is still going on today with 100,000 cameras watching everyone but no CBS 
cameras for the end story on the Nightly News. 

8-24-2020 

8-23-2020 Trump-Biden Bush-Cheney in Comfort. USS Comfort Hospital Ship has 
a few Sailors cleaning it on Sunday with no orders from anyone to sail to Key West 
or Moscow in case another case of Putin poisoning makes headlines. Russians in 
Key West, Tourists, Ha! 

Charité Hospital Jet. Charité is one of the main partners of the Einstein 
Foundation. 



Charité Hospital Jet. Charité is one of the main partners of the Einstein 
Foundation. 

8-23-2020 Mr. Navalny has been treated abroad previously, after an attack in 2017 
in which a caustic liquid was thrown in his face, partially blinding him in one eye. 

Maryanne Trump Barry, in last nights edition of the Washington Post. Bone Saw 
hit men will be talking about this double hitter at the Washington post. When 
Trump calls Prince Salman, grin. 

8-23-2020 Ask Trumps Sister about Saudi Hit Men and Russian Bounty Hunters... 
she must know more than just what the Washington Post printed last night. 



8-23-2020 Maryanne Trump Barry, President Trump’s older sister in a series of 
audio recordings made by her niece, Mary L. Trump, in 2018 and 2019. The 
recordings were provided to The Washington Post, which published them online 
Saturday night. In the recording, Ms. Barry can be heard “His god damned drone 
and missile strikes on Hospitals in Syria, Afghastan, Key West Yale Key West 
Medical School and now the "West Point Medical School." 

8-23-2020 Recognize Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion Misinformation on the Internet; 
Trump opening speech this week, You Can Sue Saudi Arabia for 9/11. This is how 
Trump can win a Landslide Election before the Election! 

8-23-2020 Vertical Limits, on the Oil + Gas Money Charts and Graphs. 1.3 million 
deadly traffic wrecks world wide in 2020 and Vertical Limits of this not published 
in the Washington Post along with 1,001 Nobels in Medicine links specs and tutors. 
But they did publish Maryanne Trump Barry, in last nights edition of the 
Washington Post. Bone Saw hit men will be talking about this double hitter at the 
Washington post. When Trump calls Prince Salman, grin. 

8-23-2020 Mr. Navalny has been treated abroad previously, after an attack in 2017 
in which a caustic liquid was thrown in his face, partially blinding him in one eye. 



8-23-2020 Vertical Limit of the Yale Key West Medical School and the "West Point 
Medical School" with MD Hospital Jets, not just one like the Charité Hospital Jet. 
Charité is one of the main partners of the Einstein Foundation and soon all the 
World's Rabbis Driven to Exodus and Today wanting to Win 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine for the Pink Jewish Women tortured for decades by Israeli Rulers driving 
a Diesel Mercedes with Poison Gas Exhaust to UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia 
for illegal gasoline revenues like Bannon and his Wounded Warrior Scam but in 
the $ Trillions of dollars for more drones and missiles not Medical Nobels. 

8-23-2020 CERN Time is the best Time to find another God Particle in Time; 
"Mountain Time Is the Best Time Zone in America" Vertical Limit of the NY 
Times journalists writing up Mountain Time Zone instead of the CERN God 
Particle Time. Vertical Limit of the NY Times can't climb K2 or make contact with 
Aliens at the Nearby Stars. When Aliens are Discovered at all of the Nearest 100 
Stars the Vertical Limit of the NY Times will be read about in Amazon books and 
CBS Nightly News. 

8-23-2020 Maryanne Trump Barry, President Trump’s older sister in a series of 
audio recordings made by her niece, Mary L. Trump, in 2018 and 2019. The 
recordings were provided to The Washington Post, which published them online 
Saturday night. In the recording, Ms. Barry can be heard “His god damned drone 
and missile strikes on Hospitals in Syria, Afghastan, Key West Yale Key West 
Medical School and now the "West Point Medical School." 

10,000 others in Russian need a MD Jet Flight to Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 
Center in New York. He immediately began treatment for acute promyelocytic 
leukemia. 



10,000 others in Russian need a MD Jet Flight to Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 
Center in New York. He immediately began treatment for acute promyelocytic 
leukemia. 

10,000 in Russian need a MD Jet for this too; An ambulance transported Mr. 
Candan, who is a hardware development engineer for I.B.M. in Poughkeepsie, 
N.Y., to Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York. He immediately 
began treatment for acute promyelocytic leukemia. He ultimately spent 33 nights in 
the hospital, and will continue treatment for seven more months. 10,000 in Russian 
need a MD Jet for this! 



8-23-2020 Charité Hospital Jet and movie producer or ordered it flight to Russian 
only had 1 seat not 10K seats for Other Russians poisoned by acute promyelocytic 
leukemia. Prevention of acute promyelocytic leukemia will win a Russian not in a 
election, sorry Putin a Nobel in Medicine soon as this link with specs and tutors is 
up on Amazon Prime 1 click IP invention Projects in Moscow. 

8-23-2020 Charité Hospital + Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New 
York. Hospital Staff Turned Wedding Planners. Mr. Candan, who is a hardware 
development engineer for I.B.M. in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., She spotted him at a coffee 
shop during a snowstorm, when just about no one else was out, and approached 
him in the language of his homeland, as she had spent time in Istanbul the previous 
year. “It was a magical experience,” he said. “She came and talked to me in 
Turkish, straight up.” How they need a coffee shop with iMac's and Mac Book 
Pro's to talk up IP invention projects to cure Leukemia. Wedding plans of Miranda 
Wickham and Enver Candan, hook up with IP invention project plans to win a 
Nobel in Medicine or Nobel for IBM AI IP invention projects after the in Hospital 
Wedding when he is cured of leukemia. Art of the Diagnosis article on him by Dr. 
Lisa Sanders MD written for a NY Times article too. ...Wickham, 27, is an analyst 
for the Government Accountability Office, and now works remotely, so in July, 
when Mr. Candan, 32, developed shortness of breath and unexplainable bruises on 
his chest and stomach, Ms. Wickham insisted he go to urgent care. A couple of days 
later, when test results came back, the news was dire... Statistics on how many wait 
days before going to Urgent Care!! 

8-23-2020 “There’s no explanation for the electricity between us,” Electricity after 
the Wedding can be explained by Brainstorming 1,001 Nobels in Medicine together 
on Amazon Prime 1 Click list with specs and genius tutors. Electricity from the 
2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars will let them climb K2 of Inventions for 
Nobels after the wedding. Work for a change not just work! 



8-23-2020 Starbucks Rx Latte for dopamine for those without enough Vertical 
Limits, K2 Climb for IP invention projects with a new wife or husband. “When you 
start falling in love, your brain releases the chemical dopamine, which activates 
your neural receptors and makes you feel both pleasure and a euphoric sense of 
purpose to get a Soul Mate Invention! Or a IP invention project idea!” Then, in 
May 2015, came a breakthrough Pink Rx Recipe for a Starbucks Rx Pink Latte 
Cure All for all stages of breast cancer in 8 days! Decades waiting for this Rx Pink 
Latte at Starbucks! “Why don’t we write down what we’d secretly like if we win 
$777 Trillion in our 9/11 law suit against Saudi Arabia. Why don't we write to the 
Rabbis about Jewish IP invention project for Nobels at the Einstein Foundation. 
Windfall of $777 Trillion with Trillions spent by the Einstein Foundation will 
change Jewish Weddings in 2020. Make then richer in many ways from Mecca 
Weddings today. 

8-23-2020 Rx Recipe for a dopamine Latte at Starbucks!! Dopamine is a 
prescription medicine used to treat the symptoms of low blood pressure, low 
cardiac output and improves blood flow to the kidneys. Dopamine may be used 
alone or with other medications. Dopamine belongs to a class of drugs called 
Inotropic Agents. Dopamine (Dopamine Hydrochloride): Uses, Dosage, Side 
Effects ... 

https://www.rxlist.com/dopamine-drug.htm 

8-23-2020 Rx Recipe for a dopamine Latte at Starbucks could win a Nobel in 
Medicine in the Honey Mood, Grin. 



8-23-2020 Write how $777 Trillion for the USA will change this research; To find a 
way to limit the lanternfly’s spread, scientists are studying its internal bacteria, 
which help it transform nutrient-poor plant sap into amino acids. 

8-23-2020 Alcohol is associated with an increased risk of some cancers, although 
cervical cancer had not been identified as one of those cancers. Tracking you 
buying protein bars is on the front page of the NY Times not tracking Alcohol and 
Cancers was censored by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who both own several Bars 
in NYC. 

8-23-2020 Nobel for HPV vaccine in the drinking water like fluoride. HPV vaccine 
is the best way to prevent cervical cancer it would be if invented for drinking water. 
Jeff Bezos know this and has not put up this IP invention projects on Amazon 
Prime 1 Click with links and specs, genius Pasteur tutors. Why? 

8-23-2020 Ms. Waldron and Mr. Bartschke were married in a beach ceremony, 
attended by 25 guests, at the Beach House Waterfront Restaurant on Anna Maria 
Island. Bonnie Sanchez, a minister through the American Marriage Ministries, 
officiated. 



8-23-2020 “He is so in love with her, you just want to be around them and soak it 
up,” Ms. Sanchez said. “They’re the warm and fuzzy we all need right now.” 

8-23-2020 Their decision to spend the rest of their lives together, though, was made 
strictly for their own benefit. “There’s no explanation for the electricity between 
us,” Mr. Bartschke said. “I sure know how to pick them.” 

8-23-2020 World Wide Statistics from Oil and Gas explosions, those dead and 
missing are missing from the front page of Sundays NY Times. We understand the 
limits of gas and oil burns like Sundays fiery wrecks not on the front page of the 
Times on Monday. "2 Dead and 2 Missing After Pipeline Explosion in Corpus 
Christi" "Six people were injured, officials said, including some who were taken to 
hospitals to be treated for burns." By CHRISTINA MORALES 

8-23-2020 Pipeline Explosion in Corpus Christi" "Six people need a flight to 
Moscow Burn Center!" 



8-23-2020 Trump-Biden Bush-Cheney in Comfort. USS Comfort Hospital Ship has 
a few Sailors cleaning it on Sunday with no orders from anyone to sail to Key West 
or Moscow in case another case of Putin poisoning makes headlines, long as the 
USS Comfort isn't pictured on the front page like this MD Jet. Have a Heart or 
two, or three board this jet today. Hell No! 1,001 Things we know about flying this 
MD Jet. Paris MD Jets "Let them Eat Cake!" Anxiety of Paris Elite Oil Men 
reading what's tomorrows headlines today. 

8-23-2020 Crimes of torture under the Bush-Cheney regime, 1,001 MD Jets and 
1,001 Organs for a transplant wasted, trashed then Cheney needs a heart 
transplant along with 1,001 others who died a tortured death waiting to get a heart. 



8-23-2020 Bush-Cheney crimes of beheading 10,000 in the decades they refused to 
drive the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars. ; Canada beheadings by Saudi Arabia 
not far from where a beekeeper had reported a suspicious slaughter of a beehive — 
with each bee found decapitated, each person found decapitated in Saudi Arabia, 
UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, in a article in the NY Times not just the beehive attacked. 
Asian Hornet a Giant! Bush-Cheney crimes of beheading 10,000 in the decades they 
refused to drive the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars. This Hornet linked to up to 
50 deaths a year in Japan. Japan Amazon prime does not link it to any IP invention 
projects with specs and genius tutors to find a way to disarm it same as a way to 
disarm all the world Cheney's and Bush Oil Men for Ford Porsche Windmill Cars 
responsible for 10,000 deaths in Japan just in 2020. 

8-23-2020 Warning signs about Saudi Arabia Prince beheadings, the statistics in 
bold charts decade by decade since the first 1980 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars. 
In Washington State, some people have seized on fears of Asian giant hornets to 
post fake warning signs at trailheads claiming that the hornets were nesting in the 
area. The state said it removed at least three of those signs, and officials have made 
others available to be posted in areas where the hornets have been discovered. 
Aspen, Geneva, Paris, Rome Warning signs about Saudi Arabia Prince 
beheadings... 

8-23-2020 Vertical Limits K2 Climb what the NY Times can write; ‘Murder 
Hornets’ in the U.S.: The Rush to Stop the Asian Giant Hornet flying inside as you 
drive your new 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars! 

8-23-2020 Beirut explosion: Injured Syrians struggling to survive waiting for this 
MD Jet! Al Jazeera English 



8-23-2020 Amazon Jeff Bezos agrees Pink Lives matter, what comes next on 
Amazon 1 Click Prime Pink Rx Recipes... nothing for now! Another Amazon 
Package for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

8-23-2020 Pipeline Explosion in Corpus Christi" "Six people need a flight to 
Moscow Burn Center!" 

8-23-2020 Trump-Biden Bush-Cheney in Comfort. USS Comfort Hospital Ship has 
a few Sailors cleaning it on Sunday. 



8-22-2020 48 million people, Kenya. Only has 9,068 MD's The King of Sweden 
wants to hire 8,000 Cuban MD's to work on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine all spelled out 
with specs and genius tutor but can't fly them to Stockholm because of Trumps 
Sanctions on Cuban MD's. 

8-22-2020 7 Billion people, World Wide Only ###,###,### MD's! NY Times; Post 
Office statistics not MD Statistics on the front page today. Doctor Editor's MD's at 
the NY Times and CBS, MSNBC would have a intrinsically curable diet a benefit to 
7 billion People with Only ###,###,### MD's! These statistics were not censored just 
not searched for on Google NY Times. 

8-22-2020 The White House did not give a cause of death or Art of the Diagnosis by 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for the NY Times article on Robert Trump millions of 
Medical School Students would have read. 

8-22-2020 Dr. Mary Trump MD. Not for these Trump Men, no desire for MD 
women they pick Miss America and Miss Universe for many decades. All these 
Decades MD women are kept in the Hospital not the White House to diagnose 7 
billion on AI super computers. Facebook not "MD InventBook" A Contest by 
Trump picks Miss America. Robert Trump died last week in New York at 71. The 
White House did not give a cause. It was the first time a president has held a 
funeral for a family member in nearly 100 years, according to the White House 
Historical Association. Mr. Trump delivered the eulogy, which lasted about 10 
minutes, and was censored from this article in the Times! 



8-22-2020 Hymn “Abide With Me” was played on bagpipes. Several of Mr. 
Trump’s other children, including Barron and Ivanka, looked on. 

8-22-2020 Hymn is OK but Barron and Ivanka, need to look at a MD article on Art 
of the Diagnosis, cause of Robert Trumps death! 

8-22-2020 Art of the Diagnosis on Coolidge son and Willie Lincoln should have 
been written up in todays NY Times by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. Come on this is the 
NY Times not the Key West Citizen! Most funerals at the White House for first 
family members have been for children. Among them were Calvin Coolidge Jr., 
President Calvin Coolidge’s son who died at 16 in 1924 of a blood infection caused 
by a blister on his foot, and Willie Lincoln, Lincoln’s son who died at 11 in 1862 of 
typhoid. 

8-22-2020 NY Times statistics on how many die today from blisters and typhoid 
and how to prevent this. 



8-22-2020 Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Ratings Surge on MSNBC 
and even higher on Fox News. This should be the article 7 Billion people in need of 
a MD diagnosis need to read that is right the first time and didn't take months to 
discover the cause of being sick... grin. Not The TV Divide: Convention Ratings 
Surge on MSNBC as Fox News Dips. 

8-22-2020 Trumps sanctions on "Art of the MD Diagnosis" getting it right the first 
time and ASAP not weeks or months means he will not see his brother Robert aging 
to be 81 or 91. Art of the Diagnosis on Trumps "Sanctions on MD's" is a war crime 
close to home today. If Trump has brain cancer today not diagnosed this could be 
what is causing all the 'Sanctions' on Top MD's and Inventors of 2020 Ford 
Windmill Car accessories. 

8-22-2020 7 Billion people and we have deceitful '1984' authorities who sell Diesel 
Mercedes not Porsche Windmill Cars! 

8-22-2020 Stress with Putin Poisoning People world wide and even more bone saw 
hit men paid by Saudi Arabia, stressed that the German doctors were not 
toxicologists and did not give any assessment of what had caused Mr. Navalny’s 
illness. Charité, a Berlin research hospital where Mr. Navalny was expected to be 
taken on Saturday. 



8-22-2020 The person least comfortable in a Navalny-free Russia is bound to be Mr. 
Putin himself, the women least comfortable are Russian Beauty Queen contest who 
meet Trump not Dr. Mary Trump MD who wants to win a Nobel in Medicine for 
the Rx Recipe Cure for Breast Cancer in all Stages with a Rx Latte at Moscow 
Starbucks. One Person or 100 million Russian women! 

8-22-2020 The poor quality of protective equipment is the main reason many health 
workers are getting infected, this and the poor quality of personal disinfecting 
protection failed as before the virus hospital acquired infections were only statistics 
now they are 'Real.' 

8-22-2020 “The Army that’s fighting the pandemic in Kenya is currently 
demoralized.” 

8-22-2020 More "Art of the Diagnosis' Movies by Disney! "New Safety Standards 
for Movie going as U.S. Theaters Reopen" 007 Movie with Dr. Bond MD. 



8-22-2020 “The Rabbis Army that’s fighting for the Star Wars Exodus of Jews to 
Sirius is currently demoralized, by Qatar, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Mecca 
Riches beyond belief the Israeli Rulers don't want to sue for 9/11 Terrorists, and 
now Diesel in the Air! 

8-22-2020 Ms. Rios, who is in her 80s and lives at the Stephen Wise Towers on the 
Upper West Side, said the workers argued over whether the air-conditioner would 
fit; it was like “something from a Laurel and Hardy comedy routine,” she said. 
Still, she is grateful for the cool air. 

8-22-2020 “The goal is to be able to install 1,500 air-conditioners each day and have 
all 74,000 installed by the end of July, and we are confident we can meet that goal,” 
the mayor said. 

8-22-2020 But the city found that installing window units in creaky New York City 
apartments can be a vexing experience, with variable factors like window size and 
configuration and proximity to a suitable electrical outlet. 



8-22-2020 2020 Ford Windmill Car has a electrical outlet that plugs into you home 
and 1,001 other uses not yet invented accessories and the give away like the 
Window A/C the workers will fight it out like “something from a Laurel and Hardy 
comedy routine” 

8-22-2020 Why there was no mention of 'Stand Alone' A/C unites in the middle of 
the kitchen or living room in the NYC A/C mission is another “something from a 
Laurel and Hardy comedy routine” by those who ordered the window A/C not the 
'Stand Alone' A/C units. 

8-22-2020 Why there was no mention of the Ford Porsche WindmillCAR's 24/7 A/C 
climate controls in your WindmillCar like your home 24/7. 

8-22-2020 Andrew Delbanco, the Alexander Hamilton Professor of American 
Studies at Columbia and the author of the 2018 book “The War Before the War,” 
recalls the cafe as a snug shelter on winter mornings, one where he and his wife, 
Dawn, would stop after they dropped their daughter, Yvonne, off at school. “Back 
in the '80s and early '90s, Budapest Hungarian Cafe became a sort of writing studio 
for me — a place where one could somehow be sociable and focused on work at the 
same time,” Andrew explains. “I wasn’t the only writer who developed a language 
of nods and waves that signaled to friends whether one was there to work or to 
schmooze.” Whereas other regulars relied on the caffeine, in Andrew’s case, “I 
became completely dependent on the almond horn pastry — the crunchier the 
better 



Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

"Windmill Car Thieves" Grand Theft Auto Ford and Porsche a Disney Movie after 
"Cars 4" 

8-22-2020 100 million people in 80s and early '90s, Budapest Hungarian Cafe NYC 
became a sort of writing studio as the Drive to a Utopia NYC with the 1980 Ford 
and Porsche Windmill Cars were kept from 100 Million people in NYC and 
Budapest Cafe writers and inventors. 100 million people became completely 
dependent on the almond horn pastry instead of the 1980 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Cars. When driven in Budapest with signs "Next The Gravity Engine 
Car's" to rise up the Euphoria of the Invention completely dependent on the next 
invention project the Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine harvesting almonds, cashews, 
peanuts, figs in the Amazon some to be packaged for Xi in China with Zero waste 
ads. And new almond horn pastry packaging so there are never any leftovers 50% 
off at the Budapest Hungarian Cafe NYC of China. 

8-22-2020 100 million people in China break a piece of China today. Well brake a 
Glass Dish or Cup today. Amazon almond horn pastry to be packaged for Xi in 



China with Zero waste ads. And new almond horn pastry packaging so there are 
never any leftovers, 50% off at the Budapest Hungarian Cafe NYC or China. 

8-22-2020 100 million people in China have or will have cancer. 12,000 people in the 
United States who learn each year that they have glioblastoma brain cancer. 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

"Windmill Car Thieves" Grand Theft Auto Ford and Porsche a Disney Movie after 
"Cars 4" 

8-22-2020 100 million people in China can't break a Aluminum Dish, serve this 
meal to Xi. 



8-22-2020 China; National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center, as the observatory is 
officially known, hosted the largest single radio antenna on the planet, suspended 
by cables from three mountaintop towers, is a giant triangular structure of girders. 
Five hundred vertiginous feet below, nestled in a sinkhole valley, is an aluminum 
dish 1,000 feet wide — an antenna to catch radio waves from the cosmos in Arecibo 
Observatory in northwestern Puerto Rico Arecibo facility was originally built and 
run by Cornell University under contract to the Air Force Research Laboratory 
only surpassed in 2016 by a new telescope in China that is 1,600 feet in diameter. 

8-22-2020 New CERN Space Station that fits just right for 4K Physics Techs who 
can work on a even larger dish to catch radio waves would be a nice make work 
dish of food for the 4K Physics techs from CERN. Arecibo Dish Since 2016, it has 
been managed by the University of Central Florida under a cooperative agreement 
with University Ana G. Méndez and Yang Enterprises. The annual budget is about 
$12 million, including funds from NASA and the National Science Foundation, 
according to the University of Central Florida. CERN Space Station for 4K Physics 
Techs will have a budget of $7 Trillion thanks to the USA letting us sue Saudi 
Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait for $777 Trillion. 

An aluminum dish 1,000 feet wide — an antenna to catch radio waves from the 
cosmos *.* Dish II will be built into the CERN Space Station that can fit 4K Physics 
Techs from Geneva 





8-21-2020 Disney War Movie!! "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" made by Trump would 
have let Bob live past 71, to 81 or 91 himself too. Grin. 

8-21-2020 Tiffany Star Ship Store in 2022 will sell "Exodus" Diamonds to Jews 
looking for a Gravity Prism, CERN Tiffany will sell Higgs Ring's, at Geneva Store. 
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s,” NYC and Geneva Disney remake of Audrey Hepburn still 
alive, Cured in 1980 by Windmill Cars Cancer Drive!! 



CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims, and NYC Jews Get Backing to Sue Saudi Arabia for 
$777 Trillion! 

8-21-2020 Oh My God; Trump will hold a funeral service for his brother at the 
White House East Room Today. Mr. Trump has invited roughly 200 friends and 
relatives to the service for Bob 71. Mary Trump's brother. NY Times censored out 
Mary Trump from the funeral News article if she was invited or snubbed by 
Trump. God has been snubbed by Trump all his life, will this death funeral alter 
his thoughts and War Time Culture of Missiles and Drone killing sales to Saudi 
Arabia, Hell No! 

8-21-2020 Disney War Movie!! "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" made by Trump would 
have let Bob live past 71, to 81 or 91 himself too. Grin. 

8-21-2020 Bannon; the "Nobel in Medicine Wall" was Built. Mr. Kolfage used some 
of the money to buy a boat, “Warfighter,” when he could have been a War Fighter 
for the 2020 Porsche Windmill Car's in 1980 to 2020. Arms and Legs lost by 
millions of gas engine Porsche drivers leaving Jimmy Carter's Peanut Plantation in 
1980 for War's! 

8-21-2020 Disney War Movie!! "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" made by Trump would 
have let Bob live past 71, to 81 or 91 himself too. Grin. 



8-21-2020 Trump Meets With Iraqi Leader at the White House Yesterday Amid 
Negotiations Over U.S. Troop Levels not birth defects and Pink Cancer Deaths on 
the Battlefield he refuses to Headline like QAnon. 

8-21-2020 Trump “We will be discussing military,” Mr. Trump said. “We’re also 
involved in many oil projects and oil development within their country. 500 U.S. 
troops in neighboring Syria. 500 Pink women will be killed on these Oil Battlefields 
fighting over money for a Rx Recipe Cure All for Breast Cancers. No the VA will 
not admit USA Pink Women Today for Chemo and cutting off their breast. Trump 
Said. 

8-21-2020 Pentagon has also advised Mr. Trump that a small contingent — about 
2,500 troops or so — should remain to advise and assist in Iraq as $300 million a 
week in Oil revenues just from Baghdad is a lot of money the Pentagon Generals 
can use for Drones and Missiles forget the Pink women on the Pink Battlefields and 
pulling into the gas stations in Miami, Cuba. 

8-21-2020 Iranian influence in Iraq! 



8-21-2020 Pentagon Generals Iranian influence in Birth Defects Special Olympics 
Top Secrets as these kids were blown up on the Baghdad battlefields for oil money 
while mom died a tortured death from Breast Cancer with no VA support. 

8-21-2020 Iraq, which has the world’s fifth-largest proven crude oil reserves, $777 
Trillion and not a dollar goes to Bannon and his known birth defect kids and Pink 
women. 

8-21-2020 GE, had signed commercial partnership agreements worth up to $8 
billion with the Iraqi energy and oil ministries. As part of the package, Chevron 
will sell gas on the 4th of July in the USA for $4 a gallon in Windfall Profits. 

8-21-2020 GE War Crimes for decades of 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars; Poor 
Planning Left California Short of Electricity in a Heat Wave, correction kids left in 
hot cars for the last decade in LA is a crime not Poor Planning by City Hall 

8-21-2020 GE War Crimes and Poor decisions in a emergency; Steve Berberich, 
Tuesday defended his organization’s decision to order rolling blackouts rather than 
dipping into reserve power supplies set aside for emergencies. He said the grid had 
to keep some reserves on hand in case a plant like Diablo Canyon unexpectedly shut 
down. 



8-21-2020 323,911 Accusations of N.Y.P.D. Misconduct Are Released Online 

8-21-2020 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 many DUI from Wounded Warriors at 
the VFW Road Rage Road Kill because they have to guy gas when they know about 
the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars! 

8-21-2020 $777 Trillion went to Bannon too; Gifts from the bone saw Prince 
Salman. Mr. Bannon, through an unnamed nonprofit organization, received more 
than $1 million from the group, according to the court documents. Mr. Kolfage got 
a total of $350,000 that he spent on “home renovations, payments toward a boat, a 
luxury S.U.V., a golf cart, jewelry, cosmetic surgery, personal tax payments and 
credit card debt,” the indictment claimed. The others collected hundreds of 
thousands of dollars for personal expenses. Same scam with Prince Harry for 
Wounded Warriors and the ads are still going on when all know the money is spent 
on Hotel Suits and gas stations gas. Diesel Mercedes. RR Rolls Royce. 

8-21-2020 Wounded Warriors who know about the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars; 
Mr. Kolfage, 38, who had lost both legs and one arm in Iraq while serving in the 
Air Force, has posted multiple videos on Twitter mocking former President Barack 
Obama! 



8-21-2020 Mr. Kolfage used some of the money to buy a boat, “Warfighter,” which 
he sailed in a boat parade held in President Trump’s honor on July 4 in Destin, Fla. 
$4 Gas on the 4th of July via Trump Salman Oil Company is a scam to get $777 
Trillion for Mecca. 

8-21-2020 Mr. Kolfage used some of the money to buy a boat, “Warfighter,” when 
he could have been a War Fighter for the 2020 Porsche Windmill Car's in 1980 to 
2020. Arms and Legs lost by millions of gas engine Porsche drivers leaving Jimmy 
Carter's Peanut Plantation in 1980 for War's! 

8-21-2020 Mar-a-Lago Arrest Disrupts Bannon’s Efforts to Stay Relevant After 
Arriving at Mar-a-Lago later today. 

8-21-2020 Trump By pardoning Bannon and the Wounded Warrior Kolfage before 
the trial would be something the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are expecting! Grin. 

8-21-2020 Disney Movie "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" Orion's Oscar-winning hits 
included “Amadeus” (1984), “Platoon” (1986), “Dances With Wolves” (1990) and 
“The Silence of the Lambs” (1991). Orion also gave the world “Caddyshack” 
(1980). 1980 Jimmy Carter gave the world $4 gas on the 4th of July this will be a 



Orion Movie that wins a Oscar. Secret Files of Jimmy Carter as President with 
hostages in Iran and Godsent Ford WindmillCar when Saudi oil embargo had gas 
station lines miles long. Dramatic movie. MGM bought Orion in 1997, all these 
movie stars bought a Diesel Mercedes not a Porsche Windmill Car. Tri-Star, a Sony 
division that recently won a bidding war for "Bone Saw Killers How Many in Saudi 
Arabia" Then "Putins Nerve Agent Lab and Poison Tea's" Rabbis the development 
and production of original films for Disney+ is remake of "Exodus" to Sirius 500 
times faster than the speed of light in a live Streaming hack from Jewish Aliens at 
Sirius, dramatic as "Contact." 

8-21-2020 Disney Movie "100 Years of Breast Cancer" Florida Keys members of 
the Daughters of the American Revolution celebrated 100 years of the right to vote 
on the steps of a polling precinct at the Murray Nelson Government Center in Key 
Largo. 

8-21-2020 Disney Movie "Watch: 10,800 Bay Area lightning strikes" sparking 367 
wildfires looked like from space. The weekend's freak lightning storms were only 
the ignition. Over the next 72 hours, hundreds of fires exploded. This Disney Movie 
will have Physics Techs going over "Cloud to Cloud" Lightning Strikes keeping all 
Lightning Strikes out of the trees! Invention Projects Disney Movie. 

8-21-2020 Xi -254 C packaging will end the frozen food sections in Whole Foods 
China. Communist Party’s “clean plate” campaign targets live streaming extreme 
eaters, wasteful diners and others amid concerns about China’s ability to feed its 
1.4 billion people. Feed China 1,001 IP invention projects all spelled out on Amazon 
Prime with specs and genius tutors of Invention. Salk, Pasteur, Einstein, Edison. 



8-21-2020 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 and the Dangers of the NY Times; What 
are the dangers of this data censored from Traffic Death's front page headlines by 
the NY Times... Although the data excludes names, phone numbers and other 
identifying information, even anonymous location information can be revealing. 
The Times has reported on the intrusiveness of such data, which can show intimate 
details like trips to doctor’s offices and outings with romantic partners. 1.3 million 
dead in traffic wrecks in 2020 and the Times will not analyse them, why? 

8-21-2020 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 and the Dangers of the NY Times; In 
Key West Location of Traffic Wrecks are Top Secret from Keys News Paper the 
Citizen and front page article in the NY Times about locations of wrecks the last 10 
years in Key West. 

8-21-2020 F-35 Radar on all Cars and Roads is in Danger by the NY Times; 
headlines about the accessories on the 2020 Porsche and Ford Windmill Cars. 

8-21-2020 1.3 million traffic wreck database will not prevent you from driving in a 
most accidents happened high alert intersection. Like the New Publix and Dollar 
Store with no light. 100's of wrecks here and the NY Times writes about ads selling 
you Protein Bars. Your best bet is to evaluate the NY Times wrecked articles on 
tracking your location not your traffic wreck hazards. Track the car in front of you 
just pulled out from the VFW Bar. Alert on your iPhone 12 Max Pro. 



8-21-2020 1.3 million Wedding Guest; Where am I going and how will I get there? 
Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
with "Legal Polygamous Marriage" to 4 Yale MD Women. Where am I going and 
how will I get there? “Most people will ask themselves, ‘Can I get there by car?,’ 
which we’re finding is one of the safer ways to travel because you can sanitize it, 
roll down the windows for fresh air, and it contains people you know,” 

8-21-2020 1.3 million Wedding Guest; Where am I going and how will I get there? 
Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 
Getting there by Car; when the Car is the 2020 Porsche Windmill Car!!!! 

8-21-2020 Gas Car War! Windmill Car's War! Driving to a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women 

8-21-2020 Audrey Hepburn would have visited Tiffany & Company in 2022. Its 
unveiling in plans for a shimmering glass jewel box on the roof of its 1940 flagship 
store at 57th and Fifth. Unveiling the Rx Recipe for a Colon Cancer Cure in all 
Stages in 8 Days via Rx Latte at Starbucks Tiffany's! 



8-21-2020 The decision to overhaul the flagship, which entered the realm of 
mythology with the help of Audrey Hepburn in the 1961 film “Breakfast at 
Tiffany’s,” was made three years ago by Alessandro Bogliolo, the chief executive of 
Tiffany. But the execution comes at a time of major transition for the company. A 
$16.2 billion purchase of Tiffany by French luxury-retail behemoth LVMH Moët 
Hennessy Louis Vuitton 

8-21-2020 Tiffany Star Ship Store in 2022 will sell "Exodus" Diamonds to Jews 
looking for a Gravity Prism, CERN Tiffany will sell Higgs Ring's, grin at Geneva 
Store too. “Breakfast at Tiffany’s,” NYC and Geneva Disney remake of Audrey 
Hepburn still alive, Cured in 1980 by Windmill Cars Drive!! 

8-21-2020 The decision to overhaul the Rx Recipe Cure All for Colon Cancer has 
not been made in the USA, Italy, or France by the Ruling Class. 

8-21-2020 Cancer Wars in Venice; Tiffany’s fifth flagship store, on Fifth Avenue 
and 37th Street, around 1905, the year it opened. Designed by McKim, Mead & 
White, it was modeled on the 16th-century Palazzo Grimani on the Grand Canal in 
Venice. It still stands today. 

8-21-2020 Cancer Wars In Venice. It still stands today cancer not cured with a Rx 
Recipe by the Ruling Class Jeweler. 



8-21-2020 Cancer Wars Nobel in Medicine Movies by Disney a aspirational beacon 
for the super-wealthy and those who would like to be Married to Audrey Hepburn 
at 91 like Madonna, Grin. New technology in the cure for cancer Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to 4 Yale MD women like Audrey Hepburn and Madonna. High Tech 
glass facades of the addition’s top floor are made of high-tech Italian slumped glass, 
which has structural properties that reduce the need for vertical mullions. High 
Tech the worlds fastest super computers and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all read by 
Madonna, grin. The flat-glass towers around notably Trump Tower to the south 
IBM to the North. Apple Glass Store is Open? Rx Menu App for Cancer? 

Tiffany Star Ship Store in 2022 will sell "Exodus" Diamonds to Jews looking for a 
Gravity Prism. 

CERN Tiffany will sell Higgs Ring's, grin at Geneva Store too. 

8-21-2020 Tiffany Star Ship Store in 2022 will sell "Exodus" Diamonds to Jews 
looking for a Gravity Prism, CERN Tiffany will sell Higgs Ring's, grin at Geneva 
Store too. 

Tiffany Star Ship Store in 2022 will sell "Exodus" Diamonds to Jews looking for a 
Gravity Prism. 



Tiffany Star Ship Store in 2022 will sell "Exodus" Diamonds to Jews looking for a 
Gravity Prism. 



TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 
Trillion! 

8-20-2020 Sales of F-35 stealth fighters and advanced drones to the Abu Dhabi, 
Emirates UAE as part of a wider plan to realign the Middle East, but Israel and 
Congress may object. Objections by Pink Women world wide as 'fighters' to cure 
breast cancer are needed for the real war! 



8-20-2020 F-35 stealth fighters and advanced drones to the Emirates UAE, Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar. But Israel and Congress may object; 9/11 NYC Jews suing Saudi 
Arabia for $777 trillion is what the NY Times should have put on the front page. 

8-20-2020 Apple Reaches $2 Trillion, Punctuating Big Tech’s Grip. $777 Trillion 
Punctuating Big F-35 Pilots Missiles hitting hospitals for decades to come as 
fighters cheer the strike on Hospitals Today and tomorrow! Art of the Diagnosis 
the cause of this is Wasp Lawyers who sue the Cancer MD when there is no Miracle 
cure Rx Recipe for Cancer. 

8-20-2020 "Pink Sisters, Mothers, Daughters all put to death by the Worlds 
Military leaders. Generals! Military Extremists Interviews Showed Us nothing is 
out in the Universe, nothing! 

8-20-2020 The best Time Zone to be in is CERN God Particle 'Time' with 
everything else a 'Particle' Time most likely is a particle too. 

8-20-2020 Pink Russian Ballet Returns to Moscow news after CBS and MSNBC get 
finished with Russians won the election for Trump news over and over again and 
again... wow! Putin calls Trump not the Pink Ballet Breast Cancer Drama, 
Dramatic Dance in Pink! 

8-20-2020 Headlines about suing Saudi Arabia by 9/11 NYC Jews suing Saudi 
Arabia for $777 trillion is what the NY Times should have put on the front page 
headlines not sales of F-35 stealth fighters and advanced drones to the Emirates 
UAE 



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 



5-4 Vote 1984 Supreme Court 9/11 Victims to Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion 
buy a Nearby Star! 

5-4 Vote 1984 Supreme Court 9/11 Victims to Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion 
buy a Nearby Star! 

8-20-2020 Boeing and General Dynamics Day Labor Temps too, Pentagon's night 
staff are all Day Labor Temps; Uber and Lyft Just Can’t Stop Flouting the Law. 
Both are threatening to pull out of California this week over a law requiring them 
to treat their workers as full-fledged employees. 



8-20-2020 Pink InventBook removes Facebook; Facebook Removes 790 QAnon 
Groups to Fight Conspiracy Theory, E=mc2 Theories by 100's on how to cure 
Breast Cancer will be on InventBook Facebook has kicked this Pink cure all off 
Facebook for years and years killing millions of pink women a tortured death at the 
hands and minds of Facebook. 

8-20-2020 100's of fiery cop car wrecks in the USA writing a traffic ticket and no 
Protest; Hundreds of Police Killings in India, but No Mass Protests" By JEFFREY 
GETTLEMAN and SAMEER YASIR Jeff and Yasir at the NY Times have drove 
by fiery cop car wrecks on the side of the road in a traffic ticket stop without 
stopping to help and not making this headlines for the USA. A War Crime of 
course. 

8-20-2020 Biden said he drove by fiery Cop Cars; Biden Said, ‘Most Cops Are 
Good.’ But Progressives Want Systemic Change." By REID J. EPSTEIN and 
JOHN ELIGON 

8-20-2020 Biden has driven by fiery cop cars and will drive by fiery cop cars today; 
when the cops finally pull over Biden fleeing and eluding all Hell will happen with 
his arrest. Elude Police on fire for decades at 77 years old, a war crime and crime. 

8-20-2020 Berlin’s Diesel Mercedes War Machines are Scene by all in this 1984 
Berlin: Are Reports of Its Death Exaggerated by the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars? 
Berlin's Wounded Warriors from WW II want to gas to death the Earth with Diesel 
Exhaust. And have almost conquered the World's Air with particles of Diesel in the 
Winds. 

8-20-2020 Florence, Rome, Vatican; 2020 Nobel's in Medicine in 500 years we need 
to work on today with iMac at Starbucks Rome, Florence, Vatican City Starbucks, 



iMac's! Raphael; In Italy and beyond, the plan was to celebrate the 500th 
anniversary of the Renaissance artist’s death with great fanfare. The plan changed, 
to working on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine today all spelled out on Amazon Prime 
with specs and genius tutors to get you started. 

8-20-2020 The best Time Zone to be in is CERN God Particle 'Time' with 
everything else a 'Particle' Time most likely is a particle too. 

YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

8-20-2020 Michigan to Pay $600 Million to Victims of Flint Water Crisis. The 
money would largely be designated for children in Flint who were poisoned by lead-
tainted tap water after officials changed the city’s water supply six years ago. More 
money will go to Wasp Lawyers the Supreme Court will rule on this when the 
Wasp Lawyers for Lead Poisoning in the Kids goes to the Supreme Court. After 
city officials switched the water supply, residents began feeling ill and experiencing 
skin rashes. 1984 City Hall in Car City without a Ford WindmillCar city officials 
need to switch needed to switch for more than just lead in the city water. iMac's in 
Starbucks for some Lead Nobel Prize winners. Idiots at city hall officials in Flint, 
led by a state-appointed emergency manager, switched the city’s water supply from 
Lake Huron to the notoriously foul Flint River. Officials failed to add corrosion 
controls to the tap water, investigations later found, allowing lead and other 
chemicals to leach from the old, worn pipes into the drinking supply. 1,001 cancers 
most likely happened and are censored by the NY Times. Flint residents knew there 
was something terribly wrong with their water. It tasted metallic and often 
appeared to be green or light brown. Many people began feeling ill and 
experiencing skin rashes, hair loss and other mysterious symptoms. But when they 



confronted elected officials and demonstrated outside City Hall, their pleas were 
dismissed. 

8-20-2020 Flint; suspicion of government officials runs high!! 

8-20-2020 Wasp Lawyer Attorney General Dana Nessel announced that her office 
was dropping pending criminal cases against government officials on orders from 
1984 HQ. 

8-20-2020 Flint, USA; suspicion of government officials runs high!! Gov perk is a 
Diesel Mercedes for the DA. 

8-20-2020 1,001 Thousands of Flint residents have filed lawsuits against the state. 

8-20-2020 1,001 Thousands of NYC Jewish residents have filed lawsuits against the 
Saudi Arabia for 9/11 

YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

8-20-2020 How Two British Orthodontists Became Celebrities, more timely is how a 
Oral Surgeon pulling teeth can win a Nobel in Medicine by inventing a Rx Recipe 
that lets the Oral surgeon pull teeth my hand, well fingers not pliers, grin. 

8-20-2020 iMac's Mac Book Pro's 100" LG Monitors in every room; Kerry Anne 
Hoffman and Sung Choi, former renters, aimed to buy to a bigger two-bedroom in 
Brooklyn with two bathrooms, good closet space and a view that wasn’t a brick 
wall. They also wanted a place with the amenities they already enjoyed: a gym and 
common space in the building, and a washer-dryer and dishwasher in the 
apartment. Mr. Choi, who cooks, wanted a refrigerator with an icemaker and a 
water dispenser. Many new buildings they saw had abundant amenities, but the 
apartments didn’t have any Universe we actually live in to invent something with 
our life. 

8-20-2020 iMac's Mac Book Pro's 100" LG Monitors Kerry Anne Hoffman and 
Sung Choi said the gas station next to this high rise was a deal killer as our Times 
are so close to the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars Times. I would have picked this one 
for the monitor and working next to the wife. Choi, works in the living room, Anne 
is in the walk in closet with her workstation and neither has a tread mill desk for 
getting their heart rate to the target of 140 for 45 minutes few times a week for the 
next decade of heart health. Sorry! 



8-20-2020 iMac's Mac Book Pro's 100" LG Monitors not in the apts below in Saudi 
Arabia, grin. 



8-19-2020 Biden/Harris 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 
Trillion! Trump Questions "Biden’s Oil Revenue $$$ "Abilities" then tweets Prince 
Salman about the law suit, Grin. MSNBC, and CBS Nightly news Headlines or 
ending story censored NYC 9/11 Jews suing Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion and we 
know they will win all $777 Trillion from these Saudi Terrorists who have profited 
from 9/11. 



8-19-2020 First thing the NYC 9/11 Jews will buy with their 9/11 law suit winnings 
is "CERN Space Station for 4K Physics Techs" CERN will name the Space Station 
"Exodus!" 

8-19-2020 Second thing the NYC 9/11 Jews will buy with their 9/11 law suit 
winnings is 40K Trump Tower Skyscrapers pictured below in UAE, Qatar, Saudi 
Arabia not in Israel! 

8-19-2020 Second thing the NYC 9/11 Jews will buy with their 9/11 law suit 
winnings is 40K Trump Tower Skyscrapers pictured above in UAE, Qatar, Saudi 
Arabia not in Israel! 



8-19-2020 Second thing the NYC 9/11 Jews will buy with their 9/11 law suit 
winnings is 40K Trump Tower Skyscrapers pictured above in UAE, Qatar, Saudi 
Arabia not in Israel! 

8-19-2020 NYC Jews 'Euphoric' feeling winning $777 Trillion from Saudi 
Terrorists so many years after 9/11 and the 1980 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars 
hidden at the Georgia Peanut Plantation. 

8-19-2020 NYC Jews 'Euphoric' feeling winnings from No sale of War Toys! $777 
Trillion is a better deal! Peace deal between UAE and Israel could lead to more U.S. 
arms business, GOP Sen. Tom Cotton says Cotton, who sits on the Senate Armed 
Services Committee, said the move could entice other Middle Eastern countries to 
buy more U.S. defense material. A U.S. Sale Of F-35 Stealth Fighters To The UAE 
Could Be A Middle East Game Changer. An unconfirmed report that the U.S. and 
Israel have agreed to a sale of stealth fighters to the United Arab Emirates. 

8-19-2020 Rabbis Exodus to Sirius Invention Projects not Israel Fighter Jets sold to 
UAE, Mecca. Rescuing the NYC Rabbis “from a collapse, exploitation by predatory 
individuals and financial ruin” of 1,001 IP invention projects for 2020 Exodus. And 
a Israel richer than Mecca Today. High tech with the worlds fastest super 
computers in control by the Rabbis not the F-15 Pilots. 



8-19-2020 First thing the NYC 9/11 Jews will buy with their 9/11 law suit winnings 
is "CERN Space Station for 4K Physics Techs" CERN will name the Space Station 
"Exodus!" 

8-19-2020 Israel Jet Fighters land in Germany; Inside the Fight to Save Most 
Vulnerable kids from Diesel Mercedes War Machines of the Newly Armed 
Germans war with Diesel Exhaust world wide causing millions of birth defects. 
Jewish kids birth defects not helped by Israel Fighter Jets sent to Berlin. 

8-19-2020 Berlin police say a 30-year-old Iraqi man appeared to cause three 
separate crashes by ramming his car into several motorcycles on different sections 
of the Berlin inner-city highway during the Tuesday evening rush hour. After the 
last crash, the man stopped the car, placed a box on its roof and a prayer mat on 



the road and started praying, according to the Tagesspiegel, the city’s daily 
newspaper. A police officer who happened to be nearby arrested him. The article 
call him mentally ill for praying to Mecca. 

Biden and Harris let 9/11 Victims Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion... Trump is 
the Looser Big Time! 

8-19-2020 Notre Dame Shifting to Online Classes to Control Outbreak, Outbreak at 
Notre Dame is more noticed than Israel Jet Fighters HQ as the Catholics take care 
of a Million Birth Defected Kids from Diesel Mercedes and Jet Fighters Exhaust. 
Bombing the hospitals Bank for the glory of Wars. 

8-19-2020 Wounded Warriors get more money than birth defect kids. ‘Climate 
Donors’ Flock to Biden to Counter Trump’s Fossil Fuel Money. Ethics Panel Urges 
Rejection of Fetal Tissue Research for birth defects. Ethics Panel at 1984 HQ Urges 
NYC Jews to sue Saudi Arabia for 9/11. 

8-19-2020 Gas Station 1 million in operation targeting the integrity of Notre Dame 
Bishop who cares for the birth defect kids, 1,001 just in the USA. 

8-19-2020 Ethics Panel at 1984 HQ Urges another Tell All Disney Movie 'Trump" 



Trump had a romantic relationship with a Russian woman. On the same trip, 
another Trump associate, Leon D. Black, told investigators that he and Mr. Trump 
“might have been in a strip club together.” Another witness said that Mr. Trump 
may have been with other women in Moscow and later brought them along to a 
meeting with the mayor. Mr. Trump was married to Marla Maples at the time. 

8-19-2020 Trump traveled to Russia in 2013 for the Miss Universe pageant at the 
Ritz-Carlton in Moscow. 

8-19-2020 Russia in 2013 for the Miss MD Universe of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
pageant at the Ritz-Carlton in Moscow died in the KGB meeting... before her time 
as a MD Nobel conversation starter. 

8-19-2020 Russia in 2013 for the Miss MD Universe of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
pageant at the Ritz-Carlton in Moscow died in the KGB meeting soon as Putin 
arrived as 2013 no World Leaders were thinking about the beauty of 1,001 Nobels 
in Medicine Miracle Cures Rx Recipes hacked and crunched on the worlds fastest 
super computers. Putin was making nerve gas for spy wars in London. No Rx 
Recipe for a Rx Pink Latte at Moscow Starbucks. Today at Moscow Starbucks 
Moscow Beauty Contest women wait for iMac's and a Rx Pink Latte from Putin's 
desire to win a Nobel in Medicine. 

8-19-2020 Trump’s 2013 trip to Moscow there was video of him with prostitutes in 
his Ritz-Carlton hotel room. A person Mr. Steele relied on for that information 
later told the F.B.I. Moscow MD's didn't test everyone for STD's and Syphilis. 



Grin. So today Trump could have Syphilis in the brain! 

8-19-2020 1984 HQ the 2 White Men are the true Lottery Winners of Trillions since 
the Florida Lottery Government Scam started at about the same time as the 1980 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. ‘Lottery Lawyer’ Is Accused of Fleecing Winners 
in $107 Million Fraud. This Wasp Lawyer said at the end of the article in the Times 
the FBI had been listening to his cell calls for 10 years as he spent $100 million on 
Porsche gas engine one's and $11K a month rent in Manhattan near the FBI office 
in Manhattan. Millions of Florida Lottery buyers lost an iMac and a Invention in 
the last 10 years and the FBI didn't listen to any of their cell calls about losing $100 
a week from buying Florida Lottery Tickets instead of an iMac and Mac Book Pro. 
Backing by Biden/Harris to sue the Florida Lottery for all their $100 a week loss 
buying tickets. Weekly lottery buys are not on the graph on the front page of the 
NY Times. 

8-19-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are ready to cut back on the destruction of 
Wasp Lawyers killings. TAMPA — Prospective attorneys in Florida are unhappy 
with a decision to postpone the Florida bar exam until October. About 3,000 
prospective attorneys had planned to take the exam online on. Those who are told 
to go to Yale Key West Medical School by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will much 
happier with the rest of their life as a MD instead of a Wasp Lawyer ruining so 
many others lives! Lets hope the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ follow the Orwellian 
Laws in the 'Animal Farm Windmill' Novel the new one on Amazon. Grin. 

8-19-2020 iMac Road Work Money; Monroe County Commission is considering 
applying for almost $45 million in state grants to pay for road elevation and 
stormwater projects in some of the island chain’s. Stinkhorn is just one of the tens 
of thousands of fungi that top state mycologist Matthew Smith knows all too well 
and those working on the iMac Roads will fix! 



8-19-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are the only ones who get to vote on 20 Key 
West Hospital Ships built for Star Wars Hospital Ships at Disney Orlando. And 
Key West. Cheers: To U.S. District Court Judge Lawrence King’s ruling that Key 
West residents will be allowed to vote on the three cruise ship referenda slated for 
the Nov. 3 ballot. John Wells’ Letter to the Editor, “Key West as Animal Farm?” 
clearly intends to divide our community, and with good reason. His business, 
Caribenautical, is the ships agent for the Port of Key West. The Navy is the King 
that will or will not let 20 Hospital Ships Dock in Key West. Oh Yes all paid for by 
Prince Salman from the 9/11 Law Suit Win... $$$ 

8-19-2020 Boring Comments under this video; Former President Jimmy Carter and 
his wife Rosalynn Carter recorded a speech for the Tuesday night Democratic 
National Convention. Carter is 95. His wife turned 93 on Tuesday. No 'Euphoric' 
1980 Ford Windmill Car driven into the video by Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter in 
this video. No Death bed confession! No 'Euphoric' 1980 Ford Windmill Car driven 
into the video. 

8-19-2020 4 Trillion Rx Recipes for a Miracle Rx Recipe a Pink Cure All not in A 
clinical trials showed that remdesivir helped hospitalized patients. Now researchers 
are asking whether when the drug is paired with another antiviral drug, patients 
will recover faster. 

8-19-2020 Virus not Pink Cancer clinical trial showed that remdesivir helped 
hospitalized patients. Now researchers are asking whether when the drug is paired 
with another antiviral drug, patients will recover faster. 



8-19-2020 Police Cars on fire on the side of the road writing a traffic ticket; Star of 
‘Chariots of Fire,’ in 2020. This will be a Disney Movie! 

8-19-2020 Helen Macdonald — historian of science, naturalist, poet, illustrator and 
one-time falcon breeder for the royal family of the United Arab Emirates. Helen 
Macdonald writes in her new book, “Vesper Flights.” writes how to engage with 
nature, nature of the Universe at CERN must have flew by Helen with the God 
Particle Higgs and now CERN Space Station flight for 4K Physics Birds flying into 
the Universe on a Space Station. Royal family of the United Arab Emirates will 
waste the $30 Billion this CERN Space Station will cost. $10 billion in Israeli 
Fighter Jets will be bought and paid for from CERN winnings. Grin. UAE a 
goshawk — a intimidating, murderous bird ready to kill 4K CERN Physics Techs 
smarter than NASA Rocket Scientists. Helen when she sees “Jurassic Park” on a 
movie screen for the first time — “It was miraculous: a thing I’d seen 
representations of since I was a child had come alive.” CERN her flight to CERN as 
a tourists standing under the 100' tall 40' wide camera that takes pictures of birds 1 
trillion pictures a second. “It was miraculous: Helen will write in her next book 
"Higgs is for Hawks too." 

8-19-2020 And if that project leads to culinary questions, search the NASA site for 
its “Eating in Space” videos, for a better food package ask NASA to put this up on 
line, "CERN Space Station flight for 4K Physics Techs" design this space station 
today for NASA tomorrow. 



8-19-2020 iMac's Next thing the NYC 9/11 Jews will buy with their 9/11 law suit 
winnings is 400K iMac for every Starbucks that serves Jews World wide. Exodus IP 
invention projects! 

iMac Stimulus Checks mailed out but not shipped by the Post Office, Ha! Ha! 

8-18-2020 Biden and Harris win all by letting 9/11 Victims Sue Saudi Arabia for 
$777 Trillion... Trump will be the Looser Big Time for Not letting 9/11 Victims and 



NYC Jews sue Saudi Arabia all these Years! Trump Questions "Biden’s Mental 
Abilities" and Calls Harris Biden’s ‘Boss’ then tweets Prince Salman about the law 
suit, Grin. 

8-18-2020 Trump Questions "Biden’s Mental Abilities" and Calls Harris Biden’s 
‘Boss’ then tweets Prince Salman about the law suit, Grin. 

8-18-2020 Paris and Marseille indicators are bad, the signals are worrying and the 
situation is deteriorating into Oil City's in France's World Wide Fuel to the Young 
Pasteur's who have lost decades of work on spin off inventions from the 2020 
Porsche WindmillCars and Gravity Engine Cars. New infections are in young 
adults, ages 15 to 44, mind control driven by gas engine cars and pulling into the 
gas stations in Paris. There are no intellectual conversations in Paris about the -254 
C Ten Inch Windmills that can generate 1 Trillion Volts and Amps. Charge take 
out of the air of Paris by Macron working for the Ruling Class Oil Men who's time 
on Earth ended in 1980. Hundreds died every day in France from no work on 2020 
Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars! Prince Salman with his Chest of Bone Saws feels 
invincible in Paris. Bone Saws next to $777 Trillion in Cash, grin. 

8-18-2020 DeJoy Earned Millions From Company With Financial Ties to Postal 
Service. Joy of at the Post Office of having $8 Billion in 2020 and No Donations to 
Special Olympics for Diesel Birth Defects or No Joy in knowing some wasp lawyer 
will sue the Post Office for not buying Windmill Trucks in 1980 from Jimmy 
Carter. Kids run over by a Mail Truck in a Star Wars Tech Way of Poison 
Exhaust. War on the Post Office is really a Star Wars Disney Movie about how the 
Post Office never Drove a Diesel Mail Truck to Star Wars Post Office Theme Park 
in Florida. How does Disney in Orlando keep track of all its Mail at Star Wars? Joy 
of Getting a Stimulus Check in the Mail from the Post Office also is Joy at getting 
some Stimulus into the Post Office Joy of having Spent $8 billion dollars in 2020 
and just Joy Riding in the Postal Trucks until the cop stops them for a Special 
Olympics Donation for Birth Defects no one will mail to the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ. 



8-18-2020 Post Office General will tell you Wounded Warriors get more money 
than Special Olympics birth defect kids. No Medal of Honor Here for the Generals. 
Mail This!! Pentagon Mails a $8 Billion dollar stimulus check to Special Olympics 
then orders sanctions on Diesel Mail Truck the Semi Mail Trucks of course or just 
buy Windmill Semi Mail Trucks that are classified and only deliver to 'Animal 
Farm' at George Orwells. 

8-18-2020 Trump Question later today will be about Biden and Harris let 9/11 
Victims Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion... Warrior Biden would win the real 
war with 9/11 terrorists and Lawyer Harris would show the world Lawyers can sue 
Saudi Terrorists for 9/11. 

8-18-2020 Biden and Harris will let 9/11 Victims Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 
Trillion... Trump will be the Looser Big Time for Not letting 9/11 Victims and NYC 
Jews sue Saudi Arabia all these Years! 



8-18-2020 Edison Electric; Monday afternoon, the agency that manages the state’s 
energy grid said as many as 3.3 million homes in California power will be turned 
off by Edison Electric in 2020. Star Wars Edison Electric with -254 C Electric 
Generators like 50 miles of CERN with -254 C Magnets, doable in todays 
technology. Surging power usage that outstripped supply when the 2020 Ford and 
Porsche Windmill Cars plug into your home as backup generators. High Tech 2020 
Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars at Disney Star Wars theme park. And on the 
Streets of the USA Today. 

8-18-2020 Greek Life In Athens 2020 should be 'Playing' with Star Wars Exodus to 
the Greek Constellations. Alien in the Greek Constellations on live streaming 



YouTube videos. 

8-18-2020 War Crimes at the State Department in Africa; Paris intellectuals 
brainstorm the spin off inventions from the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars. 

8-18-2020 100 million of theses Windmill Cars in Africa is what the War Crimes at 
the State Department in Africa is all about. 

8-18-2020 Kerry and Susan Rice will pay for 100 million Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Cars not shipped to Africa. 

8-18-2020 The Jews can sue Saudi Arabia if Biden and Harris are elected as Trump 
is Prince Salman's bond guard and Banker. Let God sort it out will happen but first 
the Wasp Lawyers at 1984 HQ will sue the State Department. 

8-18-2020 "Ex-State Dept. Aides: Defending Susan Rice’s Record on Africa" Four 
former assistant secretaries of state for African affairs respond to Bret Stephens’s 
criticism of Ms. Rice 100 million Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars not shipped to 
Africa by the State Department and the NY Times owner and editor knows this 
traffic jam going into Africa and printed this article on the front page. Walter H. 
Kansteiner, Jendayi Frazer, Johnnie Carson, Linda Thomas-Greenfield. Oil Fields 
in Africa not Rice Fields. 

8-18-2020 State Dept a Force for changing lanes without a wreck. Driving a 



government license plate car it looks to me like the State Department has no choice 
but to drive Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars into Africa sooner or later. 

8-18-2020 High Stakes as besides 100 million Windmill Cars 100 Million iMac's and 
Mac Book Pro will be shipped to Africa changing the Culture of War Lords 
reading habits and behavior. Stimulus Check for all State Department employees 
world wide would be a iMac. 

8-18-2020 Making Sense out of Health Experts; Health Experts Push Urgently for 
Flu Shots - Pink dot on a sugar cube at the entrances to Whole Foods and Publix in 
Key West. Shots are not Salk Polio vaccine or Star Wars yet the NY Times owners 
and editors will not write up putting th Flu Shot in a sugar cube. Why? 

8-18-2020 Molly, who works as an editor for an online news service that covers 
cryptocurrency, is brilliant and beautiful and generally wonderful in all ways (as is 
— odd coincidence — her sister) and has delighted me and enriched my life since 
the day she was born. It had occasionally crossed my mind that my daughters 
might someday marry, but who would be worthy of them? A Nobel Prize-winning 
neuroscientist? A Google millionaire genius? Doubtful. Somehow, it had never 
occurred to me to put “32-year-old Russian pet-food wholesaler” 

8-18-2020 Dr. Molly Yale MD woman looking for a husband in the USA or Russia, 
but who would be worthy of them? A Nobel Prize-winning neuroscientist? A 
Google millionaire genius? A man working on Amazon Prime list of 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine and Physics with specs, links and genius Pasteur Salk tutors. Yes, if you 
want to marry a MD Woman. 



8-18-2020 Bride and Groom in Russia they walked down an huge arched stairway 
into a large ballroom with white-trimmed pale green walls and massive chandeliers 
very massive Russian Chandeliers. Dr. Molly MD and the Groom Walked into 
Putins KGB IT room with massive Monitors in a 360 arch around the room and the 
worlds fastest super computers, as Putin wants them to get a Nobel in Medicine or 
two for Russia. A Stimulus Check from Putin. 

8-18-2020 Then they embraced, and signed another document, and everyone stood 
for the playing of “The Hymn of St. Petersburg,” which is apparently required, 
post-wedding, in St. Petersburg. 

8-18-2020 "Here Comes the Bride and Groom with a Nobel in Medicine" Stimulus 
Wedding Gifts more than one for their new Universe as Soul Mates! 

iMac Stimulus Checks mailed out but not shipped by the Post Office, Ha! Ha! 



iMac Stimulus Checks mailed out but not shipped by the Post Office, Ha! Ha! 

8-17-2020 Ghost Writer Spy Movie; Dr. 007 MD 'Trump's Casino Royal II and III' 
Trump died the year he got married at the Taj Mahal Casino 2020, no he didn't 
marry a Yale MD Woman. Why,? ...it's in the Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD Movie at the NY Times. Robert S. Trump, the President’s Younger 
Brother, Dies at 71, not 81 or 91." By ANNIE KARNI Page A21 



8-17-2020 Ghost Writer Spy Movie; "NYC Jews on 9/11 2020 Jewish Lawyers sue 
Saudi Arabia in 2020" Ending of the Movie in Abu Dhabi, UAE Grin... The End ! 

8-17-2020 Ghost; You have given Memory to humans, now they want a Rx Recipe 
for more memory and Rx stimulus for all over the counter drugs. 

8-17-2020 Ghost; Think of giving Memory to Humans as an enormous 
accomplishment then think about the Nobel in Medicine given for the Rx Recipe for 
Memory, enormous accomplishment worth $7 Trillion in Brain Research. CERN 
spent $20 billion on the Higgs Boson, 3 quarks. What will Gravity cost? 

8-17-2020 Robert S. Trump, the President’s Younger Brother, Dies at 101 leaves 
behind 4 Wife's from a Legal Polygamous marriage thanks to Trumps Executive 
orders making legal "Polygamous marriage" to 4 women in the USA thanks to his 
buddy bone saw Prince Salmans influence on Trump. 

8-17-2020 The British Monarchy Is a War Game With Diesel Mercedes War 
Machines and hidden Birth Defects in all the Children. UN feeds the children with 
Birth Defects from Diesel Mercedes War Machines. Yes this is the UN in 2020. 
Geneva Meeting about Syria too. 



8-17-2020 Light Up The Riches Beyond Belief for London, "Some $$$ Light in the 
Darkness for London’s West End" Stimulus from BP Oil Riches in the $100's of 
Trillions. Charge of the $$$ Light Brigade. British in India today selling gas and 
diesel that does massacre millions with cancers. 

8-17-2020 A task for which the light cavalry were well-suited. However, there was 
miscommunication in the chain of command... 

8-17-2020 Box office. $2,736,000. The Charge of the Light Brigade is a 1936 
American historical adventure film from Warner Bros., starring Errol Flynn and 
Olivia de Havilland. 

8-17-2020 She thanked the governor, former Mayor Michael Bloomberg for the 
Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia on 9/11 2020. 9/11 Tribute in 88 Blue 
Lights Will Shine After All, Officials Say The National September 11 Memorial & 
Museum - Let there be Light, Blue Lights reaching 50 miles and 7 light years to 
Sirius. Sue Saudi Arabia Lights Up in 2020 too! $777 Trillion dollars will light us 
the riches of Manhattan lost in the 9/11 Flight of Saudi Terrorists and the Bone 
Saw Prince who was the true Mastermind driving a Diesel Mercedes and keeping 
the Porsche Windmill Cars confined to Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation race 
tracks. Saudi torture of the NYC Jewish Rabbis all these Decades lights up in 2020 
with 88 Blue Lights and $777 Trillion for NYC Jews. 

88 Blue Lights and $777 Trillion for NYC Jews on 9/11 2020 Jewish Lawyers sue 
Saudi Arabia in 2020 



88 Blue Lights and $777 Trillion for NYC Jews on 9/11 2020 

8-17-2020 Electric Charge in India 2020 Ruled by British Oil Wealth infected with 
the Greed Virus. Stimulus Checks for India today. How Kamala Harris’s Family in 
India Helped Shape Her Values to become a Lawyer not a MD. Ironic Ms. Harris’s 
mother, Shyamala Gopalan, who came to America in the late 1950s young and 
alone and made a career as a breast cancer researcher before dying of cancer in 
2009. The 2009 Porsche Windmill Car Culture would have saved her life, she would 
be alive today! With MD's not Lawyers getting many Nobels in Medicine not just 
one a year. Lawyers sue the cancer MD. 

8-17-2020 British India Ruling Class A task for which the light cavalry were well-
suited. However, there was miscommunication in the chain of command... 1.3 
million also died in traffic wrecks in 2009. In every year millions died because 



miscommunication in the chain of command in the ruling Class and Caste. Today 
Wasp Lawyers sue their cancer Doctors when there is no Rx Recipes Cure All for 
Cancer because Miscommunication in the chain of command in the Ruling Class. 
CERN cancer cure will cost more than $20 Trillion. 

8-17-2020 Police Officer Jason rear ended writing a ticket on the side of the road 
lived with burns 7 years of torture then died and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ were 
not arrested. Ms. Harris in California about 15 years ago when she was San 
Francisco’s district attorney and was taking heat for not seeking the death penalty 
for a man accused of killing a police officer. 

8-17-2020 During a later race for California attorney general, Ms. Harris called her 
aunt Sarala Gopalan in Chennai and asked her to break 108 coconuts for good luck 
at a Hindu temple overlooking the beach at Besant Nagar 

8-17-2020 109 Cops have been killed by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ writing a ticket 
on the side of the roads in India and the USA. 

8-17-2020 Painganadu, where Ms. Harris’s grandfather was born in 1911. In terms 
of India’s caste system, the family was at the top of the heap. They were Tamil 
Brahmins, an elite subculture known as TamBrahms. 



8-17-2020 Ms. Gopalan won admission to a Ph.D. program at the University of 
California, Berkeley, Ms. Harris’s aunt, who became a well-known gynecologist. 

8-17-2020 Berkeley was a hive of political activity. It was also where she met 
Donald Harris, a graduate student from Jamaica who specialized in leftist economic 
theory. He was her first boyfriend. “illusion.” But the relationship didn’t last. Her 
mother filed for divorce when Ms. Harris was 7. 

8-17-2020 Harris; The reaction to her in India has been mixed. There has been 
excitement — and front-page newspaper articles. But there has also been suspicion. 
Cash from $777 Trillion in Oil not Kashmir is one of the most bitterly divisive 
issues in India. Many at 1984 HQ have criticized her, calling her a sellout to the 
Berlin Diesel Mercedes War Machines. 

8-17-2020 Harris; One sunny morning, Ms. Harris and her uncle walked down to 
the beach in Besant Nagar where she used to stroll with her grandfather all those 
years ago, and scattered the ashes of her Mother on the waves. Robert S. Trump, 
the President’s Younger Brother, Dies at 71. Harris back in the USA as a Lawyer 
had no thoughts about sending email to Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for a Art of the 
Diagnosis and treatment article in the NY Times on her Mom. 

8-17-2020 Wasp Lawyers are a Windfall to the Super Rich, Lawyers like the Army 
of Harris who watched the Drone Strikes on the Yale Key West Hospitals world 
wide and cheered for the Army. 



8-17-2020 Wasp Lawyers will sue for a bad flu shot reaction not a Rx Recipe Cure 
All for Flu. Culture goes all the way to the Supreme Court Lawyers. And they do 
know who gave them the flu the last few years. Not who will get the Miracle Cure 
Rx Recipe for the flu. No Stimulus Check here from the Supreme Court. 

8-17-2020 Sex and Money Gorged and Addicted to 12 Year Old Girls Juan Carlos 
flew from Vego, Spain to UAE who's leader is setting up a marriage of a 12 year old 
girl to the bone saw Prince Salman. Abu Dhabi is also the second home to Bill and 
Melinda Gates who have watched the sex show at the Palace. grin. 

8-17-2020 

Dr. Harris MD President of the USA looking into the Apple Store Window for a 
stimulus Check to get into Yale Key West Medical School bombed out by Biden and 
Warrior Sons on 3-4-2011. 



Dr. Harris MD President of the USA looking into the Apple Store Window for a 
stimulus Check to get into Yale Key West Medical School bombed out by Biden and 
Warrior Sons on 3-4-2011. 

8-16-2020 "Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" 4 Wife's! "4 Wife's are 
Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia when all the Prince Salman's inner circle 
want the 4th wife to be a 12 year old girl! 



8-16-2020 "9/11 Blue Lights on Windstorms, Porsche Windmill Cars confined to 
Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation race tracks. Saudi torture of the NYC Jewish 
Rabbis all these Decades lights up in 2020 with 88 Blue Lights and $777 Trillion for 
NYC Jews. 

8-16-2020 9/11 Blue Lights On Now! "Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" 
NYC Jews can sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

88 Blue Lights and $777 Trillion for NYC Jews on 9/11 2020 

88 Blue Lights and $777 Trillion for NYC Jews on 9/11 2020 

8-16-2020 "Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" Jews can sue Saudi Arabia 
for $777 Trillion! 



8-16-2020 Japan's Devastating Windstorms; Japan’s Been Proudly Pacifist for 75 
Years. A Missile Proposal Challenges That and spending $75 Billion on Missiles... 

8-16-2020 Bitter Wind in the Minds of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Shakey Time 
at CERN their Miracle in Geneva and at Geneva Banks gorged on $777 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues. Wind of Gravity they just got wind of gravity as a God Particle along 
with the Rabbis CERN Space Station for 5k Physics Techs. CERN II is off the 
Computer Model, CERN Space Station is ready for launch. Sirius Star Wars is the 
next Endless War. 

8-16-2020 "Drone Lifeguards" and "Drone Traffic Cops" will get all the War 
Drones in Saudi Arabia recalled for Traffic Control. 100 dead in NYC in 2020 
thrown under the Diesel bus by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

8-16-2020 Qatar-Trump Casino - Taj Mahal casino. "Trump Towers Medical 
School" Donald faulted Robert, for instance, for the problems with slot machines 
that plagued the opening of the Taj Mahal casino in Atlantic City in 1990, costing 
him tens of millions of dollars in lost revenue. Donald Trump had put his brother in 
charge of the property after a helicopter accident in 1989 killed three Trump 
Organization executives who had been overseeing it. Trump screamed at his 
brother, putting the blame for the slot machine debacle entirely on him. “Robert 
calmly got up, walked out of the room, and that’s the last time I ever saw him.” 
"Trump Towers Medical School" would have diagnosed Trump as Psychotic in 
1999 at the Taj. Grin. The 1999 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars lost the real Taj 
Mahal in India $777 Trillion and India Today with no gas stations, millions of 
Porsche Windmill Cars and Richer Skyscrapers than Mecca Today. This has to be 
a crime against Humanity the UN will vote on. 5-4. 

8-16-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in Art of the Diagnosis just published in the Times 



on 8-13 she should have written a MD Art of the Diagnosis article for the Times 
today on Trumps Brothers bleeding in the brain treatment and how he fell, dead at 
71 instead of 91 or 101. As Trump would read this and take the 'Tips' for living to 
be 91 instead of 81. Trump’s Battles With U.S. Intelligence Agencies and Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD's Art of the Diagnosis, dead at 81 or 91 tweets. 

8-16-2020 In Dr. Lisa Sanders MD article she would have written how many fall in 
nursing homes, Nursing Homes With Safety Problems Deploy Trump Connected 
Lobbyists. How did Trumps brother fall? 

8-16-2020 Art of the Diagnosis; "He Was an Active Guy. Suddenly His Legs Ached 
After a Few Blocks." By LISA SANDERS, M.D. Page MM16 

8-16-2020 Robert, who for 25 years was married to Blaine Trump, was more 
accepted in society circles and on the charity circuit than Donald ever was. But 
after a painful divorce in 2009, involving tabloid coverage documenting his decision 
to leave his marriage for an employee of the Trump Organization, Ann Marie 
Pallan, Robert Trump sought a quiet retired life on Long Island. He and Ms. Pallan 
married this year 2020. This is another Tell All Book for Mary Trump!! Amazon 1 
Million in Sale not just 950,000 as Mary Trump will Tell All about Social NYC 
conversations about the Porsche Windmill Cars and Amazon sanctions on 
Windmill Car books by Trump will have ended. Donald Trump would have no 
choice but to go go go Get into the Porsche Windmill Car and Go, Go, Go to Hell 
with all the White Men at 1984 HQ For sale Diesel Mercedes a White House 
Parking lot Sale! modus operandi from Latin, a criminal investigation term for 
"way of operating," which may prove the accused has a pattern of repeating the 
same criminal acts using the same method. Saint Peters Square at the Vatican For 
Sale Diesel Mercedes only driven by Cardinals and Bishops, from the Latin. 
Criminal acts! 

8-16-2020 "Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" - 2020 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Cars, Grin!! Wind of God for Iowa Corn Farmers and the rest of the 
USA. Jewish Rabbis Winds that will take the Jewish Exodus 7 light years at 500 
Times faster than the speed of light to Sirius Jewish Aliens and Star Wars Birds of 
Prey War Ships. "Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" Picture of Silver grain 
bins 10 Story's high blow over in the Winds at the Heartland Co-Op grain elevator 



in Luther, Iowa. 14 million acres of corn blown over, yes 14 million acres of corn. 
"Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" “When the hell is this going to stop?” 
Stop the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ from Driving their Diesel Mercedes in 
Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia, Grin!! 

8-16-2020 "Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" "NYC Subway Transit Cuts 
Felt Deepest in Low-Income Areas" By PRANSHU VERMA Verma rode the $20 
Billion dollar 2020 Subway from Mecca to Medina in the Winds of Saudi Arabia on 
his Saudi vacation paid for by the NY Times. 

8-16-2020 "Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" Yes kids will die left in a hot 
car today, you will not read about it in tomorrows NY Times; "Lights Dim and 
Worries Mount as a Heat Wave Roasts California" By NICHOLAS BOGEL-
BURROUGHS 

8-16-2020 "Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" Elite Yale and Harvard kids 
freshmen in Love with the Porsche and knowing the Secrets of the Windmill 
Porsche! "Young, in Love and Trying to Bring Down the Third Reich's Diesel 
Mercedes War Machines! By ARIANA NEUMANN In 2020 the Third Reich's 
Diesel Mercedes War Machines bring in riches of $777 Trillion in Oil revenues. All 
illegal. 

8-16-2020 "Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia" 4 Wife's! "4 Wife's are 
Devastating Windstorms in Saudi Arabia when all the Prince Salman's inner circle 
want the 4th wife to be a 12 year old girl! 



8-16-2020 Japan's Devastating Windstorms; Japan’s Been Proudly Pacifist for 75 
Years. A Missile Proposal Challenges That and spending $75 Billion on Missiles... 

8-16-2020 "Drone Lifeguards" and "Drone Traffic Cops" will get all the War 
Drones in Saudi Arabia recalled for Traffic Control. 100 dead in NYC in 2020 
thrown under the Diesel bus by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

8-16-2020 “Jesus,” I said. “It’s not brain surgery.” It's War Time Brain Surgery. 
The Third Reich's Diesel Mercedes War Machines in 2020. She wrote "I put his 
brain between my thumb and index finger and felt the texture and my thoughts" 
Another God particle that should be CERN headlines. War Time Jews and Berlin 
Orwellian Warriors fight it out in WW III over the Winds in the Nearest Stars and 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenue in the Winds of Mecca. Rich beyond belief thanks to 
Berlin 2020. Manage all the complex human Brains, “Jesus,” I said these Berlin 
Warriors never give up, never do brain surgery without the bone saw prince's bone 
saws. The Jewish Exodus War to Sirius in 2020 will not mean anything to Berlin 
Warriors! The cats hissed at each other, knowing they were going to be trained 
Inventors working on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine soon as the Diesel pumps at the gas 
stations were closed. Feed the Cat treats! 

8-16-2020 Yale MD Women! A Yale college professor in 2017 once advised Mr. 
Chapman that he should marry someone 50 percent smarter than he is himself, 
and, with Ms. Becker, he’s also found a partner who marches to a drumbeat that 
would make the couple’s Yale band proud. “I want her to be on my team,” he said. 
For Mr. Chapman, though, the decision to move to Kansas City, in Ms. Becker’s 
home state of Kansas, was even more profound. She is now a first-year medical 
student at the University of Kansas medical school and he is an analyst and a data 
analyst for their "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out thanks to Jeff Bezos list 
on Amazon Prime 1 click with specs and genius tutors. 

8-16-2020 Amazon is now making available course materials from their internal 
“ML University”. By doing this, they will be able to educate many eventual 



employees even before it is interview time. This helps both sides of the table. 
Prospective employees can learn much more relevant material ahead of job 
applications and feel more equipped in job selection and commitment. On the flip 
side, Amazon and similar companies can then judge talent more directly in 
interviews than they have been able to. Since so much learning material is publicly 
available, there is less room for “the benefit of the doubt” when an applicant does 
not have experience in a certain sub-area. 

"1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out thanks to Jeff Bezos list on Amazon 
Prime 1 click with specs and genius tutors. 

8-16-2020 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6CFi2CO2AI 

"1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out thanks to Jeff Bezos list on Amazon 
Prime 1 click with specs and genius tutors. 



8-16-2020 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6CFi2CO2AI 

8-15-2020 Drones are for Wars not Lifeguards. "Lifeguards Have Changed Their 
Ways" "Guards have tested positive and After-work parties swim way to hard to 
even think about using "Drone Lifeguards." 

8-15-2020 Military Families Have Been Voting by Mail for Decades but not on 
keeping the Diesel Army Trucks out of the family housing areas, a war crime the 
Pentagon Generals are immune to for our Times and what the NY Times can write 
about Diesel in the Military Families kids DNA. 

8-15-2020 Wasp Lawyers and MD inequality wasn’t an accident. It was an 'Greed' 
political choice not giving the Pasteur Doctors $7 trillion in oil revenues for a Rx 
Recipe to cure cancer, wasp lawyers are infected by the greed virus as they sue the 
Doctors doing Chemo and cutting off breast. More than $7 trillion was spent on 
USS Jimmy Carter nuke sub fleet 100's. As 1 million Pink women died at the 
Supreme Court. 

8-15-2020 $777 trillion in profits from the "National Iranian Oil Company" have 
helped fund Tehran’s elite military unit, the Islamic Revolutionary Guards. 
American officials said the four tankers — the Bella, the Bering, the Pandi and the 
Luna — were boarded and the Oil was Seized by the USA after diplomatic and 
legal pressure was brought to bear against a Greek shipping magnate, George 
Gialozoglou. George like George Orwell USA drives a Diesel Mercedes not a 
Windmill Porsche, grin. $$$ Justice Department described as the largest shipment 
of fuel ever seized from Iran. UN Security Council members drive a Diesel 
Mercedes. A war crime the UN will take up for a vote when the vote for the Porsche 
Windmill Cars on a Ship is 5-4 by the USA Supreme Court. Hell with the UN, grin. 

8-15-2020 Iran ships with Oil vs Iran Ships with Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars 
thoughts at the UN. 



8-15-2020 In theory, all U.N. members would have to adhere to the sanctions on the 
Porsche Windmill Car's and have to drive Diesel Mercedes, really! Kelly Craft, the 
U.S. ambassador to the United Nations USA has every right to keep Porsche 
Windmill Cars off the roads world wide. F-35 radar too. 

8-15-2020 The Battle Over Affirmative Action; that Drives to inventing the Gravity 
Engine and discovery of the Pink Rx Recipes to cure cancer. The Justice Dept. 
Accuses Yale of Discrimination in Pondering of Genius Einstein and Pasteur's 
thrown under the Diesel Bus in New Haven not admitted to Yale. 

8-15-2020 FBI Yale The Battle Over Affirmative Action; All FBI Agents are 
Lawyers. Justice Department investigation written up if all FBI Agents had a MD 
degree along with a Law Degree how would the World Change for the better 
diagnosis and cure of crime? This is the Stimulus Check the USA needs to get 
passed in the Senate. 

8-15-2020 Yale The Battle Over Affirmative Action; that Test all Students and 
Professors on "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click 
with specs and genius tutors, given them this test entering Yale. 

8-15-2020 The Battle Over Affirmative Action; All Yale freshmen who score high 
enough to get into the Yale Medical School should be required to go to Yale 
Medical School not Yale University. Justices in the war on cancer and disease. 

8-15-2020 The Battle Over Affirmative Action; Stimulus Check Hell these Yale 
Kids have money we need Stimulus Orwellian Orders to get Yale Freshmen at Yale 
University into Yale Medical School, we need Stimulus Orwellian Orders for 
Medical School or these kids will all become Lawyers and sue their cancer Doctors. 
Grin. 



8-15-2020 Yale Pink Breast cancer Moms are dialing up 'belligerence to Yale' 
sanctions on admitting Doctor Einstein, Salk, Pasteur kids! The Battle Over 
Affirmative Action by Pink Breast cancer Mom's also goes after the $20 Billion 
Yale keeps in the Bank not giving any Stimulus Checks to paying for the Rx 
Recipes Latte Order at Yale Starbucks. Pink Moms without a iMac or Mac Book 
Pro wanting to work on a Rx Recipe are thrown under a Yale Diesel Bus on and off 
campus. No she can't use her sons log in ID and password for Yale WiFi. Yale 
Starbucks turned of the WiFi in the parking lot... 

8-15-2020 Yale The Battle Over Affirmative Action; 1.3 Million traffic deaths in 
2020 how many are Yale and Harvard world wide Traverlers who drive more than 
most people? 

8-15-2020 Yet at Apple, the discussion has long been about how to maximize 
profits, not Nobels like other tech corporations. In 2011, Apple executives were 
discussing how much to charge content providers like Hulu and the NBA for new 
customers who signed up via Apple TV. IP "InventionProjects TV" was rejected by 
the Cook, Tim Cook. Epic made $1.8 billion on Fortnite last year, in large part by 
selling digital currency that players need to buy new features inside the game. The 
game itself is free. The Game "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" features inside the game 
are specs and genius Pasteur tutors. In 2008, when Apple introduced the App Store, 
the company’s late co-founder Steve Jobs told The New York Times: “We are not 
trying to be business partners” with app developers. Rather, he added, Apple 
wanted to “sell more iPhones.” Lisa Jobs would say Steve Jobs really wanted a 
"Miracle Rx Recipe" to print out on the worlds fastest super computers on his 
death bed! Tim Cook his pick has been working all these years on Apple Profits not 
on a Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer. Apple and Google, which together are worth more 
than $3 trillion, make the software that backs virtually all of the world’s 
smartphones. That dominance has allowed them to keep their commissions high 
and not get a Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer since Steve Jobs death. Today, the App 
Store is one of the world’s largest centers of commerce, facilitating half a trillion 
dollars in sales last year alone. And Apple still takes 30 percent of many apps’ sales. 
Rx Recipe apps are not sold at the App Store at Apple!! 

8-15-2020 Tobias Harris, an expert on Japanese politics at Teneo Intelligence in 
Washington said Japan will build a million new gas stations in 2020 and buy a 
million Diesel Mercedes going along with the sanctions on the 2020 Toyota 
Windmill Cars. 



8-15-2020 Kamala Harris, the Prosecutor Trump Fears Most, fear of another War 
Crimes trials in Tokyo for Tobias Harris, an expert on Japanese politics at Teneo 
Intelligence in Washington is who Kamala should email about his Diesel Mercedes 
in DC and Japan. Two Diesel Mercedes cars for the rich Japanese. 

8-15-2020 Mr. Abe has long pursued a way to end postwar pacifism in the 
Constitution, enacted by American occupiers, that requires Japan to renounce war, 
and to build a more powerful country with 2020 Toyota Windmill Cars not war 
crime Diesel Mercedes. American occupiers in the USA are Oil and Gas Men who 
own millions of gas stations in the USA. 

8-15-2020 Jewish Exodus IP invention projects to the Sun Sirius, Japan’s rising sun 
flag at Yasukuni on Saturday. Some object to the flag as a symbol of imperialism 
and aggression not Helping Jewish Exodus IP invention projects to Sirius a Jewish 
Sun for some Aliens. Exodus IP invention projects enemies are domestic rather 
than Star Wars Birds of Prey so far, grin. Japan’s atrocities during the war on Pink 
Cancer Rx Recipe and going 500 Times faster than the speed of light. 

8-15-2020 Mr. Koizumi’s Yasukuni visit was a “performance,” it showed “a 
resolute declaration that Japan will not accept interference in international affairs 
by Jewish Rabbis Driving IP invention projects Exodus to Sirius instead of 
Japanese War Ships for WW III. 

8-15-2020 Published in Annals of Internal Medicine. Only 6 percent of the Chinese 
population is obese, compared with 20 percent of the population in Italy and 24 
percent in Spain. The United States, by contrast, 42 percent of American has one of 
the highest rate of obesity. Vatican City must have 50% rate looking at the 
Cardinals and Bishops. A Sin gluttony. 

8-15-2020 “It’s not just that there are a lot of fat people, so we’re seeing a lot of fat 
people who are very sick.” 



8-15-2020 Dr. Tartof said, underscoring the need for policies of the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ to tackle Rx Recipe for a Diet pill on Amazon Prime IP invention projects. 

8-15-2020 Listen to the 2 Fat Men at 1984 HQ Brain storming Rx Recipes improve 
our strategies on obesity as well,” she said. “It is also an epidemic but the Trump 
Steak House needs the restaurant to be full ha. 

8-15-2020 Obesity rate among Blacks is 49.6 percent, compared with 45 percent 
among Hispanics, 42 percent among whites and 17 percent among Asian-
Americans. 

8-15-2020 scientists also wanted to know the demographic factors location of Whole 
Foods. Ads for sweets week after week on the French Pastry's, grin. 

8-15-2020 "By then he’d been sick for months" 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are 
responsible for this wait. 

8-15-2020 "He finally got to see the E.N.T. Definitely sinusitis, he was told. The 
swelling in his nose was so bad the specialist couldn’t even get the scope up there. 
His ears were filled with fluid. He got more antibiotics. More steroids. By then he’d 
been sick for months" 

8-15-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in this article underscoring the need for policies of 
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ to tackle Art of the Diagnosis on the first Day to the 
MD not months later... 

8-15-2020 "He finally got to see the E.N.T. Definitely sinusitis, he was told. The 
swelling in his nose was so bad the specialist couldn’t even get the scope up there. 



His ears were filled with fluid. He got more antibiotics. More steroids. By then he’d 
been sick for months" 

8-15-2020 The doctor ordered blood cultures. The results came back quickly. The 
inflammatory markers were crazy high — much higher than you’d see with most 
infections. Could this be some rheumatologic disease? And the chest X-ray showed 
patches of cloudy white scattered throughout both lungs, suggestive of an extensive 
pneumonia. Given these two abnormal results, the E.D. doctor decided to admit the 
patient for the treatment of his pneumonia. 

8-15-2020 Dr. Hannah Rosenblum; As she entered his room, she was immediately 
struck by the man’s ears. They were bright red, and everything above the earlobes 
was hugely swollen. 

8-15-2020 The rheumatology team recommended blood tests to look for evidence of 
GPA and rule out other possibilities. Treating GPA requires aggressive suppression 
of the inflammatory white blood cells, often for months at a time. Granulomatosis 
with polyangiitis (GPA). GPA is a disease of the small- and medium-size arteries in 
the body, which is a reason it can affect so many different parts. It is characterized 
by the development of granulomas — clumps of white cells and other tissues that 
form in reaction to infection or inflammation — in the lungs, in the upper 
respiratory tracts and in the kidneys. Untreated, the disease can kill, destroying the 
involved tissues. 

8-15-2020 ... and so when the test results came back positive, he was started on 
high-dose prednisone and a second immune-suppressing medication called 
rituximab. Treatment lasted months, but improvement started right away. As soon 
as he got his first dose of prednisone, he told me, he felt “like a million bucks.” 

8-15-2020 Devastating windstorms just before harvest were the last thing Sandi 
Arabia needs. Solar Winds to from CERN 4K Physics techs space station too. 



8-15-2020 “They only need money and nothing else. They don’t have a human 
soul.” Is the Bone Saw Oil Prince Gone?’ a 5-Year-Old in Switzerland Asks his 
Jewish Father the Banker. Yes but we are keeping the Bone Saw's Prince $777 
Trillion for the worlds 5 year olds Windmill Porsche at 16. Grin with F-35 radar of 
course on your racing course up and down the Swiss mountains. 

8-15-2020 “They only need money and nothing else. They don’t have a human 
soul.” For Bitter For Worse, $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks owned by Jews will they 
buy their kids a Windmill Porsche? When? 

8-15-2020 When will they look at Sirius 7 light years from Earth instead of 
Betelgeuse some 725 light-years away? 

8-15-2020 When will they Let the Jewish Rabbis jump start Exodus to Sirius? 
Every year, the moon it gets about an inch and a half farther from us. Hundreds of 
millions of years from now, our companion in the sky will be distant enough that 
there will be no more total solar eclipses. 

Dr. Harris MD President of the USA looking into the Apple Store Window for a 
stimulus Check to get into Yale Key West Medical School bombed out by Biden and 
Warrior Sons on 3-4-2011. 



Dr. Harris MD President of the USA looking into the Apple Store Window for a 
stimulus Check to get into Yale Key West Medical School bombed out by Biden and 
Warrior Sons on 3-4-2011. 

8-14-2020 Dr. Harris MD President of the USA looking into the Apple Store 
Window for a stimulus Check to get into Yale Key West Medical School bombed 
out by Biden and Warrior Sons on 3-4-2011. 

8-14-2020 Dr. Harris MD President of the USA. Harris the lawyer prosecutor can 
find the holes in your argument diagnosis and make you tremble. But can Harris 
the history-making vice-presidential candidate find the cracks in your hearts 
electric system with iPhone 12 Pro Max and iMac App before sudden death from 
cardiac arrest. 1 Million in 2020 and a few broken hearts like Cheney at the 
Pentagon going to the head of the line for a heart transplant. Forget Biden has 
Brain Cancer caused is the same as Beau. Harris’s story is the rival between Wasp 
Lawyers and Brain Surgeons who cut out Brain Cancers caused by Biden Driving 



Diesel Mercedes instead of giving his kids Porsche Windmill Cars! 

Cuba has 100's times more MD's than Jamaica!! 

Dr. Harris MD President of the USA. "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on 
Amazon Prime 1 Click with specs and genius tutors! 

Dr. Harris MD President of the USA. "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on 
Amazon Prime 1 Click with specs and genius tutors! 

9/11-2020 Blue Laser Lights not Pink Laser Lights. 1 Million Dead in Pink. 1 
Billion USA Windmill Cars Ford and Porsche light up 9/11 Memorial Day for 9/11 

9/11-2020 1 Million Pink dead in NYC too insubstantial to merit presidential 
attention. Said the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in NYC and the Pentagon. Pompeo 
also did not say when he had warned Mr. Lavrov, 1 Million Pink Women Dead in 
the Afghastan War will be in Mary Trumps next Tell All Book. Top Brass on both 
sides are covered in Pink Blood, British Wounded Warriors too. 

9/11-2020 1 Million Pink dead a status that was unthinkable decade ago on 9/11 



9/11-2020 1.3 Million traffic deaths in 2020. 1,001 Fiery Wrecks they drove by 
without stopping, a status that was unthinkable decade ago on 9/11. 

Bill and Melinda Gates Stimulus Checks are for Mosquitoes not Porsche Windmill 
Cars 24/7 A/C 

Eastwood movie "She's Out of My League" Rx Recipe to stop sleeping, doze is 



what counts. Getting it right. "They met in 2010 as pre-med students at Columbia, 
and among the first things he asked was whether he could borrow her biology lab 
notes. “Josh basically wanted to do less work,” said Dr. Schaap, an internist at 
Weill Cornell Medicine in Manhattan. Two years later, when meeting her parents, 
he fell asleep on their Teaneck, N.J., dining room table. No falling asleep driving 
the NY Times didn't print this wedding article. Thank God. 

Eastwood movie "She's Out of My League" 45 Jewish Doctor couples thanks to the 
Dr. Rabbis MD stimulus Checks $$$ Both doctors shined in a different way on their 
wedding day in the Englewood, N.J., backyard of a family friend. In the heat of a 
scorching afternoon, 45 family members gathered for a traditional Orthodox 
Jewish wedding, they were married by Dr. Rabbi Dan Margulies MD. Drs. Heisler 
and Schaap finished their residencies in June. Dr. Schaap will continue working as 
chief resident at Weill Cornell. This month, Dr. Heisler started working at Cornell, 
too. After the wedding, he moved into Dr. Schaap’s Manhattan apartment." 

9/11-2020 Blue Laser Lights not Pink Laser Lights. 1 Million Dead in Pink. 40 
electricians work in proximity for more than a week as part of producing the 
tribute for 9/11, which consists of 88 specially made 'Blue not Pink' Space Cannon 
lights, each with a 7,000-watt xenon compressed gas bulb, said Scott Campbell of 
Michael Ahern Production Services, which produces the event. The lights, powered 
by temporary generators, are set out on the roof in two squares of about 50-by-50 
feet. Traditionally the lights have been turned on around dusk Sept. 11... Pink 
Windmill lights will be on cars and trucks driving around Manhattan this year. 

9/11-2020 7 Light years can be seen with the Rabbis Exodus Invention Projects. 
9/11 Blue lights — which on a clear night can be seen from 60 miles away when the 
Windmill Car Lights can be seen for 7 light years. 

8-14-2020 Biden, Seizing on Masks as a Campaign Issue, Calls for a Mandate for 
the best mask for all all the time! SpaceX suits for Doctors and Nurses would 
change the videos on CBS Nightly News but CBS has no Mandate on Mask or 
SpaceX suits for Virus Protection. Florida Lottery brings you CBS Nightly News in 
Miami. Gambling on winning a Miracle cure for the Virus and Pink Cancers with 
no Doctors giving us the CBS Nightly News, we get a women dressed in a Pink 



Dress and Orwellian comments. 

8-14-2020 Sunset over Oslo. An oil-rich nation on the North Sea, not going to the 
Special Olympics with birth defect kids from Diesel Navy Ships without Windmills 
since 1980's Jimmy Carter's Nobel and Habitat for Humanity. Poor Kids in Oslo 
with birth defects in an Oil Rich Nation on the North Sea. No the Oslo Navy does 
not go fishing with the Special Olympic Kids. Cold People! Birth defect kids made 
invisible in Oslo, not on the front page of the NY Times or end story on CBS 
Nightly News by a MD. 

8-14-2020 CBS Nightly News end story on surgery cutting off Breast; "Afghanistan 
to Investigate Video Showing Forces Mutilating Taliban Corpses." MD surgeon 
will count the Mutilated breast in the USA and the cost in many Billion spent on 
Afghanistan Army Drones Missiles that also Mutilate bodies. My main point is this: 
Wounded Warrior identity is nothing Wasp Lawyers will sue about. MD identity 
and MD orders in times of plague, cancers, fiery wrecks are not followed. Bush on 
9/11 clean up said no mask are needed and they all died of cancers. Bush was not 
arrested for all these cancer deaths same today for the 1 million pink cancer deaths 
in 2020 on 9/11. Pink Nobel Peace Prize when to Jimmy Carter in 1980 Georgia 
decades before 9/11. Georgia in 2020 on 9/11 is not Pink but $777 Trillion dollars 
richer thanks to Jimmy Carters Nobel Peace Prize for $4 Gas on the 4th of July 
USA. A War Crime the UN will not take up! Rigid hierarchy in Georgia as go join 
the Navy don't become a Doctor. Dr. Jimmy Carter MD would have married Dr. 
Rosalynn Carter MD in Medical School not on a Navy Nuke Sub. Free from Brain 
Cancer thanks to his MD. 

8-14-2020 Oslo ‘This Is Unforgivable’: Anger Mounts Over Mauritius Oil Spill 1K 
Tons on the beach. 1K kids with birth defects in Oslo, without anyone getting angry 
as this is not Oslo news for the world. 

Oslo ‘This Is Unforgivable’: Anger Mounts Over Mauritius Oil Spill when 
Windmill Ships Rule the Worlds Navy's. 



Oslo ‘This Is Unforgivable’: Anger Mounts Over Mauritius Oil Spill when 
Windmill Ships Rule the Worlds Navy's. 

8-14-2020 Confucius Institutes; Pasteur Institutes have not been exported by the 
French Elite to China. 

8-14-2020 $70 Billion Bloomberg has and not one cent stimulus check for cancer 
Miracle cure in 2020 before 9/11. $100 Million as Bait. Stephen Ross, a billionaire 
developer, and Daniel Doctoroff, a tech executive, are trying to influence the 2021 
mayoral race in New York not the race to a cure which is not even on NYC CBS 
Nightly News any more after airing for decades with no stimulus check from NYC 
men with $70 billion in the Bank. 4 girls looking into the NYC Apple store windows 
for decades never got a iMac or Mac Book Pro for a Miracle Rx Recipe that cures 
all stages of breast cancer with a Rx Latte at Starbucks Manhattan. 



8-14-2020 IP invention project CERN -254 C For the Crispiest Tofu, well we need a 
CERN laser to cook the Tofu first then invent a package Whole Foods would put 
next to the Ritz crackers. 

8-14-2020 New Movie “Jurassic World: Dominion!” Peanut Plantation harvest at 
Jurassic World and Disney Star Wars flash back and flash forward in the Georgia 
Peanut Plantations. Tobacco too. 

8-14-2020 -254 C at CERN will be a IP invention project to freeze the virus. Viruses 
are often frozen in laboratories that maintain stocks of pathogens for experiments. 
But virologists must monitor that process carefully to avoid destroying the 
vulnerable virus untill a inventor get the Recipe right to freeze the virus and the 
cancer cell, destroying it and winning a Nobel in Medicine. 

Dr. Harris MD President of the USA. "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on 
Amazon Prime 1 Click with specs and genius tutors! 

Dr. Harris MD President of the USA looking into the Apple Store Window for a 



stimulus Check to get into Yale Key West Medical School bombed out by Biden and 
Warrior Sons on 3-4-2011. 

Dr. Harris MD President of the USA looking into the Apple Store Window for a 
stimulus Check to get into Yale Key West Medical School bombed out by Biden and 
Warrior Sons on 3-4-2011. 



8-13-2020 Warrior Biden and Wasp Lawyer Kamala Harris made their Chance 
Discovery of the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars Racing up the mountains of 
Afghastan, Russian Bounty Hunters built the Mountain Roads Paid by the USA! 
$$$ 

8-13-2020 Sniper Movie by Biden... Diesel in the air from Navy Ships not fitted with 
Windmills. 



8-13-2020 Sniper Movie by Biden... Diesel in the air from Navy Ships not fitted with 
Windmills. 

8-13-2020 USA state of emergency allows the army to impose curfews, ban 
assemblies and impose censorship on media organizations CBS Nighty News and 
publications NY Times if it deems them threatening to national security of $777 
trillion in oil revenues in Swiss Banks. Grin. Windmill Cars Ford and Porsche are 
Not Allowed!! 

8-13-2020 "Sniper" Movie The Good The Bad The Ugly; Key West “Bicycle 
Thieves” is its purity and simplicity, but to emphasize those elements — the 
unvarnished honesty of the performances, the gritty realness of the Roman streets, 
the raw emotions of the story — is to risk underestimating its complexity and 
sophistication. 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

8-13-2020 "Windmill Car Thieves" Grand Theft Auto Ford and Porsche a Disney 
Movie after "Cars 4" listen for the Orwellian comment about the Windmill Car 



Thieves in all the Disney Car Movies. 

8-13-2020 "Pink WindmillCar Thieves" Movie made by Pink Women! Many 
Jewish women tortured to death by Wars, no Wars on Breast Cancer... No MD 
Generals. 

8-13-2020 Israel and United Arab Emirates Announce Major Diplomatic 
Agreements to keep the Rabbis Windmill Car Exodus Riches in Mecca. $$$ 

8-13-2020 Israel will suspend plans to annex disputed West Bank territory as part 
of a deal to normalize relations with the United Arab Emirates. A surprise 
statement from the White House said that the two countries would sign a string of 
agreements on investment, tourism, security and Windmill Cars Diesel Mercedes 
for Israel, no Windmill Cars! 

8-13-2020 Election Hell; No Way! We get a Warrior Biden and Wasp Lawyer 
Kamala Harris made their debut as running mates offering a vision of recovery 
from the coronavirus and pressing their case that the president has made things 
worse every War for Prince Salmans $777 trillion in gas station loot from Miami, 
Cuba. Cuba has 100's times more MD's than Jamaica. 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 



Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

8-13-2020 Sniper Movie by Biden... Diesel in the air from Navy Ships not fitted with 
Windmills. Star Wars Inventions had-to-be-there with 'electricity!' She spoke of 
her friendship with Mr. Biden’s son Beau, who died in 2015, and 2020 no cure for 
Brain Cancer as Lawyers Killed all the MD's Rx Recipes and stimulus check to win 
this Nobel in Medicine for Brain Cancer. $$$ 

8-13-2020 Orwellian Comments... at Their debut as running mates offering a vision 
of recovery from the coronavirus and pressing their case that the president has 
made things worse at every turn into a gas station or Starbucks with no iMac and 
WiFi in the parking lot... 

8-13-2020 138K Bird Nest All Built by Birds No Bird Nest Built by Humans: 
Concrete!! 

8-13-2020 “Jurassic Oil World: Dominion!” 



8-13-2020 “Jurassic Oil World: Dominion!” 

"Yale Key West Medical School" Building - "West Point Medical School" Building 

8-13-2020 Orwell, Jamaica and India Parents... who know about the Ford and 
Porsche Windmill Cars driven by Jimmy Carter racing around his Peanut 
Plantation. President Jimmy Carter's Nobel Peace Prize delivered to Warrior 
Biden every year someone got a Nobel in Physics and Medicine. 

8-13-2020 God Save The Queen, Elizabeth II. Jamaica is an upper-middle income 
country with an economy heavily dependent on tourism; it has an average of 4.3 



million tourists a year. Politically it is a Commonwealth realm, with Elizabeth II as 
its queen. Her appointed representative in the country is the Governor-General of 
Jamaica, an office held by Patrick Allen since 2009. Andrew Holness has served as 
Prime Minister of Jamaica since March 2016. 

8-13-2020 God Save Starbucks Kingston, Jamaica no iMac's, 4 girls looking into the 
Apple Store Window for iMac's Rx Recipes to work on for a Nobel in Medicine... 
no donations by the rich Plantation owners, peanuts! 

8-13-2020 138K Bird Nest All Built by Birds No Bird Nest Built by Humans: 
Concrete!! 

8-13-2020 Pink Debut of the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars offering a Vision of 
Riches beyond Mecca gas station hold ups in the USA and World Wide a George 
Orwell Gas Station at every turn along with a fiery wreck and 1.3 million traffic 
deaths in 2020. Lawyer Harris should have obeyed her parents and when to Yale 
Key West Medical School not a Law School that promotes Diesel Mercedes in times 
of Windmill Cars and Gravity Engine Inventions. 

8-13-2020 “Jurassic World: Dominion,” a movie made for Prince Salman and 
Trump. Dominion of Gas and Oil in times of Windmill Car World Driving to the 
Gravity Engine Invention Headlines. End Story on CBS Nightly News is about 
CERN working on the Gravity Engine Invention! God's Engine at CERN. Russian 
Dominion of the Space Station CERN to build a 4K passenger Space Station above 
Geneva for Physics Techs move into Orbit. 



Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

8-13-2020 Election of the 'Pink Dr. Genesis MD' - Hell No we get a Warrior Biden 
and Wasp Lawyer Kamala Harris made their debut as running mates offering a 
vision of recovery from the coronavirus and pressing their case that the president 
has made things worse at every War for Prince Salmans $777 trillion in gas station 
loot from Miami, Cuba. 

8-13-2020 Sniper Movie The Good The Bad The Ugly; To Have Have Not 
Hemingway House Movie opening scene 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store 
Windows at the iMac's and Mac Book Pro no one not Bill Gates or Jimmy Carters 
Wife Rosalynn will buy them today 4 Kamala's who did get a iMac and Mac Book 
Pro and didn't use it to win a Nobel in Medicine but Nobel in Law which was 
deleted by the Ruling Class in Sweden for good reasoning. Wasp Lawyers kill 
Doctors by the millions out in the real world. 

8-13-2020 “Jurassic World: Dominion,” filming in England, is a chance for the 
movie industry to see if it can move past the financial woes caused by the pandemic. 



Ms. Howard said. “Because they are improvements. Nothing feels like a 
redundancy, nothing feels annoying. It is in a sense a safety reckoning that still feels 
like a good idea in a post-Covid-vaccine world.” Post Pink Breast Cancer World, 
Post Diesel Mercedes World for the Movie industry's Orwellian Comments... 1984 
Steve Jobs alive today if he had bought a Windmill Porsche, really! 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

8-13-2020 Movie producers and executives from the studio behind the movie, 
Universal. "Doctors and Dictators" Movies after the Virus Cure and Diesel 
Mercedes are no longer perks for Movie producers and executives following orders 
from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

8-13-2020 Porsche Windmill Cars racing up and down the Mountain roads in 
Afghastan, Bounty Hunters Perks Movie. Tell All From Vietnam. Movie studios, 
under pressure to get their production assembly lines running filming the Ford and 
Porsche Windmill Car assembly lines at the Pentagon and every Navy Base ready 
to ship 500,000 Windmill Fords and Porsche World Wide. 



8-13-2020 Sony Pictures has “Uncharted War Crime Trials in Berlin Again,” its 
adaptation of a popular War games, going into Berlin by the Russian Army with 
Windmill Tanks and Windmill Fueled Attack Helicopters to stop the Germans 
from over running the World with Diesel Mercedes. 

8-13-2020 Antidote for German Wars WW III and WW 4 if they invent the Gravity 
Engine before the Jewish Rabbis do!! Windmill Car Zone Germans receive 
Warrior Drone Strike Cheering tests three times a week, and the sets are fogged 
with an anti-War mist before each use, invented by a USA brain surgeon with help 
from a Russian Brain Surgeon. NBCUniversal is counting on it to bring life to its 
struggling theme parks; in Berlin, grin. 

8-13-2020 Beirut Blast hits Berlin Hospitals Ships, there are no Berlin Hospital 
Ships to sail to Beirut. USS Comfort Navy Hospital Ships given no Orders to sail to 
Beirut or Key West by the Navy Admirals at the Pentagon today. Why? Diesel in 
the air from Navy Ships not fitted with Windmills. 

8-13-2020 Beirut Blast hits Berlin Hospitals. Beirut to Berlin air lift of blast patients 
and Diesel Children with cancers traced to Berlin Diesel Mercedes, wasp lawyers 
are sanctioned by Trump Salman Oil Company. The blast destroyed four hospitals 
in Beirut, including St. George, one of the largest in the country, leaving many 
dozens of Lebanon’s youngest cancer patients with nowhere to go for care but ask 
Berlin Warriors for a Air Lift on the Nightly News. CBS. 

8-13-2020 Pink Hell I would like to think CBS Women who die a tortured death at 
the hands of CBS Redstone Dies at 97; Built Media Empire and Long Reigned Over 



It never counting the Pink Dead in his Office. Billions of Dollars $60 in his Bank 
and nothing for a Rx Recipe to cure Breast Cancer. This is why the ending story on 
CBS Nightly News is from Steve Jobs 1984 Super Bowl Ad. 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

8-13-2020 "Sniper" Movie The Good The Bad The Ugly; Key West “Bicycle 
Thieves” is its purity and simplicity, but to emphasize those elements — the 
unvarnished honesty of the performances, the gritty realness of the Roman streets, 
the raw emotions of the story — is to risk underestimating its complexity and 
sophistication. 

8-13-2020 "Windmill Car Thieves" Grand Theft Auto Ford and Porsche a Disney 
Movie after "Cars 4" listen for the Orwellian comment about the Windmill Car 
Thieves in all the Disney Car Movies. 



8-13-2020 "Pink WindmillCar Thieves" Movie made by Pink Women! 

8-13-2020 Cheney's 2nd Heart Transplant in 2020. Iraq and drained the water, 
desert and driving as many as 300,000 people from their homes. 300,000 Pink 
Women in the USA died a tortured death in the Iraq Battlefields of Brent 
Scowcroft steering the 1980 Ford WindmillCar's into Iraq with Cheney in the 
passenger seat and 2 kids in back in government safety seats driving by fiery cop 
cars when back in the USA cops writing a ticket on the side of the road fire bombed 
by a VFW DUI Driver. In a revealing 20-year-old secret oral history released after 
his death. Numbers of cops fire bombed by Cheney and Brent Scowcroft will be the 
secrets like Vietnam and Baghdad's oil revenues of $300 million a week every week 
since the invasion. 

8-13-2020 Brent Scowcroft; A president, I think, has to be something of a Banker 
and a Butcher with many bone saw killings to keep up with Prince Salman, only 
one who needs a Army of MD's is Cheney who ate way to many Trump Steaks with 
Butter against his Doctors orders for decades. Like the Florida Sheriff who knows 
the Doctors Orders out Rank Him still orders heart attack burgers while the kids 
with whooping cough were sitting at the next table he talked to them... not knowing 
he just gave them whooping cough. Bush at 9/11 clean up said you Don't need a 
mask and they all died from Cancers! 

8-13-2020 Cheney, Bush, Snowcroft; R. Kelly Allies Accused of Using Arson and 
Bribery to Silence Witness, no bone saws found yet. 500,000 dead in the USA from 
the Baghdad invasion. 

8-13-2020 Cheney still alive; Excited Again About a Woman on the Ticket. Hell No 



an not a bit excited about cops fire bombed today on the side of the road writing a 
ticket instead of emailing iTickets to the Drivers speeding down the highway's and 
mountain roads. 

8-13-2020 North Korea’s growing army of more than 6,000 hackers has grown only 
more sophisticated. Cuba's 6,000 MD's are still sanctioned by Trump from working 
for the King of Sweden in his Stockholm palace on a Nobel in Medicine, 1,001 of 
them spelled out with links and specs on Amazon Prime 1 Click. A UN report on 
these MD Sanctions to work on a Nobel in Medicine is classified at WHO. Grin. 

8-13-2020 Architecture, in Abstract: "West Point Medical School" Building; Can 
you identify the abstract architectural in your Mind, Hell Yes! 

8-13-2020 Architecture, in Abstract: "Yale Key West Medical School" with 20 
Hospital Ships Docked at the Navy's Truman Water Front Park by the Truman 
White House. Can you identify the abstract architectural in your Mind, Hell Yes! 
Photographs by NIKOLA OLIC 

"Yale Key West Medical School" Building - "West Point Medical School" Building 



"Yale Key West Medical School" Building - "West Point Medical School" Building 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

8-12-2020 Fight or flight by the King of Spain, flight and he took everyone's $5K 



stimulus checks with him to Abu Dhabi where Bill and Melinda Gates have their 
second house. Stimulus check from Bill and Melinda Gates would have had more 
Stimulus than Trumps $1,200 stimulus as the iMac fully loaded coast $14,384 and 
Adobe wants $1,001 more for Dream Weaver Web Design Suite. King Juan Carlos 
and King Salman have enough gas station hold up loot to give everyone a iMac 
Stimulus Check, US Senators do too from Oil Revenues. 

8-12-2020 President pickers; 4 MD Yale Women as new Wife's in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage! Lawyers cheering on the Drone Strike Doctors diagnosing 
this as Psychotic. War between Lawyers and Doctors is real. Everyone running for 
President is a lawyer cheering on the Drone Strikes on the Hospital! 

8-12-2020 iMac Stimulus Check Israel; Rabbis Israel Exodus with their own Space 
Station Named 'Einstein E=mc2 

8-12-2020 iMac Stimulus Check Israel; Pink life saver, Abu Dhabi and Mecca are 
the cancers! 

8-12-2020 Headlines MSNBC NY Times When will you get another Stimulus 
Check, 2 White men at 1984 HQ ordered this for todays headlines. Not iMac for 
your Stimulus Check. InventBook. 1 Click Amazon Prime invention projects. 
Stimulus Checks! 

8-12-2020 Lawyers delaying the Stimulus Checks for iMac's Accused of Erratic 
War Rage Behavior, Alzheimer’s Diagnosis of the Lawyers who should have 
become Doctors. Lawyers cheering on the Drone Strike Doctors diagnosing this as 
Psychotic. War between Lawyers and Doctors is real. 

8-12-2020 “This is truly a risk worth taking, Exodus Stimulus Checks! ”Fight or 
flight by the Jewish Rabbis flying all the Jews into Exodus to Sirius is perfect 
trimming for $777 trillion to pay for all the IP invention projects required to fly 500 
times faster than the speed of light. And Gravity Engine is the New God Engine 



from CERN. 

8-12-2020 $ iMac Stimulus Checks World Wide for Nobels; Juan Carlos gave the 
impression he was seeking to avoid accountability, said Victor Lapuente, a 
professor of political science at the University of Gothenburg in Sweden. King of 
Sweden can give everyone in Sweden an iMac Stimulus Check for a Nobel. Kings 
are seeking to avoid accountability, when they have $777 trillion in gas station hold 
up loot all illegal. This is why Carlos fled to Qatar and Saudi Arabia. 

8-12-2020 ...to end the monarchy in Saudi Arabia and England today with the Ford 
and Porsche Windmill Cars making headlines. King Jimmy Carter's 1980 model 
Ford WindmillCAR hidden in his peanut plantation driven out to the public. 

8-12-2020 $100 million kick back to build $20 billion dollar received to build 
Subway to link the Saudi cities of Medina and Mecca. NY Times watched this $20 
Billion dollar subway being build not in NYC but Mecca. A war crime by the NY 
Times. 

8-12-2020 King's, have legal immunity relating to building l million new gas 
stations in 2020. 

8-12-2020 Now What, send in the Cars!! Millions of Fords and Porsche Cars. 
"After the Beirut Blast, Lebanon’s Whole Cabinet Quit. Now What?" ...send in the 
Cars!! Millions of Fords and Porsche Cars. 

8-12-2020 Now What, 1 Million New Gas Stations; Effort to Disarm Communities 
in South Sudan Fuels Deadly Clashes. By Abdi Latif Dahir. Effort by the editors to 
disarm any news about 1 million new gas stations in Sudan and or $100's of Billions 
in Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks went well as this entire article in the NY Times 
didn't mention anything about the Oil Wealth of Sudan how it fuels Gun sales and 
Diesel Mercedes for the Generals many who know about the Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Cars at the UN HQ in Sudan. At least 81 soldiers and civilians were killed 



trying to get gas money for iMac's. 

8-12-2020 Watchdog Says State Dept. Failed to Limit Civilian Deaths From Saudi 
Arms Sales and $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. Diesel Mercedes too. And fiery 
wrecks. 

8-12-2020 Nobel in Medicine not Law; Judge Agrees to Retire After Alzheimer’s 
Diagnosis. Supreme court fires half the Law School Students tells them to become a 
Doctor. Don't wasted their life and ruin millions of other lives. Ha. Win a Nobel in 
Medicine not Law! 

8-12-2020 Lawyers and Doctors; What Your Recipe Box Says About You!! 

8-12-2020 New Recipe for Concrete in the Times without a Recipe link to 1 Click 
Amazon Prime's Concrete Recipes of today. Jeremy Gregory, the executive director 
at the Concrete Stainability Hub, an industry-funded group at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. “I don’t see a single game-changer technology,” he added. 
“It’s going to be a combination of things.” We need 1,001 Concrete IP invention 
projects, Recipes spelled out for Star Wars Concrete with specs and links to get a 
head start on those at MIT working on a New Concrete Recipe. Weigh this! 

8-12-2020 Recipe for concrete bird nest; banner year of 138,834 estimated bird 
nests in South Florida. 

8-12-2020 iTickets, iPhone 12 Pro Max Dash Cam, GPS map of your driving life. 
Get a life at the NY Times. According to data it provided The New York Times, the 
New York State D.M.V. processed 73,933 original car registrations in the five 
boroughs over June and July, a 39 percent increase over the 52,507 registrations 
from the same time last year. Everyone got into a hot car instead of a 24/7 A/C Ford 
WindmillCAR. A war crime. There’s a special place in hell for NY Times articles 
censoring out the number of parking and speeding tickets in June and July this 
year and last year. Accidents too. How many oil changes in June and July. Flat 



tires. What else did they censor out of buying a new car in NYC? Car ownership in 
New York City. And yet, since mid-March, quarantine-weary New Yorkers started 
buying way more cars driving into the gas station during a hold up, how many were 
censored out of this article. How many gas station hold ups in June and July. 

8-12-2020 Every day workers carried their ladders from row to row in the Cherry 
trees, none were electric with A/C and seats. MIT was and is building Drones for 
Saudi Arabia at $8 Billion not electric ladders to pick cherries, 32 Billion of them. 
Oh no falling off a MIT Electric Cherry ladder. 

8-12-2020 Winds dangerous is poorly timed water that cherry growers rely on fans, 
wind machines and even low-flying helicopters to dry ripe fruit before it is lost. 
Cherries once picked they don’t store for very long, even when refrigerated. -254 C 
frozen cherries are in the frozen foods section of Whole Foods and can be shipped 
by Amazon. Electric ladders designed by MIT; Every day workers carried their 
ladders from row to row in the Cherry trees, none were electric with A/C and seats. 
MIT was and is building Drones for Saudi Arabia at $8 Billion not electric ladders 
to pick cherries, 32 Billion of them. Oh no falling off a MIT Electric Cherry ladder. 

8-12-2020 

8-11-2020 For the Birds, that fly into to the Nearby Stars. For the Birds is, 1984 
illegal “harassment” by Wounded Warriors. “2001: A Space Odyssey,” 2020 CERN 
Space Station with 4K Physics Techs on board. Rabbis Israel Exodus with their 
own Space Station Named 'Einstein E=mc2' built despite the illegal harassment by 
Wounded Warriors that is for the 'Birds'! 

8-11-2020 For the Birds, Starlings are covered in Oil; 1984 Orwells illegal 
“harassment” Wounded Warriors Oil Money and Tell All Novel and Website. 1971 
Pentagon Papers Lawyer 84 today wants the audio and video. 

8-11-2020 2020 CERN Space Station with 4K Physics Techs on board is essential 



for the Rabbis Exodus with their own Space Station Named 'Einstein E=mc2'. 

8-11-2020 For the Birds your '1984' Integrity Matters as the Birds are covered in 
Oil again and again! 

8-11-2020 iBird Guide to Birds. The handsome field-marked illustrations in this 
app make identifying birds covered in oil... by WHO at the UN observed Oil Fields. 
17 Websites and Learning Tools For Your Next Outdoor Excursion and none for 
the Deer's Mad Cow disease now a plague with no cure for Deer Hunters. Hunters 
for a Nobel in Medicine for Mad Deer Disease need a NY Times app article written 
by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. Seek White Tail Deer app. Storeapps.apple.com › app › 
wild-seek-ar 

8-11-2020 Facial Recognition Start-Up searching for 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage contract to win a Nobel in Medicine, more than one 4. 

8-11-2020 1971 Pentagon Papers Lawyer today is into AI not MD Yale Women as 
new Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage. “I’m learning the language,” Mr. 
Abrams said. “I’ve never used the words ‘facial biometric algorithms’ until this 
phone call.” Face up to it Lawyers have nothing in common with Yale MD women 
let alone in a contract to win a Nobel in Medicine with 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage contract to win a Nobel in Medicine. And more than one! 
Mr. Abrams, 84, said he had not been able to see Clearview AI’s app or Amazon 
Prime 1 Click list of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine spelled out with specs links and 
genius Pasteur, Salk, tutors. He will call Jeff Bezos before he sue him. 

8-11-2020 Yale MD women websites; Hell No the NY times writes about, Ever 
wonder how underwater creatures make light? Or what a Carolina leaf-roller eats? 
Our list of apps, podcasts and websites will help you figure out what’s going on in 
the great outdoors. 



8-11-2020 Pink Cancer Cure Envy 1984 illegal “harassment” by Wounded 
Warriors. “2001: A Space Odyssey,” 2020 CERN Space Station with 4K Physics 
Techs on board. Rabbis Exodus with their own Space Station Named Einstein 
E=mc2 built despite the illegal harassment by Wounded Warriors World Wide, 
illegal Ruling Class Oil Men who will rob gas stations and the Cure for Pink 
Cancers again today. A Oil Revenue Odyssey of $777 Trillion dollars all illegal 
harassment never ending wars. Oil Revenue predators prey on Physics Techs and 
Jewish Rabbis building a Space Station for 4K. 

8-11-2020 Will Cars Rule the Roads in Post Diesel Mercedes New York? Macron 
ships Can Goods, very bad compared to Cars! 

8-11-2020 Never getting into a hot car, A/C 24/7 Ruling Class in Beirut and Paris 
killed this for Everyone. "Your Hot-Weather Guide to Coronavirus, Air-
Conditioning and Airflow" 

8-11-2020 Inventors moments of serendipity on 1 Click Amazon prime with 1,001 
IP invention projects spelled out with links specs and genius Einstein, Pasteur, Salk 
tutors to get you started serendipitly. 

8-11-2020 Trump tweets about the Pink battlefield's million dead 2020 not in the 
NY Times!! 



8-11-2020 Trump Teases a Gettysburg Speech. The battlefield at Gettysburg 
National Military Park is operated by the National Park Service. Trump Speech at 
the Brain Surgery Operation would say it's not Trumps Culture to be a Brain 
Surgeon no matter what the brain surgery is for. The battlefields in Baghdad and 
Afghanistan is were Trumps Brain thoughts are still listening to the Cheers of the 
Drone Strikes on Hospitals, all illegal war crimes documented but without a MD 
Cure. 'Doctors and Dictators" will be a West Point Class for all 4 years. 

8-11-2020 Will Cars Rule the Roads in Post Diesel Mercedes New York? Macron 
ships Can Goods, very bad compared to Cars! 

8-11-2020 Never getting into a hot car, A/C 24/7 Ruling Class in Beirut and Paris 
killed this for Everyone. "Your Hot-Weather Guide to Coronavirus, Air-
Conditioning and Airflow" By HEATHER MURPHY Heather ignoring the Diesel 
trucks in front of her in NYC traffic, I don't think so. "Blissfully ignoring air may 
be numbered. Because a growing number of scientists are convinced that a 
significant amount of coronavirus AND Diesel transmission occurs through the air 
in indoor spaces, and that poor ventilation magnifies the risk, of Pink Cancers. NT 
Times map of Diesel and Pink Cancer is classified and has already been made but 
not for the public on the front page of the NY Times. 

8-11-2020 Diesel Aerosols!! If Diesel levels are above 1,000 parts per one million, 
and they are! 



8-11-2020 Is Diesel Air riskier than Coronavirus in the air... NY Times will not 
write this article any time soon a New Dilemma! Last Tuesday, 2,750 tons of 
ammonium nitrate exploded, damaging buildings across a wide swath of central 
Beirut and killing more than 150 people. 84 Tons of Diesel is in the air over most 
cities world wide. U.S. Army warned at least four years ago about a large cache of 
potentially explosive Diesel cancers for Army Troops in Beirut and world wide. 
Anger at Lebanon’s political elite who know about the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Cars in Paris. 

8-11-2020 Beirut blast; The British and French Embassies both sustained damage, 
and windows were shattered in the mansion where the French ambassador lives. 
The wife of the Dutch ambassador to Lebanon, Hedwig Waltmans-Molier, died 
from wounds sustained in the blast, the Dutch foreign ministry said. She had been 
standing in her living room when the explosion occurred. American Embassy was 
located in Beirut until it was moved after multiple attacks in the 1980s, including an 
explosion in 1983 caused by a suicide car bomb that blew off the embassy’s facade 
and killed 17 Americans and 46 others. 1984 Orwell to expose the extent of their 
incompetence and corruption,” said Brian Katz, a former Middle East military and 
terrorism analyst for the C.I.A., who left his post last year. “Each party has a share 
of the Beirut port and uses it to smuggle all sorts of contraband, like weapons, 
automobiles and cash.” 

8-11-2020 Correction 7 billion people on Earth With No Power, 90,000 Struggle in a 
‘Nightmare’ a Week After Storm, Desert Storm Shock And Awe at $4 Gas on the 
4th of July with the riches going to Mecca! 



8-11-2020 No experts have been warning of the risk of Whooping Cough in NYC’ 
when people cough around kids! 

8-11-2020 Miami Chef talks to the food with and without a mask on, did the CDC 
know the results decades ago, Hell Yes. Miami is Beirut! 

8-11-2020 Some experts have been warning of the risk of Legionnaires’ outbreaks 
when people return to buildings 

8-11-2020 Since various jurisdictions in the United States have put in effect 
lockdowns to contain the spread of the new coronavirus, some experts have been 
warning of the risk of Legionnaires’ outbreaks when people return to buildings left 
unoccupied for months. The bacteria that causes the illness, Legionella 
pneumophila, can form in warm, stagnant water that is not properly disinfected. 
When sinks are turned on or toilets flushed, the bacteria can then be sent through 
the air and inhaled. 

8-11-2020 7 Billion Lung Cancers from the Tobacco Plantations next to Jimmy 
Carters Peanut Plantation. "Fewer Hip Fractures May Reflect a Drop in Smoking 
Rates" By NICHOLAS BAKALAR Heavy drinking declined to 4.5 percent, from 7 
percent significant risk factor for fractures. 



8-11-2020 Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantations world wide; Ammonium nitrate is a 
highly explosive material used for fertilizer. Picture in the NY Times of Peanut 
crops with and without the best ammonium nitrate fertilizers tomorrows front 
page. Don't plant this idea in the Times! Ha. 

8-11-2020 2020 CERN Space Station with 4K Physics Techs on board examined 
collision events where pairs of top quarks decay to pairs of W bosons, and 
subsequently into leptons. “The LHC is a top-quark factory, and produced 100 
million top-quark pairs during Run 2,” says Physics Coordinator. “This gave us a 
large unbiased sample of W bosons decaying to muons and tau leptons, which was 
essential for this high-precision measurement.” The new measurement gives a value 
of R(t/µ) = 0.992 ± 0.013. This is the most precise measurement of the ratio to date, 
with an uncertainty half the size of that from the combination of LEP results. The 
measurement is in agreement with the Standard Model expectation. Great 
Expectations for the next 2 Space Stations with 4K Physics Techs on board! 
Factory Made Physics Techs. A top-quark factory Trump can't cheat at getting 
into, Yes he cheated at getting into West Point for the Graduation. 

CERN with its very own Space Station, two of them without the Drunk Russian 
Bounty Hunters Existence, Ha! 



NASA's very own Love Story; CERN Space Station with 4K Physics Techs on 
board. Rabbis Exodus! 

8-10-2020 UN video conference organized by Mr. Macron for fast acceleration 
Porsche Windmill Cars for Paris not Beirut. Grin. French Ship with 5,000 RV's 
arriving in Beirut tomorrow. Macron would never Drive this option. Macron ships 
Can Goods, very bad compared to Cars! 



8-10-2020 Paris extreme government negligence, corruption, $777 trillion in oil 
revenues for the French government owned Total Oil Company. Total War even 
Blasted CERN and the Rabbis Space stations with 5k Physics techs aboard. 

8-10-2020 Beirut, Paris, Ford WindmillCAR's in Beirut ASAP, officials agreed to 
accelerate support in a video conference organized by Mr. Macron and the United 
Nations. Ford UN Model of the WindmillCar, Ha in a video conference organized 
by Mr. Macron for fast acceleration Porsche Windmill Cars for Paris not Beirut. 
Grin. 

8-10-2020 Paris extreme government negligence, corruption, $777 trillion in oil 
revenues for the French government owned Total Oil Company. Total War even 
Blasted CERN and the Rabbis Space stations with 5k Physics techs aboard. 

8-10-2020 Beirut Blast; Rabbis space stations were destroyed in Wars; CERN space 
stations with 4K physics techs many Jews were destroyed in Wars Marcon fought 
over the sale of French oil for the riches of Mecca. 

8-10-2020 Diesel Mercedes; extreme government negligence, corruption, and the 
cause of a million cancers and childhood birth defects only wasp Lawyers world 
wide profited from and got perks to be Wasp Lawyers who sue their cancer doctors 
not Diesel Mercedes. Wasp lawyers Benefiting from Pink Cancers and Diesel 
Mercedes. 



8-10-2020 Mr. Macron, who spoke on the video call from his summer retreat on the 
French Riviera, urged world leaders to Drive their Porsche Windmill Cars and 
junk the Diesel Mercedes. Macron list the can goods his wife orders, and cars! 

8-10-2020 Cars; Can Goods!! France, a former colonial power in the region, is 
sending 18 tons of medical aid, including medicines, vaccines and hygiene kits and 
663 tons of Can Foods, No Cars!! 

8-10-2020 Paris Pasteur savvy to protect the scientific integrity of current Ruling 
Class in Paris at War with Diesel and Disease, cancer plagues all curable with the 
2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Car Culture, spin off inventions that will Drive 
$777 Trillion in Cash into Paris! Paris rich as Mecca in 2020 integrity of the Elite 
Ruling Class in Paris today sends cans of food not cars to Beirut. 

8-10-2020 Paris, Marcon I send a cure all for Pink Cancer! On the Winds of the 
Ford and Porsche Windmill Car's! 



8-10-2020 Paris, integrity of the Rabbis Driving to Exodus at Sirius. Blast!! SOS... 

8-10-2020 Rabbis Space Station in High Earth Orbit sent to Paris Jews by Macron, 
Hell No! Einstein Paris Jews with their very own Space Station sent to Paris France 
not Beirut, grin. 

8-10-2020 Beirut Blast; Rabbis space stations were destroyed in Wars; CERN space 
stations with 4K physics techs many Jews were destroyed in Wars Marcon fought 
over the sale of French oil for the riches of Mecca. 

8-10-2020 Paris, integrity of the Rabbis Driving to Exodus at Sirius. Only way to 
get there is to drive the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars into a Jewish Paris 
and show the futuristic God Particle as a Gravity Engine Car. Mecca is richer than 
Jews in Paris. Integrity $$$. 

Rabbis in Orbit as Physics Techs Inventing a Einstein Drive for 5 Million Jews 
richer than Mecca Oil! 



8-10-2020 Paris, Integrity of the Jewish Rabbis in Paris, 5K 'OneWeb Satellites', 
being deposited safely into low Earth Orbit. 5 Million all linked to Jewish Aliens at 
Sirius live streaming Video. The Einstein Rabbis have to invent 5 million satellites 
with the Jewish Alien technology not just Low Earth Orbit WiFi for Jews World 
wide. But do this for Jewish invention projects the Rabbis ship to all Jews. 

8-10-2020 18th and 19th centuries, new technologies in 2020 spin off from Einstein's 
E=mc2 inventing live streaming YouTube videos in Earth Orbit Satellite 
Technology hacked by spy's for Exodus. Rabbis moving forward to Exodus to 
Sirius and Einstein's 500 times faster than the speed of light live streaming video 
TV better Deal than YouTube TV and Apple TV. Grin. Option to pick one Alien 
Show over another instead of flipping through 1K Cable Channels when you only 
watch one or two. Live streaming Einsteins E=mc2 for spin off inventions in 2020. 
WeChat Einstein invention projects not WeChat China. 



8-10-2020 Rabbis inspired by Einstein and Exodus get to Drive Windmill Fueled 
Porsche's Racing to Sirius faster than the speed of light. They can GPS track all, 
inventing so we can go faster than the speed of light that makes headline World 
Wide. And help your Einstein's get a vaccine for everything, spin off of Cow Pox 
and Chicken Pox in 2020 tech with the worlds fastest super computers. 

8-10-2020 How Pro Oil and Diesel Forces Work on all the World Leaders. Trump’s 
Oil and Diesel Directives Were Supposed to Offer Relief from Pink Protesting 
Women who know about the Pink Porsche Windmill Cars. Most May Not believe 
the Top Brass who are know my many at 1984 HQ. 

8-10-2020 I Love Disney ‘Diesel Mercedes Terminator 2: Judgment Day’ 

8-10-2020 Windmill Car Air Flows into the subway high technology spin off like 
F-35 Radar and Star Wars Deet for the coronavirus, flu, and Whooping Cough for 
mothers and kids riding the NYC Subways, and the Saudi $20 Billion dollar 
Subway on YouTube $$$ fearful of jostling with strangers in crowded cars. Masks 
and social distancing are essential, but good air flow is also key to reducing the risk 
of exposure to the coronavirus. Windmill Car Air Flows into the NY Times and 
MSNBC. CBS Nightly News story at the end. Yes Whooping cough kills 100 kids 
just in NYC and many caught it from mom riding the Subway with no Star Wars 
Deet for the whooping cough and coronavirus, just talk and diagrams of subway air 
flow with no deet cure! 



8-9-2020 CERN with its very own Space Station, two of them without the Drunk 
Russian Bounty Hunters Existence, Ha! Higgs Space Station would be a good name 
for it as it will be our Habitat for Humanity God Particle. CERN with its very own 
Space Station, two of them with 4K Physics Techs at Home in each one, Geneva 
anyone! Ha! 

8-9-2020 War Free Quarks; While a state of entirely free quarks and gluons has 
never been achieved (despite numerous attempts by CERN in the 1980s and 1990s. 
Endless Wars interact with CERN. CERN space stations were destroyed in Wars. 

8-9-2020 CERN's Exodus will build the New Particle Smasher in Deep Space! New 
theory of the generation of time will be bonded to the Generation of Gravity. Higgs 
Space Station would be a good name for it. Well 2 Higgs Space Stations as a tunnel, 
laser one will connect the 2 Higgs Space Stations smashing particles. How do you 
get 4K Physics Techs on 2 Space Stations? NASA will build it without any Boeing 
Day Labor Temps, grin. 

8-9-2020 Trump’s Go-It-Alone Stimulus Won’t Do Much to Lift the Recovery Cure 
Pink Cancer or lift the Gravity Engine Car invention. 



8-9-2020 Fermilab Go-It-Alone Stimulus; void of Trumps. It was not until 1995 that 
the top quark was finally observed at Fermilab - by 1995 most of the Worlds Ruling 
Class Elite, Trumps have Observed the 1995 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars! 
Physicist at Fermilab wanted a 1995 Ford and Porsche Windmill Car!! 

8-9-2020 Afghanistan to Release Last Taliban Prisoners, Removing Final Hurdle to 
Talks that Won’t Do Much to Lift the Recovery Cure Pink Cancer or lift the 
Gravity Engine Car invention. 

8-9-2020 POW's all 7 billion of us on Earth are POW's to Wounded Warriors and 
Bounty Hunters - if they are not released, not only they will continue their war and 
violence but they will escalate it using USS Jimmy Carter Nuke subs to stop Iran 
from selling its oil! 

8-9-2020 Many delegates said it appeared that the Afghan government had already 
given in to U.S. pressure to release the remaining prisoners all 7 billion, the Jews 
are ready for the Exodus to Sirius War. 

8-9-2020 Exodus Rabbis driven by the Ford Einstein WindmillCAR's driven by 
President Trump’s urgency to get out of Afghanistan, Hell get out of the Forever 
Wars on Earth Fueled by Oil and Gas with Trump sanctions on a Rx Recipe Cure 
for Pink Cancers and 1.3 million fiery traffic deaths in 2020. Hell on Earth. 

8-9-2020 “There are 70 people in our committee,” said Masuma Bahar, a delegate. 
“I asked two women next to me and both said they hadn’t been tested.” For breast 
or ovary cancers... 

8-9-2020 Afghans Drive the Jews to Exodus to Sirius Aliens, all Jewish. 



8-9-2020 Einstein Drives the Jews to 500 times faster than the speed of light in a 
Live Streaming YouTube video from Sirius Jewish Aliens. Pictures of many Star 
Wars Birds of Prey! 

8-9-2020 America’s Military Should Confront Jewish Exodus to Sirius! Free 7 
billion POW's from Oil and Gas Wars, fight the Pink War on Cancer with Orders 
for the "West Point Medical School." 

8-9-2020 Nagasaki Exodus to the Japanese Porsche Windmill Car's are sanctioned 
by the Ruling Class in Tokyo on orders from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA. 
Many delegates said it appeared that the Afghan government had already given in 
to USA sanctions on the Porsche Windmill Cars in Nagasaki. 

8-9-2020 The Pink Editorial was cut out of the merger with the C-Virus Miracle 
Cure All by the Editors at the NY Times, by the end story on CBS Nighty News. 
Merger of Pink Cancer and C-Virus News. MD's Could Control the Pandemic by 
October. Let’s Get to It. The solutions to combating the coronavirus are no 
mystery. It’s time to do this right. At the Pink Amazon Prime add to cart click on 4 
trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets Jeff Bezos is sell to cure coronavirus and Breast 
Cancer to get you a Nobel in Medicine. If you need 4 Yale MD Wife's Brainstorm 
with and Write Hemingway House Cure All Nobel Novels he will preform a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage. Contract with be to get a Nobel in Medicine on your 
Wedding Night, Grin. Mecca Amazon Prime will be a little different in add to cart. 

8-9-2020 CERN's Exodus will build the New Particle Smasher in Deep Space! New 
theory of the generation of time will be bonded to the Generation of Gravity. Higgs 
Space Station would be a good name for it. Well 2 Higgs Space Stations as a tunnel, 
laser one will connect the 2 Higgs Space Stations smashing particles. How to you get 
4K Physics Techs on 2 Space Stations? NASA will build it without any Boeing Day 
Labor Temps, grin. 

8-9-2020 LHC Quarks combine to form composite particles called hadrons, the 
most stable of which are protons and neutrons. LHC is CERNS name for the Large 
Hadron Collider. Next one will be built in Space and will have 2 Space Stations with 
the LHC between them. 

8-9-2020 There are two families of hadrons: baryons, with three valence quarks, 
and mesons, with a valence quark and an antiquark. The most common baryons 



are the proton and the neutron, the building blocks of the atomic nucleus. A great 
number of hadrons are known to Physics Techs at CERN not West Point Generals 
or Senators. 

8-9-2020 No successful quantum theory of gravity exists, gravitation is not 
described by the Standard Model. So invent a Gravity Engine Car Model. 

8-9-2020 Hadrons discovered in cosmic rays in 1947 thus Large Hadron Collider 
LHC is CERN. Proton and the Neutron. 

8-9-2020 It was not until 1995 that the top quark was finally observed at Fermilab - 
by 1995 most of the Worlds Ruling Class Elite have Observed the 1995 Ford and 
Porsche Windmill Cars! Physicist at Fermilab wanted a 1995 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Car!! Since the electric charge from reading the Secret Los Alamos file 
on the cover of Greg's Amazon Book would have 1 trillion volts and amps for 
Fermilab Workers as the -254 C Cold Windmills will generate 1 Trillion Volts and 
Amps the Fermilab Workers will use to start the Gravity Engine Car's. Spin off 
inventions from the Gravity Engine Car can also be observed from Fermilab 
Workers. 

8-9-2020 PET scan invention projects on Amazon will link specs of Both beta decay 
and the inverse process of inverse beta decay are routinely used in medical 
applications such as positron emission tomography (PET) scan spin off inventions 
with specs and genius tutors on 1 Click Amazon Prime. Jeff Bezos strong 
interaction with 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon Prime with specs 
and genius tutors! General Dynamics will be bought by Amazon. In Disney Star 
Wars Amazon Prime 1 Click Amazon Prime IP invention projects will be the 5 star 
sellers. 

8-9-2020 One more 1 Click Amazon Prime invention project is; The Standard 
Model posits that elementary particles derive their masses from the Higgs 
mechanism, which is associated to the Higgs boson. It is hoped that further 
research into the reasons for the top quark's large mass of ~173 GeV/c2, almost the 
mass of a gold atom, might reveal more about the origin of the mass of quarks and 
other elementary particles. 

8-9-2020 War Free Quarks; While a state of entirely free quarks and gluons has 
never been achieved (despite numerous attempts by CERN in the 1980s and 1990s. 



Endless Wars interact with CERN. CERN space stations were destroyed in Wars. 

8-9-2020 Seconds after the Big Bang (the quark epoch), the universe was filled with 
quark–gluon plasma, as the temperature was too high for hadrons to be stable. 

8-9-2020 Seconds before the all out Nuclear War over who gets to sell their Oil and 
Gas 24/7 A/C Climate Controlled Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars will lower the 
temperatures killing the Greed Virus of Oil Men and Elite Ruling Class and Caste. 
Neutron stars Super Strong Gravity will be felt by all 7 billion people on Earth. 

8-9-2020 Spectrum of visible light, spectrum of gravity. Spectrum of visible IP 
invention projects 1,001 spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with specs and genius 
tutors!! 

8-9-2020 Generation of Time; Elite Ruling Class say it's time to Cure Breast 
Cancer and End all gas stations on Earth. Progress in this field has been so slow 
that most scientists simply ignore the questions. 

8-9-2020 "Saudi Aramco Says Profit Fell 73 Percent as Demand for Oil Shrank" 
Correction Saudi's say Oil Fell to 'Nothing' as there is no demand as those 7 billion 
people demanding the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars got them! All 7 Billion 
many millions paid for by Saudi Prince Salman buying all a Ford or Porsche 
Windmill Car thanks to Jewish Swiss Bankers Stimulus Checks. 

8-9-2020 Trumps WeChat with Prince Salman about bone saw hit men trying to 
cross over to Canada. Prince Salman Exonerated in a Murder Case, now a 
attempted murder by Trump. CIA audio and video given to the Senate. 

8-9-2020 Trumps WeChat with Prince Salman about the beheaded women who 
rejected the Prince Sex... Trump Chats as we can hear him in our minds right 
now!! 



8-9-2020 Gas and Ghastly history of Saudi Arabia Kings and Crown Prince! 
Drama, Horror, Thriller Movies about the Kings of Saudi Arabia and their Crown 
Prince by Disney not ordered by Prince Salman. 

8-9-2020 Another Disney Movie "Ad Agency Sues DUI Lawyers" A Supreme Court 
Justice was convicted of DUI murder... of 100's if not thousands. Miss America 
Carnage! Yes the statistics show Most DUI killers are men who run over women in 
their Diesel Mercedes. Yet Most DUI's are by men who drive a Diesel Mercedes, 
well almost. DUI Lawyers Debate Over Privilege and Justice. One Federal Judge a 
women lost her life via a Wasp Lawyer Drunk as he could be, mind in hell with 
cancers torture can prevent his Law Partners from real time DUI's that ruin a 
Women's life. 

8-9-2020 Experiencing Star Wars far from the Nearest Stars Aliens at Sirius! 

CERN with its very own Space Station, two of them without the Drunk Russian 
Bounty Hunters Existence, Ha! 



NASA's very own Love Story fixing millions of lines of code written by Day Labor 
Temps at Boeing. 

8-8-2020 MD Test, Dr. Trump MD would have paid someone to take the MCAT 
test for him and I would bet $1 Trillion some Prince from Saudi Arabia many of 
them will pay someone to take the MCAT test for a student from Saudi Arabia. 

8-8-2020 Trump Restricts 'WeChat About 1,001 Nobels in Medicine' listed on 1 
Click Amazon Prime all spelled out with a Rx Memory Recipe on 1 Click Amazon 
with specs and genius tutors. 



8-8-2020 Trumps 'WeChat' Jewish wedding registry gift today is "Exodus IP 
invention projects' by the Rabbi, going 500 times faster than the speed of light in a 
Verizon Live Streaming Video from Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

8-8-2020 Trump Restricts 'WeChat About...' the Yale Key West Medical School 
and the New West Point Medical School Culture WeCanChat About in our Heads 
right 'right on' at this moment! Grin. Will the King of Sweden give Greg a Nobel in 
Medicine for the 'West Point Medical School' Hell Yes! 

8-8-2020 MD Test, 100,000 people who will take the MCAT are years away from 
becoming physicians, and many will never make it: Just over 40 percent of the 
53,371 applicants to American medical schools last year secured a spot at a Medical 
School. Dr. Trump MD would have paid someone to take the MCAT test for him 
and I would bet $1 Trillion some Prince from Saudi Arabia many of them will pay 
someone to take the MCAT test for a student from Saudi Arabia. 

8-8-2020 MD Test, The CIA has known about this for decades and not leaked it yet. 
Reasoning skills by the British are well know as Plagues in London and Paris. 
Rabid Dogs are like Bill Gates Mosquitos with no 100% cure world wide. 

8-8-2020 MD Test, MD's Reasoning Skills have them waiting at the ER at all the 
Hospitals for Bikers; Despite Virus, 5 Thousands Converge for Motorcycle Rally. 
Motorcyclists roared into Sturgis, S.D., on Friday, lining Main Street from end to 
end, for the start of the annual event, windfall profits of MD's as Medicare will pay 
a lot for Senior Motorcyclists on Medicare. $10 Million for just these bike wrecks in 
Sturgis. 



8-8-2020 MD Test, Bill Gates needs to take the MCAT medical school test using 
Win 10 not a iMac and the benchmarks from those using a iMac vs Win 10 will be 
on a front page graph in the NY Times. 

8-8-2020 Steve Jobs and Small Fry at Stanford; Not Stanford Medical School, has 
said it would rely on other measures to evaluate the academic readiness of 
applicants this coming year. Work on Steve Jobs Rx Recipe Cancer Cure is Small 
Fry stuff at Stanford not Stanford Medical School. No they were not given any 
iMac with Rx Recipes by anyone at Apple. Dr. Iris Gibbs, associate dean for 
medical admissions at Stanford. “It’s about personal attributes like empathy and 
caring and being able to problem-solve.” Cancer Cure Problems are Classified by 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ. Paid Bounty Hunting is for Putin not Medical Schools 
without the Cancer Bounty Money. Steve Jobs Small Fry Daughter missed this 
Chapter in her Tell All Book. 

8-8-2020 Beirut Blast; Windmill Porsche Cars 2005, verdicts in a 15-year-old 
bombing in Beirut 

8-8-2020 Beirut Blast; Windmill Porsche Cars 2005, verdicts of the Supreme Court 
5-4 against Driving the 2005 Porsche Windmill Car, every year some Pink women 
sue the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 

8-8-2020 Beirut Blast; 2005 again in 2020. Prime Minister Rafik Hariri in Beirut 
2005 Pink Women in the USA were bombed by the VA Hospital and Wounded 
Warriors Windfall Profits Perks in Baghdad. 

8-8-2020 ...verdicts in Mr. Hariri’s assassination from a special U.N.-backed court 
in the Netherlands... 



8-8-2020 Death Bed Confessions of Jimmy Carter, blasts, almost no one is expecting 
the full truth about the massacre Pink and Massacres from the USS Jimmy Carter 
Nukes blasting those selling Oil. Jimmy Carter tried in absentia, also found guilty 
of letting tobacco farmers grow tobacco next to Peanuts instead of growing 
Peanuts. Syphilis has long plagued Georgia and Jimmy Carter MD has been found 
guilty of cheating to get into the Georgia Medical School. And killing patients with 
syphilis. Jimmy Carter had neglected for decades even after driving the 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR around his peanut plantation. 

8-8-2020 Bomb Blast unrealistic; 1.3 million traffic deaths and 1 million Pink 
deaths every year cured by the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR driven over to the Peanut 
Planation in Georgia. 

8-8-2020 Bomb Blast reflected Lebanon’s failure to address the trauma of its 1975-
1990 civil war. When did the CIA in Beirut learn about the 1980 Ford 
WindmillCar? 

8-8-2020 Jimmy Carter compared to atrocities of going into Baghdad not Driving 
Windmill Tanks. Motive was $4 gas on the 4th of July. Jimmy did the math 2020 
$777 Trillion in oil revenues from $4 gas on the 4th of July. Riches beyond belief 
that can be seen today on Google images of Mecca. 1 million new Mosque and 1 
million new gas stations with Whole Foods Store. 

8-8-2020 Beirut Bomb Blast of West Point Medical School and Army working on 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine! The Other Universe a Tell All Book on Amazon 



8-8-2020 Heat Blast Getting into your Diesel Mercedes not your 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCAR. Overheating. Millions are already feeling the pain few kids will be 
left in hot cars today. This was censored out of the NY Times article on 
"Overheating, Millions are already feeling the Pain." By Somini Sengupta NY 
Times. A record 125 degrees Fahrenheit in Baghdad in July, a Record $300 million 
in Oil Revenues for the 2 White Men from the USA in Baghdad in July 2020. 

8-8-2020 Heat waves are becoming more frequent in Athens. Athens ruling class 
know about the A/C 24/7 in the 2002 Ford WindmillCAR's. They will be put on 
trail for murder not the Athens parents who left the kid in a hot car. 

8-8-2020 Five tall methane gas flares loom over Obrikom, in the heart of the oil-
rich delta in southeastern Nigeria. They are part of the huge petrochemicals 
operations of the Italian multinational Agip, and they burn 24 hours a day, like 
blowtorches. Malaria is rampant. Bill Gates will be put on Trial. 

8-8-2020 Bomb Blast is now "Bounty Hunters" Tell All Book by Mary Trump. 
"Mr. Trump and Mr. Putin have spoken eight times this year, according to a 
Kremlin list of the Russian president’s diplomatic activity" 8 Hours on a hacked 
YouTube video made public will happen when the 2020 Ford WindmillCARs are 
driven into Moscow. 

8-8-2020 "Russian Bounties" $$$ on U.S. Troops in Afghanistan, Bounties paid in 
Moscow for a Nobel in Medicine didn't cross Putins Desk from anyone on his 
payroll. So much 'thoughts' about a Nobel from someone in Moscow. 

8-8-2020 India built 1 million new gas stations in 2020. Put Female Figures on 
Traffic Signals. Some Women Are Not Impressed. At many crossings, India’s 
largest city replaced male stick figures with icons in a dresses. By Tiffany May or 
May or Maynot have breast cancer as City Hall India didn't put out a order to scan 
all women in India for Breast Cancer. By Tiffany May who may or maynot write 



this article about India. 

8-8-2020 Ford Hiroshima Model 2020 WindmillCar's this Japanese Oil Tanker 
would have been converted to a Japanese Hospital Ship, renamed Hiroshima. 

Wakashio, is Owned by Nagashiki Shipping, and was built in 2007 instead of 2007 
Ford WindmillCAR's, another Japanese War Crime. 

8-8-2020 Wakashio began spilling oil into the country’s famed blue lagoons this 
week, triggering an environmental crisis in a tiny island nation that relies on its 
waters for fishing and tourism. The hull of the Wakashio, a Japanese-owned and 
Panama-flagged bulk carrier, was found to be cracked on Thursday, the Mauritian 
authorities said, 12 days after the ship became grounded off the island’s 
southeastern coast with nearly 4,000 tons of fuel oil and 200 tons of diesel on board. 



8-8-2020 Tell All book; "‘Lolita’ in Saudi Arabia." Jeff Bezos might let Amazon 
Publish this Book over the bone saw killing of his Washington Post Employee. 

8-8-2020 Tell All book; For those getting married to 4 Yale MD women a iMac, 
iphone 12 Pro Max, iPod Pro, is a wedding registry with a Nobel Prize or just a Rx 
Recipe App Cure with items that are both useful and timeless can be daunting, 
especially for couples trying to combine their lives into one happy home. We asked 
our readers to share their go-to wedding gifts for newlyweds, along with the best 
wedding presents they have received. Here is a selection of products that range 
from kitchen essentials to homemade trinkets, from the editors at the NY Times 
who didn't get to Marry 4 Yale MD Wife's. 

8-8-2020 Trumps 'WeChat' Jewish wedding registry gift today is "Exodus IP 
invention projects' by the Rabbi, going 500 times faster than the speed of light in a 
Verizon Live Streaming Video from Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

8-8-2020 Tell All book; "1984" wedding book updated to High Tech GPS and 
Cameras in the Bed Rooms you can check on your iPhone, no need to come home at 
noon any more. 

8-8-2020 Tell All book; "1984" Barbara, a friend of my husband, Henry, gifted us 
the classic Le Creuset Dutch oven for our 1984 wedding. We loved it from day one, 
inaugurating it with happy meals during our first year. Barbara died of cancer, so 
early on the Dutch oven brought memories of love and laughter, continuing for 33 
years, three kids, a move to the Midwest, countless dinners and endless fun. Henry 
also died of cancer. The Le Creuset endures, weathered with time and with hope 
that Barbara and Henry are laughing together with the aroma of love wherever 
they are. 



NASA's very own Love Story fixing millions of lines of code written by Day Labor 
Temps at Boeing. 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Windmill Porsche Cars Gravity Engine Ford's, Hiroshima 
Ground Zero On Earth is the NY Times Building as Editors are War Criminals for 
writing their 'Hiroshima Editorial without the Ford Hiroshima Model 2020 
WindmillCar's in the Editorial, a War Crime! 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Windmill Porsche Cars Gravity Engine Ford's, Hiroshima 
Ground Zero On Earth is the NY Times Building; It's Going To Be Hell in 3030 
Hiroshima Times Editors personal try to Stop Ground Zero in the Wars with 
Nuclear Weapons started over the Porsche Windmill Car's Sanctions Today! 
“We’re not expecting much from the government to try to stop Ground Zero NY 



Times Building. 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Governments Employees Profit from Sanctions on the 2020 
Porsche Windmill CAR. One Star Generals get to be Two Star Generals quick 
thanks to the 2020 Porsche Windmill Car's Sanctions. 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Pink Women do erupt with anger at the government they 
blamed for destroying the neighborhood of Tortured Breast Cancer Girl Friends 
on Facebook not InventBook Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer Latte at Starbucks. 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Also Sanctioned. Anger at the country’s ruling class has been 
rising since the VA Hospital MD's 'Top Brass' Generals and Admirals refused to do 
Chemo and X-rays on Breast Cancer women. 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; NY Times editorial Today ended with; "Above all, the 
wrenching images of scorched rubble where Hiroshima had stood ought to be cause 
for serious reflection on what nuclear weapons do — and what they cannot do." 
Editors are War Criminals for writing this without Driving the Porsche 
WindmillCar's and $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold Up Loot in their Editorial on 
Hiroshima. 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; NYC without Electric WindmillCars that Drive to Gravity 
Engine Cars all Pink! 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; NYC without electricity for 1 hour this morning; Power 
Outages Hit Manhattan and Queens 180,000 customers lost electricity in an outage 



that Con Edison said was caused by issues with its “transmission system.” 1 Million 
others outside of NYC will be without electricity for 1 week as trees felled power 
lines. 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Senates Wounded Warriors Ideological Divide Has Stymied 
Chemo and X-Rays at the VA Hospitals for Breast Cancer women, they died a 
tortured death by the millions since Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter drove the 1980 
Ford WindmillCar to $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA profiting War's in Baghdad 
and Afghastan Bounty Hunters building highways up and down the Mountain 
roads in Afghastan. 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Former Saudi Official Accuses the Crown Prince of Trying 
to Kill Him. Trump did kill Ivanka's Cure for Breast Cancer for the glory of 
Dinning with Crown Prince Salman instead of giving Ivanka 4 trillion Rx Recipes 
all trade secrets. Trump's Headwinds and Bone Saw Killers 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; E=mc2 Secret File perpetual motion machine lost to the 
Einstein Rabbis Einstein Model WindmillCar's! 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Beirut, Shock Turns to Anger. As residents wait for the 
World's Navy's Fleets of 100's of Hospital Ships. All sunk by the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ who were out Test driving the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars at the time of 
the Blast! 



8-7-2020 Lebanon was a French colony. As French President Visits Beirut, sitting 
outside his damaged auto parts store near where Mr. Macron had walked, let him 
be our president Who Drives the Porsche Windmill Car's Fueled with $777 Trillion 
in gas station hold up loot from the Beirut Ruling Class 

8-7-2020 An online petition made the rounds imploring him to “place Lebanon 
under French mandate for the next 10 years.” “We’re asking for the president of 
France to take over Lebanon,” What We Know and Don’t Know About the Beirut 
Porsche Windmill Car's in Paris ready to Ship to Beirut. An online petition 'Give 
Us Windmill Cars Porsche and Ford's!! 

8-7-2020 Blast Spin Offs from the WindmillCar's would blow the Virus into Virus 
Filters also good for Whooping Cough and the Flu, TB too. "Masks May Reduce 
Viral Dose, Some Experts Say People wearing face coverings will take in fewer 
coronavirus particles, evidence suggests, making disease less severe." The Unique 
U.S. Failure to Control the Virus as Intellectuals are not making the News at 
MSNBC or CBS Nightly News at the ending story about Masterminds inventing the 
leaf blower and A/C with virus filters as you walk into Whole Foods and Publix 
Grocery tore, Wall mart and Target too. Target the Virus with only Mask is from 



loosers at City Hall USA. Perfumes in the air are like Deet to the C-Virus 
smothering them in Perfumed Atoms and molecule's. 

8-7-2020 Porsche Windmill Car on their Minds; "At Europe’s Illegal Parties, the 
Virus Is the Last Thing on Anyone’s Mind" Gravity Engine Invent is on the Minds 
of everyone at Lake Geneva and at CERN Village in Geneva today, really! 

8-7-2020 "Mr. Rahr says he couldn’t help himself. “I had to ask Tara out on a 
date,” Mr. Rahr said, “There was something captivating about Tara. Her love and 
passion for "Pink Women Tortured by the CIA in the USA" rescue really hit home 
for me. I would do anything for my Women and from what I could tell Gina would 
do that and a lot more.” Dallas and Fort Worth are two completely different worlds 
run by Saudi Arabia Oil Revenue Greed Virus. Do anything to Kill the Porsche 
WindmillCAR's and if this kills Pink women this is War for Money, Riches of 
Mecca Forever! Mecca Dallas and Fort Worth are worth $777 Trillion Today. Pink 
Roses are on their wife's and daughters graves. Glory of War Dead. Rahr & Sons 
Brewing, a microbrewery, in 2004, warns of breast cancer on the Door. 

8-7-2020 Taylor Swifts “Here Comes the Pink Brides” Mecca Dallas and Fort 
Worth! Worth more than all the World Oil Reserves in Iran and Saudi Arabia. 
Mecca's 4 Wife's. “After all the changes in plans, as upsetting as it was, we pulled 
together an amazingly, beautiful wedding to 4 MD Wife's from Yale in a Marriage 
Contract to Win a Nobel in Medicine for the Miracle Breast Cancer Cure killed by 
so many Wounded Warriors for so many Decades of them driving a Diesel 
Mercedes to the Wedding." 

8-7-2020 Gravity Pink! “We prepared for our dream wedding at Lake Geneva, 
CERN" 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Breast Cancer circumstances in times of Virus News 24/7. 
Higgs God Particle has no Spin like Quarks, Why? Go to 1 Click Amazon Prime IP 



invention projects and read the specs and hear Siri from the Genius tutors to help 
you find out Why? Love of women by Jeff Bezos is front page news, grin. Now we 
have to get Jeff 4 MD wife's from Yale Key West Medical School. Yes! 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Japan Inches Forward with Plans to Host Next Big Particle 
Collider, after all Japanese Women are freed from Pink Torture caused by USA 
Warriors who's sanctions are top secret. 

8-7-2020 Beirut Blast; Like other elementary bosons—such as photons, the 
particles of light—the Higgs Bosons. Photons do not interact with the Higgs at all. 
Higgs boson can decay into two muons—which demonstrates that muons the 
heavier cousins of electrons couple with the Higgs field, where they get their mass. 
Amazon coming to the mass of humanity with 1 Click Prime IP invention projects 
in particle physics with specs and genius Einstein tutors for 1,001 IP invention 
projects spelled out to help you get started on a Hemingway House Writing Class 
Nobel Novel on a Apple App so everyone can write on the same page at the same 
time getting to feel the Brain Storm that gives Key West the Gravity Engine Nobel. 

8-6-2020 As Smoke Clears in Beirut, Shock Turns to Anger. As residents wait for 
the World's Navy's Fleets of 100's of Hospital Ships. All sunk by the 2 White Men 
at 1984 HQ who were out Test driving the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars at the time 
of the Blast! 

8-6-2020 Saudi Arabia Giving Charter Boeing 737 Flights to the worlds Hospitals! 

8-6-2020 USA Giving Charter Boeing 737 Flights to the worlds Hospitals! If 2020 
Porsche Windmill Cars were racing to Help all 7 Billion People on Earth. 



8-6-2020 Blame for Beirut Explosion Begins With Cars and Trucks in Beirut 
Traffic pulling into a gas station for gas... 

8-6-2020 Negligence Hell $777 trillion in gas station revenues, none spent to spread 
Ammonium Nitrate on all the worlds Peanut Plantations. 

8-6-2020 Negligence Hell 2,000 tons of ammonium nitrate, a combustible material 
used to make fertilizers — and bombs — that was destined for Mozambique The 
ship, the Rhosus from Moscow. Mozambique ordered it for bombs not Peanut 
Crops in Mozambique. 

8-6-2020 Negligence Hell "Yale Mozambique Medical School" Hell No, 'Yale Key 
West Medical School,' Hell No, Bomb makers spend their money on more Bombs 
and Super 2020 Drones! 

8-6-2020 Giving the Bomb to Saudi Arabia for 'Gas Money' and 'Blood Money' is 
Another Hiroshima NOT Preserving Survivors’ Message of Peace. CERN splitting 
of atoms over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. CERN finds another God Particle and 
builds the Gravity Engine Car shipwrecking those who bombed the 'Yale Key West 
Medical School' and the 'West Point Medical School' in times of many virus and 
disease Plagues in London and Paris. 

8-6-2020 Secret Xi-Prince Salman efforts to process raw uranium into a form that 
could later be enriched into weapons fuel, Poor and Desperate Xi has to buy gas for 
1 billion Chinese. 



8-6-2020 The number of nuclear warheads has dropped from a peak of around 
70,000 in the mid-1980s to about 13,000 today. But in the past 25 years, India, 
Pakistan and North Korea have established themselves as nuclear states 

8-6-2020 The number of Porsche Windmill Cars has peaked... in Secret! 

8-6-2020 Poor and Desperate Mr. Abe’s participation in the ceremony, citing his 
stance on the Nuke treaty and his unpopular efforts to change the country’s pacifist 
Constitution. Abe and Hindus Accept Islam to Get By' Abe with 4 MD Wife's like 
Moslems but all MD Wife's with a Marriage Vow to win a Nobel in Medicine for 
Japan was sanctioned by Trump-Salman. 

8-6-2020 What Is Ammonium Nitrate, Blamed in the Beirut Explosion? Has this 
happened before? Yes. In 1947, an explosion in Texas City, Texas, killed at least 
581 people and wounded 3,500 after two cargo ships carrying ammonium nitrate 
caught fire. 

8-6-2020 Dangers of ammonium nitrate from the destruction of the Alfred P. 
Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Okla. by white supremacists in 1995. 
Two tons of the fertilizer were mixed with diesel fuel to create a bomb placed inside 
a rental truck that detonated in front of the building. 

8-6-2020 Dangers of Diesel Mercedes and Clouds of Black Soot from Diesel Trucks 
in Traffic is not reported on the front page of the NY Times or on MSNBC for a 
very good reason, not reasoning! 



8-6-2020 In the 1990s, the Saudis helped bankroll Pakistan’s successful effort to 
produce A-Bombs. Jimmy Carter and Rosalynn in 1990 drove their new Porsche 
WindmillCar around the Peanut Plantation in Secret. Iraq invasion in 2003, based 
on Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter keeping the 2003 Porsche WindmillCar's secret!! 

8-6-2020 Cost of H-Bomb test is not in https://en.wikipedia.org 

8-6-2020 The United States conducted around 1,054 nuclear tests (by official count) 
between 1945 and 1992, including 216 atmospheric, underwater, and space tests 
while the estimated number of underground nuclear tests conducted in the period 
from 1957 to 1992 is 1,352 explosions 

8-6-2020 Russia 981 H Bomb explosions! 

8-6-2020 France 217 H Bomb explosions! 

8-6-2020 UK 88 H Bomb explosions! 

8-6-2020 Total 2,476 H Bomb explosions counting all Nations. The Operation 
Crossroads series in July 1946, at Bikini Atoll in the Marshall Islands, was the first 
postwar test series and one of the largest military operations in U.S. history. 



8-6-2020 Cheering the Drone Strike Jimmy and Rosalynn drive their Porsche 
Windmill Car to MQ-9 ReaperMQ-9 Reaper Drone HQ at 'General Atomics', 
based in San Diego. This year, General Atomics stepped up efforts to lobby 
American officials to bypass 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars. 

8-6-2020 2020 Ford Reaper WindmillCar's... retrenchments reinforcements of 2020 
Porsche Windmill Cars at Drone HQ at 'General Atomics', based in San Diego. 
Navy buys 100,000 Porsche Windmill Cars for Top Brass like Commander Jimmy 
Carter and for their Wife's and daughters. 100,000 MQ-9 Reaper Drones are on the 
assembly line today driven by Jimmy and Rosalynn Carters Secrets kept Secret. 

8-6-2020 Porsche Owner Jared Kushner, the president’s son-in-law and adviser on 
the Middle East. Using WhatsApp, Mr. Kushner stays in close touch with Crown 
Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia. Has the Prince driven a 2020 
Porsche Windmill Car, Hell Yes!! 

8-6-2020 Ivanka has her own Pink Porsche Windmill Car... in a secret parking spot 
at the White House! No Dad will not paint the White House Pink!! 

8-6-2020 4 Wife's Legal Marriage in the USA. Mr. Ford did not name the nation 
that blocked the Trump administration’s proposals. 4 Wife's MD Legal in Canada, 
Germany, France, Italy, Japan and Britain. Mr. Kushner stays in close touch with 
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia who is working on getting a 
12 year old girl as his 4th Wife. Kushner and Ivanka are going along with this. 

8-6-2020 'Drone Missile Technology Control Regime' Laws. Legal Polygamous 
Marriage Laws were not taken up by Canada, Germany, France, Italy, Japan and 



Britain. Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia who is working on 
getting a 12 year old girl as his 4th Wife and all these Nations know this and keep it 
secret. And all the other 1,000 Prince's who already have 12 year old girls for their 
4th wife. 

8-6-2020 Growing a big crop of Peanuts and tobacco in Georgia. "I Used My Bomb 
Training to Report on the Beirut Explosions" 

8-6-2020 2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate fertilizer spread out on a Peanut 
Plantation in Georgia would yield a blast of how many more tons of Peanuts. "I 
Used My Bomb Training to Report on the Beirut Explosions" Fertilizers world 
wide, all the worlds Peanut Plantation owners are reading this article on the Beirut 
Explosions with no 1 Click Amazon prime to buy ammonium nitrate fertilizer for 
their crop of Peanuts and Jimmy Carter didn't tell how much he used to get the 
most Peanuts. All they read about is TNT bomb blast of 2,000 tons. 

8-6-2020 2,000 tons of Peanuts is what the worlds farmers need to read with 1 click 
Amazon prime to buy it. 2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate to grown how many more 
tons of Peanuts not in the NY Times on TXT tons. 

8-6-2020 2,000 tons of Peanuts is what the worlds farmers need to read with 1 click 
Amazon prime to buy it. 2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate would have had the 
power of about 2.3 million pounds of TNT when it exploded — far more than the 
most powerful conventional U.S. air-dropped bomb, but less than one-thirteenth 
the 15,000-ton TNT equivalent of the nuclear bomb dropped on Hiroshima 75 years 
ago this month. 

8-6-2020 2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate fertilizer. Blame for a Poor Peanut Crop 
world wide, on a world map on the front page of the NY Times. Green is the best 
Peanut Crops from free ammonium nitrate fertilizer delivered by truck and 
helicopters for all of Africa, Asia, and Georgia. Red is for the poorest Peanut crops 



not ammonium nitrate fertilized. 

8-6-2020 Fat, Out of Shape, dead from a Heart Attack; Phil Schiller, Apple's 
longtime marketing chief, will become an “Apple Fellow.” Nordic Track Treadmill 
Desk for everyone at Apple HQ. Greg is the Sales man for this. Grin. 

8-6-2020 Protons and neutrons, which account for the bulk of ordinary matter, are 
made of two types of quarks: up and down. A proton consists of two up quarks and 
one down quark, while a neutron contains one up quark and two down quarks. 
These triplets of quarks are known as baryons. The three quarks swirl around each 
other in an almost uniform pattern. In the new particle, the up quark circulates 
around the two heavy charm quarks at the center. “You get something far more 
like an atom,” 

8-6-2020 Maria Spiropulu is the author of "Where is Einstein?", the final chapter 
in "My Einstein: Essays. https://www.worldsciencefestival.com/participants/maria-
spiropulu/ 

8-6-2020 Pink Profits censored; $$$ Major U.S. Health Insurers Report Big Profits, 
Benefiting From the Virus Plague. Pink Profits at the VA Hospitals not admitting 
Breast Cancer Women are One Star Generals are Two Star General MD's. No 
pressure from the Wife's to get a Rx Recipe Cure all for Pink Cancers, enlist Maria 
Spiropulu to write a Physics paper on Breast Cancer along with a super computer 
simulation deep inside the breast war with cancer cells on the quark level. 



Day Labor Temps building these Drones for Saudi Arabia, Grin. 



NASA's very own Love Story fixing millions of lines of code written by Day Labor 
Temps at Boeing. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, 4 Yale MD Wife's stops short of being revolutionary 
in the USA and London, but not in Paris as 4 MD Wife's in Paris will be another 
Revolution to cure the 1,001 Plagues in London and Paris that will go on for 
decades of Pink Dead along with Bill and Melinda Gates Mosquitoes dead. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, Pakistani Hindus Accept Islam to Get By' By 
MARIA ABI-HABIB and ZIA UR-REHMAN Bheel caste, one of the lowest in 
Hinduism.Lower-caste Pakistani Hindus are often the victims of bonded labor. It 
was outlawed in 1992, the 1992 Porsche Windmill Cars were sanctioned by Modi 



and his upper Caste Hindus accepting $777 Trillion from the USA. 

8-5-2020 India, Pakistan NY Times; "Poor and Desperate, Microsoft TikTok 
Amazon 1 Click Prime IP invention projects. Expose the Hard Reality of Climate 
Change 24/7 A/C in your Ford Porache Windmill CAR's! Porsche WindmillCAR's 
keeping them Kosher, Jewish accessories. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, during a rare visit to Key West by New York Times 
journalists last year, “Risks the credibility of the NY Times visit to Mecca Riches 
Money and all Moslems with 4 Wife's that belong to Key West if not for 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ USA Accept Islam to Get By With $777 Trillion in Gas and Oil 
Revenues. And no legal polygamous marriage to 4 Yale MD Women in Key West. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, during a rare visit to Key West by New York Times 
journalists as Isaias hit NYC second only to Hurricane Sandy in knocking out 
service to Con Edison customers millions are without power and Ford Edison 
Model of the 2020 Windmill Car's, grin. 25 Million lost the power to Drive a Edison 
Electric Ford Windmill Car in our Hurricane Times! "...a retired teacher, said a 
power surge had melted the electrical lines on her block at 1:44 p.m., A terrifying 
event that she filmed with her phone." Video was not in the NY Times or on 1 Click 
Amazon Prime IP invention projects with specs. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, Modi Founds a Temple on Mosque’s Ruins, in 
Triumphal Moment for Hindus 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, India 4 MD Wife's like in Islam; “Matchmaking” 
also reveals... lack of a Pink Breast Cancer Rx Recipe Cure in the USA by Poor and 
Desperate 2 White Men at 1984 HQ at Trump Qatar Casino with 4 Moslem wife's 
none MD's. Sanjena Sathian (@sanjenasathian) is a novelist not a MD Hindu 
Women in a Polygamous Marriage contract to win a Nobel in Medicine on a iMac 



made in China. No China's Xi will not marry 4 MD women to win a Nobel in 
Medicine for China and its 1 Billion People who need several Nobels in Medicine!!!! 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, 4 Yale MD Wife's stops short of being revolutionary 
in the USA and London, but not in Paris as 4 MD Wife's in Paris will be another 
Revolution to cure the 1,001 Plagues in London and Paris that will go on for 
decades of Pink Dead along with Bill and Melinda Gates Mosquitoes dead. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, India 4 MD Wife's like in Islam; “Matchmaking” 
also reveals more textured dynamics within the community. A Sindhi woman bonds 
with a Sindhi man over their shared love of business — playing on a stereotype that 
Sindhis are good business people. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, Key West in a Triumphal Moment New York Times 
journalists write up the "Yale Key West Medical School" Skyscrapers and Hospital 
Ships docked at the Navy's Truman Waterfront Park for Children in need of 
Doctors not Water Falls. U.S. Health Secretary to Visit Taiwan, not Yale Key West 
Medical School. Taiwan Medical School a new one, I don't think so... a doctors visit 
grin. Cronyism MD's not Nobel in Medicine MD that will ok live streaming on 
YouTube of their Doctors Visit. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, Key West On 3-4-2011 when Greg flew into Key 
West the Supreme Court Rules against building the Yale Key West Medical School 
with $777 Trillion from the Ford WindmillCar's Windfall. Today's Headlines “The 
Court concludes that Wisteria Island belongs to the United States, pursuant to the 
‘filled in … for its own use’ exception of (statute) 1313(a),” the Southern District 
Federal Court of Florida ruled. Hospitals Built by the Navy Hell No, dredging 
operations built this Island not Brain Surgery that won a Nobel in Medicine. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, Wasp Rich Lawyers and 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
USA Accept Islam to Get By With $777 Trillion in Gas and Oil Revenues. Riches of 



Mecca not Plains Georgia was Accepted by Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter, Georgia 
rich as Mecca today with 40,000 Skyscrapers and Hospitals. 

8-5-2020 "Desperate and Dumb, 2,750 tons of highly explosive ammonium nitrate 
stored next to 50 H-Bombs in Turkey by the Pentagon Generals who Accept Islam 
to Get By in Rank and Riches of Oil and Gas Revenues while 1.3 million world wide 
die in traffic wrecks, not accidents. There is not accident the Pentagon Generals 
Accept Islam for the Riches of Mecca at the Pentagon. Pentagon is almost as rich as 
Mecca thanks to $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, after decades of war. Pink Women Poor and 
Desperate, after decades of war and Stop Work on a Rx Recipes Cure for Breast 
and Ovary cancers by the Worlds Generals and Dictators Accepting Islam to get by 
with Oil and Gas Riches for MIT Drones and Missiles not Rx Recipes and 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine. Tragic accidents by Georgia Plantation Owners of Peanuts and 
Tobacco. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, crude oil tool used for decades to shape MIT riches 
in Drones and Missiles. MIT Porsche Windmill Cars out of Star Wars lost to Crude 
Oil Men and Jimmy Carter. 

8-5-2020 Census Count of H-Bombs in storage in Turkey - Accepting Islam to Get 
By... God's Gravity Engine in Storage. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, More U.S. Troops Will Leave Afghanistan Before 
the Election, Trump Says Accepting Islam to Get By... in Afghanistan for decades 
and decades. 



8-5-2020 Trump’s Syria Sanctions ‘Cannot Solve the Problem,’ Doctors Say 
American sanctions, writ large, have made life harder for many ordinary Syrians, 
and USA supreme court justice Ruth Ginsburg and Olivia Newton John's torture 
by the White House Wasp, chemo will go on until Syria wins the war and Doctors 
at the State Department cure all their Pink employees in Public. 

8-5-2020 Trump’s Syria Sanctions ‘Cannot Solve the Problem,’ Critics Say During 
a rare visit to Syria by New York Times journalists last year, during a rare visit to 
Key West by New York Times journalists last year, “Risks the credibility of the NY 
Times visit to Mecca Riches that belong to Key West if not for 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ USA Accept Islam to Get By With $777 Trillion in Gas and Oil Revenues. 

8-5-2020 NASA's very own Love Story with the Code to Marry 4 NASA Wife's who 
do fly into Code, Nobel in Physics Code on the worlds fastest super computers with 
4 wife's day in and day out “Matchmaking” conversations and Novels in Rocket 
Science written on the same page by all in this Polygamous Marriage. 4 MD wife's, 
4 NASA Wife's, Kerry would say marry up to get a Nobel in Medicine and Physics 
or marry a Billion Dollar wife like he did. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, Microsoft Is Sure It Wants to Buy TikTok to make 
front page News at MSNBC. 1,001 Microsoft women have died a tortured death 
since Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter took a ride in the 1980 Ford Windmill Car 
around their Peanut Plantation next to the Tobacco Plantations. Bill and Melinda 
Gates have made 1,001 talk shows mostly on MSNBC and CBS Nighty News on 
Mosquitoes not how many Pink women at Microsoft died tortured from Breast 
Cancer year by year with peaks and lows in deaths. Never on CBS Nighty News as 
CBS lost 1,001 of its own women employees to breast cancer too. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, Microsoft TikTok Amazon 1 Click Prime IP 
invention projects. Enjoy Those Vegetables, but Don’t Forget to Save Some Seeds 
to a super computer simulation. Yes plant some seeds in a super computer 
simulation in multitasking so you can grasp growing rice and peanuts. No Jimmy 
and Rosalynn have never seen a peanut grown in the worlds fastest super 
computers but have seen the USS Jimmy Carter nuke subs grown into a fleet of 



100's of Nuke Subs. A war crime of course! The Caribbean Dilemma for Jimmy 
and Rosalynn Carter on a Disney Ship Should I Travel This Year on a Disney 
Hospital ship to the Caribbean... Yell Yes and take along your MD who cured your 
brain cancer, spread the wealth to a Caribbean vacation. Brain Cancer Cruise on 
Disney, mostly MD's and people with Brain Cancer. 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, Microsoft TikTok Amazon 1 Click Prime IP 
invention projects. Expose the Hard Reality of Climate Change 24/7 A/C in your 
Ford Porsche Windmill CAR's! 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, after the NY Times Editors read this web page 
about leaving your kids in Hot Cars to die in the Summer of 2020 they didn't write 
this Warning Up on the Front page of todays Times but wrote this; "Mother 
Chimpanzees Know the Coolest Place in a Scorching Savanna." Sorry Mom don't 
forget your kids in a hot car today!" 

8-5-2020 Reykjavik, Cold, Poor and Desperate, for a "Yoko Medical School and 
Hospital" today Yoko is in the Hospital, tomorrow she will be with Lennon picking 
up were they left off. Plague of Murders in NYC will go on for Decades with the 
'Current' 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Peace Tower consists of 15 searchlights with 
prisms that act as mirrors, reflecting the column of light vertically into the sky 
from a 10-metre wide wishing well. Gravity Prism reflecting the long life of Yoko 
without Lennon. Tortured like the Federal Judge murdered by the Wasp lawyer 
infected by Cancer with no Cure. Cancer Prism will be built. Ono gathered over the 
years in another projects. Wish for a cure for murder, cancer, Reykjavik, Cold, 
Poor and Desperate, for a "Yoko Medical School and Hospital" today!! 

8-5-2020 "Poor and Desperate, How Hot Is Too Hot? How many Drinks are to 
many, One! Warning Label for women. 



NASA's very own Love Story fixing millions of lines of code written by Day Labor 
Temps at Boeing. 

8-4-2020 Stop Work order on the Ford WindmillCar's with 24/7 A/C does have a 
hold over us today. We are full of Wondering Why Men would Stop Work on This! 

8-4-2020 Expensive fifth-generation fighter, the F-35, malaria's F-35 Mosquitoes 
$$$. 



8-4-2020 Writing SOS in the Sand Marooned on Earth will not rescue us from 
Wounded Warriors who set off H-Bombs on all these Pacific Islands. What will 
rescue us is the Quarks spin in each grain of sand spelling out SOS. "The world of 
the NY Times is full of wonder, and there’s no need to justify its hold on us." 

8-4-2020 Writing SOS in the Oil Sands Marooned inside a Diesel Mercedes. Drivers 
write SOS. Winds of the Porsche Windmill Cars blow sands over the SOS. 

8-4-2020 Hot Today 100 F 

8-4-2020 8-4-2020 NYC kids left in hot cars will die today; Not the NY Times 
Editors. "How Hot is Too Hot?" "The human body can survive at surprisingly high 
temperatures, so long as you’re prepared to sweat." By Randall Munroe. Ran 
Munroe is sweating out a arrest for being a war crime journalists at the NY Times 
when arrested for the kid left in a hot car in NYC today that died. Well a kid will be 
left in a hot car today in Paris, London, Rome, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait and die 
when the NY Times editors wrote in todays editorial, "The world of the NY Times 
is full of wonder, and there’s no need to justify its hold on us." Stop Work order on 
the Ford WindmillCar's with 24/7 A/C does have a hold over us today. We are full 
of Wondering Why Men would Stop Work on This! 

8-4-2020 How Hot is Too Hot Kids Left in a Hot Car in Paris Today. Keys of the 
Elite None are Cool or Pink. "What Human Genius Can Still Do" Forget 
Remember Keys Kids Cars with 24/7 A/C Sanctioned by Trump Cooking Up The 
Rx Recipe - Paris The Good News About What Human Genius Can Still Do! Paris 
Cars All with A/C 24/7 in the Summer of 2020 Hottest on Record in the History of 
Paris. 

8-4-2020 Paris Elite Habitual Criminals, the Ruling Class in Paris. 



8-4-2020 Paris Elite all Genius Masterminds; ‘What did we just do? Making 5 
Million get into a Hot Car in Paris in the Summer of 2020. To Hot to Touch getting 
inside! Paris Elite memories werent’t tainted by anything terrible, like kid left in a 
Hot car to die. Let them Eat Cake memories. 

8-4-2020 Expensive fifth-generation Pink Cancers, the F-35 killed the Cure for Pink 
Cancers! 

8-4-2020 Expensive Hellish Abyss Forever Cancer War No Rx Recipe Cure in the 
Winds of Porsche Windmill Cars... 

8-4-2020 Expensive Sorry Ivanka, and Olivia Newton John; "TB Tuberculosis kills 
1.5 million people each year. Lockdowns and supply-chain disruptions threaten 
progress against the disease as well as H.I.V. and malaria." By Apoorva Mandavilli 

8-4-2020 Pink coup attempt; Ivanka Failed to Allure Dad to his Daughter, not 
surprising though. Ivanka finds herself isolated with Olivia Newton John with no 
Newton Gravity Engine Porsche in the Rich Women's Winds. Reporting on Pink 
Cancers from London, Paris, Jerusalem, Berlin, Prague, Moscow and Bangkok. 
Not in the NY Times or on MSNBC. Hellish Abyss Forever Cancer War No Rx 
Recipe Cure, Pink Nuclear Wars fought with 100's of USS Jimmy and Rosalynn 
Carters Nuke Subs. Dad's neglected Ivanka for Endless Wars. Like Bill and 
Melinda Gates to distribute mosquito nets to prevent malaria, grin, widespread 
distribution of chloroquine may help protect residents of Amazon's from malaria 
lets ask Bill Gates! 



8-4-2020 "Judge Whose Son Was Killed by Wasp Lawyer Speaks Out" By 
TRACEY TULLY Judge Whose Daughters were Killed Tortured by Breast Ovary 
Cancer Can't Speak Out because our Orwellian Wasp Lawyers! 

8-4-2020 Bayesian E=mc2 approach is applied in analyzing disparities in policing 
(in the assessment of officer decisions to search drivers during a traffic stop) in 
assessment of the fiery rear end wreck bursting the cop car into flames instead of 
having iTickets and iPhone 12 Pro Mac from Tim Cook not Cooked up by the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ. The theorem essentially reduces to a fraction; it expresses 
the probability P of some event A happening given the occurrence of another event 
B. E=mc2. “In other words, keep an open mind,” said Dr. Spiegelhalter. iTickets 
iPhone 12 Pro Max Dash Cam's. Spiegelhalter, a statistician and chair of the 
Winton Centre for Risk and Evidence Communication at the University of 
Cambridge. Risk of $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

8-4-2020 Masterminds at BP Oil have this risk covered... assessment of the fiery 
rear end wreck bursting the cop car into flames. Immunity from the Queen. 

8-4-2020 iPhone 12 Pro Max; iTickets, Dash Cam iPhone 12 Pro Max! $100 million 
from Saudi Arabia. Prosecutors are now trying to establish whether this money was 
somehow connected to the awarding of a contract that Spanish companies won to 
build a high-speed rail link between the Saudi cities of Medina and Mecca. 
Information shared by the Swiss prosecutor about the large payment made by 
Saudi Arabia. NY Times Map of large payments made by Saudi Arabia is not on 
the Front Page today. Juan Carlos appearing in court in Madrid were slim, as he 
continues to benefit from legal immunity. Prince Salman and King Salman arrest... 

8-4-2020 "The Good News About What Human Genius Can Still Do!" Prince 
Salman and King Salman arrest... 



8-4-2020 "The Good News About What Human Genius Can Still Do" "There’s 
something uniquely compelling about our need to learn what we can about the 
universe." By The Editorial Board Today. This editorial goes on and on about 
Mars and Stonehenge Stones and destroying the planet. This editorial will not 
change anyone's life. Why this Editors at the NY Times didn't put in the "Secret 
Wars - Windmill Cars" mostly Porsche is Top Secret. We can only guess what goes 
on in the Glass Walled Offices in NYC. 

8-4-2020 End line in Today's Editorial in the Times is; "In the end, these are all 
different ways of saying the same thing. The world is full of wonder, and there’s no 
need to justify its hold on us." 

8-4-2020 Porsche Windmill Car 'WW III' with Diesel Mercedes in Berlin HQ. 
"Germany, sex workers can enter formal contracts with their clients. During the 
Virus lockdown, those who were officially registered with the government were 
eligible for economic relief." Countries, she said, many sex workers, are listed in 
this NY Times article, Saudi Arabia Sex Workers were censored out of this NY 
Times article. Why, Ha! "The world of the NY Times is full of wonder, and there’s 
no need to justify its hold on us." 

8-4-2020 "Brain Cancer Blood Test for Trump" Blood Test Is ‘Big Step Forward’ 
In Early Detection of Alzheimer’s. Scientists said these tests could be available in a 
few years. "The world of the NY Times is full of wonder, and there’s no need to 
justify its hold on us." InventBook articles in the NY Times and 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine and Physics links with Specs - Genius tutors on 1 Click Amazon Prime 
will give us Nobels and Rx Recipe Cure for Trump Brain Cancer and Syphilis in his 
brain. 

8-4-2020 Paris Wedding; they are losing sleep for two weeks after their wedding, 
wondering if they could forget and leave a kid in a hot car... it’s impossible to 
identify patient zero, how why you lost the car keys. iPhone 12 Pro Max GPS 
location tracker. Kids GPS tracking. The situation is so dire when we forget and 
can't remember how why we lost the car keys. Arrested, by a Rx Recipe by some 



Genius Pasteur in Paris. 

8-4-2020 Remembrance of all times, Forever! Every Key, every name and face. Rx 
Recipe. Challenger Shuttle exploding proves we can remember! 

8-4-2020 The groom felt ill at the wedding. Days later, he was dead, and soon more 
than 100 guests had tested positive for the coronavirus. Groom telling friends it 
would be “remembered forever”. Wedding Night Masterminds cooking up a Rx 
Recipe that will let 7 billion people on Earth “remembered forever” after ordering 
1 Rx Memory Latte at Starbucks Paris. Remembrance of all times, Forever! 



NASA's very own Love Story fixing millions of lines of code written by Day Labor 
Temps at Boeing. 

8-3-2020 NASA Do We Believe in U.F.O.s? That’s the Wrong Question. We have 
the Vision Technology to see Gold in rocks a mile deep. We also have the vision 
technology to see and hear the nearest Stars Birds of Prey War Ships. 

8-3-2020 Say 'Hey Google" Siri, I Say you need to enroll Swiftly, in Yale Key West 
Medical School or West Point Medical School, Hell Yes Swiftly! 

8-3-2020 “But we don’t even have a hospital here. We need to get a Hospital Built 
in Genoa.” Island of Key West doesn't have a Hospital either. Ruling Class are the 
same Drone Warriors world Wide. Cheering the Drone Strike hitting the Hospitals. 

8-3-2020 Genoa Bridge to Exodus and Gravity Engine Inventions. All fear it will 
not be enough to revive their aging port city into the Star Wars Italy Medici MD 
Family of Renaissance and 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and Physics because Pope 
Francis and his Cardinals all drive Diesel Mercedes and are part Vatican Bank 
owners in 1 million Gas Stations, 10 Million world wide. $$$. 



8-3-2020 Genoa Windmill Car Bridge built in 1980; built in a record 15 months, the 
new Genoa San Giorgio bridge, whose inauguration is Monday, has become a 
matter of pride for Genoa and all of Italy, a symbol of their can-do spirit. 

8-3-2020 Can-do spirit Gravity caused collapse, which killed 43 people on Aug. 14, 
2018 

8-3-2020 NASA and All the Worlds Top Brass and Caste bought Diesel Mercedes 
instead of Porsche Gravity Engine Car's! Making the Most of a Stay on Earth, Top 
Brass Drill for Oil and Gas not Gravity of the Universe. 



8-3-2020 NASA Do We Believe in U.F.O.s? That’s the Wrong Question. We have 
the Vision Technology to see Gold in rocks a mile deep. We also have the vision 
technology to see and hear the nearest Stars all the way to Sirius Alien TV Live 
Streaming, Drones ordered by the Pentagons Top Brass blinded this vision and the 
Eye MD's cure for millions needing Doctors eye surgery. Trump Doesn’t Like 
What He Sees in the nearest Stars all the Way to Sirius as he is a Drone Guy 
Cheering at the Drone Strike on a SUV. Vision to see this is Psychotic would be 
nice. 

8-3-2020 NASA Do We Believe in U.F.O.s? That’s the Wrong Question. Vision 
technology and MD Vision to see Japan and Germany Ruling Class fueling Drone 
Strikes and Cheering next to Trumps Generals. WW II Certified a new Japan and 
Germany. Today they are Certified Mad Men in the Next Tell All Book by Mary 
Trump on Those who Cheer Drone Strikes on SUV's and drive by fiery wrecks. 

8-3-2020 NASA Worried Your Kid Is Falling Behind? You’re Not Alone. Billion 
People are Worried NASA Top Brass are falling behind Prince Salman's Inner 
Circle hiring Day Labor Temps at SpaceX and Boeing. You’re Not Alone. Billions 
of people on Earth believe we are not alone in the Universe and the Top Brass at 
NASA sold their soul to Mecca not Sirius. Face Sirius 5 times a night and look at 
the Big Dipper. 

8-3-2020 NASA Worried Your Kid Is Falling Behind? NASA apps for iMac's. 
NASA Starbucks stocked with iMac's and hacked secrets of the stars. NASA's very 
own Love Story fixing millions of lines of code written by Day Labor Temps at 
Boeing. iMac computer code secrets for kids. 

8-3-2020 NASA's Radio Shack; Every kid in the USA would go to RadioShack and 
hang out. I’d stay there until they’d kick me out because I wasn’t buying anything. 
Hang out at NASA Starbucks with the 100" LG monitors to watch all day... 



Worried Your Kid Is Falling Behind? 

NASA's very own Love Story fixing millions of lines of code written by Day Labor 
Temps at Boeing. 

Fix Win 10 Code; Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar 
checker on iMac's! 

8-3-2020 Can do spirit Build the Gravity Bridge Gravity Engine Cars will Drive 
over... sort of, grin. 



8-3-2020 Vision to see Gravity in CERN's Spin of the Quark God Particles. Vision 
to see God Bridge also collapsed with Pope Francis fueled by a bone saw oil rich 
Prince Salmans Blood Money, Bounty Hunters like fiery traffic wrecks the Pope 
and Cardinals drive by without stopping. Pink Vatican lost the war on Breast 
Cancer 100 million dead Catholic Women litter the Church Yards world wide. 
Victims’ Husbands, Dad's. “Had they done it before, our Pink Women might have 
been alive and not tortured to death by a Pope without a Wife who has Breast 
Cancer.” 

8-3-2020 “The Collapse of the Genoa Bridge” Tell All Book by Greg and Wife's in 
Key West on Amazon Kindle. The Collapse was caused by the Gravity of Italy 
Ruling Class driving Diesel Mercedes instead of Porsche Windmill Cars. Tell All. “I 
don’t blame anyone,” said Paolo Lecca, 68, a retiree, as he looked at the new 
bridge’s huge working site, where his friends used to live. “But we don’t even have 
a hospital here. We need to get to Genoa.” 

8-3-2020 Genoa Hospital was built in Rome in the Mind of Pope Francis. There is 
no hospital in Genoa Today. Like there is No Hospital on the Island of Key West 
Today. A war crime of the Ruling Class fighting endless wars for oil and gas 
stations instead of Porsche Windmill Cars for the Doctors. Generals get One Star 
then Two Stars for Make Work Oil Wars. 

8-3-2020 Marathon Is Selling Speedway Gas Stations to 7-Eleven’s Parent for $21 
Billion. Included in the deal is a 15-year agreement in which Marathon would 
provide Included in the deal is a 15-year agreement in which Marathon would 
provide 7.7 billion gallons of 

8-3-2020 7.7 billion gallons of gasoline in times of Porsche WindmillCAR's. Japan 
War Criminals today. Japanese retail group Seven & I Holdings for $21 billion in 
cash. Japanese War Criminals in the War on Oil and Gas. 



8-3-2020 NY Times Editors Review: ‘Pink Caste’ Is an Instant American Classic on 
Our Sin Crime of War's Warrior's not fighting the War on Cancer for Endless 
Wars in Afghastan. Shock and awe of Baghdad's oil riches today. $777 Trillion. 
Cardiac Arrest kills more Generals then War. 

8-3-2020 "NASA Astronauts in SpaceX Capsule Make First Water Landing Since 
1975" 

8-3-2020 NASA Top Brass bought a SpaceX Capsule instead of 100's of Super 
Shuttles in a Train! 



8-3-2020 NASA Top Brass bought a SpaceX Capsule instead of 100's of Super 
Shuttles in a Train! 

8-3-2020 NASA's Radio Shack; Every kid in the USA would go to RadioShack and 
hang out. I’d stay there until they’d kick me out because I wasn’t buying anything. 
Hang out at NASA Starbucks with the 100" LG monitors to watch all day... 
Worried Your Kid Is Falling Behind? 

NASA's very own Love Story fixing millions of lines of code written by Day Labor 
Temps at Boeing. 



Fix Win 10 Code; Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar 
checker on iMac's! 

8-2-2020 Say 'Hey Google" Siri, I Say you need to enroll Swiftly, in Yale Key West 
Medical School or West Point Medical School, Hell Yes Swiftly! 

8-2-2020 Help Wanted Full Time 'Invention Writer' at the NY Times; 

8-2-2020 Siri, richer like Dr. Siri MD instead of plain old Siri. Does Siri need to 
enroll in Yale Key West Medical School or West Point Medical School, Hell Yes! 

8-2-2020 Say 'Hey Google" Siri, I Say you need to enroll in Yale Key West Medical 
School or West Point Medical School, Hell Yes! 

8-2-2020 Alienated by Trump; In TrumpUniverse Aliens are Jewish Einstein going 
500 times faster than the speed of light in Zoom and YouTube Viral Videos and 
have vision to see Gold in Rocks a Mile Deep and Light Years away. Yes there is a 
Jewish Diamond dealer at Sirius. Grin. 



8-2-2020 Dell does not come with the data base of articles in the New England 
Journal of Medicine. with Dell Search Engine Specs and genius tutors for MD's. 
Who bought a Dell laptop instead of a Mac Book pro which cost 10 times more $$$. 
They read Scientific American, Barron’s, Fortune, Forbes and The Wall Street 
Journal. Every kid in the USA would go to RadioShack and hang out. I’d stay there 
until they’d kick me out because I wasn’t buying anything. 

8-2-2020 Jimmy Carter in 1981 fast tracks $4 gas kills the 1981 Ford 
WindmillCAR's and Dell, IBM, Fast forward to 1981, I’m 16 years old, and IBM 
comes out with the IBM PC. “OK, this IBM PC’s going to be a really big deal.” I 
got one of those, took it apart. Jimmy Carter took apart the Ford WindmillCAR for 
$4 gas on the 4 th of July in 1981. 

8-2-2020 Jimmy Carter did the math on $4 Gas in 1981. $777 Trillion in 2020 better 
than Mr. Dell at Dell PC. When I took apart the IBM PC, one of the striking things 
was none of the parts was from IBM. They were selling it for $3,000 but it had, as 
far as I could tell, maybe $500 worth of parts. It seemed a bit like a criminal 
enterprise. Our Sunday School Jimmy Carter in a criminal enterprise $4 gas. 

8-2-2020 Mr. Dell at Dell PC; We have, in this country, an engine that is creating a 
lot of new businesses, and a lot of new innovation that is globally relevant. 1984 
Orwellian comment an 'engine' is the Jimmy Carter Windmill Car Engine. 
Windmills and today at -254 C for 1 trillion volts and amps from the 10 inch 
windmills via super conductivity. Other Engine Mr. Dell didn't mention the first 7 
years of Dell is Win 10 was free to install on 1 Million Dell computers with no blue 
screen of death from Bill Gates at Microsoft. 

8-2-2020 Over all, however, Mr. Dell struck an optimistic tone when asked how Dell 
PC sales with Win 10 Forever Updates with No New England Journal of Medicine 
Database or Cloud would affect Nobels in Medicine and Virus Rx Recipe Cures like 
Pasteur and Salk's Polio. 

10-car garage with hefty hydraulic steel doors and an elevator to ferry Mr. 
Ammirati’s prized 1981 Porsche underground. Mr. Ammirati’s prized 2020 



Porsche Windmill Car's were censored out of this NY Times article" By Tim 
McKeough!! 

10-car garage with hefty hydraulic steel doors and an elevator to ferry Mr. 
Ammirati’s prized 1981 Porsche underground. Mr. Ammirati’s prized 2020 
Porsche Windmill Car's were censored out of this NY Times article" By Tim 
McKeough!! 

8-2-2020 Greg in Key West will restore the 1981 Jimmy Carter Ford Windmill Car; 
Matthew and Nicole Ammirati bought and restored a 1980 house designed by the 
architect Norman Jaffe in Water Mill. A four-bedroom, three-bathroom Jaffe 
home. They outbid another buyer and bought it for about $3.7 million. Today $777 
trillion dollars is in Swiss Banks. 

8-2-2020 How to Restore this for 7 billion people with and without a death bed 
confession from Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter. Mr. Ammirati saw the architectural 
equivalent of a 1981 classic sports car parked at the Peanut Plantation next to the 
closed gas station in Plains Georgia with the 18.9 cents sign price of gas. 



8-2-2020 A surprisingly compact 10-car garage with hefty hydraulic steel doors and 
an elevator to ferry Mr. Ammirati’s prized 1981 Porsche underground. Mr. 
Ammirati’s prized 2020 Porsche Windmill Car's were censored out of this NY 
Times article" By Tim McKeough!! 

8-2-2020 “We decided to try a school year out here,” Mr. Ammirati said. Now he 
gets to spend even more time with his beloved cars. “The garage has actually 
turned into my office,” he said, as there is no home office in the house. 

8-2-2020 Even the most painstaking renovations, it seems, can’t anticipate every 
eventuality: “There was zero plan for that.” $777 trillion in Painstaking 
Renovations, in Saudi Arabia for 1 Million "Palace Homes" with no 'Home Office' 
for working after the 2020 Porsche Windmill Car's are racing up and down the 
Colorado and New York Mountain Roads. 

8-2-2020 Georgia Plantations Peanuts and Tobacco with Porsche Windmill Cars 
racing through the Plantations Owners life in our Universe with Perpetual Motion 
Machines discovered in 1980, sold to Saudi Arabia by Jimmy Carter for $4 on the 
4th of July. Jimmy did the math $777 Trillion in 2020 from a gallon of gasoline. 
Better math than Dell selling IBM PC's that cost $555 for parts and sell for $5K. 
iMac's sell for $15,384 and cost $100 to make, well little more than $100. Grin. 

8-2-2020 For weekly email updates on residential real estate news about the Saudi 
Palace and the Georgia Peanut Tobacco Plantation and the New House built by the 
2020 Porsche Windmill Cars racing home to the USA on the 4th of July! 



8-2-2020 Rebuilding Rome 1981 - 2020 Porsche Windmill Car and the The Five 
Star Movement, the populist party that leads Italy’s government!! ROME — Less 
than two years after the collapse of the Morandi Bridge in Genoa killed 43 people, 
Italy will draw a line under the tragedy on Monday when it inaugurated a 
replacement Bridge!! But that public celebration has been accompanied by a 
behind-the-scenes deal that will reshape the running of Italy’s highways as it exacts 
retribution on the former bridge’s managers who were the cause of the fall... 
Benetton family who know about the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars. 

8-2-2020 Medici family, also known as the House of Medici, first attained wealth 
and political power in Florence in the 13th century through its success in commerce 
and banking. ... Medicis produced four popes (Leo X, Clement VII, Pius IV and Leo 
XI), and their genes have been mixed into many of Europe's royal families. The 
third season of Medici: The Magnificent will arrive on Netflix on Friday 1st May 
2020. The Medici Family of Renaissance Italy. The Italian Renaissance was a 
period of extraordinary growth and culture. Renaissance today means Siri is 
updated to Dr. Siri MD. And Italy Wines get a Pink Warning Label for Breast 
Cancer. MD Renaissance will be on Netflix 2021. 

8-2-2020 The Five Star Movement, the populist party that leads Italy’s government, 
did a coup and criminal charges are pending against the Benetton family members 
for these 43 deaths and the 1.3 million traffic deaths a years because the 1981 - 2020 
Porsche Windmill Cars were not on toll roads from Rome to Genoa! 

8-2-2020 A serious War Crime in the History of Rome's Rich Ruling Class family's. 
Genoa is the capital. Rome is the history of Rich Ruling Class Family's. 

8-2-2020 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub with 40 H-Bombs; UAE Barakah nuclear 
power plant operation Today!! Mohammed bin Zayed, the U.A.E.’s de facto ruler, 
tweeted on Saturday. The new nuclear facility, which is in the Gharbiya region on 
the coast, close to Qatar and Saudi Arabia, is the first of several prospective Middle 
East nuclear plants. 



8-2-2020 Egypt plans to build a power plant with four nuclear reactors. “The 
UAE’s investment of $7 trillion in these four nuclear reactors came from USA gas 
stations on the 4th of July selling gas for $4 a gallon thanks to Jimmy Carter doing 
the Math. $$$ Jimmy Carter had other energy options; 2020 Porsche Windmill 
Car's 100 million built in the USA instead of 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. 

8-2-2020 Nuclear weapon proliferation by Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter instead of 
100 million Porsche Windmill Cars, a war crime everyone on Earth knows about 
today!! 

8-2-2020 Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter infected 7 billion with the Nuclear 
Proliferation Virus that will kill everyone on Earth fighting over Iran selling its oil. 
$$$ The Coronavirus Infected Hundreds at a Georgia Summer Camp. The camp 
took precautions but did not require campers to wear masks, the C.D.C. reported. 
Singing and cheering may have helped spread the virus. Jimmy and Rosalynn 
Carter infected 7 billion with the Nuclear Proliferation Virus!! 

8-2-2020 Nuclear Proliferation Virus!! 

8-2-2020 Today in Berlin No New Nuclear Power plants and no New 2020 Porsche 
Windmill Car but 17 million in Berlin know about the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars 
so; 17,000 people defied social-distancing and mask requirements in a protest 
supported by neo-Nazi groups, conspiracy theorists as well as Germans who said 
they were fed up with the restrictions. This is Berlin Today! No Racing 2020 
Porsche Windmill Cars down the highways. 17K walk the streets of Berlin 
protesting mask for the virus. 

8-2-2020 Medical Invention Writers today working for the NY Times; 114 cases of 
salmonella and that at least 16 people had been hospitalized. In the United States, 



396 illnesses and 59 hospitalizations have been reported, the F.D.A. The 
administration said it was able to identify Thomson International, a produce 
supplier in Bakersfield, Calif., as a likely source of contaminated red onions. The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that salmonella causes about 
1.35 million infections and 26,500 hospitalizations in the United States each year. 
Although most people can recover without treatment, more than 400 deaths in the 
United States each year can be tied to acute salmonellosis. 

8-2-2020 Key West Medical Invention Writer was fired by City Hall as Chickens 
run free in Key West with Salmonellosis. 1,000 cases of salmonella in 48 states have 
already been linked this year to contact with backyard poultry, including chicks 
and ducklings. 

8-2-2020 Key West Medical Invention Writer; 165 cases of salmonella in 14 states 
were caused by pre-cut fruit, like honeydew melon, cantaloupe, pineapple and 
grapes. 

8-2-2020 In 2018 a outbreak from fruit from Costco, Jay C, Kroger, Payless, 
Owen’s, Sprouts, Trader Joe’s, Walgreens, Walmart, and Whole Foods/Amazon. In 
2020 no Medical Invention writers got the updated statistics. Kellogg said it would 
give consumers a refund for affected products, but no money for MD and deaths. 
450 deaths every year in the United States. Earlier this year, more than 200 million 
eggs were recalled after a salmonella outbreak was traced to a farm in North 
Carolina. An outbreak traced to chicken salad from a food processing company in 
Iowa made at least 265 people sick and led to one death. 

8-2-2020 More Than 1,000 Companies Boycotted Facebook. Did It Work? 

8-2-2020 InventBook and the Fortune 500 Companies in Forbes, Did Not Work 
With InventBook!! 



8-2-2020 Siri can’t tell you what greatness in wine means, 'Invention Writer' at the 
NY Times can tell you about the tortured Pink women, 1 million who Siri failed to 
warn. Today this is a crime by those who put the words in Siri. 

8-2-2020 Siri the Invention Writer in the art of the diagnosis, now for Pink women. 
I started thinking about standards of greatness because of something one reader, 
Peter of Philadelphia, said about a bottle of Verdicchio di Matelica, our subject 
over the last month. He consumed a bottle with a pesto dish, made with basil from 
his own garden. “It was what I think of as a typical Italian white wine,” he wrote, 
describing it as “not particularly complicated, but who needs complicated on a hot 
summer evening?” 

8-2-2020 Siri I might take issue with the first part of what he said — Verdicchio di 
Matelica seems similar to other Italian whites we’ve tried, like Etna Bianco, Soave 
Classico and Fiano di Avellino, but it is also very different. They are all dry, 
aromatic, not overly oaked and have great acidity. But you could say this about 
white wines from a lot of countries. And I do find these wines quite distinct from 
one another. 

8-2-2020 Siri uncomplicated cause of Pink Breast Cancer, tell us the statistics 
alcohol and cancer! 

8-2-2020 Siri, richer like Dr. Siri MD instead of plain old Siri. Does Siri need to 
enroll in Yale Key West Medical School or West Point Medical School, Hell Yes! 
London figured out the cause of the Plague. “It will leave you with enough energy 
to still do the dishes perhaps with another half glass poised next to the sink,” she 
said of the ColleStefano. Richer like Dr. Siri MD instead of plain old Siri talking 
about wine. 



8-2-2020 Siri, and Dr. Siri MD both preach about choosing the right wine for the 
occasion. Pink Plague, yes the women who drink wine every day will talk about 
Siri. Olivia Newton John will comment about the Trump Vi nard politics of no 
warning labels that would have saved 1 million from drinking a glass of wine or two 
or three every day for a decade. 

8-2-2020 Swift; Siri assessments in order to reach the best navigational decision, 
Medical Invention Writer jobs are at the NY Times. Women flock together like 
Swift Birds but without the DNA app to know exactly what to drink and not to 
drink. 

8-2-2020 Dr. Siri MD to communicate the urgency of Urgent Care Siri questions 
about Wine and Water cancers. Frail Ginsburg with so many cancers and wasp 
lawyers running out of time to change the gas stations to Windmill Car Whole Food 
Rest Stops. Swifts, the Lawyers and the Dr. Siri MD's they would sue if a Federal 
Judge getting her Fed Ex delivery was not murdered of her 'Life' so swiftly. By 
Helen MacDonald is a contributing writer for the magazine and the author of the 
best-selling memoir “H Is for Hawk.” 

8-2-2020 Siri tell all like Mary Trump; what constitutes greatness. Just keep the 
questions in mind if you get Siri and not Dr. Siri MD as Trump might have 
murdered the Doctor! Ivanka comments on wine and Pink Cancer is classified but 
for Mary Trumps next Book. Tell All II by Mary Trump. Amazon will push her to 
write this book $$$. 

8-2-2020 Dr. Siri MD to communicate the urgency of Urgent Care Siri questions 
about Wine and Water cancers. Frail Ginsburg with so many cancers and wasp 
lawyers running out of time to change the gas stations to Windmill Car Whole Food 
Rest Stops. Swifts, the Lawyers and the Dr. Siri MD's they would sue if a Federal 
Judge getting her Fed Ex delivery was not murdered of her 'Life' so swiftly. By 
Helen Macdonald is a contributing writer for the magazine and the author of the 
best-selling memoir “H Is for Hawk.” 



8-2-2020 Say 'Hey Google" Siri, I Say you need to enroll Swiftly, in Yale Key West 
Medical School or West Point Medical School, Hell Yes Swiftly! 

8-2-2020 Say 'Hey Google" Siri, I Say you need to enroll Swiftly, in Yale Key West 
Medical School or West Point Medical School, Hell Yes Swiftly! 

8-2-2020 Dr. Siri MD to communicate the urgency of Urgent Care Siri questions 
about Wine and Water cancers. Frail Ginsburg with so many cancers and wasp 
lawyers running out of time to change the gas stations to Windmill Car Whole Food 
Rest Stops. Swifts, the Lawyers and the Dr. Siri MD's they would sue if a Federal 
Judge getting her Fed Ex delivery was not murdered of her 'Life' so swiftly. By 
Helen Macdonald is a contributing writer for the magazine and the author of the 
best-selling memoir “H Is for Hawk.” 

8-1-2020 Help Wanted Full Time 'Invention Writer' at the NY Times; 



8-1-2020 Why the Virus Is Getting the Better of Us, 2 White Men at 1984 HQ is 
why! George Orwell 1984 was Right On It! "West Point Medical School" at the end 
of Todays CBS Nightly News! Pink Breast Cancer women in the millions admitted 
to the VA Hospitals too. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ Why the Virus Is Getting the 
Better of Us! 

8-1-2020 Jimmy Carter will leave Georgia as he found it 95 years ago; The 
Coronavirus Infected Hundreds at a Georgia Summer Camp. The camp took 
precautions but did not require campers to wear masks, the C.D.C. reported. 
Singing and cheering may have helped spread the virus. Georgia Road Kills in DUI 
and Lung Cancers spread to Millions on this Georgia Battlefield, spread of syphilis 
has been going on for all of Jimmy Carters 95 years in Georgia. CDC has no "Cure 
All" Doctors like Salk or Pasteur famous enough to catch the rabid dogs on every 
Plantation. 

Nest Bar in Moscow last night tonight... Every Night!! 



8-1-2020 Moscow 'drunk drinking,' Driving Windmill Porsche and Windmill 
Ford's would be Driving to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine at the Starbucks Bar with 
iMac's $15.384 and the worlds fastest super computer simulations to treat 
alcoholics ills and Rescue Moscow women from the tortures of Breast Ovary 
Cancer, a War Putin lost for decades playing war with bounty hunters and nerve 
agents in London. 

8-1-2020 Russia; in recent weeks Alcoholics have thrown caution to the wind. 
Windmill Porsche and Windmill Ford's must be in all drunken conversations at the 
Nest Bar in Moscow. 

8-1-2020 Help Wanted Full Time 'Invention Writer' at the NY Times; Moscow!! 



8-1-2020 Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines Fueled by Windmills; fishing to catch the 
KGB Top Bass. 

8-1-2020 Construction of the Yale Key West Medical School; China Tries Its 
Favorite Economic Cure: More Construction. Iran Oil helps fuel the 1 million new 
BP, Exxon Mobil, Chevron Gas Stations in times of Ford WindmillCars with F-35 
radar and the invention of Gravity Engine Cars. China Favorite Cure is the wrong 
Diagnosis by Xi. Birth defects must be in the millions and WHO at the UN has been 
murdered by the Chinese Bounty Hunters and Wasp Lawyers selling French Wine 
and Russian Vodka with no Pink Warning Labels. Georgia Tobacco Plantation 
Owners Own a Skyscraper in every city in China. China Tries Its Favorite 
Economic Cure: Gas Stations Diesel Mercedes by the millions in 2020. Winds of 
Clean Air and Porsche Windmill Cars Racing up and down the Mountain Roads 
are for Disney China Star Wars Theme in Florida. Miami, Cuba Gas Stations will 
be held up today for someone's Economic Plague. $777 trillion in Swiss Banks was 
not direct deposited in a billion accounts. 

Bar Drinks ‘Big Tobacco Moment’ after 5 years of a Pink Cancers from Bar 
Drinks. 

8-1-2020 Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines Fueled by Windmills; Wang Min, 
XCMG’s longtime chairman, said that he wanted to manufacture big machines for 
appropriately large projects, a space in which few other Chinese can not compete 
with these built by Boeing and General Dynamics. Figs and Cashews are harvested 
on Amazon grin, and packaged in Heavy Mind Lifting Star Wars Packaging 
Inventions. Some at -254 C package no dry ice packaging from Omaha Steaks. 

8-1-2020 Help Wanted Full Time 'Invention Writer' at the NY Times; 



8-1-2020 Help Wanted Full Time Inventors at the NY Times; “I can’t believe I 
really get to live here,” I remember thinking. At the time, I was still reconstructing 
myself after a divorce and had thought the Rockaways, which stretch beneath the 
southern edges of Brooklyn and Queens, were too far away from my job in 
Midtown as a reporter at The New York Times. 

8-1-2020 The idea of Being a full Time Inventor working for the NY Times took 
Hold of my Mind going over 1,001 inventions, iMac's being the best one with 5 
stars. Something the NY Times only provides to Inventors not Editors who only 
crunch grammar on apps. grin. 

8-1-2020 Rockaway Beach was renamed Inventors-Beach so was the NY Times to 
Invention-Times! Sayra’s Wine Bar, serves iMac's at the Bar and no wine. 
Headwinds Headlong into a New Life Invention Writers at the NY Times! 

8-1-2020 Xi “It would be more efficient to give people the money than spending it 
on steel and petroleum and French Wine Russian Vodka,” said Michael Pettis, a 
professor of finance at Peking University in Beijing. 

8-1-2020 Xi “It would be more efficient to give people the Ford WindmillCAR's!! 

8-1-2020 Xi At another vendor’s stall, half the bananas were getting too ripe to sell. 
At millions of vendor's bananas were to ripe to sell and no inventors on Amazon 
Prime 1 Click with links specks and genius tutors how to dry bananas in a newly 
invented microwave oven. Rice Cooker. Bread maker. 1 billion pounds of bananas 



will be wasted in 2020 under Xi rule. 

8-1-2020 Help Wanted Full Time 'Invention Writer' at the NY Times; China! 

8-1-2020 "Intelligence" News and Articles in the NY Times, MSNBC, CBS Nightly 
News ending story! "West Point Medical School" at the end of Todays CBS Nightly 
News. Intelligence at the Supreme Court; "Supreme Court Lets Trump Keep 
Building His Border Wall" By ADAM LIPTAK 

8-1-2020 Why the Virus Is Getting the Better of Us, 2 White Men at 1984 HQ is 
why! George Orwell 1984 was Right On It! 

8-1-2020 Review: A Sci-Fi Classic Featuring 1984 Exodus Drive, getting the better 
roads with F-35 Radar and Windmill Porsche Cars. Consumer Reports and 
Transportation Dept Crash Test Results the Porsche Windmill Cars win a tie with 
Ford as the F-35 Radar is the same used on F-35 Fighter Jets refueling in Flight. 
Radar with AI Sci-Fi Classic. 

8-1-2020 Lawyers ‘Alarmed’ by Reports Inventors Told Brazil It Could Build 
Heavy Lift Helicopter combines fueled by Windmills to harvest figs, cashews and 
fish the Amazon Rivers with Star Wars Packaging for the Harvest. 

8-1-2020 Windmill Porsche 2021; "Iranians would rise up against their government 
to Drive a 2021 Windmill Porsche, which the Ayatollah Khamenei dismissed as 
“pipe dreams, well 'Windmill Dream Car Racing.'” 



8-1-2020 Iran Oil sales have plummeted to 'Zero' from 2.5 million barrels a day, a 
Kerry Out in the Real World Harvard Winds, Harvard Porsche Sales of Windmill 
Cars in Boston 2021. Kerry and Harvard out in the Real Universe when the Rabbis 
get Aliens at Sirius in the Pipe Line Dream invented. 

8-1-2020 Life is better out there among the Nearest Stars all the Way to Sirius. Iran 
and Kerry are not even close to these Star Goings on in their Real World today. 
Telescope will be invented most likely by someone at MIT or on Amazon 1 Click 
Prime 1,001 Telescope IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. Some tips 
from the Webb Telescope Masterminds ready to build the Webb II Space Telescope 
before the first one gets finished. Like the 2022 Porsche Windmill Car master mind 
designers. Far different than in run-of-the-mill 2022 Diesel Mercedes. 

8-1-2020 Help Wanted Full Time 'Invention Writer' at the NY Times; Amazon! 

8-1-2020 Seeds from China in the mail were not Sirius Love Vine Seeds at Star 
Wars but trash and news not to plant any of them. So why did China mail seeds to 
all 50 states? Harmless Hell No! Orwellian Hell Yes! 

8-1-2020 Tapeworms in China today... as schools reopen will China test everyone 
for tapeworms, Hell No! 

8-1-2020 Diesel Mercedes, Mosquitoes, ER MD fast diagnosis of a Tick bite; 



Harvard Business School. “The longer this goes on, my optimism increases because 
I think people are being forced to figure out innovative ways.” 

8-1-2020 After work drinks have become all day drinking; In many ways, 
companies have found, remote work can be more inclusive. A brainstorming 
session on Slack is easier for many people to join than an in-person meeting. Events 
or employee group meetings may be less intimidating to some workers when they’re 
held online. And networking over video chat or the phone is accessible to more 
people than golf retreats or after-work drinks. Widespread remote work will last a 
long time One Nobel in Medicine can put a end to Drinking after work and at work. 
Pasteur is alive in Paris just not at a Starbucks Cafe with Amazon 1 Click Prime IP 
invention projects with specs and genius tutors. By Claire Cain Miller writes about 
gender, families and the future of work for The Upshot. She joined The Times in 
2008 and was part of a team that won a Pulitzer Prize in 2018 for public service for 
reporting. Sex, Porn was not in Claire's article on "Widespread remote work." 

8-1-2020 Help Wanted Full Time 'Invention Writer' at the NY Times; working at 
home! 

8-1-2020 The Mission Impossible Disney Movie; Israeli Exodus by the Rabbis! 
Dome of the Rock, in Jerusalem’s Old City, a holy site that Jews call Temple Mount 
and Muslims call the Noble Sanctuary. Impossible Israeli-Palestinian victory! 7 
Light Year War Victory this time for the Rabbis Exodus to Sirius. A Super Red 
Giant Star with Super Winnings when conquered. Apple Glasses that can let you 
see Star Wars inventions when looking at Sirius. Gold in rocks a mile deep can been 
seen today. Tomorrow Gold at Sirius. Israeli inventions. 

8-1-2020 Help Wanted Full Time 'Invention Writer' at the NY Times; Rabbis 
World Wide! 



8-1-2020 Habitat for Humanity Invention Writers Jimmy Carter with wife 
Rosalynn, hired by the NY Times as Invention Writers. 

Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

Super conductivity of GE electric generators at -254 C generating 1 Trillion volts 
and amps via a 10" windmill on a Navy Carrier. 20-20 hindsight given the lack of 
knowledge at the beginning of the WindmillCAR's on Jimmy Carters Peanut 
Plantation in 1980. Navy Commander Jimmy Carter with wife Rosalynn. 



8-1-2020 Habitat for Humanity Invention Writers Jimmy Carter with wife 
Rosalynn, hired by the NY Times as Invention Writers. 



8-1-2020 Habitat for Humanity Invention Writers Jimmy Carter with wife 
Rosalynn, hired by the NY Times as Invention Writers. 

7-31-2025 Yes a class titled "1,001 Nobels in Medicine." It will be more in depth 



than just this web page, grin. This article will be published in the New England 
Journal of Medicine. 

7-31-2025 Delay the 2020 Ford WindmillCar; Why Trump Has No Power to Delay 
the 2020 Election 

7-31-2025 Delay article in the NY Times; titled, "1,001 Nobels in Medicine." 

7-31-2025 Fiery (Cop Car) wrecks the Pentagon Generals drive by without stopping 
did not delay a Promotion from One Star to Two Star General. 

7-31-2025 One Middle School, Six Decades and the Complicated Dynamics of 
getting school kids to build a Gravity Engine and become a Brain Surgeon. 

7-31-2025 Yes a class titled "1,001 Nobels in Medicine." It will be more in depth 
than just this web page, grin. This article will be published in the New England 
Journal of Medicine. 

7-31-2025 Delay the Rx Recipe for Breast Ovary Cancer Cure in 2020; 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ Did! Louie Gohmert’s Coronavirus Case Reveals a Dangerous 
Reality in the Senate, no MD Orders to diagnosis and cure Wasp Lawyers who 
killed a Federal Judges life and defend DUI Drunks arrested for Drunk Driving 
when the Senators high tech intelligence is not a question Jeff Bezos on Alcohol 
being a cause of Breast Cancer, they all know this. And Rx Recipe Cures Delayed 
until 2025 via Senate Hearings on Trade Secrets and the Secret Rx Recipe to cure 
Breast Ovary cancer. Rx in Pink Delayed by a Senate Hearing on Amazon. 



7-31-2025 2025 Ginsburg is stuck with Chemo along with millions of other women 
drinking at the Senate Bar's. Ginsburg great love affair with Lawyers! Ignoring the 
Wasp Lawyer Hollander, deaf to Wasp Lawyers at the Bar Exam and Senate Bars 
Drunk and Deaf to not delivering a Kill to a Fed Ex. 

7-31-2025 Weekend Roundup 7 Inventions you can work on this weekend censored 
yes censored from the NY Times! 

7-31-2025 After Covid-19 The crisis could be a catalyst for overhauling the Rx 
Recipes all trade secrets protected by the Senate Hearing which are Deaf to a 
Catalyst for Pink Cancer Cure in 2020 not 2025. 

7-31-2025 Study in Aerosol Transmission Catalyst for Whooping cough prevention 
cure just who gave your baby whooping cough in the first place in NYC after 
Covid-19 will be the birth defects caused by Diesel Mercedes driven by the rich, 
deaf to the Catalyst particles and smell of diesel in the air. 

7-31-2025 Catalyst Meow Porsche WindmillCAR driven up and down the 
Mountains in the Universe. Catalyst that helps us make contact with intelligent life 
in the Universe via YouTube live streaming of Jewish Aliens at Sirius in 2025. Yes 
2025! Catalyst pressed for Time. 

7-31-2025 Coming up on 2025 iPhone 11 Max iDash Cam and iTickets; A 2013 
Senate hearing to interrogate Mr. Cook about Apple’s tax avoidance quickly was 
sidetracked by lawmakers gushing to the chief executive about his company’s 



innovative products. 2013 iPhone Dash Cam iTickets - Crash and burns since 2013 
the Senators want to be deaf on this war crime. 

7-31-2025 Senate is addicted to Face Recognition headlines not iPhone 11 Max 
pictures of skin cancer sent to the Health Department MD's for a instant diagnosis, 
today a correct diagnosis just for a skin cancer picture can take a year of waiting to 
get into the skin Doctor and cost $$$. 

7-31-2025 Coming up on 2025 iPhone 11 Max Caller ID if Trump calls all Mary 
Trumps tell all are on the caller ID. 

7-31-2025 Cohen to Write Trump Tell-All Book; censored out will be fiery wrecks 
on the side of the road. Yes he will get a iTicket from cops when they catch him... 

7-31-2025 Delay the 2020 Ford WindmillCar; Delay caused by fiery cop cars on the 
side of the road writing a ticket in times of iTickets. Hell No Inflammatory 
Comments Delay Confirmation of Retired General to Pentagon Post not 1.3 million 
traffic deaths world wide many troops and vets. 

7-31-2025 Fiery wrecks the Pentagon Generals drive by without stopping did not 
delay a Promotion from One Star to Two Star General. 

7-31-2025 Bounty Hunters driving a Porsche WindmillCar didn't delay the 
confirmation of $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. Delayed were the 2020 Ford and 
Porsche WindmillCAR's and the Cure for Pink Cancers. No Charges for General 
Officers Who Killed cops in fiery rear end wrecks on the side of the road writing a 



ticket in times of iTickets and Porsche Windmill Cars. 

7-31-2025 Oslo, Picasso Mural Torn From Building After Years of Dispute... 

7-31-2025 Oslo, Pasteur Mural of Rabid Dogs and Oil Men Torn from Building... 

7-31-2025 NYC, After years of Whooping Cough Deaths reported in the Times year 
after year - Wear Your Mask. Please. No, Not on Your Chin, Baby's took it on the 
chin from the Editors at the NY Times for years and years. Now with sneezing 
pictures on the front page Whooping cough writers can copy and paste the sneezing 
picture and al will know Whooping Cough is in the Sneeze. 

7-31-2025 Fiery Wreck, Police Cars and SUV's. Headline new an Assault 
Amphibious Vehicle, a mishap at Camp Pendleton, in Southern California, hosts 
the largest Marine base on the West Coast and the largest numbers of fiery wrecks 
in California. 1 Marine Dies and 8 Service Members Are Missing in California 
Accident. In 2017, 15 Marines were wounded when an amphibious vehicle they 
were training in caught fire at Camp Pendleton. 100's have been in fiery car 
wrecks! 

7-31-2025 Fiery "Gaslighting" article in the NY Times when 1 Trillion volts and 
maps are lite with Windmill Generators at -254 C super conductivity and gas to 
light your Gravity Engine as it takes 1 Trillion volts and amps to start a Gravity 
Engine. 

7-31-2025 "Gaslighting" By Kevin Roose on Facebook at the NY Times. 



"Gaslighting" about Facebook and Jeff Bezos in Porsche Windmill Cars Driving by 
fiery wrecks in traffic without stoping to sell the 2020 Ford Windmill Car's. 

7-31-2025 GasLighting at Edison is like the Gravity Engine at the NY Times when 
'Gaslighting' articles are on the front page of the Times in Times of Gravity Engine 
Cars and Ford WindmillCAR's. Kevin Roose is a technology columnist for The 
Times. His column, "The Shift," examines the intersection of technology, business, 
and culture. You can find him on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, or Instagram. 
@kevinroose • Facebook But Not "Pink InventBook". "Gaslighting" is the title of 
his NY Times article on Facebook techs at the Senate Hearing deaf to 1,001 spinoff 
IP invention projects and Rx Pink Recipes to cure Cancer. 

7-31-2025 "Gaslighting" light working all night building a starter for the Gravity 
Engine. 

7-31-2025 CAPE CANAVERAL — The biggest, most sophisticated Mars rover 
ever built — a car-size vehicle bristling with cameras, microphones, drills and 
lasers — blasted off for the red planet. 

7-31-2025 Rome Medical School Class of 2025. ‘Alexandrian Glass.’ Glass 
receptacles recovered from Egypt dating to the first or second century A.D., Rome 
Medical School Class of 2025 stocked with huge 100" LG Monitors in every Dorm 
Room. Hafnium within the glass, researchers have shown that this prized 
commodity really did originate in ancient Egypt. Rome Medical School Class of 
2025 stocked with huge 100" LG Monitors in every Dorm Room, class room and 
Rome Starbucks Originate on Amazon 1 click Prime for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 

7-31-2025 Yes Rome Medical School Students will be paid more than West Point 
Cadets too as Nobels in Medicine are worth more to Society than Endless Wars for 
Job security. Infected are the Medical School Students at Aarhus University in 
Denmark. They want in on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Class work. 



7-31-2025 Yes a class titled "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" for Yale and Harvard 
Medical Schools too. It will be more in depth than just this web page, grin. This will 
be published in the New England Journal of Medicine too. 

7-31-2025 Roman emperor Diocletian in the early fourth century A.D. and today 
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who manage to rule Rome classrooms and Orwellian 
goings on. Motivated by the worlds fastest super computers and 4 trillion Rx 
Recipes in super computer simulations. 

7-31-2025 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know 100 of new Rx Recipes will be Discovered 
in their Roman Empire today with 1,001 Medical Schools and all students making 
more money than West Point Cadets. Motivation is money and winning a Nobel. 

7-31-2025 Glass researchers focused on hafnium, a trace element found in the 
mineral zircon, a component of sand. Medical School Class Professors focused on 4 
Trillion Rx recipes and the worlds fastest super computers, iMac too not 
Chromebooks and Win 10. Boosting the immune system like E=mc2 using iMac's 
and the worlds fastest super computer simulations. 101 vaccines stimulate the 
immune system today. This will be different. This is something really incredible!! 

Rome Medical School Class of 2025 stocked with antidotes for Wasp Lawyer ads 
for DUI VFW Road Rage Revenge like Wasp Lawyer Hollander with cancer and 
thoughts to sue the cancer MD not the Russian Vodka. Georgia Tobacco Plantation 
owner, grin. 



Rome Medical School Class of 2025 stocked with antidotes for Wasp Lawyer ads 
for DUI VFW Road Rage Revenge like Wasp Lawyer Hollander with cancer and 
thoughts to sue the cancer MD not the Russian Vodka. Georgia Tobacco Plantation 
owner, grin. 

7-30-2025 Senate Hearing Deaf, Jeff Bezos, starting up 1 click Amazon Prime for 
1,001 IP invention projects with specs, links, genius Einstein, Pasteur tutors. Senate 
vote and hearing must be hard of hearing with no Star Wars Ear Surgery hearing 
aid implants! 



7-30-2025 Senate Hearing Deaf, Jeff Bezos, needs a Heart Pacemaker, An 
implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD), which is a device similar to a 
pacemaker, is mainly used to prevent cardiac arrest. A cardiac arrest is a 
potentially fatal condition where the electrical activity that controls the heart 
becomes so disrupted that the heart stops beating. 

7-30-2025 Tim Cook at Apple is also deaf to hearing app for the iPhone 11 Max to 
diagnose if Jeff Besoz needs a ICD pacemaker. Exam during a Senate hearing was 
deaf to Pacemakers. Rich Ones! Grin. 

7-30-2025 Rich One's at the Senate Hearing; $125 billion to $150 billion is held by 
Iraqis who have fled Iraq for other parts of the World... 

7-30-2025 As a journalist I began scouring the research on 1,001 Brain Surgeons 
Children as the teaching model that could have implications for public education 
for years. 

7-30-2025 Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on 
iMac's! 1,001 Brain Surgeons Children at 5 or by 10 have iMac's, iPhone 11 Max 
and can pronounce and spell most medical terms. 

7-30-2025 Senate Hearing Deaf, Jeff Bezos, starting up 1 click Amazon Prime for 
1,001 IP invention projects with specs, links, genius Einstein, Pasteur tutors. Senate 
vote and hearing must be hard of hearing with no Star Wars Ear Surgery hearing 
aid implants! 



7-30-2025 Stimulus Check; Stimulus $$$ bounty hunters 5,000 Burmese pythons 
have been captured in the Everglades since the state started paying hunters to track 
them down in 2017. 

7-30-2025 Jeff Bezos hearing this Python bounty hunt would have added a 1 Click 
link to Amazon Prime for Rx and Perfumed Deet IP invention projects to rid the 
Everglades of Pythons. Mosquitoes too as Bill and Melinda Gates have Failed. 

7-30-2025 Senate Hearing with Pictures on iPhone 11 Max with no Art of the 
Diagnosis MD Senators with skin cancer pictures! 

7-30-2025 There’s no test for Urticaria; CIU, Senate with no Art of the Diagnosis 
MD Senators failed to ask Tim Cook if a picture of Urticaria would hit the iPhone 
11 Max AI and get the DIU diagnosis right with 1 picture of the rash in 1 minute, of 
course it would so why no mention of this Photo ID of a rash or skin cancer at the 
Senate yesterday, no pictures of the Senators or Staff skin? 

7-30-2025 CIA Spy set up to be a CEO; Jeff Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg, Tim Cook 
and Sundar Pichai appeared before Congress and dressed the part, CIA Spy set up 
to look like a CEO; 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are the Top Brass. 100's of CIA run 
company's world wide. None working on Rx Recipes for virus and cancer cures. A 
war crime. Run on Facebook not InventBook for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 
Intelligence?? 

7-30-2025 Mr. Bezos and Amazon were wearing costumes not White Coat with MD 
as Bounty Hunters Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz hit men killed a Nobel for the King. 



The King of Sweden was forced to fire 8,000 Cuban MD's working in Stockholm on 
a Rx Recipe to cure Pink Cancers. 100 women at Amazon have Breast Ovary 
Cancers Today just lost their Once In a Lifetime Chance to get a Rx Recipe Cure 
for their Breast Ovary Cancers in the Senate Yesterday. A War Crime in the War 
on Cancer. CIA Thugs are in Stockholm at the Kings Palace. 

7-30-2025 Jewish Exodus apocalypse Spy on Jewish Aliens at Sirius on Zoom live 
streaming Video! 

7-30-2025 CIA CEO's Today in Baghdad; Federal Reserve of New York still 
supplies Iraq with at least $10 billion a year in hard currency from the country’s oil 
sales. $50 Billion in 5 years this is Amazing when $50 million in iMac's would put 
Apple in a Senate hearing today, grin. 

7-30-2025 CIA CEO's Today in Baghdad; $125 billion to $150 billion is held by 
Iraqis overseas, most of it “illegitimately acquired.” iMac Orders of $125 billion to 
$150 billion is acquired by Apple in the Senate Hearings yesterday. 

7-30-2025 CIA CEO's Today in Baghdad; iMac's with Adobe Suite $$$ not a Suite 
in Baghdad. Moktada al-Sadr, the mercurial Shiite cleric, is another godfather 
figure whose followers are notorious for demanding hefty kickbacks $125 billion to 
$150 billion. I’m bringing 100 cars in from Dubai for Moktada al-Sadr. 

7-30-2025 CIA CEO's Today; $125 billion to $150 billion is held by Iraqis overseas, 
most of it “illegitimately acquired.” in Mecca Today 



7-30-2025 CIA CEO's Today; At hajj, the annual pilgrimage to the holy city of 
Mecca that all Muslims are supposed to perform at least once, would drink from a 
holy well. They would kiss the sacred black stone embedded in the Kaaba, the 
holiest shrine in Islam, as they thronged the Grand Mosque. Before they left Mecca, 
they would collect pebbles to ritually stone the devil, casting them at a series of 
symbolic pillars. 

7-30-2025 CIA CEO's Today; Mecca Today; $125 billion to $150 billion is held by 
Iraqis walking around the Black Kaaba $$$ All USA money given to them by the 
CIA. 

7-30-2025 CIA CEO's Today; $125 billion to $150 billion is held by Iraqis overseas, 
most of it “illegitimately acquired.” in Mecca Today 



"Even the pebbles pilgrims hurl at the devil have been sterilized, all in an effort to 
prevent a coronavirus outbreak from marring a pilgrimage" $125 billion to $150 
billion confiscated by the CIA Today would be a Windfall Porsche Windmill Car 
for the USA and Jewish Exodus to Sirius IP inventions. 

7-30-2025 CIA CEO's Today; $125 billion to $150 billion is held by Iraqis overseas, 
most of it “illegitimately acquired.” in Mecca Today 

7-30-2025 Kaaba, which authorities said had been sterilized and perfumed by 3,500 
workers not working on any Rx Perfume Recipes to cure a virus or disease. 



7-30-2025 CIA CEO's Today in Baghdad; every month or so, a truck is loaded with 
more than 10 tons of plastic-wrapped U.S. currency, a haul worth $1 billion to $2 
billion. 

7-30-2025 "Emmy: Ramy Youssef Thinks Every Network Should Add a Muslim 
Show" By MAYA SALAM 'Gregory HOuse MD' Doctor Show for Muslims. 
Richest Diet in the Cosmos Episode on 'House MD' then the shock and awe of Bone 
Saw Killings Show Episode for Muslims. 007 Spy Episode. Saudi trained Doctor 
cutting the body into pieces then 'Acid' and no evidence at all but audio and video 
of the killing. Yes your web said secure this is a scam. 

7-30-2025 "Emmys: Revenge of the Wasp Lawyer who killed the Federal Judges 
Life wins a Emmy! Reassessing the Dynamics of Hollander said he was so sick from 
a rare cancer that he could die at any moment, wondering aloud if he should sue his 
doctor for malpractice. Facebook has ads for this for cancer patients to sue their 
MD. Immunity from Wasp Lawyers with cancer Revenge not going after a cure for 
cancers. Ads on Facebook to sue for cancers not sue for a cancer cure. 

7-30-2025 Stimulus Check and iMac's for High Schoolers Across the Country Are 
Seeking ‘Teenager Therapy’ Pay like West Point Cadets doing High Schoolers 
E=mc2 with 500 Times Faster Than the Speed of Light to lite Minds to Invention 
Projects not made public by MSNBC and the NY Times. End story on CBS Nighty 
News. 500 Times Faster than the speed of light ending on CBS Nightly News. Sue 
CBS. 

7-30-2025 Stimulus Check; Stimulus $$$ bounty hunters 5,000 Burmese pythons 
have been captured in the Everglades since the state started paying hunters to track 
them down in 2017. 

7-30-2025 Stimulus Check; 5,000 iMac stimulus to hunt down IP invention projects 
and Rx Recipes killed by hunters of Pythons 



7-30-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Finally a cure for cancers 5-4 vote 
Ginsburg; She has had surgery for lung cancer and radiation treatment for 
pancreatic cancer in recent years. She has also had surgery for early-stage 
pancreatic cancer in 2009 and treatment for colon cancer in 1999. Were Justice 
Ginsburg to leave the court, leave Cancer Cured for the next Justice Justice would 
be done out in the real world as Kerry would say. She has vowed to stay on the 
court so long as she can perform her duties. Her Duty should be to get a Rx Recipe 
Cure for Cancers! Wasp Lawyers would take the case to court and sue Ginsburg 
for not working at getting a Rx Recipe cure for cancers. “I will continue biweekly 
chemotherapy to keep my cancer at bay, she didn't say anything about the millions 
who also keep their cancers at bay with 2 times a week chemotherapy. Sounds like 
Hell Chemo from our Supreme Court Isn’t It?’ ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar 
checker on iMac's! Rx Recipes on iMac's also when the court rules 5-4 to cure 
cancers. Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York. VA Hospitals 
should be opened to all Pink Breast Cancer women and Free X-Rays for breast 
cancers. 

7-30-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ By David Zweig As a journalist I began 
scouring the research on children, none who are sons and daughters of a Brain 
Surgeon or Cancer MD's who take their 5 year olds to the Hospital for Homework. 
1,001 MDs have taken their children to the hospital for homework and this 
Journalists in his article missed the point of a MD's kids education by the MD Mom 
or Dad. A terrible loss for millions of children who are smart enough to become a 
brain surgeon or Brain Cancer Specialists. Ask Jimmy Carter about his Grand 
Children becoming a Brain Cancer MD. Hell No! 

7-30-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ As a journalist I began scouring the 
research on children and Covid-19 when our schools shut down some five months 
ago. I haven’t climbed out of the data pit since. The preponderance of evidence 
suggests that children, by and large, are spared dangerous effects of the virus. Data 
from Sweden. 

7-30-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ As a journalist I began scouring the 



research on 1,001 Brain Surgeons Children as the teaching model that could have 
implications for public education for years. 

7-30-2025 Brain Surgeons Arms their own arsenals and Childrens educations; A 
Pentagon leader argues with no Brain Surgeons in his inner circle. A Pentagon 
leader would ask how many inside the Pentagon today have brain cancer, breast 
cancer. 

7-30-2025 A Pentagon leader would be watching the ER at the Pentagon; "E.R. 
doctor worried about a rare but potentially dangerous disease of the smallest blood 
vessels called Henoch-Schönlein Purpura (H.S.P.). (It has recently been renamed 
IgA vasculitis.) An autoimmune disorder one of 1,001." 

7-30-2025 There’s no test for Urticaria; CIA test for Porsche Windmill Cars, Yes 
there is a test and the CIA Failed along with the Pentagon Lawyers. it is believed 
that the hives are triggered by a malfunction of the immune system. Your immune 
system is there to protect you from pathogens or viruses so you don’t get sick. It 
releases antibodies in your blood, which attack any foreign substances. But with 
CIU, what is happening is that the antibodies are confused and are randomly 
triggering the release of histamine, which causes the skin to swell, Sussman says. 
Hence the confusion with an allergy. For example, when you react to an allergy to 
pollen, your body also releases histamine, which is treated with anti-histamines like 
over-the-counter Benadryl. But for people suffering from CIU, most over-the-
counter medicines won’t work, Sussman says. There is also a prescribed medication 
called omalizumab, which neutralizes antibodies so they don’t release histamine. 
Diagnosis is the MI mission impossible part of the E=mc2. There’s no test for 
Urticaria, debilitating and can often go undiagnosed for years. 

7-30-2025 There’s no test for Urticaria; CIU, most over-the-counter medicines 
won’t work, over the Heads of Pentagon leaders to upgrade all the 1,001 over-the-
counter medicines today! 



7-30-2025 Brain Surgeons Arms their own arsenals and Childrens educations; 
"China’s Arms Buildup Threatens the Nuclear Balance. A Pentagon leader argues 
that as Beijing’s weapons grow in Drones and Missiles size and sophistication, the 
U.S. and Russia will have to reassess their own arsenals, and Cheering on Drone 
Strikes in art of the Diagnosis" By JAMES ANDERSON 

7-30-2025 Brain Cancer Surgeons MD's on Bidens VP List; List of those with brain 
cancer on the front page of the NY Times tomorrow, Yes! 

7-30-2025 C-Virus News, Gregs A and hepatitis B vaccinations paid off, grin! 
Patients had lower infection rates if they had recently been given the high-dose flu 
vaccine or had been vaccinated against polio, measles-mumps-rubella, chicken pox, 
pneumococcal disease, hepatitis A and hepatitis B, or haemophilus influenzae Type 
B, compared with those who had not received those vaccines in recent years. 

7-30-2025 A Pentagon leader could crunch all Pentagon Vaccinated People looking 
for which ones help lesson the C-Virus sickness. Live attenuated vaccines can 
increase resistance to seemingly unrelated infections... the Pentagon can have the 
results of this by tomorrow, will it also be in the NY Times as it could make the 
deadline? By Roni Caryn Rabin. 

7-30-2025 C-Virus News, Tied to higher coronavirus infection rates, including the 
human papillomavirus vaccine and the one against typhoid, as well as the 
meningococcal vaccine. 



7-30-2025 C-Virus News, “The hypothesis we are testing is that the immune system 
memory is stimulated by the vaccine,” 

7-30-2025 Broad-spectrum-penicillions are mostly percribed by Doctors too. Uses of 
Broad-spectrum penicillins • H. Influenza infections(otitis media, sinusitis, chronic 
bronchitis, pneumonia, bacterial meningitis). • M.catarrhalis • E. Coli infections
(Urinary & biliary infections) • Samonella infections (typhoid fever) • Shigella 
infections (ampicillin)the unabsorbable form of amp. • Gonococcal infections 
(alternative for penicillin G in the treatment of gonorrhea ) • Prophylaxis for 
infective endocarditis. Disadvantages • Amoxicillin & ampicillin alone are readily 
destroyed by Staph.Penicillinase. • Ineffective against P. aeruginosa. Broad-
spectrum penicillins (cont) b) Extended- spectrum : Ticarcillin,Ticarcillin-
clavulanic acid, piperacillin, piperacillin-tazobactam (Tazocin) Uses Pseud. 
aeruginosa. For pseud. septicemia, they should be given together with an 
aminoglycoside ( eg. Gentamicin ). Disadvantages • Ticarcillin and piperacillin 
alone are readily destroyed by S. penicillinase. • High dose may lead to 
hypernatraemia which is due to containing Sodium. 

7-30-2025 Bacille Calmette-Guerin tuberculosis vaccine and the polio vaccine 
appear to help train the immune system to respond to a broad variety of infections, 
including from bacteria, viruses and parasites, experts say. 

The first law of thermodynamics in Pink Cut Into Out Of The Bars by the Rabbis 
Dr. E=mc2 MD 



The first law of thermodynamics in Pink Cut Into Out Of The Bars by the Rabbis 
Dr. E=mc2 MD 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Finally a Stimulus Check Gift of iMac's! 
End blue screen of Death for Win 10 after more than 5 years of Mine killings! Bill 
and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought Blood Test for Alzheimer’s in 
Reach in 5 Years ending the longest war will be in Reach on 7-29-2025 5 Years 
from today. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ In Reach in 5 Years will be the 1,001 IP 
invention projects all on YouTube Video ads on the top of the page for every NY 
Times Article, 1 Click to InVentIt! 



7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ YouTube Video of the Porsche Windmill 
Cars Racing ups and down Mountain Roads World Wide! French Riviera 
YouTube Videos racing the Porsche Windmill Cars! 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ YouTube Video of NYC 95 people killed and 
more than 18,000 injured in car crashes so far this year 2020 in NYC and the 
Mayor has not made this YouTube video car crash mandatory watching by the 
public or NYPD. With art of the diagnosis by a Genius in avoiding the crash. 
Porsche Windmill Cars have F-35 Radar that cost more than the Porsche. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ “None of their YouTube Video advertising 
or marketing ever seemed to focus on the fact that they’re dangerous,” The 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ are very dangerous and a YouTube Video will be Amazing! 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ ChainSmokers in 5 Years, how many will be 
dead tired of Doctor Visits? YouTube videos of ChainSmokers never went viral on 
CBS Nightly News or SNL. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ By Jennifer Weiner "Trump Is Dog-
Whistling. Are ‘Suburban Housewives’ Listening?" 5 More Years of getting Breast 
X-Rays and still not covered at the VA Hospitals, a war crime in the war on Pink 
Cancers. 

The first law of thermodynamics in Pink Cut Into Out Of The Bars by the Rabbis 
Dr. E=mc2 MD 



The first law of thermodynamics in Pink Cut Into Out Of The Bars by the Rabbis 
Dr. E=mc2 MD 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ By Jennifer Weiner "Trump Is Dog-
Whistling. Are ‘Suburban Housewives’ Listening?" 5 More Years of getting Breast 
X-Rays and still not covered at the VA Hospitals, a war crime in the war on Pink 
Cancers. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Joules "I must work the work of him that 
sent me, while it is day: the night cometh, when no man can work". The 
Wetherspoon's pub in Sale, the town of his death, is named "The J. P. Joule" after 
him. Joule's family brewery survives to this day - Pink Beer. 5 Years and the The 
first law of thermodynamics will be the alcohol cause of breast cancer, long lost win 
in a British Medical Journal YouTube Video that goes Viral on the BBC. In 1847, 
Joule married Amelia Grimes. Joule became a widower when she died in 1854, 7 
years after their wedding. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ YouTube Videos in Paris the depths of 



winter when it is zero degrees, for the sheer pleasure of Warmth getting into a 
Warm Climate Controlled Windmill Porsche Car leaving one of 17.000 Cafe's all 
with iMac's that warmed you to Pasteur Homework till midnight Driven by the 
Rabid YouTube Videos. 

7-29-2020 In Paris 1,001 virus and disease is not a French Government Battle 
Ground YouTube Video. 

7-29-2020 In Paris Pasteur is not Heated by Government Regulations for our 
Environment. In Paris alone, some 70 percent of cafe terraces are estimated to have 
heating devices. None have iMac's for Rabid Elite Oil Men at Total. Total of 1,001 
Virus are in Paris Cafe's not just one C-Virus. France will ban heaters used by 
cafes and restaurants on outdoor terraces as part of a package of measures aimed 
at reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption and the number of French 
Pasteur's! Energy hungry heaters are increasingly seen as anachronistic, in times of 
Porsche Windmill Cars with Climate controls 24/7 no getting into a cold or hot car. 
Barbara Pompili, said after meeting with President Emmanuel Macron’s 
environmental defense council on Monday. “It is not possible to heat terraces at full 
capacity in the depths of winter when it is zero degrees for the sheer pleasure of 
drinking your coffee on a terrace while being warm,” she added. In Paris, with 
some 17,000 cafe terraces. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ ...in the History of the Cosmos in 5 years 
Jewish Aliens will be having coffee at Paris Cafe's. On Live Streaming Videos from 
Sirius. Thanks to InVentIt, of the French Revolution in 2020. Movie the Horror of 
Isolation on Earth in a Universe of 7 trillion galaxies and Jewish Aliens! 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ “Folklore” a new musical video that can go 
viral for InVentIt ads for Universe, history of the Cosmos-Lore! Gravity Physics in 
a Folklore Music Video as amazing as Taylor Swifts. Einstein Folklore E=mc2. 
Einstein Made Folklore with high tech Math Formula. In 5 years with AI and the 
worlds fastest super computers todays Folklore at CERN will be genuine Folklore. 
God Particles and Quarks Folklore. Time Folklore. Relevance of throwing dice in 
the Universe and at the Trump Qatar Casino. "Tolstoy The Gambler" Florida 
Lottery Folklore. The population: the rural, mostly illiterate peasantry addicted to 
the Florida Lottery University. Grimm Winnings. E=mc2 risks are exacerbated at 



CERN. CERN's reinvented E=mc2 on the front page of the NY Times in 5 years! 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ “Folklore” a new musical video of the 
Constellations in the New Taylor Swift music video. 

7-29-2020 Al Jazeera, which broadcast a 25-minute documentary earlier this month 
showing an Amazing YouTube Video of the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub firing 40 
Nuke Missiles from the Sub, all 40 heading for Iran for selling its oil in times of the 
Porsche Windmill Cars. ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Jimmy Carters inner circle has 
Porsche Windmill Cars and they build a fleet of 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke 
Subs to stop Iran from selling its oil. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ The Federal Reserve of New York still 
supplies Iraq with at least $10 billion a year in hard currency from the country’s oil 
sales. $50 Billion in 5 years this is Amazing when $50 million in iMac's would put 
Apple in a Senate hearing today, grin. $125 billion to $150 billion is held by Iraqis 
overseas, most of it “illegitimately acquired.” iMac Order $125 billion to $150 
billion is acquired by Apple. Gifts powered up with log in to Adobe Suite not a 
Suite in Baghdad. Moktada al-Sadr, the mercurial Shiite cleric, is another 
godfather figure whose followers are notorious for demanding hefty kickbacks $125 
billion to $150 billion. I’m bringing 100 cars in from Dubai for Moktada al-Sadr. 
No iMac's. For 5 years every month or so, a truck is loaded with more than 10 tons 
of plastic-wrapped U.S. currency, a haul worth $1 billion to $2 billion. Why + How 
the U.S. Turned Iraq Into a Kleptocracy that killed the iMac Stimulus Check for 
the USA. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Finally a Stimulus Check Gift of iMac's! 
End blue screen of Death for Win 10 after more than 5 years of Mine killings! Bill 
and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ 1 kilogram of U-235 fuel 5 years old and 5 



years from today when Porsche Windmill Cars Fuel 7 billion people better than 1 
kilogram of U-235. Ruling Class in Paris today are working on building a Fusion 
Reactor knowing the Porsche Windmill Cars will be racing around Paris Fueled by 
the Wind. Radar Array of lasers will cancel car insurance laws. Limitations of our 
current Ruling Class, Oil and Wars about who gets to sell their oil. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Joules "I must work the work of him that 
sent me, while it is day: the night cometh, when no man can work". The 
Wetherspoon's pub in Sale, the town of his death, is named "The J. P. Joule" after 
him. Joule's family brewery survives to this day - Pink Beer. 5 Years and the The 
first law of thermodynamics will be the alcohol cause of breast cancer win in a 
British Journal. In 1847, Joule married Amelia Grimes. Joule became a widower 
when she died in 1854, 7 years after their wedding. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought Rx Recipe for Memory Latte 
will be in reach at Starbucks and the iMac's inside Starbucks world wide Million 
iMac's ordering up Rx Recipes for the Memory Latte and Rx Alzheimer Cure. Rx 
Pink Latte Cure for 5 million dead from cancer waiting for this Latte at Starbucks. 
Olivia Newton John talks about the torture of the last 5 years with breast cancer 
and no Rx Pink Latte in Reach. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought; A Blotched War Wars and 
1,001 Rx Recipes for 1,001 Latte at Starbucks forget on they will forget there are 
1,001 nearest Stars and trillions Jewish Aliens. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought; Najib Razak, Malaysia’s 
Former Prime Minister, Found Guilty in Graft Trial. But experts said the verdict 
could be overturned on appeal in what is likely to be a years long process. DUI 
same Wasp Lawyers ads on Facebook for Graft Money Laundering by the top 
brass in Malaysia, grin. About $1 billion of the money ended up in Mr. Najib’s 
personal bank accounts, in Swiss Banks of course, a war crime the Swiss Bankers. 
Jho Low, who is believed to have masterminded the crime, in front of a poster 
"Cure Cancer Now Scam" as Los never bought 1,001 iMac for Malaysia’s 
Starbucks Rx Recipes to cure cancer. Another Crime in Malaysia’s. 



7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought; Najib Razak, Malaysia’s The 
judge also rejected the argument that Mr. Najib received the money as a gift from a 
Saudi royal and that he was unaware of the balance in his own account. 

7-29-2020 Trump's $1 trillion dollar gift from the Saudi Family... ‘Amazing, Isn’t 
It?’ when you have $777 Trillion. 

7-29-2020 Al Jazeera, which broadcast a 25-minute documentary earlier this month 
showing an Amazing YouTube Video of the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub firing 40 
Nuke Missiles from the Sub, all 40 heading for Iran for selling its oil in times of the 
Porsche Windmill Cars. ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Jimmy Carters inner circle has 
Porsche Windmill Cars and they build a fleet of 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke 
Subs to stop Iran from selling its oil. 

7-29-2020 South Korea Says It Will Launch Spy Satellites Not iMac's at 
Starbucks... 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought; In Paris, Cafe Terraces Are 
an Environmental Battleground Scam from the Oil Men at Total Oil Company. 
Total Rx Recipes to cure 1,001 virus and disease is not a French Government Battle 
Ground with iMac at every Cafe, with Pasteur links and specs to help you become 
the Next Pasteur. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought; Former Crown Prince 
Salman found guilty of many bone saw killings around the world, his appeal not to 
confiscate the Saudi Kingdoms $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot all illegal 
was 5-4 at the Supreme Court, Trump fled to Mecca for immunity. 



7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought; Cans of Shark next to the 
Tuna in Whole Foods, killed by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who want your to 
order Shark in the Restaurant for $25 not buy a Can of Shark for $4. "Swimmer in 
Maine Is Killed by Great White Shark in Rare Attack" 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought; Selling Copenhagen Distilled 
Vodka 80-proof, delicately floral, citric spirit that’s the cause of 100's of Breast 
Cancers without the spirit of the Breast Cancer Cops in Copenhagen. ‘Amazing, 
Isn’t It?’ Watch you step warning labels in the spirit of Copenhagen Elite. Botanic 
Vodka from Denmark. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ 10 years of air strikes in Somalia $$$, The 
U.S. military has carried out more than 180 airstrikes in Somalia since 2017, 42 of 
them in 2020. Amnesty International has assessed that more than 20 civilians have 
been killed. 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought; 

2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Finally a Stimulus Check Gift of iMac's for these 
4 Girls... 



2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Finally a Stimulus Check Gift of iMac's for these 
4 Girls... 

7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Finally a Stimulus Check Gift of iMac's! 
End blue screen of Death for Win 10 after more than 5 years of Mine killings! Bill 
and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

Georgia Open Pit Minds; iMac's, 84" LG Smart TV with Comcast Fiber in every 
room, we might as well go deep into the Minds of Peanut and Tobacco Plantation 
Owners in Georgia. 

‘Big Tobacco Moment’ 5 years from today! Pentagon releases the death statistics 



just for the Army-Navy. 7-29-2025 5 Years ‘Amazing, Isn’t It?’ Long-Sought; 

7-28-2020 YouTube video ads Google Video ads at the top of every NY Times 
digital article today, high tech teachers going back to the classroom articles should 
be instructing their class on how to make but the classrooms need iMac's. $$$ Greg 
needs a iMac too, grin. 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; Class on winning 1,001 Nobels 
in Medicine By Jimmy Carter. "A Small Georgia City Plans to Put Students in 



Classrooms This Week" 

7-28-2020 Wasp Lawyers with Facebook ads for DUI arrest in the school classroom 
and yes their Georgia teacher did get a DUI and called the Wasp Lawyer who put a 
DUI ad on Facebook. Deep in the minds of teachers is the test question how many 
DUI Drivers still drive after a few drinks in the last week? iMac data base and 
Department of Education data base in the small Georgia classroom drives deep into 
Wasp and Wasp lawyers who post DUI ads on Facebook when InventBook is not up 
and running because the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds; "A Small Georgia City Plans to Put Students in 
Classrooms This Week" All New Habitat for Humanity Homes get a new building 
code requiring Windmills, iMac's, 84" LG Smart TV with Comcast Fiber in every 
room, we might as well go deep into the Minds. Grin. 



7-28-2020 YouTube video Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Google to Face Their ‘Big 
Tobacco Moment’ Pentagon to Face InventBook in their Super Gravity of Endless 
Wars with the Exodus Peace Table in Dora, Qatar. 

7-28-2020 YouTube video that goes with this Mind I would have posted the video 
here like the Google Video ads at the top of the NY Times digital articles today is 
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub firing off 40 H-Bombs at the same time from his Sub. 
Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology in the classroom. 



7-28-2020 40 H-Bombs at the same time fired off from the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke 
Sub at the top of this Web like Google Video Ads now YouTube videos. 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; Self Driving Dump Trucks 
going up and down the open pit mine 4,000 feet up and down waiting for the 
Gravity Engine Dump Trucks to be invented. 

7-28-2020 AC/DC technology in Star Wars Disney - Theme part like 'Tomorrow 
Land' but with AC/DC technology of today in a super computer simulation of what 
could be Minded next for AC/DC electricity. Shocking but better than Edisons 
electric chair video. No electrocutions world wide in Star Wars AC/DC technology 
at Disney. 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; Open Pit Mine Minds 4,000 
feet deep. Deep mountains of Gold, Platinum, copper, silver plutonium. New 
Recipes on YouTube TV for $65 a month. 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; How to Ask if Everything Is 
OK When It’s Clearly Not But Brain Surgery Can Cut out the Brain Cancer, well 
in 2020 in Star Wars Tech you need to visit Disney Today. 



7-28-2020 Coronavirus closed the World's Navy, all War Ships! Deep Minds and 
Nuke Mines in the Oceans. 

Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! Cheering each drone strike with Fucking Bitch! Cause 
and Cure! 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; Open Pit Minds in a small 
Georgia City Plans to Put Hospital Data in the School so the school kids in the 
classrooms make live streaming Medical School Students Rounds with a data base 



of every bed sore and BM, fever, hernia. Hospital Records Database in a small 
Georgia School classroom this Friday. Georgia is a test case for 1,001 Nobel in 
Medicine and hospital Data Base in the class room because Georgia has tested No 2 
and 3 highest for syphilis the past 101 years. 

7-28-2020 ‘That’s Ridiculous.’ Georgia teachers cheer Yale Harvard Medical 
Schools without mentioning the Rank of Georgia Medical Schools. There is No, art 
of the diagnosis on Georgia Medical Schools vs Yale Harvard Medical Schools. 
There is No Jimmy Rosalynn Medical School that out Ranks Yale Harvard Medical 
School and the few Georgia Medical Schools don't self report the wrong Rx given 
and the wrong side of the brain they drilled into... Yale and Harvard report their 
mistakes, the 2 White Men at 1984 don't. 

7-28-2020 Deep Minds in a Georgia Classroom test the students on Chainsmokers 
in Georgia vs NYC. Yes the Tobacco Plantation kids Ace the test. They know their 
tobacco market thanks to Jimmy Carter. Who eats the most peanuts? 

7-28-2020 Deep Minds; Georgia Mosquitoes in the classroom Ranked in the 50 
states and Malaria Capitals world wide. 1,001 IP invention projects in a Georgia 
Classroom. 

7-28-2020 Georgia classroom learning about the Casino Culture reading The 
Gambler by Tolstoy. Moscow casinos today run by Putin. The Trump Taj Mahal 
casino in Atlantic City in 1990. 

7-28-2020 Deep Minds in Georgia and Canada; USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub firing 
off 40 H-Bombs at the same time from his Sub. Open Pit Minds at Star Wars 
Technology in the classroom. Nuke Subs from the first one built to the fleet of 100's 
of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. 



7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds; coronavirus in the Small Georgia Classroom in 
Jefferson on the worlds fastest super computer. A simulations of the Deepest Minds 
in a Small Georgia Classroom, or just a iMac in a Georgia Classroom and I would 
bet the Deep Pockets of Jimmy Carter never bought even one iMac at $15,384 for 
any classrooms in Georgia, a war crime as Jimmy Carter has pictures of the USS 
Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub firing off 40 H-Bombs at the same time from his Sub in 
every School in Georgia. 

7-28-2020 The Exodus Virus to Sirius Aliens closed the fleet of Nuke Subs and 
Destroyers with its virus on the ships infecting all. 

7-28-2020 New ads Einstein 500 Times Faster than the speed of light with ads on 
Facebook! A science article in the NY Times on 500 Times faster than the speed of 
light in a Live Streaming Verizon Call from Aliens picked up... How its Made! 

7-28-2020 Do We Believe in U.F.O.s? That’s the Wrong Question; Would Amazon 1 
Click Prime with 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors get 
someone to invent 500 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Live 
Streaming call from Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Maybe but a better 1 Click prime is the 
Rabbis with 1,001 Jews clicking on this 1 click Prime invention project named 
Einstein 500 Times Faster than the speed of light with ads on Facebook to click on. 
Grin. Better than the Wasp Lawyers DUI ads on Facebook for dunk Jews getting 
out of a DUI arrest. Rank does count for this 5-4 vote too. Ha! How many Rabbis 
have gotten a DUI? Deep Minded Rabbis can cure ALL DUI's. Win a Nobel. 

7-28-2020 Coronavirus closed the World's Navy, all War Ships! 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; Voronya cave in Georgia is 
the deepest cave in the world, reaching down 7,208 feet. The cave actually has two 
names – Krubera was given to it in the 1960s, after the Russian geographer 



Alexander Kruber but the explorers who came later called it “Voronya Cave” 
which means “Cave of Crows” 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; catalysis for... 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; The deepest mine on Earth is 
Mponeng Mine in South Africa, at a depth of 13,123 feet. However, the mine that 
goes deepest below sea level is Kidd Mine in Ontario, Canada which reaches 8,967 
feet below sea level. The total depth is around 10,000 feet and as it’s so far north, it 
is closer to the center of the Earth than any other mine. 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; Gravity Engine technology at 
the New Canada Gold Mine in Alaska; Open Pit a mile deep 4,000 feet deep with no 
self driving Dump Trucks loaded with Gold Mind's Masterminds!! Stadium Dome 
too! 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; Kola Superdeep Borehole and 
it’s the deepest hole ever drilled, at 40,230 feet underground. When the project 
started in 1970, the aim was 49,000 feet but the temperatures were higher than 
anyone expected -356F – and if they’d got to 49,000 feet it would have gone up to 
572F, which would be a difficult temperature for the drill to work out, even if it 
didn’t just melt. So drilling stopped in 1992 and reached a third of a way through 
the continental crust. 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Gravity Engine Times. Mr. Trump 
attending his father’s funeral at the Marble Collegiate Church in 1999... In Fred 
Trump’s world, Gravity was in the grave not at CERN Star Wars buildings at Lake 
Geneva. Will Trump ever visit Lake Geneva CERN, Hell No! 



7-28-2020 Open, Dig; Frederick Trump, had made a fortune in the Gold Rush 
before dying of the Spanish flu in 1918. 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; Taliban’s negotiating team, 
based in Doha, and Afghan leaders rich as Mecca without a God. Oil Gods of 
Moscow negotiating spy on the Jews planning Exodus to Sirius and 5-4 vote to sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 trillion. “I really loved my daughter,” she said. “She had 
joined the police out of poverty. Ms. Akbari said. “They told me ‘You are old, we 
respect you, but don’t come again.’” Deep Minds based in Doha at the Casino. 
British-Australian Academic Jailed in Iran Is Moved to Remote Prison Kylie 
Moore-Gilbert, 2 White Men at 1984 HQ “They told me ‘You are old, we respect 
you, but don’t come again.’” 

7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; 



7-28-2020 Open Pit Minds at Star Wars Technology; 

7-27-2020 Gravity Engine technology at the New Canada Gold Mine in Alaska; 
Open Pit a mile deep 4,000 feet deep with no self driving Dump Trucks loaded with 
Gold Mind's Masterminds!! Stadium Dome too! 

7-27-2020 Reassessing the General Dynamics legacy of Wasp Lawyers with 
Facebook ads for DUI arrest that symbolizes Herculean wasp lawyer scam deaths 



of 1.3 million in traffic as Road Rage wasp lawyer ads are also on Facebook and 
oppression to cure via iPhone 11 Max Dash Cam and iTickets. Dynamics of driving 
by fiery wrecks by Generals, Lawyers, Ginsburg when they could all be driving a 
Porsche Windmill Car up and down the Mountain Roads. And Ginsburg would 
have a life without Chemo. Ginsburg's autobiography movie with 1980 Porsche 
Windmill Cars and no 9/11 no gas stations no $4 gas. Elite Ruling Class Top 
Secrets, inner circle with Gas and Oil Kings protected by the Pentagon. No money 
to cure cancers with a Rx Recipe Manhattan Project. 5-4 vote you can not sue Saudi 
Arabia for $777 Trillion today. Dynamics of the Gravity Engine at CERN and 
Exodus by the Jewish Rabbis financed and invented from the spin offs of the 2020 
Ford Windmill Cars. 

7-27-2020 Gravity Engine technology at the New Canada Gold Mine in Alaska; 
Open Pit a mile deep 4,000 with no self driving Dump Trucks loaded with Gold 
Mind's Masterminds!! A Stadium Dome! 

7-27-2020 Reassessing the General Dynamics legacy of Canada Gold Mine 
Technology. Gravity Engine technology at the New Canada Gold Mine in Alaska 
Open Pit a mile deep 40 miles wide with no self driving Dump Trucks, A mining 
company plans to dig a pit, more than a mile square and a third of a mile deep, over 
two decades to obtain the metals, estimated to be worth at least $300 billion. 
Supporters say the project, known as the Pebble Mine, would be an economic boost 
for a remote region that has missed out on the North Slope oil boom and other 
resource-extraction development in the state over the past half century. It would 
employ nearly 1,000 people, and the Canada-based company, Northern Dynasty 
Minerals. 2020 Gold Mines in a Star Wars Technology of Windmill Cars all heated 
like your Alaska home 24/7 never getting into a cold car in Alaska or Moscow. Gold 
Mine open pit with self driving dump trucks too. Star Wars Gold Mine at Disney a 
new theme will expose the Canada Northern Dynasty Minerals as run of the mill 
Gold Mine Mad Men. 

7-27-2020 Reassessing the General Dynamics of Pentagon Self Driving Tanks!! 

7-27-2020 Reassessing the Dynamics at Moscow hospitals where 100's of women 
MD's work and work at getting a Nobel in Medicine, or would if a American 
Lawyer was looking for a MD Wife to cure cancer. Another story of Hollander 



without the murders and Wasp Poison in American Lawyers minds and Life Style 
of documents not Doctors. They know because his eyes never left hers, and because 
her eyes never left his, and because the promises they made were to win a Nobel in 
Medicine for Vision! Vision of Hawks and Dove's looking to win a Nobel in 
Medicine via Marriage to a Moscow MD. 4 of them when Putin decides to Make 
Polygamous Marriage Legal to keep up with the Moslems in Russia. 

7-27-2020 Reassessing the Dynamics of Hollander said he was so sick from a rare 
cancer that he could die at any moment, wondering aloud if he should sue his 
doctor for malpractice. Facebook has ads for this for cancer patients to sue their 
MD not the 2 White Men at HQ. His Russian Madonna a #10 Trump Model, his ex-
wife of marrying him only to obtain a green card via battered wife. At the time of 
the divorce, she was 25 and he was 53. Alcoholics from Moscow the world capital of 
alcoholics and the classical story of someone who felt scorned, but then took it to a 
delusional, psychotic level in his response to it,” said Nicholas J. Mundy, the 
divorce lawyer who represented Mr. Den Hollander’s ex-wife. After graduating 
high school in 1965, he briefly attended the University of Colorado. He graduated 
from the George Washington University Law School in 1985 and received his 
M.B.A. from Columbia Business School in 1997. 

7-27-2020 In late 2018, Mr. Den Hollander received a diagnosis of mucosal 
melanoma, a severe form of cancer, he wrote. 

7-27-2020 He graduated from the George Washington University Law School in 
1985. Jimmy Carters white house lawyers were driving the Porsche Windmill Cars 
in 1985 up and down mountain roads in Colorado passing by Greg in Boulder 
Colorado and heading back to the Peanut Plantation in Georgia. White House 
lawyers delusional, psychotic response to $4 gas in 1985 from the Saudi Oil 
Embargo and mile long lines at every gas station in the Mile High City's. War 
Crimes. 

7-27-2020 1984 HQ and the Lost Cure for Cancer and Wasp Lawyers World Wide; 
“It was a pleasure appearing before you, Your Honor,” Mr. Den Hollander told the 
judge, “but it is always personal.” 



7-27-2020 You Say We Need a Revolution; Next French Revolution will be titled 
"1,001 Nobels in Medicine" and the Paris Oil Men all Rabid Dogs of Oil Money 
Wars with Brain Cancer and Syphilis in the brain will be Paris History. Rx Recipe 
cures for Brain Cancer and Syphilis in the Brain will win 2 Nobels in Medicine too. 
Not your run of the Mill French Revolution as the Gravity Engine will be the Cake. 

7-27-2020 You Say We Need a Revolution; Supreme Court urges bar closures 
world wide, Moscow, Paris, Qatar, yes Qatar!! 

7-27-2020 You Say we need a cure for murder; iPhone 11 Max Dash cam for live 
aboard sail boats in Key West. iTickets on your sail boat. 

7-27-2020 You Say we need a cure for murder; Several Sheriff’s Office Deputies 
responded to Boot Key Harbor at the end of 30th Street at approximately 10:30 
p.m. regarding a shots fired call. Deputies heard multiple shots fired once they 
arrived. They spotted a man — later identified as Davis — in a dinghy and asked 
him at gunpoint if he had any weapons. Davis stated he threw them in the water. 
When asked if he was doing the shooting, Davis answered that he was. Davis then 
stated he killed a man. He was detained, Linhardt said. The deceased man was 
found in a dinghy nearby. Davis told detectives he shot the victim multiple times 
with a shotgun and then a .22-caliber rifle when the victim approached his sailboat 
in a dinghy. Davis stated he had been having ongoing issues with a group of other 
live-aboard residents, including the victim, recently. Davis stated he feared the 
group was vandalizing his boat and he was fearful they were going to set it on fire. 
Davis stated that when he saw the victim approaching his sailboat, he began 
shooting him, Linhardt said. Davis has been booked into the Monroe County jail. 

7-27-2020 You Say we need a cure for murder; 472 B.C., Aeschylus’s “The 
Persians” is considered the oldest surviving Greek play. This Dimitris Lignadis 
staging was broadcast live on Saturday from the ancient amphitheater of 
Epidaurus; 



7-27-2020 You Say we need amphitheater Play broadcast live from the Truman 
Key West Water Front park and amphitheater about a 472 B.C., Aeschylus’s “The 
Persians” Navy Battle. Aeschylus was not the first to write a play about the 
Persians — his older contemporary Phrynichus wrote two plays about them. The 
first, The Sack of Miletus (written in 493 BCE, 21 years before Aeschylus' play), 
concerned the destruction of an Ionian colony of Athens in Asia Minor by the 
Persians. For his portrayal of this brutal defeat, which emphasized Athens' 
abandonment of its colony, Phrynichus was fined and a law passed forbidding 
subsequent performances of his play. Truman Key West Water Front park and 
amphitheater at the Navy Dock, sunk Hospital Ships from the Yale Key West 
Medical School. Bombed on 3-4-2011 when Greg flew into Key West with $777 
Trillion inside the Ford Windmill Car. King of Saudi Arabia Plays the Pentagon 
Computer Games of War “The Persians.” Athens in a 1984 George Orwell Novel 
Play in 2020. Audience's sympathy for Warriors not the loss of Windmill Cars to 
the King of Saudi Arabia. During a production at Athens in 1965 the audience 
"rose to its feet en masse and interrupted the actors' dialogue with cheers." Cheers 
from the Drone Strikes, the audience "rose to its feet en masse and interrupted the 
actors' dialogue with cheers." 

7-27-2020 The Persians at the Edinburgh Festival and Los Angeles Festival in 1993, 
which articulated the play as a response to the Gulf War of 1990–1991. The 1990 
Ford Windmill Car's were hit by Drones. Cheers can be heard today by the King of 
Saudi Arabia watching the battle. 

7-27-2020 Gulf War of 1990–1991 troops on the Winds of War not in the Ford 
Windmill Cars! 

7-27-2020 104 Great Dr. Olivia de Havilland MD Brain Surgeon Movies to Stream, 
a Women 'House MD' with a brain surgeon personality dialog. At 104 doing brain 
surgery diagnosis like House MD the Art of the Diagnosis Doctor with a Team 
movie goer shock and awe. Brain Surgery the de Havilland MD movies. Gone with 
the Winds of Clint Eastwood's Snipers and Bounty Hunters. Addictions in the 
Brain. 



7-27-2020 104 Great Dr. Olivia de Havilland MD Brain Surgeon Movies 

7-27-2020 90 Clint Eastwood Movies to Cure with Brain Surgery by Dr. Olivia de 
Havilland MD and Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in an NY Times article on art of the 
Diagnosis on Clint Eastwoods Killings of Nobel Prize in Medicine Winners, their 
Movies. 

7-27-2020 104 Great Dr. Olivia de Havilland MD Brain Surgeon Movies Written by 
these 4 Girls on iMac at Hollywood Starbucks. 



7-27-2020 104 Great Dr. Olivia de Havilland MD Brain Surgeon Movies Written by 
these 4 Girls on iMac at Hollywood Starbucks. 

7-27-2020 

7-26-2020 General Dynamics Disney Galaxy Edge there is no edge to the Galaxy's 
they go on forever! General Dynamics of the Universe Winds so powerful that God 
must live inside it, Blowing Our Way Gravity Engine Cars. 



7-26-2020 Bounty Hunters Stretching Limits of Their Authority; worse Dynamics 
at General Dynamics Windmill Technology Division. -254 C cold windmill 
generators for super conductivity spin off iPod size GE electric generators. 
Dynamics of technology spin offs driving to the Gravity Engine broken by Bounty 
Hunters. Gravity of this loss of technology will win a Nobel. 

1271 Avenue of the America with a West Point Medical School Culture. Time, Life, 
and Gravity Engine Ambulance at Star Wars Disney. Disney Galaxy Edge there is 
no edge to the Galaxy's they go on forever! 

7-26-2020 Wasp Lawyer created by Harvard Law School, not curable by Yale 
Medical School and the Supreme Court '1984' Supreme Court Justices, Ginsburg 
and Hollander had received a terminal cancer diagnosis, and F.B.I. agents earlier 
this week were exploring whether that news set him off on a mission of revenge... vs 
a mission to discover a Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer. Path of revenge or path of 
cancer cure was a drive voted by the Windmill Car's Lost spin off inventions at the 
Supreme court for Diesel we breath in the air and DNA of kids with cancer. No we 
can't sue Saudi Arabia or the Supreme Court. Wasp Lawyers give us something to 
write about but MD's writing in the Medical Journals not the Law Journals can 
give us a Rx Recipe diagnosis and treatment for our Orwell Virus infecting the vote 
at the Supreme Court. Brain Cancer diagnosis with no cure tweets by Trump. Or 
calls to Jimmy Carter about working on a Brain Cancer Recipe from Georgia. 
Immunotherapy. 

7-26-2020 Doctor oncologists who treated the Wasp Lawyer Hollander, out for 
revenge not a cure for cancers! Oncologist treats cancer using chemotherapy or 
other medications, such as targeted therapy or immunotherapy. $7 Trillion for 
Immunotherapy Research was voted down 5-4 at the Supreme Court in their ruling 
we can't sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion and use $7 trillion to cure cancer. 

7-26-2020 Wasp Lawyers 1,001 or millions of them created by our Orwell Culture 
and Diesel Mercedes vs Porsche Windmill Car Culture at the Supreme Court and 
its Army of Lawyers Bounty Hunters Stretching Limits of Their Authority cheering 
on Drone Strikes on women and children and Road Kills from DUI ads on 



Facebook. Go free if you get a DUI ads by Lawyers in every city and town in the 
USA gives us a culture of Road Rage Men not out to cure cancer at Starbucks iMac 
lab so at the Supreme Court they rule teachers have to grade papers in Starbucks 
parking lot during the virus plague. Comcast vs WiFi for all is like pulling teeth 
with Dentists for All. VA Hospitals for all Breast Cancer women, Hell No. Yes the 
Supreme Courted voted 5-4 and this is classified. VA Hospitals for all Breast 
Cancer women, Hell No. 

7-26-2020 Wasp Lawyers 1,001 Hollander copycat murder another Federal Judge. 
Yes the FBI can track this down before the murder? Yes AI software can scan vent 
every Wasp lawyer in the USA and World Wide. Paris and London. 

7-26-2020 Wasp Lawyers 1,001 think want murders Hollander would have 
committed if he got a ticket for DUI and lost the case in court. 

7-26-2020 How many Wasp Lawyers killed their Wife in 2020? “OK now David, I 
have another client, Alexandra Brodman, she’s a lawyer from Greenwich,” he 
recalled the matchmaker saying. 

7-26-2020 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage in a contract to Win 
a Nobel in Medicine. Ms. Salerno was looking for women whom she felt were 
compatible for Mr. Golden, who is now 41 and an elected member and family 
trustee of the Ochs-Sulzberger family, which publishes The New York Times. In 
nearly three years he had been set up on an estimated 200 blind dates through 
Tawkify. MD women matchmaker’s system, making Nobels happen by reading a 
NY Times article on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with links and specs on all 1,001. 
Matchmaker’s system! 

7-26-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ wanted to keep the Draft going after Vietnam, 
knowing it would cause a few deaths and ruined lives but they went ahead with the 



Draft anyway. Then a Wasp Lawyer filed a federal lawsuit in federal court in 
Newark challenging the male-only military draft... 1984 White Men at HQ Bounty 
Hunters Stretching Limits of Their Authority, Draft a Law to Register for the Draft 
knowing it will cause deaths and ruined lives do it anyway instead of savings these 
lives. Like revenge instead of a cure for cancer. Like Diesel Mercedes instead of 
Porsche Windmill Cars. Wasp Lawyers the one's at 1984 HQ who kept the Draft 
going. 2009 Pulitzer Prize 2009 Nobel Prize Culture. From writing about Wasp 
Lawyers like Hollander and 1984 HQ Lawyers. Art of the diagnosis. Cure cancer or 
find the cause of cancer in Lawyers. Hollanders cancer was caused by... not in the 
FBI comments. 

7-26-2020 These Radical Thrillers Fantasized About Dismantling the Police the FBI 
driving by Fiery Wrecks on the side of the road, Police in cop cars at a traffic stop 
writing a ticket in times of iTickets rear ended bursting into flames by the 100's a 
year world wide and the 2 White Men Wasp Lawyers at 1984 HQ defending the 
Draft Law they wrote along with defending Prince Salman's Bone Saw killings and 
fiery wrecks world wide so many drive by in traffic in Paris and London. Orwells 
Down and Out in Paris and London Novel will be rewritten to include fiery Wrecks 
in Paris and London today with the Queen driving by without stopping to put a 
End to Cancer or Fiery Wrecks. A War Crime. These Radical Thrillers Fantasized 
About Dismantling the Police the FBI driving by Fiery Wrecks. All 3 are written up 
in Sunday's NY Times today. 

7-26-2020 Draft Lawyers at 1984 HQ Are Not Qualified to Lead Society to a cure 
for Cancer. If they were really smart Lawyers they would have drafted West Point 
to West Point Medical School instead of the ruin of so many Generals Life and Hell 
to Pay for so many Drone Strikes on Women and Children and God has the 
cheering videos too. So stupid too as they know Time and Gravity are CERN God 
Particles. Grin. Classified! 

7-26-2020 "Donald Trump Is the Best Ever President in the History of the Cosmos" 
By FRANK BRUNI 

7-26-2020 Empty 9/11 Freedom Tower of 1,001 Medical School Students, No Power 
Lunches that are Heart Healthy: Midtown Is Omen for N.Y.C. 7,500 workers are 
missing from a Starbucks Skyscraper in NY City. A food cart sells 10 hot dogs a 
day. The virus’s effect on one block in NYC could be a vision of the city’s future. 



Nobel War to cure cancer and all 1,001 virus infecting men and women today. 

7-26-2020 Empty 9/11 Freedom Tower of 1,001 Medical School Students, No Power 
Lunches! Time & Life Building, now called 1271 Avenue of the Americas, can hold 
up to 8,000 workers, but these days only about 500 typically show up none are 
Medical School Students and Starbucks turned off the WiFi and there are no 
iMac's inside Starbucks or People. Nobel in Medicine catastrophe loss, a cascade of 
loss upon loss that threatens to alter the very identity of the city’s corporate base. 
The coronavirus’s to Breast Ovary cancer Rx Recipes loss Nobels and 1 million 
Pink women from NYC. 

1271 Avenue of the America with a West Point Medical School Culture. Time, Life, 
and Gravity Engine Ambulance at Star Wars Disney. Galaxy Edge there is no edge 
to the Galaxy's they go on forever! 

7-26-2020 The Rockefeller Group, the building’s owner, emptied 1271 Avenue of 
the Americas. The building reopened last year, and the law firm Blank Rome. 
Lawyers 1,001 vs 1,001 Medical school Students on Avenue of the Americas, you do 
the Math! Before the pandemic, it was not unusual for corporate-card spenders at 
the Capital Grille to buy hundreds of dollars’ worth of drinks in a night, no 
mention of the 100's of DUI's or any DUI's. Taft Hotel. Its more than 400 
apartments, rented out to companies based in the area, including The New York 
Times. 

7-26-2020 NY Times reporting on the opening in Manhattan of the Porsche 
Windmill Car Dealerships and No Rents for 1 year. N.Y.C., Facing Pandemic 
Fallout, Freezes Rent for 2 Million Tenants for a Year. No Freezing or hot cars ever 
again as the Porsche Windmill Cars are climate controlled at 75 F just like the 
technology in the Manhattan Skyscrapers. Everyone got fat facing the Pandemic 
Virus stay at home orders and no Rx Recipe Latte invented by a Medical School 
Student to keep you skinny! 



7-26-2020 Detect the cause of the cancer article in the NY Times; More than 52,000 
new cases of thyroid cancer are diagnosed each year, according to the American 
Cancer Society. Women are over three times as likely to develop the cancer as men. 
The association noted that until recently, thyroid cancer was “the most rapidly 
increasing cancer” because of increased detection. A Viewer Spotted a Lump on 
Her Neck. Now, She’s Having a Tumor Removed. Victoria Price, an investigative 
reporter in Tampa, Fla., said she was grateful that a viewer sent her a terse email 
suggesting that she get her thyroid checked out. By Johnny Diaz. The most common 
cause of 52K thyroid cancers is know but not in this NY Times article. 

7-26-2020 MD vs Lawyer competitions; Nobels for Lawyers Zero! Global Antitrust 
Institute, a part of the Antonin Scalia Law School at George Mason University in 
Fairfax, Va. Pink Rx Recipe Cure underpinnings of competition law MD vs 
Lawyers. MD vs Lawyers meal black cherry salad that was the star of our last-
minute, four-course vegan meal. Scalia Law School meal was steak and $40 a glass 
wine for free as much as you could drink with no warning label about cancer. 

7-26-2020 NY Times When asked whether she would have let her staff attend 
conferences on the cause of cancers for articles they said check with the Lawyers. 
Who have cancer and don't know the cause. 

7-26-2020 Damn and Dam; Damn today is made from CERN time and Gravity 
Quarks; Other Dam was built on gneiss and quartzite and is made of concrete — 80 
feet at its thickest point. But over six decades of the waters’ rushing through it, 
tumbling over it and crashing down on its other side have eroded the dam’s 
foundations and carved a pit at its base. Its plunge pool is now a 266-foot-deep 
crater. the Kariba Dam will not just fail but fall. 

7-26-2020 Damn and Dam; The CERN Damn will not fail unless Gravity Engine 
Cars are not invented by Christmas Day 2021. 2020 would be a miracle for CERN. 
...a torrent so powerful that it would knock down another dam a hundred miles 
away, the Cahora Bassa in Mozambique. 100 Light Years away up close and 
personal with Aliens and listening to their YouTube videos would be so powerful 
that it would knock down the Worlds Military! 



7-26-2020 Damn and Dam; The lives of 7 billion of people are at stake, flood gates 
with Bill Gates and Prince Salmon's $777 Trillion flood, bursting of the Damn. One 
of our most ambitious efforts to harness Damn the Bone Saw killers and their flood 
of Oil Money. The power of natures Gravity and Time has left us exposed to 
nature’s 100 light years from Earth not just 13 Billion light years to the end of the 
Universe. What came first at NASA and CERN. 

7-26-2020 Damn and Dam; A failure of our power of prophecy Exodus by the Jews 
held up by Wars instead of Star Wars Exodus by the Rabbis. Military damned the 
Rabbis to Hell. Dam,” “the whole idea of knowing everything and everyone within 
100 light years was heart stopping this Star River was absurd.” The Universe so 
powerful that it seemed that a god must live inside it. Crossing back and forth to 
the Stars court brides so Alien for so long because of Never Ending Wars on Earth, 
Damn! 



5-4 Vote for the Porsche Windmill Car! 



Crossing back and forth to the Stars court brides so Alien for so long because of 
Never Ending Wars on Earth, Damn! 

7-25-2020 Tell All Book "How General Dynamics" avoided thinking about all the 
Risk and Deaths not building the Windmill Ships in 1998 and again in 2020. 



7-25-2020 A Park Avenue Duplex With Views in Every Direction, Sirius. The 
sprawling apartment, owned by Mary Wells Lawrence, a pioneering woman in 
advertising, “I Love New York 9/11 Freedom Towers Medical School Skyscraper” 
Sue Saudi Arabia prevent a Plague of Bone Saw's Sales ads by 9/11 Terrorists 
living in Riches beyond belief, beyond belief is the Law we could not sue Saudi 
Arabia for 9/11. 

7-25-2020 ‘Mugged by Reality,’ Trump's Mother's Mugging didn't stop Mary from 
being Mugged yesterday in NYC just a deleted tweet by Trump and the Editors at 
the NY Times. 

7-25-2020 Erdogan Fulfills Cherished Goal, Opening Hagia Sophia Catholic 
Church to Moslems as a Mosque, 1 of 1 million new Mosque in 2020 when Turkey 
Citizens need Yale Urgent Care Clinics. 

7-25-2020 Pray for a heart transplant or cardiac arrest warrant from the MD 
Rabbis. It's Urgent the Jews build 1 million Yale Urgent Care Clinics for cardiac 
arrest so they can arrest Exodus to Sirius. Friday Prayers facing Mecca 5 times a 
day to pray for the God Sent Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion from $4 gas on the 4th 
of July in the USA. Terrorists against the USA are BP Oil, Exxon Mobil, Royal 
Dutch Shell, all fueling Mecca and 1 billion Mosques not Yale Urgent Care Clinics. 

7-25-2020 $775 Billion Plan to Help Care givers cure brain cancer and other 
childhood cancers. Should the Child Care Industry Get a bunch of new Rx at Day 



Care instead of calling mom to pick up the kid. Should all Child Care Centers get a 
MD. Military Base Care Centers should have called the Base MD decades ago to 
visit and stay a while longer. C.D.C. Calls on Schools to Reopen, Downplaying 
"Playing Doctor with a Real MD' in the hallways, face recognition tech that can 
diagnoses a fever or Measles strep throat and swimmers ear and have the Rx filled 
in minutes not hours or days or years like Dr. Lisa Sanders MD writes in the NY 
Times in art of the Diagnosis by the School Nurse vs School Doctor with AI 
Cameras in infrared tech. 

7-25-2020 Cardigan an Old Cardigan worn to the New West Point Medical School 
by Taylor Swift the Caregiver with the Rx Recipe Song bake sale Recipes in a New 
Universe with Rx Recipes for Girl Scouts who can get a General Dad to Hack them, 
trade secrets. Win 10 code to stop the blue screen of death and the bully Bill Gates 
in the Cloud today in control of your Rx Recipes locked while mom dies a tortured 
death. The Video swimming in a waterfall of Recipes getting out putting on my rich 
Old Navy Cardigan with MD and Name Dr. Taylor Swift MD Caregiver with $775 
Billion to cure brain cancer that is not on Bill Gates Bucket List. In the Clouds 
Cloud to Cloud Lightning - Lightning never striking anyone dead ever again. My 
Nobel Recipe for its invention in a song about an Old Navy Cardigan. Richer Old 
Navy Cardigan for Doctors. 

7-25-2020 “Kanaloa class” vessels, a reference to an ocean god in Hawaiian 
mythology. God of Gravity Vessels is named CERN. 

7-25-2020 God of War; "Roadkills" by Ted Yoho and Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz 
bounty hunters in Never Ending Wars in Love with Drones, Missiles, not Porsche 
Windmill Cars racing up the Mountain Roads with the lovely Cortez her long hair 
whipping to the music of 100,000 Porsche Windmill Cars on Mountain Roads paid 
for by the Pentagon. Built by Bounty Hunters. 



7-25-2020 Cabin Fever is that today the Cabin is Earth and the Fever is for Jewish 
Aliens at Sirius. 

7-25-2020 1998 Windmill Class Container Ships at General Dynamics; Pentagon 
Generals refused to build 1998 Model Container Ships or Navy Ships with 
Windmill Power. Trumps Tell All Books are in the Wind of invention Wars like 
Edison and AC/DC History of Navy Ships. NASSCO, which has been operating a 
few miles from downtown San Diego for nearly 60 years and became a division of 
General Dynamics in 1998, produces both commercial and military ships none are 
Windmill Powered in 2020. 

7-25-2020 Essential Rx Recipe Cure for 1,001 Virus and diseases, a essential 
business, Hell No. Considered an essential business, especially because of its 
government contracts, NASSCO didn’t halt its Ship Building operations as the 
spread of the coronavirus forced workplaces to close of did it Ship a Rx Recipe 
Cure for 1,001 Virus and diseases is also a essential business of the USA, Hell No No 
Nobel in Medicine Ships Built by the Government of the USA or NASSCO Top 
Brass Who's family's got sick and some died not from War but disease that could 
have been cured with the 1998 Windmill Ship Building!! 

7-25-2020 Elementary school students in a contest named cranes not Virus and 
Diseases or the First 100 Windmill Ships built by General Dynamics which some 
are named Animal Farm Windmill Dynamics for George Orwells novel Animal 



Farm. And the Dynamics of World Literature changing the Dynamics of just what 
George Orwell wrote in Animal Farm and the Windmill God Send from reading 
Animal Farm in 1980. Logan Lion and Big Dipper by a pair of elementary kids who 
still have not read about the windmill Ships and cars George Orwell wrote into 
Animal Farms Windmill. Yale Literature Classes for more Windmill inspired 
inventions is a Tell All Yale Class for English Literature Majors. Animal Farm is 
required reading. Spin offs from its Windmill will get some one to invent the 
Gravity Engine a Windfall for Ship Building at General Dynamics. 

7-25-2020 General Dynamics ‘Home-Schooling dissecting Covid-19 virus side by 
side with 1,001 other virus will get someone a Nobel in Medicine. General Dynamics 
at Amazon Prime 1 Click with 1,001 virus for home schooling would be called the 
"Dynamics Home Schooling" on Amazon Prime. 

7-25-2020 Tell All Book "How General Dynamics" avoided thinking about all the 
Risk and Deaths not building the Windmill Ships in 1998 and again in 2020. 

7-25-2020 ‘Mugged by Reality,’ Trump's Mother's Mugging didn't stop Mary from 
being Mugged yesterday in NYC just a deleted tweet by Trump and the Editors at 
the NY Times. 

7-25-2020 Israel’s Netanyahu Faces Fury for 100,000 Virus Deaths and 1,000,000 
Jewish Windmill Cars, Exodus Models that can drive 500 times faster than the 
speed of light thanks to the Rabbi Einstein spin off of Einstein 1,001 IP invention 



projects Comcast Cable made TV shows and Movies. Netanyahu Made Movies for 
Prince Salman not Einstein Rabbis. 

7-25-2020 Calgary Canada Dr. Fairie doesn’t just read old newspapers, he also 
frequently posts oddities from them on Twitter. They have included a salad recipe 
that uses four doughnuts as its principal ingredient. 

7-25-2020 Calgary Starbucks with a Rx Recipe for the Rx Pink Latte was censored 
by the Calgary Newspaper and Dr. Fairie. Cause of 800 breast cancers is; A 
microbrewery in Calgary’s Inglewood neighborhood is brewing... After buying 
several pounds of the items, he found that food safety laws now ban them as 
possible carcinogens. Coors and Cronk in Canada to fully ferment to eliminate any 
danger that its bottles will explode, into Riots by Pink Women in Canada who know 
their breast cancer was caused by alcohol fermenting by Men with the wrong 
recipe. Dr. Fairie hope to find when he cracks open his first bottle of Cronk next 
month? “I’m hoping it’s either a 10 out of 10 or a zero out of 10,” he said. 

7-25-2020 “The worst case scenario would be that it would be kind of boring.” Pink 
is not getting Boring unless you are Dr. Fairie in Canada drinking Coors. War with 
Canada over Warning Labels on Coors must included a salad recipe that uses four 
doughnuts and a Rx Recipe that cures breast cancers caused by alcohol. 

7-25-2020 “I Love New York” campaign is leaving New York — for now. Mary 
Wells Lawrence three years after the death of her husband, Harding L. Lawrence, 



who was chairman and chief executive of Braniff International Airways and once 
an advertising client. By then, her ad agency had long been shuttered, having 
ceased operations in 1998 after a sale to Boulet Dru Dupuy Petit. 

7-25-2020 “I Love New York 9/11 Freedom Towers Medical School Skyscraper” 
Wells Rich Greene advertising agency Freedom Towers Medical School ad agency 
“Plop plop, fizz fizz” jingle for Alka-Seltzer and the “Trust the Midas Touch” and 
“Flick Your Bic” slogans “I Love New York” campaign! I Love New York letting 
us Sue the Hell out of Saudi Arabia for 9/11 Terrorists! 515 Park Avenue The 
building, developed by Zeckendorf Development and completed in 2000 without 
any window windmills, is $27.95 million plus $30K a month is for sale by 92 year 
old Mary, she is moving nearer to the London BP Oil Hospital. 

7-25-2020 A Park Avenue Duplex With Views in Every Direction, Sirius. The 
sprawling apartment, owned by Mary Wells Lawrence, a pioneering woman in 
advertising, “I Love New York 9/11 Freedom Towers Medical School Skyscraper” 
Sue Saudi Arabia prevent a Plague of Bone Saw's Sales ads by 9/11 Terrorists 
living in Riches beyond belief, beyond belief is the Law we could not sue Saudi 
Arabia for 9/11. 

7-25-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 



7-24-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 

7-24-2020 Yoho killed 100's of cops on the side of the road writing a ticket... 

7-24-2020 FBI "She's Out of My League" Representative Ted Yoho, a Florida 
Republican, had used to refer to her. “In front of reporters, Representative Yoho 
called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’” she said, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Ted 
Yoho and Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! FBI had driven by 100's of fiery wrecks without stopping to help 
so someone should tell Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez she is playing War with mass 



murderers, and if she test drives the Porsche WindmillCAR with radar she will 
count 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 all preventable by the FBI and Ted Yoho 
and Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz who the FBI will arrest for murders! 

7-24-2020 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez she is playing War with mass murderers; 
Cortez can watch the Drone Strikes but 'Can't'! FTA from Vietnam to 
Afghanistan! Damn the Universe. Yoho to Trump to Salman! Cortez can watch the 
Drone Strikes but 'Can't'!! 

7-24-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 

7-24-2020 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is smart and beautiful and so down-to-earth 
an so out of her men's league of killing women and children in so many Wars that 
never End,” "She's Out of Her League of Women who would not kill if ordered to 
by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ" Representative Ted Yoho has killed 100's of 
women and children, he is a bone saw killer too. 

7-24-2020 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez she is playing War with mass murderers; The 
U.S. military, after a deal with the Taliban in February that was supposed to 
produce something resembling a cease-fire between them, has quietly returned to 
striking Taliban units that it sees as preparing attacks on its Afghan allies, but it no 
longer officially acknowledges those strikes, the dead women and children. 

7-24-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 

7-24-2020 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez she is playing War with mass murderers; 1.3 
million dead in the traffic in 2020 world wide and her men killed Radar on Porsche 
Windmill Cars and Zero dead in the traffic battlefields world wide because the 
Radar cost more than the Porsche Windmill Car. 



7-24-2020 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez she is playing War with mass murderers; 1 
million Pink women tortured then killed by her men in the senate! $7 trillion Rx 
Recipe Latte at Starbucks cure was killed by her men in the Senate. 

7-24-2020 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez will never read off standing in front of the 
Senate. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is a daughter, wife, mother not a Warrior who 
kills 100's a day with drones and missiles in Afghanistan. Cheering on the Drone 
strikes! Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is cheering on her victor in the Senate for being 
called a F... B... while a 100 dead Women lay on the battlefields of Warriors. 100's 
of Diesel Mercedes race up and down Afghan mountain roads built by the USA 
today. All driven by Warriors. Perks for bounty hunters. 

7-24-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 

7-24-2020 Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Unleashes a Condemnation of Sexism in 
Congress Not Senators who killed 100 Women and children yesterday and will kill 
100 more tomorrow. Cortez can watch the Drone Strikes but 'Can't'!! 

7-24-2020 Yoho to Trump to Salman! Cortez can watch the Drone Strikes but 



'Can't'!! Bone Saw killings by Yoho. 

7-24-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 

7-24-2020 Bone Saw killings by Yoho "Cortez; She's Out of their Warrior Killings 
League" Then will H-Bomb Iran for selling its oil in times of Porsche Windmill 
Cars! 

7-24-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 



7-24-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 

Ocasio-Cortez Unleashes a Condemnation of Sexism in Congress Not Senators who 
killed 100 Women and children yesterday and will kill 100 more tomorrow. Cortez 
can watch the Drone Strikes but 'Can't'! 

Yoho to Trump to Salman! Cortez can watch the Drone Strikes but 'Can't'!! 

"She's Out of My League" Mary Trump vs Small Fry Lisa Jobs. Cure for Trump 
when he is forced to quit because of brain cancer and Small Fry Lisa Jobs ready to 
cook 

7-24-2020 Today White House Out of My League Push for a new FBI Building not 
a cure for FBI agents who have brain cancer today. 



7-24-2020 Today White House Out of My League Push for a new FBI Building not 
the West Point Medical School painted Pink. "4 Yale MD Professors are; She's Out 
of My League at the FBI Lawyers Lounge" No FBI conversation starters but 
cardiac arrest, grin. A new FBI building White not Pink is against the Law. 

7-24-2020 FBI "She's Out of My League" Representative Ted Yoho, a Florida 
Republican, had used to refer to her. “In front of reporters, Representative Yoho 
called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’” she said, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Ted 
Yoho and Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! FBI had driven by 100's of fiery wrecks without stopping to help 
so someone should tell Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez she is playing War with mass 
murderers, and if she test drives the Porsche WindmillCAR with radar she will 
count 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 all preventable by the FBI and Ted Yoho 
and Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz who the FBI will arrest for murders! 

7-24-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 

7-24-2020 FBI "She's Out of My League" Not Driving to the West Point Medical 
School Today in a Radar 2020 Porsche Windmill Car is out of the Ivy League 
Lawyers at the FBI. This is in League with the CIA and KGB Oil League. A New 
Whit House Palace for the FBI along with 1 Million new gas stations for China and 
India along with trillions of miles of High Power lines from GE Electric. 

Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are two of the Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! 3 Great Mysteries About Alien Life in the Universe killed by 
Yoho, and Wounded Warriors. 



7-24-2020 "She's Out of My League" said Bill Gates says "serious mistakes were 
made" in Win 10 a plague on Nobels in Medicine. Bill Gates says US coronavirus 
crisis is a killer, one like Win 10 In an interview with CBS News, as iMac's at 
$15,384 with apps, software, Rx Recipes, 1,001 IP invention projects pre loaded and 
on Amazon prime would have given us a Nobel in Medicine for all Virus like 
Pasteur and Cow pox and Chicken Pox discoveries. Salk with his pink dot on a 
sugar cube for Polio vaccine. Bill Gates says breast ovary cancer Rx Recipe cure 
would have been discovered on an iMac at Starbucks Paris not Qatar were he and 
Melinda have their second home. Bill Gates says "serious mistakes were made" 
sitting next to Prince Salman in his Palace. Tell All Book by Bill Gates about the 
bone saw killer on Amazon. 

7-24-2020 Whiplash Lawsuits in a car wreck call Trumps Lawyers at... iPhone 11 
Max Dash Cams at all zigzags in back, sides, front we have vision!! Headwind and 
Head on crash today in a Diesel Mercedes not a Porsche Windmill Car 

7-24-2020 AT&T Signed Up 4 Million HBO Max Customers. “We still have work to 
do to educate and motivate” customers to adopt the newer service at West Point 
Medical School, get paid to win a Nobel in Medicine with 1,001 Invention Project 
Medical TV shows many with advanced MRI and CT machines on Auto Cad and 
super computer simulations to help you invent the Star Wars Disney MRI and CT 
along with the Star Wars Blood Test. CNN, TNT and TBS viewers are; "She's Out 
of My League" CNN, TNT and TBS will not motivate you to work on 1,001 IP 
invention projects! 



7-24-2020 100's of Clint Eastwood movies with 4 Yale MD Women driving a 
Porsche Windmill Car; Alfa Romeo Duetto Spider, racing to bust up a wedding in 
“The Graduate.” The 1966 Ford Thunderbird in “Thelma and Louise,” frozen in 
flight above the Grand Canyon in the title pair’s climactic act of outlaw defiance. 
And Grace Kelly, in white gloves and a signature coral scarf, driving Cary Grant to 
distraction in a Sunbeam Alpine in “To Catch a Thief.” 

7-24-2020 And Grace Kelly, 90 with Clint Eastwood at 90. Convertibles in 2020 
Model Windmill Porsche. Wind over your head and the Star Wars Radar on these 
new convertibles. Ferrari F8 Spider, one of several convertibles, for a range of 
budgets, that I tested in recent weeks. Not the Windmill Ferrari though, grin. 
Forbidden fruits of the Windmill Ferrari like Radar. Never crash your Ferrari. 
$397,000 out-the-door price specified about $40,000 worth of optional carbon-fiber 
trim — enough to buy some entire convertibles. Radar cost more than the Ferrari 
too. 

7-24-2020 Gorden Wagener, Mercedes-Benz’s chief designer of gasoline cars in 
times of Windmill Cars. Gorden must lose his train of thoughts like NASA Rocket 
Scientists lose their train of thoughts thinking about the 100 Car Train of Super 
Shuttles lost to Diesel Mercedes vote in the Supreme Court 8-4. “I love a 
convertible drive on a beautiful summer night, seeing the stars,” Aliens Zipped 
around the Catskills Drivers Minds. Aliens and Jewish Aliens Drive, spark a 
“eureka” moment, Decade ago driving a Windmill Porsche, crashed by Warriors in 
the Senate for Never Ending Wars in Afghanistan and $300 million a week in oil 
revenues from Baghdad. 



7-24-2020 "She's Out of My League" Wounded Warriors driving up and down the 
mountain roads in Afghanistan today, bounty hunters paid by Putin and Senators. 
Snipers paid by Clint Eastwood movies. The romance of the open road hasn’t led 
Americans to rediscover convertibles, perhaps the dangers of Jewish Aliens at 
Sirius is a War the Senate's Wounded Warriors want to leave to the Jewish Exodus 
Rabbis. 

7-24-2020 Ferrari Driver Vorayuth Yoovidhaya, grandson of the energy drinks 
inventor, had fled the country after striking a police officer dead with his car in 
Bangkok in 2012. The police said at the time that he had been intoxicated and 
admitted that his car hit the officer, Wichean Glanprasert. Thailand said they had 
dropped the last remaining charges against a wealthy playboy on Friday, eight 
years after he struck and killed an officer with his Ferrari and fled the country. 
Soon after the crash, Mr. Vorayuth’s family paid the police officer’s family nearly 
$100,000 in compensation and Mr. Vorayuth resumed his jet-set lifestyle, traveling 
around the world on private Red Bull jets, keeping a Porsche in London and 
staying in luxury hotels. Hit-and-Run Case Seen as Reflection of Inequality in 
Thailand elite drunk drivers, Red Bull Protest would go down like Bone Saw 
Protest against Prince Salman driving his Ferrari today. 

7-24-2020 By Charlie Warzel "This Column Is Not About Cancel Culture" Culture 
of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez when the men she is complaining about killed 100 
women Today. Culture of Warriors Culture is not in the Column by Charlie 
Warzel even if his name starts with war. "His Column Is Not About Cancel Culture 
of Star Wars driven by the Porsche Windmill Car then the Gravity Engine Car." 

7-24-2020 A Pedophile Writer Is on Trial. So Are the French Elite Oil Men, BP Oil 
Men, Russian Oil Men. Saudi Oil Men get a 2nd wife who is 12 year old and legal. 
In Paris Christopher Girard’s quits almost. 



7-24-2020 Pedophile Writers Movie Directors... 100's 

7-24-2020 Pedophile Senators... 100's 

7-24-2020 Pedophile Priests... 100's 

7-24-2020 Paris Deputy Mayor Quits After Protests Over Links to Pedophile 
Writer. Christophe Girard’s resignation followed growing calls from activists and 
fellow city councilors that he step down over his links to Gabriel Matzneff. 



7-24-2020 A Saudi Spy Chief Hid Abroad. With Appeals and Threats, M.B.S. Tried 
to Bring Him Back To try to force a former Saudi intelligence officer to return to 
the kingdom, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman asked for his help, targeted his 
family and sought to have him arrested abroad." By BEN HUBBARD 

7-24-2020 Clint Eastwood's new movie on Fiery Cop Cars in times of Porsche 
WindmillCars lost at the Supreme Court trial. Ginsburg's 5-4 

Yoho drove by this cops car on fire, 100's of fiery wrecks many cops writing a ticket 
on the side of the road... killer! 

7-24-2020 Bone Saw killings by Yoho "Cortez; She's Out of their Warrior Killings 
League" Then will H-Bomb Iran for selling its oil in times of Porsche Windmill 
Cars! 

7-24-2020 Yoho killed 100's of cops on the side of the road writing a ticket... 



7-24-2020 Yoho killed 100's of cops on the side of the road writing a ticket... 

7-24-2020 Yoho called me, and I quote: ‘A fucking bitch,’ said, Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, not realizing Yoho Just Finished killing 100's of Women and Children in 
the USA and Afghanistan! 

A New Clint Eastwood Movie, 100's of cops on the side of the road writing a ticket 
rear ended with all the flashing lights bursting into flames... 

7-23-2020 "She's Out of My League" 4 Yale MD Women, Wife's. A New Clint 
Eastwood Movie, Ha! Ha! Yes 4 MD Women at Yale are out of Clint Eastwood 
League And all of his Movies!! 



7-23-2020 "She's Out of My League" 4 Yale MD Women, at the NY Times!! The 
NY Times just paid about $25 million for the company, “Serial,” the series, 
investigative journalism project, “S-Town,” from Serial and “This American Life.” 
1,001 IP MD Invention Projects was not mentioned in this article about the Times 
purchase of "Serial" or any Yale MD Women. 

7-23-2020 'Serial' but would seem to fit into this AmericanTimes writers who could 
write up 1,001 IP invention projects for a inventors "Serial." 

7-23-2020 "She's Out of My League" Mary Trump vs Small Fry Lisa Jobs. Cure 
for Trump when he is forced to quit because of brain cancer and Small Fry Lisa 
Jobs ready to cook up a Rx Recipe book to cure brain cancer in Dictators. Dictators 
and Doctors is a Yale Medical School Class classified. 

7-23-2020 Official 1984 retaliated against Greg in Key West a Clint Eastwood 
movie, grin. 

7-23-2020 Judge in Key West ruling on Greg; Judge Orders Cohen Released, Citing 
‘Retaliation’ Over Tell-All Book. A judge agreed that federal officials had returned 
Michael D. Cohen to prison because he wanted to publish a book about President 
Trump. A judge ordered Michael Cohen released from prison, saying officials 
retaliated against him for writing a book about President Trump. 



7-23-2020 Angelina Shipilina + Hollander in Moscow as the first thing you think of 
looking at this picture is a Clint Eastwood movie "She's Out of My League" as the 
short and tall blond is more likely after Clint Eastwood even at 90 years old Clint 
Eastwood could hook up with this Russian women before Hollander and this 
picture will be in the next Eastwood movie titled "Russian Women" Marry to 
Enter the USA. And she will be a KGB agent in this movie. 

7-23-2020 Moscow MD women.. "She's Out of My League" they are to Angelina 
Shipilina 

7-23-2020 Moscow MD women.. "She's Out of My League" Putin will not marry a 
Moscow MD woman. 

7-23-2020 Eastwood movie "She's Out of My League" Angelina Shipilina + 
Hollander in Moscow. She's Out of My League can't touch Hollander Clint 



Eastwood at 90 will play her Husband Hollander, grin. 

Eastwood movie "She's Out of My League" Angelina Shipilina + Hollander in 
Moscow 



7-23-2020 Angelina Shipilina + Hollander in Moscow he worked for the corporate 
investigation agency Kroll Associates, and they wed in Krasnodar, Russia, in 
March 2000. This NY Times article didn't write anything about Angelina Shipilina 
work in Moscow. Shipilina secured a temporary US visa, and by July, the 
newlyweds were living in New York City. Hollander had amassed a litany of alleged 
grievances against his new wife, including that she had used him for a green card 
and falsely claimed to the police that he was abusive, according to his filing. 
Hollander’s federal case — filed on Valentine’s Day 2008 — was an intricate claim 
that the abuse allegation was concocted. A Law used, fraud and perjury to gain 
entry into the U.S. and to stay here, Russian women in Moscow know about this law 
when looking for a Man. 

7-23-2020 Sniper Clint Eastwood Sues, Says He Has Nothing to Do With CBD 
Products - Eastwood’s lawyer, Jordan Susman, is a Toxic Wasp Lawyer who drives 
a Diesel Mercedes but has wall paper of Windmill Porsche on his Chromebook, 
grin. Greg in Key West is not able to be reached for comment as Greg in Key West 
is a POW of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

7-23-2020 Immunity for Clint Eastwood Movies; Sniper Movie Clint knew about 
'Russian paid Bounty Hunters' and censored it out of the movie. 

7-23-2020 Sex Clips of Eastwood will go viral. Eastwood’s lengthy Hollywood 
career ranges from starring in tough-guy roles (“Dirty Harry”) to directing dramas 
like the best picture winner “Million Dollar Baby” (2004). He last directed 
“Richard Jewell” (2019), which attracted a storm of media attention for showing 



the journalist Kathy Scruggs trading sex for a scoop. 

7-23-2020 Sue Clint Eastwood; “I think it’s counterintuitive, people know that 
'American Snipers" and "Good Bad and the Ugly" should be the driving force in a 
teens Movie going. "West Point Medical School" should be ordered made by the 
Judge convicting Clint Eastwood of mass murder of teen life for millions. 

7-23-2020 Invention Movie Making app, putting IP invention projects into your 
movie making. 

7-23-2020 Angelina Shipilina + Hollander in new Clint Eastwood Movie titled; 
"Porsche Couples" 

7-23-2020 Scrutinize Toxic Wasp Stinging Lawyers Orders by Ginsburg, lets hope 
so as they are a swarm of Wasp who will kill more than one Judge's son today and 
again tomorrow! Lawyers with Windmill Porsche to “conquer the world,” of Law 
all the way to the Supreme Court thanks to Diesel Mercedes win in the Supreme 
Court vote 8-4 in favor of Diesel Mercedes vs Porsche Windmill Cars. Toxic air for 
women and children was not a law for these lawyers to obey. In the elite Cars of 
Lawyers and 1.3 million traffic deaths all preventable with Radar on Porsche 
WindmillCAR's! Mass Murder Arrest of Lawyers at 1984 HQ world wide. 

Eastwood movie "She's Out of My League" Lawyer Movie titled "Legally Blond" 



7-23-2020 Lawsuit millions throw out on orders from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
today all across the USA 

7-23-2020 British Immunity from the Plague of Mosquitos, Rabid Dogs, Virus and 
Pink Cancers lost to War's for $777 Trillion in gas station hold ups world wide. 

7-23-2020 British Cut Immunity for Some U.S. Diplomats’ Families After Fatal 
Crash a Hit And Run by an American Women. A Kids Heroic battle on a scooter in 
traffic going to a US military base. Not traffic of your ordinary drivers but Diesel 
Trucks and drivers on cells texting talking. 

7-23-2020 British Cut Immunity for Some U.S. Diplomats’ Birth Defects of some 
Families from Diesel Trucks and Mercedes going to a US military base is not 
classified or top secret its even News on MSNBC but no Bill and Melinda Gates 
Win 10 app on diesel particles in the air going to a military base vs Driving around 
Times Square NYC. 

7-23-2020 British Cut Immunity for Some U.S. Diplomats’ A Girl’s Heroic Battle 
Against the Taliban Was Also a Family Feud as her little brother joined the Special 
Olympics and he has childhood cancer. 

7-23-2020 British Cut Immunity for Some U.S. Diplomats’ How many and how 
much long will the Wounded Warriors kill children in scooter wrecks and enroll 
them in Special Olympics and cancer therapy? 

7-23-2020 Defying the Status Quo the Navy Seals are Fishing for 7 trillion tasty fish 
for 7 billion peoples breakfast, lunch, and dinners. Defying U.N. Ban, Chinese Ships 
Pay North Korea to Fish in Its Waters. Navy is not paying anyone to fish off Key 
West. 



7-23-2020 Fiery Cop Cars on the side of the road writing a ticket, someone will need 
a good lawyer when the NY Times goes viral with these statistics and headlines on 
Radar on Cars and iPhone 11 Max Dash Cams and iTickets technology from Bill 
and Melinda Gates. Microsoft and Wirecard provided the invisible financial 
plumbing that, with a wave of plastic over a card reader almost anywhere in the 
world, made transactions happen. Wave of Radar coming from a Porsche Windmill 
Car avoided the fiery wrecks rear ending a cop car with flashing lights on. Bill and 
Melinda Gates had carried out “an elaborate and sophisticated fraud.” leaving 
others to drive by fiery wrecks every day in big city traffic in Paris, Rome, London, 
Moscow. 

7-23-2020 Survival and numbers of those in the burn units are not a article for the 
NY Times Editors. Wrongdoing that built 1 million new gas stations in 2020 and 
gave us $4 Gas on the 4th of July riches for Mecca. Wirecard was smaller and less 
known globally than rivals like PayPal. Win 10 got to be Win 10 by the worlds most 
know Bully of K12 teachers Bill Gates. Microsoft, once the bully of the tech world, 
has escaped. Is still the bully of the tech world now being 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, 
1,001 IP invention projects with specs links and genius tutors on 1 Click Amazon 
Prime. iMac's at $15,384 in every Starbucks world wide, Paris Pasteur Revolution 
to Eradicate Rabid Dogs at Bill and Melinda Gates inner circle. 

7-23-2020 Microsoft has illegally tied its collaboration software, Microsoft Teams, 
to its dominant suite of productivity programs, Microsoft Office, which includes 
Outlook, Word, Excel and PowerPoint. That bundling tactic, deleted 1,001 Nobels 
in Medicine, 1,001 IP invention projects with specs links and genius tutors on 1 
Click Amazon Prime. 

7-23-2020 Scrutinize Toxic Wasp Stinging Lawyers drive on Cocaine and Coors, 
cocktails and their road kills have reached being called a plague on humanity 1.3 
million traffic deaths in 2020 world wide and each has several lawyers who get 
more than the injured. Plague of Toxic Wasp Singing Stinging Lawyers. Barking 



dogs and cats playing cat and mouse in your back yards. 

7-23-2020 London 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020; The name and formula were 
inspired by medieval criminals who, according to legend, avoided contracting the 
bubonic plague by anointing themselves with a similar blent, Crushed Car in a Roll 
Over wrecks leaving your with a broken neck. Avoiding the Bubonic Plague of Roll 
Over Wrecks in a New 2020 Porsche Windmill Car. Rx hand sanitizer for skin 
cancer cure and prevention chemicals. Rx hand sanitizer for any virus or bacteria 
landing on your skin. Fighting off Bubonic Plagues in 2020 in London. Costs about 
eight times as much as a purse-size hand sanitizer at CVS. 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine, Rx Recipe Pink Latte that cures all Breast and ovary cancer in 8 days at 
Starbucks. “I don’t think it’s going away,” he said. “This is our new reality.” 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine!! Spelled out on 1 Click Amazon prime with links specs and 
genius Pasteur tutors. iMac's not Win 10 blue screens of death. 

7-23-2020 4 Yale MD Wife's in the USA Lawsuit; About four years ago, Mr. 
Rahimi struck an agreement with a local man from an adjacent village named 
Mohamed Naeem: Mr. Naeem would marry Mr. Rahimi’s daughter, Qamar, as his 
second wife. In exchange, Mr. Rahimi would take Mr. Naeem’s teenage niece as his 
second wife. Mr. Naeem, who had taken his new bride to his old home, right away 
got into arguments with his parents over how unfairly he treated his first wife by 
spending all his time with the younger Qamar Gul. The trouble seems to have 
begun when Mr. Rahimi’s new wife visited her family and refused to return to her 
husband. No Justice, ‘No Value’ for Women in a Lawless Afghanistan. 4 Yale MD 
Wife's never got to fire off 1,001 Nobels in Medicine all the time the Afghan Men 
were fighting over their 2nd Wife's and how much to pay for them. 

7-23-2020 Detox drunks seeking a 2nd wife who is not a Yale MD women driven by 
the idea of winning a Nobel in Medicine. 

7-23-2020 When men only propose to Yale MD women with a Lawyers contract to 
win a Nobel in Medicine! Clint Eastwood will sue and make a movie! Nobel in 
Medicine Movie will not limit the cyberattacks and other bad behavior from 
America’s Clint Eastwood Movies, two Good Bad Ugly on Cable every night in 
2020 to influence and power around the world violence and snipers. Cable Comcast 
does not show a Nobel in Medicine Movie any nights in 2020. Masterminds of this 
are at 1984 HQ promoting the influence of Good Bad Ugly killings and sniper 
culture at the shooting range not a Nobel in Medicine dialog in a movie not ever 
made by Clint Eastwood. 



7-23-2020 Canada War Crimes Treaty with Women, Tortured with Pink Cancers 
and no War on Pink Cancers Treaty with the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in the USA. 
Canadian Court Says Asylum Treaty With U.S. Is Unconstitutional. The treaty has 
long lines of Canada women lining up for Chemo and having to get their breast cut 
off to live a few years longer when Canada has $777 trillion in Oil Revenues in 
Swiss banks many at Lake Geneva next to the UN HQ. War Crimes Treaty signed 
by Canada is a law document that is burned by Oil Men in Canada. Like the 
Chinese today burning documents hacked seeking a Rx Recipe cure for the C 
Virus. 

7-23-2020 Hacking 4 Trillion Rx Recipes many in Canada is not on the minds of the 
ruling class in Canada for a Rx Pink Recipe that cures all breast ovary cancers in 8 
days. Letting 4 Canada MD women marry in a Legal Polygamous marriage to Men 
wanting them to help inspire a Rx Recipe cure for all virus and cancers has been 
killed by the Supreme Courts in Canada who have talked this over for many years 
after reading about Legal Polygamous marriage to 4 Yale MD women on Gregs 
web page. What happens today in Canada about getting a Rx Recipe Cure for Pink 
Cancers will make news in the 1984 Orwellian News. 

7-23-2020 War in Canada is Intensifying the War on Pink Cancer Deaths on the 
Battlefields world wide in news about women fighting off the Taliban 

7-23-2020 Dash Cam iPhone 11 Max on your Harley; Hells Angels Accused in 
Brazen Killing of Rival Biker Gang Leader. The execution-style slaying was 
retribution for an earlier attack on the Hells Angels clubhouse in the Bronx, the 
police said. 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 world wide many with the Harley 
driver dead. How many was not in this NY Times article on Hell. 

7-23-2020 Another Lawyer Book; President Trump is at the heart of a new book by 
Norm Eisen, a lawyer working on the impeachment effort. Norm drives a Diesel 
Mercedes not a Porsche Windmill Car. 



7-23-2020 Moscow MD women.. "She's Out of My League" Putin will not marry a 
Moscow MD woman. 

7-23-2020 Eastwood movie "She's Out of My League" Angelina Shipilina + 
Hollander in Moscow. She's Out of My League can't touch Hollander Clint 
Eastwood at 90 will play her Husband Hollander, grin. 



Eastwood movie "She's Out of My League" Angelina Shipilina + Hollander in 
Moscow 

7-22-2020 Ginsburg who would sell her 'Soul' for a Rx Recipe, that Rescue's the 
world from Divorce Lawyers Sings, Stings, Wasp Lawyers! 

7-22-2020 1984 HQ is what matters in our 'military reconnaissance' of wasp 
Lawyers who just killed the life of a Federal Judge, yes many many Wasp Lawyers 
spreading the killer Virus over a Disengagement! 

7-22-2020 Ginsburg Sues Pfizer for a $7 Trillion dollar Rx Recipe to Cure All 
Cancers, Coronavirus Live Updates: Pfizer Gets $1.95 Billion to Produce Vaccine 
by Year’s End 

7-22-2020 Ginsburg's Supreme Court Starbucks vs iMac Computer Labs with your 
Pink Rx Latte for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, Ginsberg cure for Cancer, Rx recipe, 
To Have Have Not, Stung by Wasp Lawyers and Bit by Rabid Dogs of War not 
Wanting Star Wars Drones and Missiles. Gravity Diagnostics! God. 



7-22-2020 Legal Software for sale on Amazon 1 Click Prime, Sue you, yes Jeff 
Bezos is being sued by his girl friends brother for insults. 

7-22-2020 Alarmist a realist thank God Jeff Bezos didn't marry a Russian Women 
after his divorce, grin! 

7-22-2020 Toxic Gas Nerve Gas Antidote Wars with Roy Den Hollander, was a self-
described “anti-feminist” lawyer who married a Russian women with Nerve Agent 
she used in the Divorce. Putin thinks twice about getting married the 2nd time to a 
Russian women in Moscow. Nerve Agents Antidote for other Russian men who 
want another Russian women wife without the Divorce Lawyers Wasp Stings!! 

7-22-2020 Alarmist 400,000 Porsche Windmill Cars in every major city world wide, 
Paris, London, NYC, India, Pakistan, Rome, Athens!! 

7-22-2020 Alarmist over Lightning! Sue Amazon 1 Click Prime IP invention 
projects to post the Keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud with specs and genius Ben 
Franklin tutors... sue to get a IP invention project posted on Amazon Prime. 
What’s Going on Inside Argentina’s Fearsome Thunderstorms? Scientists are 
studying the extreme weather in Córdoba Province to see what it can tell us about 
the monster storms in our future. Scientists should be telling us about the Nobel in 
Physics they are working on keeping all lightning cloud to cloud. Sue them all! 
Scientists and Amazon IP. 

7-22-2020 Alarmist; wasp toxic Lawyers will get worst Trump said, virus death and 
sickness too! Lawyers will retaliate but not by Driving the Porsche Windmill Car! 



7-22-2020 Ginsburg Sues over 1 million cancer deaths in 2020 and 1.3 million 
traffic deaths in 2020. 

7-22-2020 Alarmist a realist a Lawyer a cancer patient, Ginsburg Sues over 'Fiery 
Wrecks' cop cars on the side or the road writing a ticket rear ended bursting into 
flames and she has flash backs of so many she drove by without stopping to help. 

7-22-2020 Ginsburg, a legal loophole that allowed 'fiery Wrecks' cop cars and 
SUV's by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

7-22-2020 'Fiery Wrecks' Outrage of those who have to drive by so many of them in 
London, Paris, LA traffic. 

7-22-2020 'Fiery Wrecks' outrage in Britain grew, President Trump welcomed Mr. 
Dunn’s parents to the Oval Office and tried to arrange a meeting with Ms. 
Sacoolas, who was waiting in a room nearby. But the parents declined the offer and 
continued to press for Ms. Sacoolas to face trial in Britain. 

7-22-2020 Alarmist a realist a Lawyer a hundred - 100's of Police dead and burned 
in fiery Wrecks who waiting in a room at the White House for Trump!! To be put 
on trial. Immunity from Fiery Cop Cars, and Spray Painted Clouds of Black Diesel 
in the traffic ahead, Yes Ginsburg voted 5-4 on these lawsuits. No the Porsche 
Windmill Car was now allowed as evidence. Police World Wide are Outraged over 
fiery wrecks writing a ticket on the side of the roads now they know the Porsche 
Windmill Cars have iPhone 11 Max for iTickets. 



7-22-2020 1984 HQ is what matters to the NYPD, to Greg Writing about Porsche 
Windmill Cars to Ginsburg who would sell her 'Soul' for a Rx Recipe Pink Latte at 
Starbucks cure all for cancer. Blue Lives Matter’ and ‘Defund the Police’ Clash in 
the Streets. A recent number of pro-police rallies have led to fights and arrests as 
civilian New Yorkers turn on one another over their view of the N.Y.P.D. 

7-22-2020 1984 HQ is what matters in our 'military reconnaissance' of wasp 
Lawyers who just killed the life of a Federal Judge, yes many many Wasp Lawyers 
spreading the killer Virus over a Disengagement! 

7-22-2020 British Sue the US military over teen killed in a traffic death. U.K. Cuts 
Immunity for Some U.S. Diplomats’ Families After Fatal Crash. Anne Sacoolas, the 
wife of an American diplomat at a military base, fled under diplomatic immunity 
last year after a car crash that killed a British teenager. The British authorities said 
an agreement over the base would now be changed. 

7-22-2020 Same British road Prince Phillip the Queens husband killed 2 women 
flipping their car then driving off back to the Palace... well he almost killed them. 

7-22-2020 a legal loophole that allowed an American woman to flee Britain after 
she was involved in a car accident that killed a teenager in August, the British 
authorities said on Tuesday. 

7-22-2020 The woman, Anne Sacoolas, the wife of an American diplomat, fled 
Britain under diplomatic immunity weeks after her car collided with the 
motorcycle of Harry Dunn, 19, near Royal Air Force Croughton, a military base 



operated by the U.S. Air Force in central England. 

7-22-2020 Lawyers Sue for a 'Jewish Exodus Stimulus' of $777 Trillion dollars; 
Star Wars for Better and Worst of the Universe. Jewish Lawyers Sue for Exodus IP 
invention projects. Yes they have to get permission to Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 
Trillion. 

7-22-2020 Toxic Gas Nerve Gas Antidote War Roy Den Hollander was a self-
described “anti-feminist” lawyer who married a Russian women. 

7-22-2020 Roy Den Hollander, a 1985 graduate of the George Washington 
University Law School 

7-22-2020 Roy Den Hollander, In 2008, he sued Columbia University 

7-22-2020 Roy Den Hollander, In 2015, before Judge Salas, he challenged the male-
only military draft. 

7-22-2020 Hollander was linked to the similar shooting of a men’s rights activist 
lawyer on July 11 in California. That lawyer, Marc Angelucci, was shot at his front 
door by a gunman wearing a FedEx uniform. 



7-22-2020 Putin Married a Russian Women too. Not a 2nd one, why? 

7-22-2020 Rise in Wasp Lawyers in U.S. and Abroad Poses Test for Pentagon 
Lawyers and MD's. Censored from Headlines until Roy's Murders! Statistics Test 
for Antidote for Lawyer Wasp stung by Russian women they married divorced in 
court Ginsburg will be with her Doctor of Humanity with Jimmy Carters Habitat 
for Humanity. Yes the Porsche Windmill Car is evidence in this Lawyers Murders 
of a Federal Judge. FedEx Express as another murder will happen today that will 
not make Headlines at MSNBC. 

7-22-2020 Russian Women Private Thoughts about Marriage to a USA Lawyer by 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Art of the Diagnosis episode for 'House MD' Doctor TV show 
too. 

7-22-2020 Cheney and Ginsburg on MSNBC joke about heart transplants and 
cutting in front of the line and waiting in line for Chemo for decades and decades. 

7-22-2020 Cheney not Ginsburg decides who is first in line; Deciding Who Should 
Be First in Line for the Coronavirus Vaccine. 

7-22-2020 Movies made for Prince Salman after the bone saw killing, shall we sue if 
Prince Salman movie wins a Oscars? Hell Yes. Monday when a prominent 
producer sued the organization over a procedural matter and in the process 
attacked officials over the troubled state of the Oscars. Michael Shamberg, a 
producer and executive producer of “The Big Chill” (1983), “Erin Brockovich” 
(2000), “Django Unchained” (2012) and other films, filed the lawsuit in Los Angeles 
County Superior Court. It claims that the academy did not adhere to its rules when 
its 54-member board declined to vote on bylaw amendments proposed by 
Shamberg. 



7-22-2020 Saudi Men are in front of the line, wasp! Hayakoum, a three-year-old 
service that handles travel arrangements for patients from the Middle East bound 
for hospitals in Boston, Houston and Philadelphia. Ginsburg decides who in the 
USA must die, really. 

7-22-2020 Colorado Oil Men will be arrested tomorrow over $70 Billion Bribery 
Scheme and the Porsche Windmill Car will be evidence. 

7-22-2020 Decades of Wasp Lawyers who sue you for a Russian Divorce that went 
Nuclear when they should have went to Yale Medical School instead of Harvard 
Law School like Ginsburg. Cancer in Ginsburg was caused by Harvard Law 
Schools Never Ending Wars over who gets to drive a Porsche Windmill Car. Yes 
the Porsche Windmill Car is evidence for this Harvard Law and Medical School 
coup. 

7-22-2020 Trial Ginsburg on Trail for a Wasp Lawyers murders and law suits that 
stifled the Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer. Bring in the Russian Woman and the 
Russian Women MD's 

7-22-2020 Trial Begins in Germany Over Synagogue Attack on Yom Kippur yes the 
Porsche Windmill Car is evidence. 

7-22-2020 Getting tough on wasp lawyers who murder many many because they 
married a Russian woman then divorced her. 



7-22-2020 Toxic NYC Subway vs Qatar Star Wars Subway; N.Y. Subway, Facing a 
$16 Billion Deficit, Plans for Deep Cut. A Deep Cut on your way to the ER MD. 
Article with a front page map in the NY Times on Deep Cuts the most common 
cause and how to prevent Deep Cuts. 'House MD' Doctor TV episode written up on 
Deep Cuts them we can read about the Star Wars Subway in Qatar. 

7-22-2020 Disney Cuts Ties With ABC News Insensitive MD antidote for wasp 
lawyers with Russian Nerve Agents. Antidote for Russian nerve agent is on the shelf 
we just need ABC News to make this headlines. 

7-22-2020 Cities Say They Want Federal Agents Fighting Crime, Not Protesters 
and to Protest about no one driving the Porsche Windmill Car in the USA. 

7-22-2020 Homeland Security Leaders on Defensive Amid Calls to Withdraw From 
Harvard Law School for Yale Medical School. Yes MD Security getting on a 737. 
You can read about every virus particle in the air and on passengers Dress. 

7-22-2020 Sue Win 10 Blue Screen of Death, Hell No some how Bill Gates prevented 
1 million wasp lawyers from suing him over Win 10 Blue Screen of Death. Slack 
Accuses Microsoft of Illegally Crushing Competition... Microsoft is expected to 
report revenue of $36.5 billion for the last 3 months, a War Crime by Bill Gates 
thanks to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. No Bill Gates didn't buy a Porsche 
Windmill Car for his Russian Wife, grin. Yes his divorce would be toxic with nerve 
agents. 

7-22-2020 Microsoft was found to have engaged in a range of illegal tactics to 
thwart competition, with contract restrictions and threats. 



7-22-2020 Microsoft was found to have engaged in a range of illegal tactics to 
thwart the Rx Recipe Cure for Malaria, and 1,001 IP invention projects all Nobels 
on Amazon Prime with 1 click specs and genius tutors like Pasteur and Salk. CIA 
has the audio and video, yes Bill Gates broke bread with Prince Salman after the 
bone saw killing... Cheers! 

7-22-2020 Harvard Medical School will not sue, Bui Chu Cathedral in Vietnam, a 
135-year-old church considered by many an architectural gem, is being demolished 
to make room for a bigger cathedral despite Yale Key West Medical School's 100 
Story Skyscraper Medical School cone in Vietnam. Nguyen Hanh Nguyen, an 
associate professor at the University of Architecture in Ho Chi Minh City can build 
a 100 Story Yale Bui Chu Medical School out of Star Wars with iMac's costing 
$15,384 no Medical school students in Ho Chi Minh City or Hanoi have working on 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine today. A War Crime! Grin. 

7-22-2020 SpaceX suits Today for 'Hero's' fashion greeting Toxic Lawyers who are 
Wasp and will sting you with Russian Nerve Agents; just as the coronavirus was 
beginning to cast its pall over Europe, an elite crowd that included the likes of Anna 
Wintour, Jeff Bezos and Seth Meyers gathered in the gilded 19th-century halls of 
the Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs in Paris to watch Diane von 
Furstenberg be awarded the Légion d’Honneur. White Coat Advanced Fashion 
Skills, Yale White Coat MD Hijab's as Fashion in Paris. 

Ginsburg's Supreme Court Starbucks vs iMac Computer Labs for 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine, 1 being the cure for Cancer Latte Rx recipe. 



Ginsburg's Supreme Court Starbucks vs iMac Computer Labs for 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine, Ginsberg cure for Cancer Rx recipe, To Have Have Not Sting by Wasp 
Lawyers and Bit by Rabid Dogs of War not Star Wars 

7-21-2020 Lawyer Jokes; tonight on MSNBC will have Ginsburg as a guest Judging 
them, laughing at What and Whom let in the Wasp! Antidote for Lawyers 
Optimists! Ginsburg will be with her Doctor not her Lawyers. 



7-21-2020 Roy Den Hollander was a typical run of the mill Lawyer driving a Diesel 
Mercedes not a Porsche Windmill Car... 

7-21-2020 Antidote for Lawyers Wasps!! This one had terminal cancer, with no 
Miracle Rx Latte cure pending at the Supreme Court Starbucks vs iMac Computer 
Labs for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, 1 being the cure for Cancer Latte Rx recipe. 

7-21-2020 Ginsburg; reading this Lawyers murder in today's NY Times, MSNBC, 
Good Morning America!!! 



7-21-2020 Lawyer Jokes; tonight on MSNBC will have Ginsburg as a guest. 

7-21-2020 A Timely Case on "Violence Plague" at the Supreme Court. Evidence is 
the NY Times Map of Violence on the Front page, oh mask map on the front page, 
sorry wrong NY Times... 

7-21-2020 Roy Den Hollander was a typical run of the mill Lawyer driving a Diesel 
Mercedes not a Porsche Windmill Car... 

7-21-2020 Roy Den Hollander was a self-described “anti-feminist” lawyer who 
flooded the courts with seemingly frivolous lawsuits that sought to eliminate 
women’s studies programs and prohibit nightclubs from holding “ladies’ nights.” 

7-21-2020 Optimistic today; Florida Lottery Tickets Surge + Food Stamps!! 



7-21-2020 'Anti-Optimistic Lawyers' ‘Anti-Feminist’ Lawyer Is Suspect in Killing 
of Son of Federal Judge in N.J. 

7-21-2020 Roy Den Hollander had openly seethed against the judge, Esther Salas. 
After the shooting at her home, he was found dead in an apparent suicide. 

7-21-2020 Lawyers are Wasps!! This one had terminal cancer with no Lawyers 
working on a Rx Recipe Cure for a Nobel in Medicine no one suing Starbucks for 
iMac's and 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius tutors. Sorry Jeff Bezos you 
are not being sued by this lawyer... 

7-21-2020 Lawyers are Wasps!! With No Antidote... pending a new court date with 
MD wifes. 

7-21-2020 Lawyers are Wasps!! With No Antidote... pending. 



7-21-2020 Sorry German Wasp are WW III wasp building Diesel Mercedes instead 
of Porsche Windmill Cars. guilty of war crimes again and again to sting 7 billion 
people in this 2020 WW III by Germany. “Odds are pretty good that if you stumble 
across a wasp nest, you’re going to get stung at least about 10 times — while 
running away,” said Dr. Jandt, whose research now focuses on why some wasp 
colonies are more aggressive than others. 

7-21-2020 Mr. Patterson supplies these and other wasps to medical labs, which 
harvest their venom and use it to create immunizations for people who are allergic 
to stings. So he captures the bugs alive, usually with a vacuum. If he finds a nest full 
of larvae, he will take them home and raise them before shipping them off. 

7-21-2020 People killed by Lawyers... database by the NY Times 

7-21-2020 People who's life was saved by a MD... database by the NY Times 



7-21-2020 Of the 1,610 people killed in encounters with lawyers... 

7-21-2020 Of the 1,610 people killed in encounters with animals between 2008 and 
2015, 478 were killed by hornets, wasps and bees, and 272 by dogs, according to a 
study published in Wilderness & Environmental Medicine. Snakes, spiders and 
scorpions were responsible for 99 deaths over the eight years. Only six people a 
year died from snakebite, and six after being bitten by a venomous spider. Two 
people were killed by marine animals over the eight-year period, and no one was 
killed by a rat. 

7-21-2020 Using a database published by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, researchers found that 72 people annually were killed by “other 
mammals,” which includes horses, cattle and pigs. 

7-21-2020 A Timely Case on "Violence Plague" at the Supreme Court. Evidence is 
the NY Times Map of Violence on the Front page, oh mask map on the front page, 
sorry wrong NY Times... 



7-21-2020 'Anti-Pink Lawyers' Are guilty of killing 1 million Pink women world 
wide playing War Games with the courts getting cancer themselves and instead of 
hacking 1 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret they kill a Federal Judge of her Life, 
Tortured the rest of her Life by this Lawyer Culture in the USA is a crime 'House 
MD' Doctor TV episode on MSNBC and CBS will dissect as a Lawyer Virus that 
kills more than the C Virus. Number of lawyers will be regulated by the AMA not 
Ginsburg on the Supreme Court who has not won a Nobel for the Pink Cancer Rx 
Recipe Latte at Starbucks. 

7-21-2020 Frivolous lawsuits are killing millions of Pink Breast Cancer women 
from getting a Rx Recipe Pink Latte at Starbucks... 

7-21-2020 Frivolous lawyers are killing millions of Pink Breast Cancer women from 
getting a Rx Recipe Pink Latte at Starbucks... 

7-21-2020 Frivolous Warrior's mostly Generals are killing millions of Pink Breast 
Cancer women from getting a Rx Recipe Pink Latte at Starbucks... 

7-21-2020 Frivolous White Men at 1984 HQ are killing millions of Pink Breast 
Cancer women from getting a Rx Recipe Pink Latte at Starbucks... 



7-21-2020 Frivolous lawsuits Lawyers need to be sued by MD Lawyers! 

7-21-2020 NY Times; New Treatment for Covid-19 Shows Promise, but Scientists 
Urge Caution By BENJAMIN MUELLER Page A007 

7-21-2020 NY Times; New Treatment for Pink Breast Ovary Cancers Shows 
Promise, but Scientists Urge Caution By BENJAMIN MUELLER Page 1984 

7-21-2020 Yankee Stadium Medical School vs Frivolous Yankee Stadium Base Ball 
Stadium argued at the Ginsburg Supreme court. Who will vote 5-4 ? 



7-21-2020 'Anti-Optimistic Lawyers' ‘Anti-Feminist’ Lawyer Is Suspect in Killing 
of Son of Federal Judge in N.J. Roy Den Hollander had openly seethed against the 
judge, Esther Salas. After the shooting at her home, he was found dead in an 
apparent suicide. 

7-21-2020 A Timely Case on "Violence Plague" at the Supreme Court. Evidence is 
the NY Times Map of Violence on the Front page, oh mask map on the front page, 
sorry wrong NY Times... 

7-21-2020 'Anti-Pink Lawyers' Are guilty of killing 1 million Pink women world 
wide playing War Games with the courts getting cancer themselves and instead of 
hacking 1 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret they kill a Federal Judge of her Life, 
Tortured the rest of her Life by this Lawyer Culture in the USA is a crime 'House 
MD' Doctor TV episode on MSNBC and CBS will dissect as a Lawyer Virus that 
kills more than the C Virus. Number of lawyers will be regulated by the AMA not 
Ginsburg on the Supreme Court who has not won a Nobel for the Pink Cancer Rx 
Recipe Latte at Starbucks. 

7-21-2020 Roy Den Hollander was a self-described “anti-feminist” lawyer who 
flooded the courts with seemingly frivolous lawsuits that sought to eliminate 
women’s studies programs and prohibit nightclubs from holding “ladies’ nights.” 



7-21-2020 Pentagon Lawyers wasted 1 Billion; A war crime that they realize is a 
war crime. In Nangarhar Province, they spent $6 million on a training facility for 
female police officers that remains unused three years after completion. 

7-21-2020 Pentagon Lawyers incentives to hack 4 trillion Rx Recipes for a Rx 
Recipe Pink to cure all Pink cancers is not listed as one of their Lawyer incentives 
in the ranks of Pentagon Lawyers 

7-21-2020 Pentagon Lawyers out rank Pentagon MD's a war crime! Lawyer 
mentality not MD mentality in the Pentagon. She said the bullying and sex abuse 
was such that “I developed mental problems.” 

7-21-2020 Pentagon long seen as corrupt and dysfunctional in a Universe of 7 
billion people and 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star Wars Disney at Galaxy Edge is not the 
Pentagon Mentality. 

7-21-2020 Lawyers Move to Strip Military Bases of Confederate Names; "Pink 



Nobel in Medicine Marine Base" By CATIE EDMONDSON and EMILY 
COCHRANE NY Times at Star Wars Military Bases sorry Ladies. World Wide 
Pink is Dead, "Paris Fary is the New Black” was the first standup special that 
Netflix had filmed in Paris after 1 million Pink Women were thrown under the Pink 
bus by French Men mostly Generals behind the cameras at Netflix. "Pink Oscars 
last year for “Les Misérables.” Paris sarcastic one-liners on the Supreme Court of 
Cancer under Ginsburg in the USA. Torture of Chemo a life sentence with no 
Sarcastic Judge who are the bounty hunter Lawyers who killed the Cancer MD 
named Pasteur. Pasteur Institute Sarcastic one liners on Rabid Ruling Class Oil 
Men in control of the French Government Nobel Workers. 

7-21-2020 Lawyer Jokes; “There are jokes that make my head spin, spin of the 
CERN Quark is what makes up Gravity, this will ruin many joke about God 
walking into a Paris bar, the lawyers bar exam. Lawyer jokes about Pink Cancers... 
in French. Oui!! Oui!! 

7-21-2020 Gravity, “catastrophic scenarios.” gets stronger each day holding down 
humans... “catastrophic scenarios.” 

7-21-2020 Tennis Court for Lawyers and MD's. The only makeshift hospital the 
city opened was at Billie Jean King National Tennis Courts. The complex, home of 
the U.S. Open, is at the site of the 1964 World’s Fair in Flushing Meadows and is 
the largest tennis centers in the world. 



7-21-2020 Tennis Court for Lawyers and MD's. The largest MD Medical School in 
the World would have been 9/11 Freedom Towers Skyscraper built and full of 
MD's and Medical School Students for the C-Virus but the NYC lawyers won over 
the MD's who wanted 9/11 Freedom Towers Skyscraper a MD Medical School not 
Tennis Court. 

7-21-2020 "The Link Between Parkinson’s Disease and Toxic Chemicals" By JANE 
E. BRODY 

7-21-2020 Antidote for Toxic Chemicals that cause Parkinson's and Toxic 
Chemicals that cause Birth Defects in millions of kids... by Jane Brody. Yes the cost 
of this antidote is $7 Trillion. Senate votes 84-0. Antidote for the nerve agent the 
KGB used in London on a turncoat spy cost $8 trillion. Yes today there is a antidote 
for nerve agents used by the KGB. 

7-21-2020 Russian Bounty Hunters in London killing and almost killing old Spy's' 
PM Johnson has been compromised by donations to his Conservative Party from 
wealthy Russian OilGod donors living in Britain and argue that the report was 
delayed unnecessarily! Cure for cancer work too. “It is notable that a number of 
members of the House of Lords have business interests linked to Russia, or work 
directly for major Russian companies linked to the Russian state.” 



7-21-2020 Porsche Windmill Cars gone from NYC since 1980. 65 Million Tourists, 
Gone From N.Y.C. 

7-21-2020 Gone in the NYC Winds of Mimi Swartz Contributing Opinion Writer 
was the Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer Driven to Opinion Writers at the NY Times 
decade ago. Ginsburg would have been cured of skin cancer that went to her brain 
like Jimmy Carter if only someone at the NY Times let 9/11 victims sue Saudi 
Arabia for $777 Trillion then spend $7 trillion on a Rx Recipe cure for cancer. It 
was in this atmosphere that I got the news last week that Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s 
liver cancer had returned. If Mimi was driving a Porsche Windmill Car the news 
about Gindburg's liver cancer would be Cured! Sorry Mimi drives a Diesel 
Mercedes to the NY Times building. In real life, she is an 87-year-old woman with a 
deadly disease and a host of other ailments. A mother and grandmother, a widow 
with a long and happy marriage behind her. 5-4 Vote on Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to 4 Yale MD women to win a Nobel in Medicine in the Marriage 
Contract. Not Prince Salman looking to get a 12 year old bride for his 4th wife with 
no one protesting in a London Court. 

7-21-2020 Ginsburg; Thanks mainly to her career-long fight for the rights of 
women, she has achieved icon status, which means that her fragility has become our 
fragility. Anyone of a certain age — anyone who feels mortality knocking on 
Heaven's Door — would respond with a shiver to her latest medical report. But 
more important, our whole vision of ourselves as Americans in a 1984 Society run 
by Lawyers not MD's Driven to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine but Lawyers who sue 
more MD's than anyone else. Getting through law school — Harvard, Harvard 
Medical School would have had Mini writing a much different article on Ginsburg. 
Ginsburg has rarely, if ever, feasted on a taco bowl. She is, in short, the 
embodiment of all that we believe is good about the country, of all that has been 
worth fighting for. The thought of losing that fight is as tragic as, well, losing a 
beloved grandmother, the one who holds the family together. Olivia Newton John 
and Steve Jobs too. WHO at the UN lost the cure for cancer? 



7-21-2020 Stay safe, Justice Ginsburg. Rx Recipe that cures Pink Cancers will come 
first from the Yale Medical School not Harvard Law School. Then a Rx Recipe 
cure for All Cancers and then Rx Recipe cure for all diseases. Pentagon MD will 
win the War with Pentagon Lawyers. And they just might let them win so the can 
Win many Nobels in Medicine lost to the Supreme Court since Jimmy Carter was 
given the God Sent a Porsche Windmill Car in 1980. Georgia Peanut Plantation 
owners don't buy Porsche Windmill Cars. 

7-20-2020 Makes Optimistic out of 1 billion toothless people. 'Cats have Teeth' 
Meow! Meow! 1,001 IP on Amazon Prime 1 click with specs and genius tutors, 
Invent it Optimists! Meow! 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Toothless; 1 billion people! 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Families of 9/11 Victims, who can sue Saudi Arabia for 
His and Hers Porsche Windmill Car's for 2 billion Drivers - Driving to the Gravity 
Engine Car Culture of Invention Projects 1,001 on Amazon Prime 1 click with 
specs and genius tutors. Makes Optimistic out of 1 billion toothless people. 'Cats 
have Teeth' Meow! Meow! 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; USA Today after its Bounty Hunters killed the MD Dr. 
Fauci. How to Reopen the Economy Without Killing Teachers and Parents and 
MD's. Drive the Porsche Windmill Cars into the Headlines, Front Page of the NY 
Times, headlines on MSNBC, CBS Nightly News! 



7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Less optimistic today; Prince Salman who owns USA 
Today and several Diesel Mercedes, grin. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Porsche Windmill Cars India announced 400,000 new 
Porsche Windmills Cars to be given to Hindus in India by the Ruling Caste. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Families of 9/11 Victims, who can sue Saudi Arabia for 
His and Hers Porsche Windmill Car's!! 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; T.S.A. will scan kids for diesel birth defects and MD's 
will win a Nobel Rx Recipe Cure. End to the TSA mentality not to scan for kids 
vision and whooping cough spray in the air going through the TSA line. All TSA 
employees are tested for the Whooping Cough virus and C-Virus, flu Virus too. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Optimistic HBO Max was bought out by MD Max! 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Disney was bought out by MD Max at Star Wars 
Galaxy Edge on the cutting edges of Art of the Diagnosis Rx Recipes hacked from 4 
Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets like the Porsche Windmill Cars. Drive a 
Porsche Windmill Car to Disney, your mindset attitude that is left in the junk yard 



with the Diesel Mercedes scam. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; CVS chief executive, Larry Merlo, said last week he 
will hire all Day Labor Temps who fill your CVS Rx. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Emirates Mars Mission Launches From Japan Rocket 
blasting off, Japan mission to end wars on Earth and cure Pink Cancers failed to 
blast off. US Bounty Hunters! 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Double Optimistic today; 'Secret Wars - Windmill 
Porsche Car's' Perpetual Motion Drive that will drive 7 billion to invent the 
Gravity Engine Cars and spark Exodus to Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Food Stamps Surge 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Florida Lottery Tickets Surge from Food Stamp 
Money six million people added to food stamps and the NY Times censored out 6 
million who started buying the Florida Lottery Tickets. CBS Nightly News in Key 
West is has ads from Florida Lottery $$$ 6 Million at the Worlds Casino's. 



7-20-2020 Optimistic today; "Amid a Deadly Virus and Crippled Economy, One 
Form of Aid Has Proved Reliable: Food Stamps. In the first three months of the 
coronavirus pandemic, more than six million people joined a program the Trump 
administration tried to cut." By Jason DeParle 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Amid a Deadly Culture of Gamblers who mostly lose to 
the House and lose "House MD" gambling on their Health smoking and drinking. 
How many Food Stamp people and Lottery Addicts smoke $$$ and Drink $$$ 
censored by Jason DeParle. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; ...according to state data collected by The New York 
Times, censored out Lottery Ticket sales! Same time as more were added to Food 
Stamps. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; 'House MD' An Expanding Safety Net was killed by 
MSNBC and CBS for '60 Minutes' instead of 'House MD' advancing art of the 
diagnosis and 1,001 IP Medical Invention projects 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Obese Pot Belly episodes on 'House MD' Yes in the NY 
Times Editorials Hell No as the Editors at the NY Times are Light Years from 
getting into the Yale Key West Medical School. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Food Stamps; claiming it promotes dependency and 
waste 



7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Florida Lottery Tickets; claiming it promotes 
dependency and waste 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; one of every eight Americans — now receive Food 
Stamps 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; 1 in every 2 buy Florida Lottery Tickets 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; What Happened When a State Made Food Stamps 
Harder to Get... 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; LONDON — Prof. Chris Whitty, Britain’s chief 
medical adviser, stood before an auditorium in a London museum two years ago 
cataloging deadly epidemics. From the Black Death of the 14th century to cholera 
in war-torn Yemen, it was a baleful history. But Professor Whitty, who had spent 
most of his career fighting infectious diseases in Africa, was reassuring. Britain, he 
said, had a special protection. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; “Being rich,” he explained, death rates soared in 
Britain, France, Spain, Italy and Belgium. 



7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Being Rich in London Paris Driving the Diesel 
Mercedes, litany of miscalculations and false assumptions putting Diesel in the Air 
7 billion breath in particles only Dr. House MD can pronounce thank in part to Bill 
and Melinda Gates keeping Hooked on Medical Phonics out of the Class Rooms 
world wide via high cost. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Toothless; 1 billion people! 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Crown jewels (Of Queen Elizabeth) of the powerful 
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of New York St. Patrick’s Cathedral 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; “The government should not stop us from going to 
Mass,” said Antoinette Kzandziera, 85, who traveled from her home on the Upper 
West Side to the cathedral on a hot summer day. “All of life is in God’s hands. It is 
not in the hands of a mask or a vaccine. If God wants us to be safe, we will be safe.” 
Cardinal Timothy M. Dolan said Mass at St. Patrick’s on June 28 on a Steve Jobs 
big screen monitor and Antoinette Kzandziera, 85, realized Cancers and Virus need 
a Pasteur Miracle Rx Recipe Cure by the congregation and decided to enroll in 
Saint Patricks Medical School, grin thanks to Cardinal Timothy M. Dolan mass 
promoting Miracle Rx Recipe Cures for cancers and virus not just God. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Man in custody after Nantes cathedral fire: French 
media. The suspect is a Rwandan refugee who worked as a volunteer and was in 
charge of locking up the cathedral. 



7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Nantes cathedral fire: Rwandan refugee locks up the 
cathedral and Porsche Windmill Cars driven to Rwandan by the Nantes cathedral 
Bishop like the Saint Mary Star of the Sea locks up driving the Porsche Windmill 
Cars in Key West. Fire set by... 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Putin and God - oligarchs $$$ “Putin’s People” Tell All 
Book Putins Oilgodchs. $777 Trillion ruthless wealth accumulation designed to 
serve the interests Warrior Putin, KGB. Not the Cure for Pink Cancer! 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Pope Francis and God - well oligarchs $$$ "Pope's 
Oilgodchs" Tell All Book about Pope Francis Oilgodchs. $777 Trillion ruthless 
wealth accumulation designed to serve the interests Pope Francis, Priests. Not the 
Cure for Pink Cancer! oligarchs who thrived in the chaos of the Vatican driving 
Diesel Mercedes know about the Porsche Windmill Car's sins. "Putin’s People How 
the KGB Took Back Russia and Then Took On the West" By Catherine Belton 
Illustrated. 624 pages. Farrar, Straus & Giroux. $35. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Even the incriminating Oil Paid Bounty Hunters 
information it documents won’t make an actionable difference when the Vatican 
and KGB have $777 Trillion and want another $777 Trillion for MIT Drones and 
Missiles not a Rx Pink Recipe Latte at Starbucks Vatican and KGB. Pope Francis 
has wasted as much Pink Rx Recipe money as Putin. A Sin and War Crime. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Tell All Book Review: The Ruthless and Relentless 
Reach of Kremlin Corruption. Catherine Belton’s book “Putin’s People” argues 
that President Vladimir Putin has presided over Russia like a czar, bolstered by 
oligarchs and secret service agents. 



7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Rockefeller in NYC rely on the goodness and 
generosity of oil people to support us, when for decades they were the Masterminds 
of 9/11 scam for $4 gas on the 4th of July and gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba 
sucker punching the women pulling in for gas out of spite for the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ everyone knows. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; 600 Hindus and Sikhs in Afghanistan, Making a new 
start in India would most likely mean living in poverty, get sick as Hell from Diesel 
Mercedes in India when the Porsche Windmill Cars should would be given to all 
Hindus. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Agonizing as all 1 billion Hindus know the Ruling 
Caste is keeping the Porsche Windmill Cars from lower Caste Hindus. A War 
Crime for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Prime Minister Narendra Modi has Not tried to Drive 
the Porsche Windmill Cars into the drive ways of Hindus. But projecting him self 
as a champion of persecuted Hindu minorities a scam like Trump Oil Company. 
Hindus egregious part was that it took so long to acknowledge what was happening, 
with Porsche Windmill Cars ” “We’re in the middle of a global Diesel Mercedes 
ruling Caste pandemic and it’s a crisis and I really do feel like individuals have a 
Hindu moral and ethical obligation to do what is in their power to prevent the 
spread of Diesel Mercedes in the ruling Caste in India.” Hindus must have Diesel 
Mercedes! 



7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Virus today in India; announced 40,000 new cases in 
one day, indicating that it could soon have the world’s second-largest caseload, 
after the U.S. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; Porsche Windmill Cars India announced 400,000 new 
Porsche Windmills Cars to be given to Hindus in India by the Ruling Caste. 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; 

7-20-2020 Optimistic today; 

7-19-2020 79-year-old Dr. Fauci should say to hell with Diesel Mercedes and Tell 
All about the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars. Soul-Mates Dr. Fauci and wife Tell All 
Nobel Novel, Yes Fauci wins a Nobel! 

7-19-2020 For Families of 9/11 Victims, His and Hers Porsche Windmill Car's 

7-19-2020 79-year-old Dr. Fauci should say to hell with Diesel Mercedes and Tell 
All about the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars. Soul-Mates Dr. Fauci and wife Tell All 
Nobel Novel, Yes Fauci wins a Nobel! 



7-19-2020 For Families of 9/11 Victims, Doctor vs Dictators and Generals 5-4 Vote 
for Exxon Mobil Windmill Porsche Victims on 9/11 2020. Sue Saudi Arabia for 
$777 Trillion in gas station hold ups from 1980 to 2020 

7-19-2020 His and Hers Porsche Windmill Car's vs His and Hers Diesel Mercedes 
5-4 Supreme Court Vote 

7-19-2020 79-year-old Dr. Fauci should say to hell with Diesel Mercedes and Tell 
All about the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars. Soul-Mate Dr. Fauci’s wife of three and 
a half decades, a bioethicist. Let there be Light, CERN gives us the light to see the 
Gravity Engine Invention. 

7-19-2020 Diesel Birth Defects of Special Olympics kids will not be in a Tell All 
Book in Japan; The Tokyo Olympics Will Open a Year From Now. Maybe. Japan 
has largely controlled the coronavirus, but much of the world has not. A year 
before the rescheduled Games, that is still a major problem. Diesel Birth Defects of 
Special Olympics kids in a Tell All Book was blocked by Ginsburn's Supreme 
Court, really!! 

7-19-2020 For Families of 9/11 Victims, His and Hers Porsche Windmill Car's vs 
His and Hers Diesel Mercedes 5-4 Supreme Court Vote Further Slows the Pace of 



Justice. Pink 9/11 Justice $7 Trillion for a Moon Shot to cure all Pink Cancers was 
Masterminded by Wounded Warriors at 1984 HQ by 2 White Men one was Jimmy 
Carter one was Teddy Kennedy with Brain Cancer and no Ginsburg's Cancer Cure 
just Chemo. 

7-19-2020 For Families of 9/11 Victims, Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the 
Bronx. Nina Suda and Charles Murphy met as medical residents. When they were 
told to win a Nobel in Medicine for hind u's they said Yes I Do Marry This Purpose. 

7-19-2020 For Families of 9/11 Victims, Electrifying the entire country in 2020 with 
the 2020 Porsche Windmill Car's! Justice for 9/11 masterminds when everyone 
finds the 1980 Ford WindmillCar's at Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation hidden top 
secret. 

7-19-2020 For Families of 9/11 Victims, Electrifying the entire country a century 
ago was made possible by a coordinated federal plan from the administration of 
Franklin D. Roosevelt The Rural Electrification Administration 

7-19-2020 Virus and cancer; recent deaths across Nicaragua, USA, Paris, London, 
Vatican. Pope Francis dead from the Virus so they Pray for the rest of the 
congregation in Mass instead of paying Apple $1 Trillion for iMac's for... declared 
a basilica by Pope Benedict XVI. Declared an iMac Basilica Lab for 1,001 Miracle 
Rx Recipes cooked up by the congregation to save the next Pope from a Virus and 
Cancer Plague. 



7-19-2020 Vatican; medical journal Lancet wrote that Nicaragua’s handling of the 
coronavirus “has been perhaps the most erratic of any country in the world to 
date.” Vatican is a country but for the Lancet Medical Journal, grin. Vatican 
Medical School was not built with the Blood Money given the Pope from his visit 
with Prince Salman the bone saw Prince. Advances in Bone Saw technology are for 
the Prince not the Doctors MD's. Church Diesel Mercedes vs Porsche Windmill Car 
came to be considered a sign of opposition.” 

7-19-2020 Church Diesel Mercedes vs Porsche Windmill Car came to be considered 
a sign of opposition.” Opposition to Exodus by the Jews driven to Sirius and Jewish 
Aliens in the trillions, confiscating $777 Trillion from Prince Salman to fuel the 
1,001 IP invention projects, the Gravity Engine Car Ship and 500 Times faster than 
the speed of light in a Verizon Zoom live streaming call from Jewish Aliens at 
Sirius. 

7-19-2020 Bone Saw Gas Station disinfection campaigns are being organized by the 
military. But many critics say one clear sign that those measures came too late are 
the high-profile deaths of the party’s own members... Ginsburg + Olivia Newton 
John, Steve Jobs. 

7-19-2020 António Guterres, the secretary general of the United Nations, said 
economic fallout from the coronavirus and Pink Cancer Plagues could lead to 
historic poverty while the Ruling Class and Caste in China and India build another 



1 Million Gas Stations for another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues to spend on 
Drones and missiles not 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and Physics. A War Crime. 

7-19-2020 Annual July 19 anniversary extravaganza celebrating the victory of the 
Sandinista revolution, which toppled the Somoza family dictatorship in 1979. 1980 
USS Jimmy Carter Porsche Windmill Cars mass in the Peanut Plantation in 
Georgia celebrating victory of $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. $777 Trillion in gas 
station revenues since 1980 is not Peanuts to a Georgia Peanut Plantation Owner 
and his Wife. on Friday, the United States Treasury Department sanctioned the son 
of Mr. Ortega and his wife, Rosario Murillo, who is also the vice president of the 
country. Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines all Windmill Powdered have been 
sanctioned sorry Boeing! 

7-19-2020 ...to stifle Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines fueled by Windmills is a war 
crime! 

7-19-2020 Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the Bronx; Fifteen guests and 
others on Zoom watched as Pratap Singhal, a Hindu priest, led the Hindu 
sacrament of marriage. 

7-19-2020 Maureen Dowd, winner of the 1999 Nobel-Pulitzer Prize! MD's truth and 
facts. Trump is a master of deceit and denial. MD is highly disciplined, working 18-
hour days. Trump can’t pass SAT, be bothered to do his homework and golfs 
instead. MD is driven by Nobels in science and the public good. The other is a 



public Warrior Oil Man menace, driven by greed virus and ego. MD is a 
Washington institution. The other was sent here to destroy Washington institutions. 
MD is incorruptible. The other corrupts. One is apolitical. The other politicizes 
everything he touches — toilets, windows, beans and, most fatally, masks. After a 
fractious week, when the former reality-show star in the White House retweeted a 
former game-show host saying that we shouldn’t trust doctors about Covid-19, 
Donald Trump and Anthony Fauci are gritting their teeth. When 1 billion people 
need 'Dentures for All' with 'Health Care for All' iMac's for All Starbucks so 1 
million Pink Deaths can be cured with a Rx Recipe for a Pink Rx Latte at 
Starbucks. All 1,001 Rx Latte's at Starbucks to Cure All. What’s so scary is that the 
Rx Recipe courses for all in a relationship has life-or-death consequences. 

7-19-2020 Shakespeare vs Pasteur 5-4 Supreme Court Vote. Shakespeare wrote all 
the Plays that rule the world at Yale and Harvard summer theater out in the 
Starlights. What if Pasteur had written as many plays and twice as many had read 
and memorized them. Let there be light just started after all these century's since 
Photons and Quarks were discovered. I Searched all of Shakespeare on a DVD for 
Gravity and yes got a hit, as Shakespeare thought gravity was like radiation. Rabid 
dogs didn't kill his son the plague did. Pasteur would have cured the London 
Plague, Paris Plague too but the King fled to his palace outside Paris. Today Prince 
Salman has several Palace's outside Paris. Pasteur has a poor house in Paris 
compared to Prince Salman's Palace outside Paris. 5-4 Paris Supreme court ruled 
in favor of Prince Salman not Pasteur. 

7-19-2020 Front Page NY Times Map picture of Mask, next Grizzly Murders 
World wide. Tech C.E.O.’s Former Assistant Charged With His Grisly Murder, 
bone saw from Saudi Arabia Amazon shipped to NYC. Did Prince Salman's going 
Scott Free influence this killer buying a Bone Saw from Home Depot using his own 
credit card. Police called this stupid not influenced by Prince Salman. MD Police 
Detectives would add more than just stupid criminals. 

7-19-2020 More on Let there be light; photons might spend over 100,000 years in 



the Sun's Core before they make it to the Sun’s photosphere and radiate into space 
travel to Earth warm your skin and give Jimmy Carter and other Plantation 
owners skin cancer. Evolution never thought to protect us from skin cancer from 
Photons, Why. You might think about this scenario. Watching a super computer 
simulation of Photons touching your skin cells DNA. Knocking off a gene so small 
you can only see it in super computer simulations. Like Quarks spining. 

7-19-2020 MeV is one million electron-volts sort of like 12 volts going to 1 Trillion 
when the GE windmill generator is cooled to -254 C for super conductive windmills 
that are 5 and 10 inches in diameter. Not the giant GE windmill farms all are 
absolute. 

7-19-2020 Without quantum physics, the Sun wouldn’t be able to shine. In a very 
real sense, we really did win the cosmic lottery. By Ethan Siegel I am a Ph.D. 
astrophysicist 

7-19-2020 300,000 Earths to equal the mass of our Sun. 300,000 of them to equal the 
mass of our Sun. When the wave function of two protons in the Sun’s core overlap, 
there’s only a minuscule chance that they’ll do anything other than return to being 
two protons. The odds of them fusing together to make a deuterium nucleus are 
about the same as winning the Power ball lottery three times in a row: 
astronomically small. And yet, there are so many protons inside the Sun that this 
successfully occurs so often that it powers not only our Sun, but practically all of 
the stars in the Universe. Over the past 4.5 billion years, this has happened enough 
time in our Sun that it has lost approximately the mass of Saturn due to nuclear 
fusion and Einstein’s most famous equation: E = mc². If it weren’t for the quantum 
nature of the Universe, however, nuclear fusion wouldn’t occur in the Sun at all, 
and Earth would simply be a cold, lifeless rock floating in the abyss of space. It’s 
only because of the uncertainty inherent to position, momentum, energy, and time, 
that our existence is possible at all. Without quantum physics, the Sun wouldn’t be 
able to shine. In a very real sense, we really did win the cosmic lottery. Follow me 
on Twitter. Check out my website or some of my other work here. By Ethan Siegel I 



am a Ph.D. astrophysicist 

7-19-2020 Without quantum physics, the Sun wouldn’t be able to shine. In ;a very 
real sense, we really did win the cosmic lottery. By Ethan Siegel I am a Ph.D. 
astrophysicist 

7-19-2020 iMac's at $15,384 at every Starbucks World wide would win - winning 
the Power ball lottery three times in a row: Just with Ethan Siegel as a genius tutor 
with 1,001 IP invention projects for fusion and gravity Nobels in Physics for 
everyone working on iMac at Starbucks. 100,000 not on Twitter reading Siegel with 
no iMac's and no IP invention projects spelled out with specs and genius tutors. 
Plus the worlds fastest super computer simulation app free to use at Starbucks. 

7-19-2020 Everyone plays at winning the Florida Power ball lottery three times in a 
row: when the odd playing on iMac's at Starbucks for a Nobel are much better. 
Gravity Engine Cars are a better cheap thrill in your mind too. 

'Let There Be WiFi in Starbucks parking lots!' 

7-19-2020 iMac's at $15,384 in high income homes and low income homes with 1 



Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors 
censored out of this WiFi Editorial by the Editorial Board in Todays Sunday paper 
when they all know about iMac's at every Starbuck in Paris and the USA. "Perhaps 
more daunting is the challenge of providing service that is speedy and at a price 
that even lower-income Americans can afford. One study found that poorer 
Americans can afford only $10 a month for internet service. But such service is 
typically at far slower speeds than what is available in more affluent 
neighborhoods, or for free at Starbucks 

'Let There Be WiFi in Starbucks parking lots!' 

7-19-2020 Until Starbucks turned off WiFi as the teachers and students filled the 
parking lots of Starbucks Paris and USA. A War Crime." Yale and Harvard 
Campus will not let A kindergarten teacher accessing the internet unless she has a 
ID of a Yale or Harvard student and his password. We’d like to hear what you 
think about this or any of our NY Times articles on Starbucks and iMac at $15,384 
at every Starbucks in Paris. Here are some tips. And here’s our email: 
letters@nytimes.com. Type in subject "Porsche Windmill Cars vs Diesel Mercedes 
NY Times Supreme Court Editors voted 5-4 a loss for 7 billion people on Earth. 
iMac's at $15,384 at every Starbucks world wide would cost... we censor this out of 
our Starbucks articles, grin. No WiFi for Teachers and student in the parking lot 
today too. 



A kindergarten teacher accessing the internet from the Starbucks parking lot until 
the Managers at all Starbucks Paris and the USA turned off the WiFi and 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine. What were they thinking? Not about war crimes in the war on 
Pink Cancers and Rabid Dogs that plague some Starbucks customers world wide. 

Gravity Engines Ships on the Oceans, Quarks at CERN will 'Let There Be Light' 

'Let There Be WiFi in Starbucks parking lots!' 



7-18-2020 In Key West biking by Saint Mary of the Sea Basilica you can hear the 
organ music and Greg in Key West is the only one in Key West who can hear those 
in the congregation who need a Organ Transplant. God vs Pope in the Supreme 
Court of Organ Music the Transplant surgeon's listen to. 

Gravity Engines Ships on the Oceans, Quarks at CERN will 'Let There Be Light' 

7-18-2020 Ginsburg's announcement touches off speculation about the possibility of 
a court opening; A Driven Porsche WindmillCAR winning over the Diesel 
Mercedes. Ginsburg Court Porsche Windmill Car vs Diesel Mercedes. Ginsburg's 
vote will be the one, two, three as Rx Cancer Cure Pink Latte at Starbucks vs Bi-
weekly chemotherapy tolerating torture of chemotherapy - Immunotherapy didn't 
work needs $7 trillion investment from the Supreme Court driving a Windmill 
Porsche. If the Diesel Mercedes wins there will the vote for $7 Trillion investment 
in Immunotherapy will lose 5-4 or really 8-4 1984 

7-18-2020 Ginsburg vs Cancer in General; the electric field enlarges the pores of 
the cell membranes, which kills the cells and releases their contents. Ginsburg voted 
5-4 not to buy this Star Wars MRI as it cost $7 Trillion. Recall of all cheap mask 
and gloves would cost $7 billion. 

7-18-2020 1879. Old St. Pat’s, as the first cathedral is colloquially known, then 
became a parish church until 2010, when it was declared a basilica by Pope 
Benedict XVI. Organ Donation has nothing to do with Pope Benedict XVI, he is 
spending his money on Organs for the Basilica. 



7-18-2020 In Key West biking by Saint Mary of the Sea Basilica you can hear the 
organ music and Greg in Key West is the only one in Key West who can hear those 
in the congregation who need a Organ Transplant. God vs Pope in the Supreme 
Court of Organ Music the Transplant surgeon's listen to. 

7-18-2020 Editorial in today's NY Times; "The Legal System Should Not Be" 
Because $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues are mostly in Swiss Banks at Lake Geneva 
next to the Geneva UN buildings. Because Geneva has not built a New Geneva 
Medical School with the Worlds Fastest Super Computer hacking 4 trillion Rx 
Recipes many in Switzerland, and Geneva Starbucks has no iMac's or 1,001 Nobels 
in Medicine IP invention projects. Lawyers, Pink One's have died a tortured death 
at the hands of Prince Salman too. 

7-18-2020 Editorial in today's NY Times; "The Legal System Should Not Be" about 
law suits against the NY Times. We will sue the NY Times for 'Quality of the Virus 
Mask' censored from the map of Mask worn in the USA on the front page with No 
Quality colors on the Map. Poor Quality mask would have been in Pink along with 
last weeks breast cancer deaths and last weeks virus deaths from those with poor 
quality mask. 

7-18-2020 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues the NY Times writes about "As the Virus 
Deepens Financial Troubles" Greed Virus is the Troubles infecting the Ruling 
Class. In India everyone in the Highest Caste has been infected by the Greed Virus. 

7-18-2020 Torture vs Rx Recipe Latte Cure Vote by the Supreme Court; 



7-18-2020 Torture vs Rx Recipe Latte Cure Vote by the Supreme Court; Ginsburg 
has had surgery for lung cancer and radiation treatment for pancreatic cancer in 
recent years. She has also had surgery for early-stage pancreatic cancer in 2009 and 
treatment for colon cancer in 1999. Hospitalizations to remove gall stones and treat 
an infection were not related to the recurrence of cancer. Nobel in Medicine for a 
Rx Recipe to cure gall stones was killed by Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz two of the 
Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of Sweden's Nobels for gall Stones and Pink 
Cancers. Gemcitabine That drug is generally used for pancreatic cancer, which is 
more difficult to treat than colon cancer. Court has blocked posting the Rx Recipe 
for Gemcitabine on Amazon 1 Click Prime for 1,001 IP invention projects to get a 
better Recipe for Gemcitabine. 

7-18-2020 Torture vs Rx Recipe Latte Cure Vote by the Supreme Court; 

7-18-2020 If the Diesel Mercedes wins in Ginsburg's Supreme Court tens of 
Millions will not get a Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks for rheumatoid arthritis, 
psoriatic arthritis or osteoarthritis as this Rx Recipe Cure will cost $7 Trillion the 
Judge does not want to spend on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 

7-18-2020 5-4 Vote Notre-Dame Medical School vs Notre-Dame's 86 cathedrals!! 
Workers are continuing to delicately remove about 40,000 pieces of twisted 
scaffolding from the precarious stone structure that were melted in the Notre-Dame 
fire. Fire of the Burning Wreck in Paris Traffic is every day yet the Ruling Class 
drive by the Fiery Wrecks every day without building a Notre Dame Medical 
School. Greed Virus in the Ruling Class needs to be cured in Paris. Pray for burn 
victim's like Rabid Dogs. The origin of the Notre-Dame fire is still unknown, but 
investigators have focused on the possibility of a short-circuit in the electrified bells 
of the spire, or in elevators that had been set up among scaffolding. Cigarette butts, 
which were found on the scaffolding, have also been suspected. President 
Emmanuel Macron, who had vowed to rebuild the cathedral within five years, said 
this month that the cathedral had to be restored in a way that would be “as true as 
possible,” to its “complete, coherent and last known state.” Notre Dame Medical 
School will Drive Paris to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine in a Porsche WindmillCAR and 
Gravity Engine Car. Exodus by Paris Jews to Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 5-4 Vote by 
the Supreme Court in Paris. 



7-18-2020 A distant cousin of Borrelia burgdorferi, the bacterium that causes 
Lyme. It’s called Borrelia miyamotoi 

7-18-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates are disinterested in spray's for Mosquitos and 
Ticks! 

7-18-2020 Ticks can be killed with a permethrin spray such as Summit® Tick & 
Flea Spray. Permethrin spray is a superior product for tick control. It provides a 
quick kill of existing tick populations and continues to kill and repel ticks for up to 
four weeks. 

7-18-2020 Picaridin is the perfect balance of efficacy, safety, and user-friendliness. 
It repels a wide variety of pests including mosquitoes, ticks, biting flies, sand flies, 
gnats, chiggers, and midges. 

7-18-2020 Advanced Picaridin with a Bill and Melinda Grant would kill for 1 year 
or 10 years! One of the longest lasting repellents available, it provides up to 14 
hours of protection against mosquitoes and ticks (using the lotion; up to 12 hours 
for spray models), and up to 8 hours against a variety of flies, chiggers, and gnats. 
Advanced Picaridin with a Bill and Melinda Grant would kill for 1 year or 10 
years! 



7-18-2020 The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends the active 
ingredient Icaridin (which is how Picaridin is known around the world) as the 
product of choice for malaria prophylaxis.* 

7-18-2020 Blacklegged tick in the very rich Hamptons, mosquitos in all of Africa. 
Nobel in Medicine not for Bill and Melinda Gates but Girl Scouts working on iMac 
at Starbucks in the Hamptons thanks to a $7 Trillion dollar Grant from Bill and 
Melinda Gates. iMac's not Win 10 grin. Tick Off Bill!! Diesel Mercedes and Win 10 
are in the same class. Killers of Nobels. 

7-18-2020 Borrelia miyamotoi is a type of spiral-shaped bacteria that is closely 
related to the bacteria that cause tickborne relapsing fever (TBRF). It is more 
distantly related to the bacteria that cause Lyme disease. First identified in 1995 in 
ticks from Japan, B. miyamotoi has since been detected in two types of North 
American ticks, the blacklegged or “deer” tick (Ixodes scapularis) and the Western 
blacklegged tick (Ixodes pacificus). These ticks are already known to spread the 
germs that cause several diseases, including Lyme disease and anaplasmosis 

7-18-2020 Advanced Picaridin with a Bill and Melinda Grant would kill for 1 year 
or 10 years! 

7-18-2020 1 Million New Gas Stations in India in 2020 are the cause of "India 
Coronavirus Cases Surge Past One Million" By KARAN DEEP SINGH and 
JEFFREY GETTLEMAN Singh and Gettleman at the NY Times censored this out. 



7-18-2020 MD Caste in the USA. Treacherous Times for Dr. Fauci in the 1984 
Ruling Class with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues held by Trump-Salman the bone 
saw Doctor of Trump. 

7-18-2020 Pentagon's Diesel Exhaust Cancers and Deaths in the Thousands in 2020 
and the top brass at the Pentagon "Sidesteps Trump to Ban the Confederate Flag" 
By HELENE COOPER War Crime by Cooper for censoring out cancers and 
deaths from Pentagon Diesel Mercedes and Trucks. 

7-18-2020 5 Ways the Coronavirus Has Changed Pentagon Real Estate buys; Mask 
the best Dr. Fauci MD would give to the Joint Chiefs of Staff Generals ordered 
given to everyone in the USA. Deaths from cheap mask will be another War Crime 
by Trump. 

7-18-2020 5 Ways the Coronavirus Has Changed Pentagon Real Estate buys; 
Chaney's organ transplant. Heart Transplant preventions training videos will be 
made by Dr. Fauci MD and new heart transplant surgery advances since Cheney. 
Star Wars heart transplants will be science fiction until they are invented by a 
Nobel in Medicine winner at War. Mostly like a Doctor not a General, grin. 

7-18-2020 Cholera is back as C-virus the Congregation of Catholics has had 
100,000 deaths world wide and Pope Francis is talking about sex in the NY Times. 
The archbishop Hughes had just died, and cholera is back in 1866.” All these 
strains of history can be heard in the organ’s breaths, he said, which produce “a 
visceral sound that can really get into you.” You who know the New Organ is today 
the Question will Pope Francis get a Heart Transplant like Cheney? Organ 
donation data base for Catholics does not exist at the Vatican Bank. A pink brick 
wall protected the basilica, congregation deaths of Pink women map is not on the 
front page of the NY Times today. A map of who wears mask cheap mask and mask 
that don't protect you from the virus are on the front page of todays NY Times. 



7-18-2020 1879. Old St. Pat’s, as the first cathedral is colloquially known, then 
became a parish church until 2010, when it was declared a basilica by Pope 
Benedict XVI. Organ Donation has nothing to do with Pope Benedict XVI, he is 
spending his money on Organs for the Basilica. In Key West biking by Saint Mary 
of the Sea Basilica you can hear the organ music and Greg in Key West is the only 
one in Key West who can hear those in the congregation who need a Organ 
Transplant. God vs Pope in the Supreme Court of Ginsburg, grin! 

7-18-2020 'HAMNET' A Novel of the Plague By Maggie O’Farrell 305 pp. Alfred 
A. Knopf. $26.95. 

7-18-2020 Shakespeare Lost His Son to Plague. A Novel Asks BP Oil for $7 Trillion 
dollars for a Rx Recipe that will cure Breast Ovary cancers in London by 
Christmas Day 2020. Loss of your Wife, 4 Wife's if you are a Moslem in London. 
Elizabethan England’s and today on the front page of the NY Times Queen 
Elizabeth gave the Medal of Honor to a Wounded Warrior who is 100 years old 
now knowing his wife died from breast cancer for lack of $7 Trillion spent on 
British Drones and Missiles, Nukes. At age of 18, Shakespeare married a woman 
named Anne or Agnes Hathaway, who was 26 and three months pregnant. 

7-18-2020 Very little is known about Anne and William’s relationship. All we can 
say with certainty is that they married, had three children together, Susanna, 
Judith and Hamnet, and they remained married until Shakespeare’s death in 1616. 
Upon his death, Shakespeare left his ‘second best bed’ to Anne in his will. Anne 
Shakespeare died in 1623. 

But were it to my fancy given To rate her charms, I'd call them heaven; For though 
a mortal made of clay, Angels must love Anne Hathaway; 



She hath a way so to control, To rapture the imprisoned soul, And sweetest heaven 
on earth display, That to be heaven Anne hath a way; 

She hath a way, Anne Hathaway,— To be heaven's self Anne hath a way. 

7-17-2020 Amazon 1 Click Prime will be selling anti-C-virus and salmonella Mask + 
gloves that kill all virus instantly like Pasteurizations Heat 212 F built into the mask 
+ gloves. IP invention project posted on Amazon Prime by Jeff Bezos today, Pre 
Order them. 

Gravity Engines Ships on the Oceans, Quarks at CERN will 'Let There Be Light' 

7-17-2020 Paris Oil Men in Nigeria believe in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues not 7 
billion people; “He believed young Nigerians were extremely bright and talented 
individuals who would flourish if just given the right opportunity.” To Drive the 
Porsche Windmill Cars to the Gravity Engine Cars and Ships. 

7-17-2020 Mr. Saleh was also the founding partner in a Manhattan-based venture 
capital fund, Adventure Capital, that invested in similar transit start-ups in 
Colombia and Bangladesh. Paris ruling class invested in 1 million new gas stations 
in Colombia ad Bangladesh. A War Crime that spins off men who kill with bone 
saws in Manhattan. 

7-17-2020 Suspect Is Arrested in Grisly Killing of Tech C.E.O. Fahim Saleh 



7-17-2020 Mr. Saleh, 33, was found dismembered and decapitated inside his 
Manhattan apartment. 

7-17-2020 Saleh's personal assistant is the one who cut him into pieces. The Butler 
did it in a British Novel. Nothing Changes even with cameras in the elevator. His 
personal assistant, Tyrese Devon Haspil, 21 cut up his boss with a bone saw! 

7-17-2020 A Novel of this will sell on Amazon but should be in the AMA medical 
journal novels by MD's after a cure, prevention as this has been going on for 
centuries. Motive must be more than this, Detectives believe that the motive for the 
killing stemmed from Mr. Saleh having discovered that the assistant had stolen tens 
of thousands of dollars from him, despite the fact that Mr. Saleh had not reported 
the man and had set up what amounted to a repayment plan for him to return the 
money, one of the officials said. 

7-17-2020 Amazon need to upgrade to AI its, Security video taken from inside the 
elevator shows the killer later using a battery-operated portable vacuum cleaner in 
an apparent effort to remove any traces of his presence, the official said. Home 
Security video needs to be upgraded reinvented at Amazon. 

7-17-2020 The gruesome killing was so shocking it was unfathomable, yet we know 
1,001 Princes in Saudi Arabia have bone sawed 1,001 people not just Prince 
Salman's one killing. 



7-17-2020 Mr. Saleh was born in Saudi Arabia to Bangladeshi parents who 
eventually settled near Poughkeepsie, N.Y., a small city on the Hudson River. 

7-17-2020 Dr. Fauci MD; no telling if Prince Salman owns USA Today and is just 
following Trumps orders to kill Dr. Fauci MD. 

7-17-2020 USA Today bone saw killers own the news and are after Dr. Fauci MD. 
Unfathomable bone saw editorial by the owners of USA Today just like the real 
murder above. This is our Prince Salman culture as no telling if Prince Salman 
owns USA Today and is just following Trumps orders. 

7-17-2020 'Bounty Hunters' at USA Today, After Fracas, Says Editorial Attacking 
Dr. Fauci MD Fell Short of Standards because the Owners of USA Today were paid 
bounty hunters paid by Trump Oil Company. Owners of USA today fall short as 
none of them could have gotten into the West Point Medical School without 
cheating and paying others to take the Medical School test. 

7-17-2020 $174 Million Afghan Drone Program Is Riddled With Problems - The 
ScanEagle program is one of hundreds of Pentagon-funded misadventures aimed at 
molding Afghan security forces into a Western fighting force. Since 2005, the 
Pentagon has spent nearly $47.5 billion on equipment and other military programs 
for Afghan forces. 



7-17-2020 Accounting Software Hell search for IP Invent Projects Software on 1 
Click Amazon Prime. 

7-17-2020 The ScanEagle is a small drone with a 10-foot wingspan 

7-17-2020 The Porsche Windmill Car has a 10-inch Windmill at -254 C for 
generating 1 trillion volts and amps. 1 trillion volts amp are needed to start your 
Gravity Engine Cars. 

7-17-2020 $47.5 billion; Since 2005, the Pentagon has spent nearly $47.5 billion on 
equipment and other military programs for Afghan forces. 

7-17-2020 Covid-19 transmission is by inhalation of aerosols — droplets that are so 
small as to float in the air without settling — exhaled by infected people. So it is 
time to consider the possibility that inadequate or ill-fitting masks are creating false 
confidence - causing 100's to get sick. SpaceX suits are only in the Headlines for 
NASA not MD's and the Army of Nurses. 

7-17-2020 VA Hospitals Today 100's will get sick with many different virus and 
diseases. Those who survive will sue the VA thanks to our 1984 George Orwell 
Society with an Army of Lawyers. Are there More lawyers than MD's. Hell Yes! 
This is the cause of 1,001 getting sick from different virus and diseases and as many 
dying. Law Schools Yale and Harvard will be close and their campus given to the 
Yale and Harvard Medical Schools after this French Revolution titled "1,001 
Nobels in Medicine" which the French Elite Oil Men will lose to! 



7-17-2020 Millions engage in risky behaviors that cause spread diseases like the 
"Cheap Mask" that have zero protection from the C-Virus but are sold by CVS 
and Walgreen. 

7-17-2020 CVS Fined for Prescription Errors and Poor Staffing at Pharmacies. fine 
of $125,000 on Wednesday was small for CVS Health — it paid its chief executive 
$36.5 million in total compensation last year and is the country’s fifth-largest 
company — the move validated concerns raised at multiple drugstore chains across 
the country by pharmacists and technicians who say understaffed work places are 
putting the public at risk. 

7-17-2020 CVS Rx Recipes under Star Wars Miracle Cure is putting decades of 
people at risk of run of the mill Rx and over the counter medicines when our Times 
require fast advances in Rx and over the counter drugs that have not been updated 
in decades. Out of date formulas. Ineffective to cure millions who buy them at CVS. 

7-17-2020 AI Software for Pharmacist; According to the complaint, One 
Pharmacist was responsible for checking 194 prescriptions in a six-hour shift, about 
one every two minutes... giving CVS $47.5 billion in profits every 3 months. 
Everyone but the Pharmacist at CVS is a Day Labor Temp too which was censored 
out of this NY Times Article by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

7-17-2020 Why has there been no adequate mobilization; $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues in the dirty hands of Prince Salman, Trump and the Ruling Class world 
wide is Why. 



7-17-2020 $47.5 billion; Advanced computer skills to the curriculum of Rx Recipes 
for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 24/7 Starbucks iMac labs world wide 3 shifts of 
genius tutors on Zoom. 1,001 Nobels in Medicine is the payoff for Starbucks not 
ordered by the current Managers. 

7-17-2020 $47.5 billion; Pentagon Ruling Class will spend on iMac's at Starbucks 
for 1,001 not just hundreds of Rx Recipes for Pink Women sitting in Starbucks 
Paris, NYC, hacking 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret put in the public domain 
along with Win 10 code. Advanced computer skills to the curriculum of Rx Recipes 
for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 

7-17-2020 $47.5 billion; today overseen by the Naval Air Systems Command and 
Insitu, a Boeing subsidiary that fields the Drones not Nobel in Physics E=mc2 
formulas on 1 Click Amazon Prime with specs and genius Einstein tutors for going 
500 times faster than the speed of light in a Zoom streaming video from Jewish 
Aliens at Sirius who have Gravity Engine Ships on their Oceans now the USA 
Navy. 

7-17-2020 "As the Virus Deepens Financial Trouble, Colleges University's Yale 
Harvard Berkeley Turn to Layoffs" By DANIEL MCGRAW, SHAWN HUBLER 
and DAN LEVIN Layoff's Hell everyone on Campus works for Day Labor Temps 
and Dan, Shawn, Dan are temps at the NY Times not NY Times Employees. Grin. 

7-17-2020 'Bounty Hunters' at USA Today, After Fracas, Says Editorial Attacking 
Dr. Fauci MD Fell Short of Standards because the Owners of USA Today were paid 



bounty hunters paid by Trump Oil Company. Owners of USA today fall short as 
none of them could have gotten into the West Point Medical School without 
cheating and paying others to take the Medical School test. 

7-17-2020 Mask Rules Expand Across U.S. as Fights Over Mask make CBS Nightly 
News Headlines when CBS Nightly News should have a super computer simulations 
of each brand of mask and demand the Ultra Protection Mask be given out to all 
instead of cheap mask with no protection from the Virus in the Air, Intensify the 
fights over mask no mask with the art of the diagnosis of getting sick from cheap 
mask that should not be at CVS. And comment that the CVS Pharmacist know this 
but the CVS CEO lets it go by getting 100's sick from cheap mask. A War Crime. 

7-17-2020 A False Sense of Safety From Inadequate Masks and Gloves. A Harvard 
scientist asks why we don’t have mass production of masks that meet the highest 
standard, and a food service worker cautions against relying on gloves. Also: 
President Trump’s briefings that are Inadequate not Driven by a Porsche Windmill 
Car but Diesel Mercedes. Letter from a Harvard Scientists about cheap mask 
should have been about War Crime 

7-17-2020 "Diesel Mercedes Poisoning the Air at Harvard; Southern Iraq’s Toxic 
Twilight. Burning Gas and Poisoning the Air" By ALISSA J. RUBIN, CLIFFORD 
KRAUSS and IVOR PRICKETT 

7-17-2020 Texas and Alaska Oil workers are also be exposed to known carcinogens 
like asbestos like workers in Iraq. Cancer rates in this article are not for Texas and 
Alaska oil workers only Iraq. by Alissa J. Rubin reported from Nahran Omar, 
Iraq, and Clifford Krauss from Houston. Falih Hassan contributed reporting from 
Baghdad. 



7-17-2020 Diesel Mercedes at Harvard Campus with poison particles in the campus 
air along with the virus in the air. Here we have a Harvard Professor censoring out 
Mercedes particle at Harvard Campus and getting his letter about virus particle 
and cheap mask on the front page of the NY Times. Matthew Meselson Cambridge, 
The writer is a professor of biochemistry and molecular biology at Harvard. The 
Professor at Harvard has particles of Diesel and can name each chemical in his 
blood and the blood of most Professors and Students many with Diesel Mercedes. 

7-17-2020 A False Sense of Safety From Inadequate Masks and Gloves. Cheap 
Mask are sold at CVS in; ST. PETERSBURG — Florida reached another ominous 
mark Thursday with a record 156 deaths from the coronavirus reported in a single 
day as the state continues to experience a swift rise in cases and no City Hall is 
giving out the most effective mask. 

7-17-2020 City Hall is not regulating the quality of the mask, cheap mask that 
caused these deaths are being sold at CVS today. Because of the dramatic increase 
in COVID-19 cases, every person over the age of 6, while in the City of Key West 
and away from their residence, is required to wear a mask, regardless of their 
quality. 

7-17-2020 Harvard and Yale lawyers and Spottswood in Key West need to sue City 
Hall for letting Cheap mask get people sick and die as not all these art mask protect 
from virus drops in the air. 

7-17-2020 Key West Postcard mask of the Sunset over sail boats and beach... 



7-17-2020 "The New Must-Have Museum Souvenir: Face Masks. As cultural 
institutions across Europe reopen, many are selling face coverings featuring art or 
logos as a way of making some much-needed income." City Hall requires mask they 
should be libel for mask that don't protect from getting sick! By Alex Marshall NY 
Times. Yes we can sue Alex if we get sick from one of these mask, grin. “They’re 
really cool,” said Jessica Macdonald, a 16-year-old student, as she grabbed one 
featuring Vincent Van Gogh’s “Sunflowers,” on sale for 9.50 pounds, about $12. 
“My mum’s been trying to find nice ones for ages so we don’t have to wear these,” 
she added, pointing at the blue medical mask she was wearing. National Gallery in 
London on Monday, several visitors said they liked the idea of more unusual mask 
designs. 

7-17-2020 MD's in London should be selling Mask not the National Gallery Prints. 
A war crime on this London plague for money not art of the diagnosis if they get 
you sick. 

7-17-2020 NY Times published "A Detailed Map of Who Is Wearing Masks in the 
U.S." not one comment on cheap mask that get you sick. This is why we need to 
upgrade the skill level of the Editors who order articles written with no art of the 
diagnosis! 

7-17-2020 Next article in the NY Times; The Drive from Girl Scouts to Nobel in 
Medicine Physics Winner starts iMac's at Starbucks with medical and physics 
articles on the front page of the digital NY Times. 

7-17-2020 Navy Ships are not in the News; extending Cruise Ship Ban, C.D.C. Says 
Ships Helped Spread Coronavirus. Ban by the ruling class on building a fleet Navy 
of Hospital Ships has been extended too. 



7-17-2020 Cheap Mask articles in the NY Times now we have; $279 a Day: Good 
Luck Finding a Cheap Rental Car in N.Y.C. Hertz! Diesel Mercedes vs Porsche 
Windmill Car rentals at Hertz! 

7-17-2020 Pasteur cutting chicken and veggies at the same cutting board; As 
someone who has worked in food service all over the country for decades. 

7-17-2020 I can tell you that staff never change gloves enough to prevent all cross-
contamination chopping lettuce and onions next to the Chicken. So Pasteur has 
another 'Milk' invention in need of reaching the ruling Class in Paris as the same 
Chicken diseases go on there and Harvard Dorm kitchens today in the USA. The 
Ruling Class has to have a Pasteur not just Greg in Key West writing this up. 

7-17-2020 Amazon 1 Click Prime will be selling anti-virus gloves that kill all virus 
instantly. When it comes to handling chicken, however, cross-contamination can 
put you at risk for salmonella. Avoid using utensils, cookware, cutting boards and 
anything else after they've been exposed to raw chicken. What to do instead: 
Thoroughly wash items after they come into contact with the chicken. Splash and 
spray from washing will get salmonella all over you. Salmonella is potentially on the 
surface of all raw chicken. The bacteria live in the intestines of animals and are 
excreted in feces. Chicken can become contaminated where it's slaughtered and 
processed. ... Besides poultry, salmonella can contaminate many foods, including 
meats, eggs, seafood, fruits and vegetables. “You won't remove salmonella or other 
bacteria that can cause illness if it is there, and, as this study shows, you only 
increase the risk of contaminating your kitchen or other food you're preparing, 
splashed” 



7-17-2020 Amazon 1 Click Prime will be selling anti-C-virus and salmonella gloves 
that kill all virus instantly like Pasteurizations Heat built into the gloves. IP 
invention project posted on Amazon Prime by Jeff Bezos today. On Sale too. 

7-17-2020 Amazon IP invention projects with specs; PEF processing, a substance is 
placed between two electrodes, then the pulsed electric field is applied. The electric 
field enlarges the pores of the cell membranes, which kills the cells and releases 
their contents. 

7-17-2020 C-Virus the electric field enlarges the pores of the cell membranes, which 
kills the cells and releases their contents. 

7-17-2020 Amazon IP invention projects with specs; PEF processing, for your home 
on Amazon Prime Pre Order today. 

7-17-2020 Paris Oil Men in Nigeria believe in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues not 7 
billion people; “He believed young Nigerians were extremely bright and talented 
individuals who would flourish if just given the right opportunity.” To Drive the 
Porsche Windmill Cars to the Gravity Engine Cars and Ships. Mr. Saleh was also 
the founding partner in a Manhattan-based venture capital fund, Adventure 
Capital, that invested in similar transit start-ups in Colombia and Bangladesh. 
Paris ruling class invested in 1 million new gas stations in Colombia ad Bangladesh. 
A War Crime that spins off men who kill with bone saws in Manhattan. Suspect Is 
Arrested in Grisly Killing of Tech C.E.O. Fahim Saleh Mr. Saleh, 33, was found 
dismembered and decapitated inside his Manhattan apartment. Saleh's personal 
assistant is the one who cut him into pieces. The Butler did it in a British Novel. 
Nothing Changes even with cameras in the elevator. His personal assistant, Tyrese 
Devon Haspil, 21 cut up his boss with a bone saw! Novel of this will sell on Amazon 
but should be in the AMA medical journal novels by MD's after a cure, prevention 
as this has been going on for centuries. Motive must be more than this, Detectives 
believe that the motive for the killing stemmed from Mr. Saleh having discovered 



that the assistant had stolen tens of thousands of dollars from him, despite the fact 
that Mr. Saleh had not reported the man and had set up what amounted to a 
repayment plan for him to return the money, one of the officials said. Amazon need 
to upgrade to AI its, Security video taken from inside the elevator shows the killer 
later using a battery-operated portable vacuum cleaner in an apparent effort to 
remove any traces of his presence, the official said. Home Security video needs to be 
upgraded reinvented at Amazon. The gruesome killing was so shocking it was 
unfathomable, yet we know 1,001 Princes in Saudi Arabia have bone sawed 1,001 
people not just Prince Salman's one killing. Mr. Ale was born in Saudi Arabia to 
Bangladesh parents who eventually settled near Poughkeepsie, N.Y., a small city on 
the Hudson River. 

7-17-2020 Brain Cancer Rx Recipe Cure was driven to Never Ending Wars; David 
Kaiser, a scion of the Rockefeller family who steered one of its philanthropies into a 
pitched confrontation with the company that provided the family’s prodigious 
wealth, died on Wednesday at a family home on Mount Desert Island, Me. He was 
50. The cause was glioblastoma multiforme, a cancer of the brain, his wife, 
Rosemary Corbett, said. Mr. Kaiser graduated from Columbia University in 1991 
with a degree in American history. He and Ms. Corbett met in 2011 through the 
online dating service OkCupid. They discovered a shared interest in criminal 
justice reform, Ms. Corbett recalled, and Mr. Kaiser seemed startlingly open. “I 
asked what the worst thing he’d ever done in a relationship was — and he told me!” 
she said. “I thought he was being so transparent, but there was a lot he wasn’t 
telling me.” What he had left out was that he was a Rockefeller. She said that when 
he did tell her, months later, she wanted to break off the relationship; she was 
unable to see, she said, how “a person with a working-class background and leftist 
politics could possibly have a successful relationship with someone from a family of 
such privilege.” They married in 2012. In late 2018, Mr. Kaiser began experiencing 
episodes of forgetfulness, which led to his diagnosis early the next year. Ms. Corbett 
said that in recent months he had told her: “Of course I wish my life were going to 
be longer. I wish I could see who the girls will turn into.” But, she said, he added, 
“I’ve also been an extremely lucky person — more lucky than most.” 

7-17-2020 Rockefeller family gruesome killing was so shocking it was 
unfathomable, driving the Porsche Windmill Car into Exxon Mobil oil refinery. 

7-17-2020 Rockefeller family gruesome killing was so shocking it was 
unfathomable, exhaust in the air millions die from cancers world wide and there is 



not stopping these millions from getting cancers. 

7-16-2020 Castro didn't believe in God or Gravity Engines Ships on the Oceans. 
Mary Trump will write her Next book on Gravity Engine Ships on the Oceans. 
After she sinks Trump and his MD Admirals who say don't wear a mask or SpaceX 
Suit 'Hero's' 

7-16-2020 Publishing Advanced Skills. In Publishing, ‘Everything Is Up for 
Change’ Porsche Windmill Cars! Tell All Nobel Novels - Yes Nobels!! 

7-16-2020 Pink Mary Trump's Pink Top Secrets not published in her tell all book; 
Trump forced to Resign! 

7-16-2020 French Revolution in Paris Today is 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Published. 
Marcon is forced to Resign 1,001 Nobels by Pasteur in 2020 Wins! 

7-16-2020 Paris Starbucks advertise 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Winners at this and 
that Starbucks like the corner store in Key West signs $10,000 dollar Florida 
Lottery Ticket sold here, a war crime in the War on Nobels in Medicine. Pasteur 
will testify against the City Hall Criminals. Wow! Pasteur! 



7-16-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Replaces the Florida Lottery Ticket Sales... 
scam. 

7-16-2020 In Publishing, ‘Everything Is Up for Change’ 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
Published on the front page of the NY Times is What's Really Up for Change vs 
What the NY Times Published on the front page of Todays paper! French 
Revolution in Paris Today is 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Published. Marcon is forced 
to Resign 1,001 Nobels by Pasteur in 2020 Wins! 

7-16-2020 MD Jobs Up for Change, Community Parks are crossed off for 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine on the Hospitals Network with AI and specs on Amazon 1 Click 
Prime of all Nobels in Medicine Alerts. Every year, hundreds of physicians choose 
CHS-affiliated practice opportunities based on our reputation for carefully 
matching primary care physicians and specialists to communities that will support 
their practice development. Across our organization, physicians find a commitment 
to high quality care and they experience high quality of life in the communities we 
serve. Find Out More. To speak directly with an experienced recruiter, call 1-800-
367-6813 or access our Recruitment Team Directory. Or view our Map to learn 
more about our many locations! Wherever you see yourself and your new practice, 
chances are a CHS-affiliated hospital is nearby. Most are in quiet, easy-paced 
communities not far from larger, metropolitan cities, national parks, beautiful 
beaches, desert landscapes or mountain ranges. With approximately 20,000 
physicians – employed and independent – serving on the medical staffs of 95 CHS-
affiliated hospitals in 16 states, opportunities abound for professional networking 
and support. 

7-16-2020 MD's Wherever you see yourself and your new practice, 1,001 Nobel in 
Medicine will be the new conversation starters with all the other MD's. 

7-16-2020 Publishing Advanced Skills. In Publishing, ‘Everything Is Up for 
Change’ Porsche Windmill Cars Gravity Engine Cars bankrupt self driving cars. A 



wave of deaths and retirements prompted publishers to name new leaders. Now the 
industry is in a rare moment of transformation that promises to influence the books 
put out into the world. 

7-16-2020 Advanced Skills in Publishing writing about NYC Parks when they 
should have been writing about iMac Computer Labs at Starbucks. New York City 
Has 2,300 Parks. But Poor Neighborhoods Lose Out. By WINNIE HU and NATE 
SCHWEBER Page A14 

7-16-2020 After Attacks From Trump Aides, Fauci Says ‘Let’s Stop This Nonsense’ 
and Focus on Virus Rx Recipes on the Whitehouse.com web. By KATIE ROGERS 

7-16-2020 MD's Key West or Wherever you see yourself and your new practice, 
1,001 Nobel in Medicine will be the new conversation starters with all the other 
MD's. 

7-16-2020 https://www.chs.net/ Lower Keys medical Center in Key West; is part of 
a chain 95 hospitals across the country owned by CHI. COVID patients currently in 
Keys hospitals has doubled since last week, totaling 19 as of Wednesday, 12 at 
Lower Keys medical Center in Key West and seven split between Fishermen’s 
Hospital in Marathon and Mariners in Tavernier. The hospitals currently have 
enough supplies for at least seven days, but the rise in COVID patients is 
“troubling,” County Administrator Roman Gastesi said. Gastesi speculated that the 
number of hospitalizations could rise to 40 patients “by lobster mini-season next 
week. “That’s scary,” Gasesti said. Gastesi spoke with Lower keys CEO David Clay 
and Gastesi told the commission the hospital is part of a chain 95 hospitals across 
the country owned by CHI. 



7-16-2020 MD's Key West or Wherever you see yourself and your new practice, 
1,001 Nobel in Medicine will be the new conversation starters with all the other 
MD. 

7-16-2020 China; Not 1 Nobel in Medicine, in the Party of MD's. U.S. Wants to Bar 
Members of China’s Communist Party. Who Are They? With more than 90 million 
members and led by Xi Jinping, the party encompasses people at the heights of 
Chinese power and the civil servants of everyday life." By PAUL MOZUR. Chinese 
Medicine will only win a Nobel if run on the worlds fastest super computer with AI 
for Rx Recipes Advanced to 1.3 trillion transistors on a CPU up from 300 Billion on 
todays super computers. Same for Advanced faster working Rx Recipes! No 
Chinese are working on at Starbucks today because no Starbucks in China has a 
iMac Computer Lab as the communists didn't requires this from Starbucks 
Managers. Same for the Key West City Hall. 

7-16-2020 Nobel in Physics; 1,001 Nobels in Physics spelled out on Amazon 1 Click 
just for the Suns Physics like how did they build the Sun, grin. How its Made on 
Cable TV advanced to How did they make the Sun a Nobel in Physics winner. Back 
on Earth, astronomers in Hawaii are also producing detailed images of the sun’s 
surface using the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope. Their first images, released in 
January, show the sun’s face divided up into kernel-like cells that look almost like 
bubbles of caramel erupting on a stovetop. 

7-16-2020 Sun reveal a ubiquitous burbling of miniature solar flares - Would the 
King of Sweden light some small miniature Nobels in Physics to go along with 
Super Flares from the Sun that would leave Earth Burnt Toast. Like to save Earth 
from becoming Burnt Toast from a Super Flare? The discovery may provide clues 
for how Sun Sizes Came to Be By those who make the Stars in so many different 
sizes. 



7-16-2020 Size Matters; Trillion times bigger than Earth is the Sun. "Images 
captured by the European Space Agency’s solar orbiter show many tiny solar flares 
that scientists are calling “campfires.” The small circle at left represents the Earth 
to scale" 

7-16-2020 Nobel, Nobel, Sun and Stars on Fire! 

7-16-2020 Advancing Skills in Dancing With the Stars’ Host will be replaced by 
Elite Einstein Physics Professors for a new season on CBS Physics With the Stars! 
Back to School DeVous will fail to grasp unless she did the Einstein Math in school 
and you know she didn't take Einstein's Math. 

7-16-2020 Size Matters; $777 Trillion Dollars. USA with $777 Trillion dollars 
confiscated from Prince Salman would win 1,001 Nobels in Physics and Medicine 
compared to Prince Salmans who would then be arrested for many bone saw 
killings. And new copy cat bone saw killings in Manhattan not far from the NY 
Times building. 

7-16-2020 Size Matters Ask the NY Times; Why Does the N.Y.P.D. Want to Punish 
Journalists Editors at the NY Times? $4 gas on the 4th of July is why the NYPD 
wants to arrest the Journalist's - Editors at the NY Times. 

7-16-2020 Mary not Mary Trump but 1,001 other Women named Mary pulling into 
a NYC or Miami, Cuba gas station during a hold up were sucker punched by the 



robbers out of spite for $4 gas as the robbers knew about the Porsche 
WindmillCAR's. 

7-16-2020 Today it's Gas Stations at $4 a Gallon all illegal Crimes against 
Humanity out in the Open because 1984 Orwell is the Mob Boss! "When Miami 
Was Awash in Drugs, Crime and Social Unrest" "THE YEAR OF DANGEROUS 
DAYS Riots, Refugees, and Cocaine in Miami 1980" By Nicholas Griffin $777 
Trillion in Gas Station Revenues since 1980 - "During a period of severe inflation, 
when major cities were running deficits, Miami’s unending flow of Colombian 
cocaine, coupled with a plethora of banks that “welcomed drug dollars with few 
questions,” created a $7 billion cash surplus. “Money doesn’t know that it comes 
from cocaine,” Mayor Ferré said. “It’s terrible, it’s illegal and it’s Miami’s 
salvation.” 

7-16-2020 Marco Rubio the Hit Man who killed the King of Sweden in 2020; here 
are nonchalant Colombian hit men like Anibal Jaramillo, who killed in broad 
daylight and believed that he could buy his way out of legal trouble (“If you had 
money for a good lawyer, you could effectively evade the law”). 

7-16-2020 Cuban Hit Men today Marco 8K Cuban MD's working for the King of 
Sweden at his palace in Stockholm all killed on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 
with sanctions on Nobels in Medicine and Cuba MD's. Yet it’s Griffin’s account of 
the 1980 Mariel boatlift, when the Cuban president Fidel Castro agreed to allow 
more than 125,000 Cubans to emigrate to the United States, that is most startling, 
considering that the majority of the refugees were absorbed into Miami’s Cuban 
community." 

7-16-2020 1980 Porsche WindmillCAR's hidden in a Georgia Peanut Plantation. " 
Miami endured in 1980, leading to a landslide win for his opponent, Ronald 
Reagan. It’s impossible to read Griffin’s timely and searing account without 
thinking about its implications for our current moment — one of mounting social 
unrest over immigration and racism. As Carter’s domestic adviser would later 



write, “It is difficult to conjure up a more catastrophic final year in any American 
president’s term of office than 1980, Carter’s last year in the White House.” 

7-16-2020 Jimmy Carter playing the role of God like Trump did give Mecca $777 
Trillion dollars in $4 Gas Money from the USA. God is Great as Mecca is building 
1 million new Mosque a Year thanks to Jimmy Carter. God Trump is giving the 
next $777 Trillion to Prince Salman. 

7-16-2020 Rosalynn his conscience in the Wind-Car Plantations; As Carter’s 
domestic adviser would later write, on Jimmy Carters death bed confession about 
Oil Men Gods on Earth he will see in Hell. With Castro who didn't believe in God 
or Gravity Engines Ships on the Oceans. Mary Trump will write her Next book on 
Gravity Engine Ships on the Oceans. After she sinks Trump and his MD Admirals 
who say don't wear a mask or SpaceX suit in the Hospital Ships. First thing God 
will ask Jimmy Carter is how many Hospital ships are Named USS Jimmy Carter, 
grin. “Beneath a Ruthless Sun,” By Nicholas Griffin Not a Nobel Novel but could 
have been with the Tell All Porsche WindmillCAR 1980 Miami and Cuba. 

7-16-2020 Bar Pink Women Making Breast Cancer Worse at the Bars! U.S. Wants 
to Bar Members of China’s Communist Party. Alcoholics in the Communist Party 
are barred from the bars. Ha. This will never happen until Dr. Mao MD is in 
power. 

7-15-2020 Advanced Skills, Senators and Governors will Quit and give their job to 
Yale White Coat MD's Dressed today in SpaceX suits. Millions of SpaceX suits 
Today for 'Hero's' if the Senators and Governors had Advanced Skills! A War 
Crime in the War on Disease. 



7-15-2020 Massachusetts Sues Uber and Lyft Over the Status of Drivers as Day 
Labor status Illegal for decades and today they sue. IRS Tax Day and IRS does not 
arrest the CEO of Uber and Lyft for Day Labor Scam on the IRS as IRS know this 
is illegal. 

7-15-2020 Massachusetts; Harvard MIT Kitchen Cooks Chefs Day Labor Temps 
are same as Self Driving Tesla Self-Driving Claims, Misleading and illegal scam for 
$ 100's of millions. On IRS day. 

7-15-2020 Massachusetts Harvard MIT's Day Labor Temps are Self Driving 
Drones and Missiles like German Court Says Tesla Self-Driving Claims Are 
Misleading, not really the 2 White Men at 1984 are the Masterminds of all the 1,001 
NY Times article on Self Driving Tesla Cars to Crash the Stock of 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's that will Drive 7 Billion people on Earth to Jewish Exodus and 
Discovering Jewish Aliens in the Universe at Sirius. 

7-15-2020 Summer’s Bounty and Headlines about 'Bounty Hunters' a Frenchman 
named Pasteur was written up in Todays NY Times, no NY Times Bounty was 
Offered for a Rabid Virus Cure. Putin must think about Pasteur too. 

Advanced Skills, Senators and Governors will Quit and give their job to Yale White 
Coat MD's Dressed today in SpaceX suits. Millions of SpaceX suits Today if the 
Senators and Governors had Advanced Skills! A War Crime in the War on Disease. 



Advanced Skills, Senators and Governors will Quit and give their job to Yale White 
Coat MD's Dressed today in SpaceX suits. Millions of SpaceX suits Today if the 
Senators and Governors had Advanced Skills! A War Crime in the War on Disease. 

7-15-2020 Trump and Putin have been 'Cheering the Drone and Missile Strikes' for 
18 years, instead of Driving a Windmill Porsche! This should have been in Mary 
Trumps Tell All Nobel Novel. Mary Trump writes about General Milley who told a 
House committee last week he has known about the Windmill Porsche since 1980. 



Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are two of the Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! 

7-15-2020 West Point Generals at West Point Medical School's would Give the USA 
$777 Trillions Bullied from Bone Saw Prince Salman's War Chest for Mosque and 
Gas Stations. Trump Casino's too, grin. 

7-15-2020 West Point Generals at West Point Medical School's World Wide today 
Cure plagues, that came in waves, sometimes more than one simultaneously: yellow 
fever, smallpox, measles, scarlet fever, diphtheria, typhus and meningitis. Rabid 
Dogs in 2020. 

7-15-2020 In 1912, NYC began requiring dairies to heat their milk because a 
Frenchman named Pasteur had shown that doing so spared children from 
tuberculosis. Over time, they made smallpox vaccination mandatory. West Point 
Medical School will Be mandatory! iMac's at Starbucks with Rx Recipe app not 
PrankCall app 

7-15-2020 Bounty Hunters Pay $$$ Trump’s Wrath, against a NASA Star Wars of 
100's of Super Shuttles in many Trains. 500 Times faster than the speed of light in a 
live Streaming Exodus Video of Jew Aliens. 



7-15-2020 Wrath of Mary Trump; Jeff Sessions Pays Price for Trump’s Wrath, 
Losing Alabama Senate Race 

7-15-2020 Wrath of Gas Station Owners who just built 1 Million New Gas Stations 
in 2020 in China and India. U.S. and China Drive Diesel Mercedes and Porsche 
WindmillCARs Toward War for $777 Trillion dollars in gas station hold up loot. 
Holding Up A Gas Station when there are 1 Million Gas Stations, Exxon Mobil, BP. 

7-15-2020 American ingenuity that had gone into armoring military vehicles was 
not enough to stave off the horrendous damage caused by the blast in Afghanistan. 
Engine; "Americans Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place" Instead 
Driving a Porsche WindmillCAR in the USA. This Will Be a Tell All Nobel Novel 
by Mary Trump, when President Trump buys Mary a Porsche WindmillCAR. 

7-15-2020 Horrendous damage caused by the blasting off of the Porsche 
WindmillCAR, driving up and down Mountain Roads in Afghanistan. American 
intelligence agencies are investigating the horrendous damage caused by not 
driving the WindmillPorsche into Afghanistan. 

7-15-2020 Linking the Marine deaths in Afghanistan to the Windmill Porsche 



ingenuity with F-15 Radar, iPhone 11 Max Dash Cams, iTickets. Fiery Wrecks of 
WindmillPorsche's will not happen in this Star Wars Porsche. Ingenuity that kept 
all the Afghanistan Generals at the Pentagons WindmillCAR island. Racing around 
the island in a Windmill Porsche while ingenuity that had gone into armoring 
military vehicles was not enough to stave off the horrendous damage caused by the 
blast in Afghanistan. 

7-15-2020 American intelligence agencies are investigating ingenuity of those WHO 
first went into Afghanistan and never wanted to leave, to drive the Windmill 
Porsche. 

7-15-2020 Kremlin first positioned elite troops in the summer of 1979, elite troops 
who will earn enough to buy a Diesel Mercedes when they get back to Moscow. 

7-15-2020 American base you could win a Harley not a Windmill Porsche. USA, 
enormous dining facilities. There was a Pizza Hut, a coffee cafe and a military 
shopping facility with hair products and a chance to win a Harley-Davidson 
motorcycle propped up in the entryway to the Military Base. 775,000 American 
troops in Afghanistan for more than 18 years. Prostitutes at the Base were never 
written up by the NY Times. 

7-15-2020 Trump Cheering the Drone and Missile Strikes for 18 years, instead of 
Driving a Windmill Porsche this should have been in Mary Trumps Tell All Nobel 
Novel 



7-15-2020 Bone Saw article Today, this time a guy in Manhattan from Saudi 
Arabia. According to a 2016 blog profile, Mr. Saleh was born in Saudi Arabia, and 
moved with his family quite a bit before settling in Rochester, N.Y., and, later, in 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. The son of Bangladeshi immigrants, he learned to code and 
began to develop apps as a teenager, his friends said. After graduating from 
Bentley University in Waltham, Mass., he had early success with PrankDial, an app 
he invented for making prank telephone calls. 

7-15-2020 Success with PrankDial, an app he invented for making prank telephone 
calls, look this up on Google! 

7-15-2020 Mr. Saleh in the building’s elevator with another person who was 
wearing a black suit and black mask. On the video, the elevator door opens and Mr. 
Saleh goes into the apartment, the official said. The masked person follows directly 
behind him, and the two immediately start to fight. 

7-15-2020 Head in one bag, arms and legs in other bags, bone saw was still plugged 
into an electrical outlet when the police arrived. The arrival of Mr. Saleh’s sister at 
the condo might have interrupted the killing. “I saw a young woman in hysterics” 
in the lobby, Ms. Feinberg said. “From my understanding, she found the victim,” 



7-15-2020 Tech Guy’s Dismembered Body Found in Luxury Manhattan Condo NY 
Times Headlines but not how far from the NY Times building. 

7-15-2020 Mr. Saleh’s ride-hailing motorcycle start-up, Gokada, began operating in 
Lagos, Nigeria. 

7-15-2020 The building where Mr. Saleh’s body was found, at 265 East Houston 
Street near Suffolk Street, is a 10-story, glass-and-brick structure that is among the 
high-end residential buildings that have risen in recent years in an area once 
defined by its tenement housing stock. Condos in the building feature Italian 
marble kitchens and master baths, white oak floors and asking prices in the $2 
million to $2.5 million range, according to the real estate website StreetEasy. The 
website Curbed noted in a 2017 article about that access to the building’s units was 
via a private, keyed elevator. 

7-15-2020 NYC Bone Saw Killing, Head in a plastic bag when cops got there; “This 
neighborhood is very tight-knit,” she said. “It seemed within moments everybody 
knew what was happening.” Her own reaction, Ms. Feinberg said, was “total 
shock.” “You kind of forget New York City is New York City sometimes,” she said. 
This is NY City with Prank Call Apps not 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Apps selling in 
Lagos, Nigeria. Lagos Starbucks with iMac's and Rx Pink Latte's. Taxi ride-hailing 
motorcycle to speed in and out of Diesel Mercedes traffic. When they could be 
driving a Porsche WindmillCAR. Pranks! 



7-15-2020 Police Find a Porsche WindmillCAR Article from the NY Times; When 
detectives began investigating, they found the man’s torso and an electric saw 
nearby, two law enforcement officials briefed on the matter said. The man’s head 
and limbs were later found in the apartment, a Police Department spokesman said. 
There were several large plastic bags in the apartment, and it appeared that some 
effort had been made to clean up any evidence of what had happened. 

7-15-2020 Day Labor Temps and Gas Station Hold Up's gave the USA $777 Trillion 
in Gas Station hold Up loot all illegal thanks to Yale and Harvard Lawyers out 
Ranking MD's working as Day Labor's on a Rx Recipe to cure all stages of Breast 
Ovary Cancer with Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 

7-15-2020 Massachusetts Sues Uber and Lyft Over the Status of Drivers as Day 
Labor status Illegal for decades and today they sue. IRS Tax Day and IRS does not 
arrest the CEO of Uber and Lyft for Day Labor Scam on the IRS as IRS know this 
is illegal. 

7-15-2020 Massachusetts Sues Uber and Lyft Over the Status of Drivers Not the 
Status of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine work Driving 7 billion people to this 
Massachusetts high tech Times at Harvard and MIT. Drones and Missiles Cheers 
can be heard coming from Massachusetts, and those who own Uber and Lyft gave 
Prince Salman the high five for his bone saw killing. Killings using Day Labor 
Temps is as public as Prince Salman's Bone Saw killing. So why is Massachusetts 
suing today. 



7-15-2020 I’m the President of M.I.T. America Needs Foreign Students from Saudi 
Arabia, I will not drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR on MIT Campus long as 
foreign students from Saudi Arabia are at MIT. God is Great for $777 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues. 

7-15-2020 MIT Medical School and West Point Medical School will be built from 
the Drive Driven 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

7-15-2020 Massachusetts Harvard MIT's Day Labor Temps are Self Driving 
Drones and Missiles like German Court Says Tesla Self-Driving Claims Are 
Misleading, not really the 2 White Men at 1984 are the Masterminds of all the 1,001 
NY Times article on Self Driving Tesla Cars to Crash the Stock of 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's that will Drive 7 Billion people on Earth to Jewish Exodus and 
Discovering Jewish Aliens in the Universe at Sirius. 

7-15-2020 London Plagues in History. Today the Ruling Class are Oil Men not 
Oxford MD's. After months of Virus Plague Deaths, After Months of Debate, 
England Requires Face Masks for Shoppers. After decades of birth defects the 
MD's look after Diesel Mercedes are banned from London. BP Oil men in the 
Ruling Class are arrested for Mass Murder. 



7-15-2020 USA Gas Station Owners in Ireland, Ireland Has a New Coronavirus 
Fear: Americans Who Flout Quarantine and Drive a Diesel Mercedes. Immunity 
from Everything are Gas Station Owners. 

7-15-2020 "A-Bomb in Afghanistan In The First Place ‘Now I Am Death’: The 
Legacy of the First Nuclear Bomb Test is Testing Jimmy Carter's building a fleet of 
100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs with 40 H-Bombs on Each Sub. The 75th 
anniversary of what’s known as the Trinity explosion, the world’s first nuclear 
weapon test, comes as tensions over nuclear devices intensify." By MARIA 
CRAMER 

7-15-2020 "It was 1 a.m. on July 16, 1945, when J. Robert Oppenheimer met with 
an Army lieutenant general, Leslie Groves, in the parched landscape of Jornada del 
Muerto — Dead Man’s Journey — a remote desert in New Mexico. A group of 
engineers and physicists was about to detonate an atomic device packed with 13 
pounds of plutonium, a nuclear weapon. At 5:29 a.m. local time, the device 
exploded with a power equivalent to 21,000 tons of TNT and set off a flash of light. 

7-15-2020 "It was 11 a.m. when J. Robert Oppenheimer met with Truman at the 
Litte White House in Key West, the fight over building the Gravity Engine vs 
H-Bombs started. Oppenheimer was put in a choke hold and died fighting at Los 
Alamos. Truman went on to build 100's of H-Bombs for the fleet of USS Jimmy 
Carter Nuke Subs. Payback for Jimmy Carter's Masterminding gas at .18 cents a 
gallon in 1980 and $4 a gallon on the 4th of July 2020. Medal of Honor for Jimmy 
Carter given by Prince Salman. 



7-15-2020 Gravity Engine Car would bring a instant End to building 100's more 
USS Jimmy Carter nuke subs. Less than a month later, the United States would 
drop a nearly identical weapon on the city of Nagasaki in Japan. The bomb, named 
Fat Man, fell three days after Americans dropped a uranium bomb, called Little 
Boy, on Hiroshima. Both weapons immediately killed tens of thousands of Japanese 
people and forced Japan’s surrender on Aug. 14, bringing an abrupt end to the 
war. 

7-15-2020 Since the Trinity test 75 years ago, at least eight countries have 
conducted more than 2,000 nuclear bomb tests 

7-15-2020 Haunted Mr. Oppenheimer, who worried he had set a course for a future 
apocalypse. “Mr. President, I feel I have blood on my hands,” he said to Mr. 
Truman later that year. After Nagasaki and Hiroshima A-Bombs killed up to about 
200,000 people, with many of those victims succumbing to radiation poisoning in 
the weeks that followed. 

7-15-2020 The government never conducted a full investigation into the effects of 
the radiation, even after the communities downwind of the blast saw an unusual 
spike in infant deaths in the months after the explosion. 

7-15-2020 The Trump Government has sanctions on all Special Olympic Birth 
defect kids from Jimmy Carters Diesel Mercedes time. 



7-15-2020 Trump's Pink Breast Ovary Cancer Plague; where everyone can name 
someone who died of the disease. “We know that the government basically walked 
away and has taken no responsibility for the suffering and the dying not letting 
Pink Breast Cancer Women in with Wounded Warriors at the VA Hospitals,” A 
War Crime by Trump with Ivanks watching her girl friends die a tortured death at 
the Mind of Dad Trump. 

7-15-2020 Apple; Starbucks Orders for iMac's $14.9 Billion. Pink Women Demand 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine, 1,001 Rx Recipes all Miracle Cures and One Rx Pink 
Latte years late. Apple Scores Legal Victory Against $14.9 Billion E.U. Tax 
Demand. Pink Women and 7 Billion Starbucks workers score victory over 
Mosquitoes and Breast Cancer. 

7-15-2020 Biases Women Face from Apple-Starbucks Rx Recipe's hacked from 4 
Trillion Rx Recipes. Prank Calls from Tim Cook and Starbucks CEO's as they 
bought the PrankCall app not the Rx Recipe App. No one at Apple has written a Rx 
Recipe App for iMac's. Biases at Apple are well knows, Starbucks too now that they 
turned off the WiFi for all the Moms with Kids doing homework on the sidewalk. 

7-15-2020 Apple-Starbucks $14 billion order for iMac's may linger in the air like 
Flu without a Rx Recipe app. The Flu May Linger in the Air, Just Like the 
Coronavirus with no one inside Starbucks working on a Rx Recipe app. A War 
Crime in the War on Disease and Cancers. From Girl Scouts meetings at Starbucks 
on iMac to Women MD's working on the worlds fastest super computers. 1 Click 
Amazon links to 1,001 Rx Recipes with specs and genius Pasteur tutors along the 
time line. Women ask why West Point Generals are Capitalizing on Cheering on 
Drone and Missile strikes when their Wife's, daughters die from disease and 
cancers that can be cured with a Rx Recipe. 



Advanced Skills, Senators and Governors will Quit and give their job to Yale White 
Coat MD's Dressed today in SpaceX suits. Millions of SpaceX suits Today if the 
Senators and Governors had Advanced Skills! A War Crime in the War on Disease. 



Advanced Skills, Senators and Governors will Quit and give their job to Yale White 
Coat MD's Dressed today in SpaceX suits. Millions of SpaceX suits Today if the 
Senators and Governors had Advanced Skills! A War Crime in the War on Disease. 

7-14-2020 Two years ago Starbucks CEO could have offered Rx Pink Latte Cure If 
Not for Trumps Sanctions Revealed in Mary Trumps Book Today 

7-14-2020 "Upgrading the skills of American workers" 

7-14-2020 "Upgrading the skills of American workers" EMT's and Police 
responding to 1.3 Million Traffic Deaths World Wide in 2020 will now get advanced 
train on how to cut out Organs for Transplants. "Upgrading the skills of American 
workers" 

7-14-2020 Trump, Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz should quit for Failing the Test and give 
their Jobs to Dr. Fauci!! Dr. Lisa Sanders, Dr. Katrina. "Upgrading the skills of 
Senators, and Lawyers." 

7-14-2020 Why We’re Losing the Battle With Covid-19, because Marco Rubio, Ted 
Cruz should have quit and given their jobs to Dr. Fauci. 



7-14-2020 Dr. Fauci Drives; a Porsche WindmillCAR to your 'House MD' delivered 
in time for the Gravity Engine Porsche, Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are selling Diesel 
Mercedes and Birth Defects! A war crime! 

"Americans Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place" Instead Driving a 
Porsche WindmillCAR in the USA. This Will Be a Tell All Nobel Novel by Mary 
Trump, when President Trump buys Mary a Porsche WindmillCAR. 

7-14-2020 "Upgrading the skills of American workers" How the United Arab 
Emirates Set Its Sights on Mars when the Key West Rabbi upgraded all the World 
Rabbi Skills to Einstein with the Exodus invention project of going 500 Times faster 
than the speed of light in a Zoom live streaming Verizon cell call to Jewish Aliens at 
Sirius and a Trillion other Stars in the Exodus Universe. 

7-14-2020 "Upgrading the skills of the Jewish Rabbi to Super Computer Experts in 
AI Art of the Diagnosis of the Jewish Diet." Skills of 'thinking' about 'Heart 
Transplants' for Jews by Dr. Einstein MD. 

7-14-2020 West Point Medical School lecture his "InventBook" detractors are 
“Bounty Hunters.” 8K Cuban MD's Working for the King of Sweden on 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine, many Pink Nobels spelled out on 1 Click Amazon Prime with 
specs and Genius Pasteur tutors were killed by Trump Bounty Hunters in 



Stockholm. 

7-14-2020 Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are two of the Bounty Hunters who Killed the 
King of Sweden's Nobels! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$



New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



"Americans Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place" Driving a Porsche 
WindmillCAR in the USA. This Will Be a Tell All Nobel Novel by Mary Trump, 
when President Trump buys Mary a Porsche WindmillCAR. 



7-14-2020 EMT's and Police responding to 1.3 Million Traffic Deaths will now be 
trained on how to cut out Organs for Transplants. "Upgrading the skills of 
American workers" 

7-14-2020 "Upgrading the skills of American workers" "America’s Senators and 
Governors Get Tested for a Virus That Is Testing Them" and the Governors Fail in 
the numbers of Dead and Sick but the Governors don't comprehend they should 
Quit and give their Senate Seat and Governors Mansion to Dr. Fauci. 

7-14-2020 "Upgrading the skills of Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz And 1 Billion in 
China!" New Sanctions by China on Senators!! And War Crimes by Senators in the 
War on Pink Cancers. Mary Trump is writing a New Tell All Book on Senators 
Cheating on women, cheated on SAT and Cheated out of their life Driving a 
Porsche WindmillCAR, torture of Olivia Newton John. Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are 
Bounty Hunters paid by Trump Oil Company and Casino! Upgrade the skills of 
Florida Lottery Pay Outs. 

7-14-2020 At a Time of Financial Stress $777 Trillion is in a Geneva, Switzerland 
Bank Account of Bone Saw Prince Salman $$$ Every dollar of the $777 Trillion is 
from Gas Station hold ups in Miami, Cuba and the Swiss Bankers know this it's 
illegal for them!! 



7-14-2020 Panic; Life and Death Panic by those who have the $777 Trillion Dollars! 

7-14-2020 Anxiety attack when you have $777 Trillion dollars in Cash on Pallets 
stacked by Kerry... 

7-14-2020 "Upgrading the skills of American workers" "America’s Senators and 
Governors Get Tested for a Virus That Is Testing Them" and the Governors Fail in 
the numbers of Dead and Sick but the Governors don't comprehend they should 
Quit and give their Senate Seat and Governors Mansion to Dr. Fauci. 

7-14-2020 Upgrading the skills to give the USA Porsche WindmillCAR's! 

7-14-2020 Lawyers at Yale and Harvard incompetence has wrecked 1 million Diesel 
Mercedes, At a Time of Financial Stress Yale and Harvard Alumni have given 
away $777 Trillion to Saudi Arabia $$$ 



7-14-2020 "Upgrading America’s Senators Getting Tested for a Virus That Is 
Testing Them And Failing them in a World of 7 Billion People waiting in line at 
Starbucks for 1,001 Rx Recipes Rx Latte Cure All's. Many Pink! 

7-14-2020 "Upgrading Detox to include 1 Million Gas Stations and Bar's on Duval 
USA. Upgrading the skills to give the USA Porsche WindmillCAR's! 

7-14-2020 War on Cancer by Senators needs a upgrade in Skills before 1 million 
more Pink Women die a Tortured death. Time this spills over to those who first 
went into Afghanistan instead War with Rx Recipe many in Geneva. 

7-14-2020 War Crimes in the War on Pink Cancers. 

7-14-2020 "Upgrading the skills of American workers" "America’s Governors Get 
Tested for a Virus That Is Testing Them" and the Governors Fail in the numbers 
of Dead and Sick but the Governors don't comprehend that they should upgrade 
their skills. That the Governors should have the skills of Dr. Lisa Sanders MD and 
Dr. Fauci. If the Governors Realized they are the cause via stupid thinking of 
thousands of deaths and being in the Hospital sick as hell they would Quit on the 
spot but they are not intelligent enough to know this or realize this. So the AMA 
should write this up in a Editorial or the NY Times Editors. God Help us all if 
MSNBC or Bill and Melinda Gates called for the skills of Governors upgraded to 
that of Dr. Faico and Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. 



7-14-2020 The Pandemic Has Accelerated Demands for a More Skilled Work Force 
Starting the Governors, Lawyers and City Hall USA. A more skilled NY Times 
more like the AMA Medical Journal Editorials. 

7-14-2020 "Air Pollution Takes a Global Toll on Heart Health. Researchers 
calculate that 14 percent of all cardiovascular events Cardiac Arrest and Heart 
Attacks and 8 percent of cardiovascular deaths are attributable to air pollution. By 
Nicholas Bakalar. Nicholas censor Breast Cancer deaths. 

7-14-2020 “Lower classes include Governors Today Because the Cheat on SAT 
Test” In Mary Trumps next book she will have the statistics on SAT test cheaters 
who they are from Presidents, Trump, Kenney, Clinton, Bush and Bush. Yes they 
all paid someone to take the SAT test so read Mary Trumps Amazon Book. 

7-14-2020 Alexander Spotswood, (born 1676, Tangier, Morocco—died June 7, 1740, 
Annapolis, Md.), one of the first British colonial governors of North America to 
appreciate the economic value of the Western frontier. After service under the 1st 
duke of Marlborough in the War of the Spanish Succession (1701–14), he was 
appointed lieutenant governor of Virginia (1710). In this post he recommended the 



establishment of a Virginia company to carry on trade with the Indians, urged the 
construction of forts along the frontier, and personally organized and conducted in 
1716 an exploring expedition into the Shenandoah Valley. After his term as 
governor ended (September 1722), he remained in Virginia, living near the 
ironworks he had established in Germanna, a settlement of Germans in 
Spotsylvania County (named in his honour). From 1730 to 1739 he served as deputy 
postmaster general of the colonies. 

7-14-2020 Spottswood in London and Key West needs a skills upgrade; "Fauci 
Back at the White House, a Day After Trump Aides Tried to Undermine Him" By 
MICHAEL D. SHEAR and NOAH 

7-14-2020 China Sanctions About 1 Million New Gas Stations in China, Gas station 
hold ups in Miami, Cuba. Senator Marco Rubio of Florida, Senator Ted Cruz of 
Texas sanctioned by Xi 

7-14-2020 Dr Fauci needs to put sanctions on these guys too! Senator Marco Rubio 
of Florida, Senator Ted Cruz of Texas and Representative Chris Smith of New 
Jersey, all of whom are Republicans. Also named were Sam Brownback, President 
Trump’s ambassador at large for international religious freedom, and the 
Congressional-Executive Commission on China, a United States government 
agency that focuses on human rights China Xi knows these guys are Bounty 
Hunters paid by Trump to kill Americans well as Chinese. 



7-14-2020 Sanctions to Chen Quanguo — a member of China’s 25-member ruling 
Politburo and party secretary of the Xinjiang region. The administration also 
penalized Zhu Hailun, a former deputy party secretary for the region; Wang 
Mingshan, director of the Xinjiang Public Security Bureau; and Huo Liujun, a 
former party secretary of the bureau. The bureau itself was also included in the 
sanctions. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said last Thursday that the American 
sanctions were in response to $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and Porsche 
WindmillCAR's in China a upgrade of skills from Diesel Mercedes with Star Wars 
F-35 Radar and GPS iPhone Dash Cam iTickets. 

7-14-2020 How Governor's and Lawyers named Spottswood can help Humanity... 
Hire promote let Dr. Fauci Out Rank the Generals and Admirals, and of course 
Trump. 

7-14-2020 Governor; It's used the way people might use, “Sir”—a loose form of 
respect. It was most used by the “lower classes” in England. It eventually became 
jocular and was used in theatrical productions and music halls. The "governor" is 
Cockney (London) for "boss," so the whole phrase is basically Cockney. 



7-14-2020 The governor is the person who they are answerable to save their life not 
kill them with 1,001 Virus plagues today. 

7-14-2020 Lord Cornwallis enjoyed the confidence of the British Government and 
was knighted in 1786. In the same year he was appointed as the Governor-General 
of India and the Commander-in-chief of India. 

7-14-2020 Upgrade the skills of NY Times Journalists... 

7-14-2020 Upgrade the skills of NY Times Journalists reporting on the Navy Ship 
on fire and the smoke caused cancers of kids who have breathed it in. They were 
stupid to leave this out of it was censored by the Navy Admiral. raging fire on the 
U.S.S. Bonhomme Richard at a San Diego naval base, one of the worst blazes to 
ever engulf an American warship outside of combat. The fire, which began Sunday 
morning, has destroyed the ship’s forward mast and created what Navy officials 
described as an inferno beneath its superstructure, reaching temperatures as high 
as 1,000 degrees. All 59 people who were injured — 36 sailors and 23 civilians — 
were released from several area hospitals by Monday afternoon, a Navy 
spokeswoman said. They had been treated for injuries including heat exhaustion 
and smoke inhalation. Now, attention has turned to the fate of the ship, and to the 
impact that the billowing smoke may have on communities near the naval base. 



7-14-2020 Smoke from the Bonhomme Richard has swept south with the prevailing 
winds, driving a plume carrying bits of paint, asphalt, plastic and ash across 
Imperial Beach, Calif., and into Mexico. In the opposite direction, residents have 
also reported smelling smoke from the fire as far away as Del Mar, 25 miles north. 
The San Diego County Air Pollution Control District warned on Monday that the 
thick smoke swelling from the ship could pose health risks because of rising levels 
of fine particulates. “In areas of heavy smoke, assume that air quality levels are 
unhealthy for sensitive groups to unhealthy for all individuals,” the district warned. 

7-14-2020 Upgrade the skills of Rear Adm. Philip E. Sobeck to the plagues and 
diseases we are at war with. Give the Admiral a Dress Pink Uniform designed by 
Ivanka and Olivia Newton John. 

7-14-2020 Smoke from the Admirals Diesel Mercedes caused a few breast cancers 
and birth defects in kids, the Admiral will not take responsibility for this in a 
Trump Culture of West Point not West Point Medical School's Advanced skills of 
grads. 

7-14-2020 1998 Porsche WindmillCAR's for the Navy Commissioned in 1998 Hell 
No! 1998 Bonhomme Richard looks much like a smaller version of a Navy aircraft 
carrier: It has an 800-foot-long flight deck from bow to stern that carries 
helicopters and F-35 jets. But its primary mission is as a massive amphibious 



assault ship, capable of carrying about 1,200 Marines and landing them on a beach 
with amphibious vehicles while its aircraft simultaneously provide close-air 
support. Commissioned in 1998 

7-14-2020 Bonhomme Richard, named for Benjamin Franklin using his pen name. 

7-14-2020 Pink Deaths; Kelly Preston, an actress best known for her role as a 
hardhearted fiancée of the Tom Cruise character in the 1996 film “Jerry Maguire,” 
died on Sunday in Florida. She was 57. Her husband, the actor John Travolta, said 
in an Instagram post on Monday that the cause was breast cancer. She had been 
treated for the cancer for two years, he said, something she had kept largely to 
herself. 

7-14-2020 Kelly Preston “She fought a courageous fight for 2 years without the Rx 
Recipe's for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Two years ago Starbucks CEO could 
have offered Rx Pink Latte Cure all for Breast Cancers in all Stages but killed this 
Rx latte and all in this 1984 George Orwell Society know this! 



7-14-2020 Two years ago Starbucks CEO could have offered Rx Pink Latte Cure all 
for Breast Cancers in all Stages. Women by the thousands walk into a Starbucks 
today and "chose the most aggressive treatment: a double mastectomy with an 
innovative one-stage breast reconstruction, followed by intensive chemotherapy 
and radiation. My plan was to explore every “cancer hack” out there waiting in line 
at Starbucks for my Rx Pink Latte that cures all stages of Breast Ovary Cancers in 
8 Days!" I know the World Fastest Super Computers are all working on the 
advanced math to build Drones and Missiles but are capable of AI in hacking 4 
trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. Along with Chemo and radiation Recipes. 
Upgrading the Skills of Starbucks owners and company owned stores for Pink 
Women will be the Law coming from Senators who just quit and gave their Senate 
Seat to Dr. 

7-14-2020 Upgrade the skills of Peacock’s NBCUniversal streaming service with 
'Gregory House MD' Doctor TV live streaming with live patients. Upgrade the 
Skills of Dr. Lisa Sanders MD from printed articles in the NY Times and actors not 
MD on her Netflix TV shows to live streaming art of the diagnosis with real 
patients. Start with Cheney getting medical test for his second heart transplant, 
grin. 

7-14-2020 "A Veggie Burger Unlike the Others" as it's on the shelf at Whole Foods 
next to the Hershey Bars. Advance the skills of Inventors in the USA. Drones and 
Missiles are on sale as they are overstocked. 

7-14-2020 Mosquitoes on the Bill and Melinda Gates Battlefields and Key West 



helicopter spraying 5 days a week. "Your New Home Office May Be in the 
Backyard" with MSNBC and the NY Times writing up Advanced Skills are needed 
for American Workers. Advanced Skills for Bill and Melinda Gates would be 
rejected by Bill and Melinda Gates so hold off on the Back Yard Office article in 
Todays NY Times. Advanced Skills for Bill and Melinda Gates; Rare Genetic 
Disease and the Parents Navigating It. German Assassins are building Diesel 
Mercedes! Tell All Book by Mary Trump about Bill and Melinda Gates on Amazon 
Today. Yes they both drive a Diesel Mercedes. 

Advanced Skills, Yale White Coat MD Hijab's 

Swiss Bankers and Yale White Coat MD Hijab's 



Ivanka was helped Design the Yale White Coat MD Hijab's. 

7-13-2020 Amazon 1 Click for MDs to match up with people on Amazon Prime who 
want to donate their Organs Fast with 1 Click Prime, nothing to sign! 

7-13-2020 MD Senators; upgrading their 'thinking' skills and American workers 
that will save 1 million Pink lives a year, MD Senators would have ordered all Steve 
Jobs cancers cured... 

7-13-2020 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 how many could be used for Organ 
Transplants if the Police and EMT's cut them out? 

7-13-2020 Xi in China does not think fast enough to save the lives of 21 in Chinese 
hospitals waiting for organ transplants as the EMT workers in this picture had the 
bodies showing in the picture and no Police or EMTs were cutting out organs to 
save others waiting for Heart, lungs, kidneys! 



7-13-2020 Gas Station Hold Up's world wide and in Afghanistan have never ever 
been reported by the NY Times and MSNBC, Why? Paris Gas Station Hold Ups 
the last few decades of WindmillCARs... 

7-13-2020 Visitors at the Star Wars MD Smithsonian Museums will witness 1,001 
Gas Station Hold Ups World Wide! MD will give the art of the Diagnosis why so 
many in Times of 2020 Porsche WindmillCARs. 



7-13-2020 Benzene, a toxic compound that can cause blood cancers such as 
leukemia. Visitors at the Star Wars MD Smithsonian Museums to see Benzene start 
up Leukemia in school children near the Texas Oil Well and the Well Off Oil Men 
at the Casino with no conscience. 

7-13-2020 Psychology's art of the diagnosis tells all Smithsonian Visitors how this 
Greed Virus infected and all of Texas. Chesapeake Energy site in east central Texas 
when leaking natural gas ignited, at the Smithsonian Museums for Visitors the 
statistics on natural gas leaks that ignited burning people was Shock and Awe 
numbers like the number of Galaxies in the Universe. 

7-13-2020 MSNBC and CBS were Complicit' in keeping statistics of natural gas 
leaks ignited out of the headlines. Museum, the fire on his ship was sparked by rags 
that sailors had stored in “basically a chimney,” This is in the New Star Wars 
Smithsonian Museums 

7-13-2020 "7 Billion People and 21 Navy Sailors Are Injured in Navy Ship Fire in 
San Diego" By NEIL VIGDOR and JOHN ISMAY Page A16 "U.S.S. Bonhomme 
Richard, had been docked at the U.S. naval base when a fire was reported at 8:30 
a.m. in a lower cargo hold that is used for vehicle storage" 

7-13-2020 Two helicopters had joined the firefighting efforts. But the fate of the 
vessel was uncertain. 

7-13-2020 Bonhomme Richard is one of eight Wasp-class amphibious assault ships 
and can carry more than 1,000 sailors, according to the Navy. Its cost has been 
estimated at $761 million. The ship was commissioned on Aug. 15, 1998, and is the 
third Navy warship to bear the name Bonhomme Richard. 



7-13-2020 In 1998 Ford and Porsche WindmillCAR's were inside the ship sailing to 
a secret Pentagon WindmillCAR Island. 

7-13-2020 Russian assistance had included night-vision goggles and armor-piercing 
ammunition. Not Russian Porsche WindmillCARs!! 

7-13-2020 CIA Driven Porsche WindmillCars; "Trump’s Shocking Inaction on 
Russia Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion for War Toys. Neglecting aggression by 
Vladimir Putin inevitably invites more of it." By Douglas London. Mr. London is a 
former C.I.A. officer. Douglas London (@Douglaslondon5) was a senior operations 
officer in the C.I.A. Clandestine Service for over 34 years, assigned to the Middle 
East, South Asia, Africa and Central Eurasia, several times as a chief of station. 
Gas Stations are the real 

7-13-2020 Inaction by the CIA and KGB, keeping them open and letting China and 
India build 1 million new Exxon Mobil Gas Stations in 2020. Chief of Station in the 
CIA and Gas Station Owners World Wide. Inaction to end close all Gas Stations on 
Earth by Chief of Stations in the CIA is a War Crime. Pakistan with 1 Million New 
Exxon Mobil BP Oil Gas Stations in 2020. 

7-13-2020 Gas Station Hold Up's world wide and in Afghanistan have never ever 
been reported by the NY Times and MSNBC, Why? 

7-13-2020 Escalation of Tell All Book Wars when Mary Trump and all the 
Warriors on all side should have been driving a Porsche WindmillCAR. 



7-13-2020 Taliban Bounty Hunters, Russians, and Navy Seals in Afghanistan all 
driving a Porsche WindmillCAR paid for with Drone and missiles $ Trillions that 
went to MIT War Toy not MIT WindmillPorsche accessories for Afghanistan 
mountain roads. 

7-13-2020 With years of experience in Kabul driving a Porsche WindmillCAR God 
is Great. 

7-13-2020 Kremlin to reassert its influence in the region not with night-vision 
goggles and armor-piercing ammunition but a free Porsche WindmillCAR and no 
gas money needed, gas money for Starbucks Kabul. Rx Pink Latte for all the 
Women with Breast Ovary Cancer. 

7-13-2020 Billion Women frustration with the slow pace of Military Intelligence 
getting the Rx Recipe for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Coup by the Wife's and 
Daughters of Russian and USA Generals. Putins 2 Daughters too. Ivanka ordered 
Pink Burger's for Dad. 

7-13-2020 Rx Recipe Pink hacked from 4 trillion top secret trade secret Rx Recipes 
a game-changer on the battlefield in the War on Cancer spills over to those who 
first went into Afghanistan instead of Rx Recipe HQ's World Wide Drug Makers, 
many in Geneva. 

7-13-2020 War Crimes in the War on Pink Cancers. Afghan and Russian politicians 
who kept homes in Moscow even as they grew rich on American contracts to build 
mountain roads as millions every year died in Pink Graves world wide not a 
Afghan headlines on MSNBC or CBS. 



7-13-2020 1 Billion Pink Women need a clear action strategy to win the War with 
Drone and Missile money going to MIT. Putin brought the same Taliban leaders 
into Moscow meetings with a large number of Afghan political figures for 
discussions over the political future of the country. 

7-13-2020 Future of 1 billion Pink Women at these Moscow meeting is Torture by 
Warriors on all side! Sorry Ladies but this is War in the Real world as Kerry would 
say. 

7-13-2020 In the 20 years since the U.S. invasion Pink Women litter the battlefields 
and Trump keeps it off MSNBC and CBS. 

7-13-2020 'Gregory House MD' replacing '60 Minutes' will have art of the 
Diagnosis of this Trump abuse of Pink Women in a episode. Afghan elite who 
frequently play golf and stay at a Trump Hotel with free Burger's inflicting more 
hardship on USA Pink Women. 

7-13-2020 "Russians often used the hundreds of millions of dollars in fuel imports 
for NATO and Afghan forces as a way to inject cash into Afghanistan to ensure 
influence and keep intelligence assets on their side. One former senior Afghan 
official said that instead of direct cash transfers, the Russians would mostly arrange 
for the convoys of oil tankers snaking into Afghanistan to be topped with extra fuel 
that would be cashed for circulation inside the country." 

7-13-2020 No CIA or senior Afghan officials would tell the NY Times in this article 
how many Oil Tankers Crashed head on into a Porsche Windmill SUV with Mom, 



Dad, and 2 kids in the back safety seats. 

7-13-2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCARs “doing doughnuts crash!” 

7-13-2020 An 11-year-old and two teenagers died at Floyd Bennett Field, where 
they were in cars that were “doing doughnuts,” the police said. three young people 
who died as Daniel Sidgiyayeva, 11; his sister, Margarita Sidgiyayeva, 18; and Emil 
Badalov, 16, all of Homecrest, in southeast Brooklyn. All three were riding in a 
2014 Kia Forte. Margarita had just graduated from high school and was planning 
to go to Long Island University to become a pharmacist. 

7-13-2020 Doing Doughnuts, kids 11, 16, 18 at Dunkin Doughnuts on iMac 2014 
Driver Training on a Windmill Kia Forte. Other car, a 2020 Windmill Toyota 
Camry, 3 injured no dead. 

7-13-2020 The Sidgiyayevas are “Mountain Jews” from Azerbaijan who came to 
the United States about three years ago. From Iran Ms. Abramova said. 

7-13-2020 Starbucks Rx Melatonin is a hormone that helps regulate sleep timing. It 
is produced in the pea-size pineal gland, which is nestled in the middle of your 
brain and syncs melatonin production with the rising and setting of the sun. 

7-13-2020 Rx Recipes in the public domain, within the same batch of product, 
variability of the melatonin varied by as much as 465 percent. Without Rx Recipes 
oversight, there really isn’t a way to ensure the levels of melatonin advertised on 
the package are accurate. 



7-13-2020 tips@nytimes.com You Should Start Writing Letters to the Editor, Hell 
No you should write IP invention projects and Rx Recipes if you have any to the 
Editors at the NY Times 

7-13-2020 iMac upgrade for skills of workers, not by Google Chromebooks by the 
Millions vs No iMac's not one as they cost $15,384. The Pandemic Has Accelerated 
Demands for a More Skilled Work Force Even groups that disagree on labor issues 
said there should be significant public investment in upgrading the skills of 
American workers. Starbucks Intelligence Agents killed iMac's at Starbucks years 
and years ago and every year since. Tell All Book will name names! 

7-13-2020 MD Senators; upgrading the skills of American workers that will save 1 
million Pink lives a year, others Steve Jobs cancers and DUI organ failures too. 

7-13-2020 Saudi Prince got a Lung Transplant before 3K Americans, a war crime 
by Senators who are not MD's. There is an urgent need for more lungs for 
transplant. Although 2,562 lung transplants were performed in the United States in 
2018, 3,134 patients were added to the waiting list. Some 365 patients died while 
waiting for a lung, or became too sick to have the operation. 

7-13-2020 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 how many could be used for Organ 
Transplants if the Police and EMT's cut them out? 

7-13-2020 If there were a way to use even 40 percent of donated lungs for 
transplant, instead of the current 20 percent, the waiting list for lungs could be 
eliminated, said Dr. Matthew D. Bacchetta, a lung transplant surgeon at Vanderbilt 



and a lead author of the new paper. 

7-13-2020 Advance Training for all workers in the USA front page NY Times! 
"Training Video When EMTs and Police Meet Up with the 4 Yale MD Women 
doing the Brain Transplant, Grin" EMTs and Police now have to carry Scaps and 
Bone Saws, Ha. Baggies too. Cut out the Traffic Wreck organs. 

7-13-2020 Jeff Bezos post on Amazon Prime 1 Click 1,001 IP invention projects 
spelled out with specs for a way to use 90% of donated lungs and other donated 
organs and has a Amazon 1 Click for MD to match up to people on Amazon Prime 
who want to donate their Organs. Will Jimmy Carters donate his lungs, can they be 
used in a organ transplant? Fixed? Scientists were able to restore some lungs to a 
usable state can EMT's and Police at deadly Car Crash, Hell Yes with advanced 
training. 

7-13-2020 Xi in China does not think fast enough to save the lives of 21 in Chinese 
hospitals waiting for organ transplants as the EMT workers in this picture had the 
bodies showing in the picture and no Police or EMTs were cutting out organs to 
save others waiting for Heart, lungs, kidneys! 



7-13-2020 "Training Video When EMTs and Police Meet Up with the 4 Yale MD 
Women doing the Brain Transplant, Grin" EMTs and Police now have to carry 
Scaps and Bone Saws, Ha. Baggies too. 

7-13-2020 Xi in China does not think fast enough to save the lives of 21 in Chinese 
hospitals waiting for organ transplants as the EMT workers in this picture had the 
bodies showing in the picture and no Police or EMTs were cutting out organs to 
save others. 

7-13-2020 China The government authorities in Anshun said in a statement on 
Sunday that they would investigate the demolition, and any mistakes made in the 
process of getting organs from those murdered by the Bus Driver. Bus Driver 
Purposely Drove Bus Into China Reservoir, Killing 21, Police Say The 52-year-old 



driver, who was also killed, was aggrieved about the demolition of his home because 
of a redevelopment scheme, officials said. Xi in China does not think fast enough to 
save the lives of 21 in Chinese hospitals waiting for organ transplants as the EMT 
workers in this picture had the bodies showing in the picture and no Police or 
EMTs were cutting out organs to save others. 

7-13-2020 "Training Video When EMTs and Police Meet Up with the 4 Yale MD 
Women doing the Brain Transplant, Grin" EMTs and Police now have to carry 
Scaps and Bone Saws, Ha. Baggies too. 

7-13-2020 Eligibility criteria for a lung transplant are very strict unless you are a 
Saudi Prince! 

7-12-2020 7 Billion People to see the MD at Smithsonian's Star Wars Medical 
Museums, An Epic Reversal of Fortune from what 7 Billion Humans get from 
Smithsonian today! 

7-12-2020 'Secret Trillions and WindmillCARs; "Demonstrators filled Rabin 
Square to demand that Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu provide economic 
relief after the coronavirus pandemic left more than 850,000 jobless." 850 million 
Jews have been left without the $777 Trillion from the Windfall of the Secret 
WindmillCAR's by Netanyahu. A war crime. USA built Mountain Roads in 
Afghastan. Bounty Hunters Drive a Porsche! Netanyahu Secret Trillions not spent 
on 850,000 Israelis jobless, let them wait for the Rabbis to get and give them 
trillions $$$ and a Porsche, WindmillPorsche, then a Gravity Engine Porsche. God 
is Great with trillions of Galaxies and Jewish Aliens. 

7-12-2020 'Secret Trillions $$$ and WindmillCARs; Reporting from Harvard was 
contributed by Sarah Almukhtar, Tara Siegel Bernard, Pam Belluck, Nicholas 
Bogel-Burroughs, John Branch, Benedict Carey, Jeffrey Gettleman, Jenny 



Carolina González, Erica L. Green, Thomas Gibbons-Neff, Dana Goldstein, David 
Gonzalez, Maggie Haberman, David Halbfinger, Patrick Kingsley, Corina Knoll, 
Ron Lieber, Apoorva Mandavilli, Jane Margolies, Giulia McDonnell Nieto del Rio, 
Zach Montague, Aimee Ortiz, Richard C. Paddock, Federico Rios, Michael 
Rothfeld, Kai Schultz, Eliza Shapiro, Mitch Smith, Farah Stockman, Alix Strauss, 
Julie Turkewitz, Sofía Villamil and Ali Watkins. NY Times.'Secret Trillions $$$ 
and WindmillCARs. 

7-12-2020 Harvard; What’s the Value of Harvard Without a Rx Recipe Cure for 
the C-Virus and Pink Cancers! $777 Trillion. Secret Trillions $$$ and 
WindmillCARs on Campus. Everyone Knows!! This is not really a 'Secret.' 

7-12-2020 Harvard Staff on Campus are 99% temps from Day Labor and Kelly. 
Some cities and states are looking toward a simple solution to mass unemployment: 
Hire workers directly. As the Mayor of Key West is not paid by the City but is Day 
Labor Contract Worker. Really. 

7-12-2020 Harvard; Bill and Melinda Gates Supercomputer is not the worlds 
fastest any longer! 

7-12-2020 'Gregory House MD' Takes Nightly Anchor Slot at MSNBC and CBS to 
spend trillions on Medical Rx Recipe Cures for all Virus and Diseases. Yes Bill and 
Melinda Gates will get their Rx Recipe for a Malaria Cure Piece of Cake from 
Paris. Let them Eat Cake! Bill and Melinda Gates Supercomputer, 
Supercomputing Race for GPS map of your life travels. iPhone 11 Max Dash Cam. 
F-35 Radar on your Porsche. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes in all of the top 500 
Supercomputers at one time all linked to Amazon 1 Click Prime Pink Rx Recipe for 
a Pink Cancers Latte Recipe at Starbucks even before they let people sit and turn 
the WiFi back on, grin. Fugaku, Japan’s new supercomputer, at the Riken Center 
for Computational Science in Kobe. The machine carried out 2.8 times more 
calculations a second than an IBM system at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 
Tennessee. IBM system, at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California, 
slid to third place in the ranking but drones and missiles still out rank 4 Trillion Rx 
Recipes in all 500 super computers for a Pink Cancer Recipe. A War Crime. 



7-12-2020 Jimmy Carter's brain will be in a Jar, the Fastest Super Computers 
bought by Jimmy Carter are deep inside the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub Fleet of 
100;s. 

7-12-2020 Military Name Change for Fort Leavenworth to "Fort Pasteur Brain 
Cancer Cure Amphitheater!!" Kennedy's and Bidens Brains are in Jars and super 
computers simulations on the worlds fastest super computers that still belong to the 
Military for Drones and Missiles not Brain Cancers of Jimmy Carter. Yes Jimmy 
Carter's brain will be in a Jar at "Fort Pasteur Brain Cancer Cure 
Amphitheater!!" And on a super computer simulation for Pasteur and West Point 
Medical School Students who will win a War Curing Brain Cancers for 7 Billion on 
Earth. War out in the Real World as Kerry would say at Harvard. 

7-12-2020 'Secret Trillions $$$ WindmillCARs spent on a Nobel in Medicine for the 
Brain Cancer Cure! 

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$

Many Fiery Wrecks 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 in Diesel Mercedes and 
Porsche on USA built Mountain Roads in Afghastan. Bounty Hunters Drive a 
Porsche! 



7-12-2020 'Secret Trillions $$$ WindmillCARs in China and Iran; "Iran and China 
have quietly drafted a sweeping economic and security partnership that would 
clear the way for billions of dollars of Chinese investments in energy and other 
sectors, undercutting the Trump administration’s efforts to isolate Iranians instead 
of Driving a Porsche WindmillCAR into China and Iran! 

7-12-2020 China and Iran joint research and weapons development and intelligence 
sharing. Intelligence sharing on the 2020 Ford WindmillCARs Jewish Exodus to 
Sirius. China gets free supply of Iranian oil over the next 25 years. Jews will be long 
gone via Exodus to Sirius in 2021. China Iran partnership — first proposed by 
China’s leader, Xi Jinping, during a visit to Iran in 2016 — was approved by 
President Hassan Rouhani’s cabinet in June 2020, Iran’s foreign minister, 
Mohammad Javad Zarif, said last week. Jewish Intelligence was working on 
Exodus Partnerships! 

7-12-2020 Exodus and the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR represents a major 'Failure' to 
the Trump! 

7-12-2020 'Secret Trillions and WindmillCARs; China’s state-owned Xinhua news 
agency quoted the commander of Iran’s Navy, Rear Adm. Hossein Khanzadi, 
saying that the exercise showed “the era of American invasions in the region is 
over.” By David E. Sanger contributed reporting. Claire Fu in Beijing contributed 
research. 'Secret Trillions and WindmillCARs; CIA covertly takes $777 Trillion 
Gas Station hold up loot in Swiss Banks for WindmillCAR's and Jews Pink Exodus. 
500 Times faster than the speed of light invention soon after the Gravity Engine 
Cars. 

7-12-2020 Secret killings of Wife's by troops coming home from Baghdad and 
Afghastan for over 10 years and one domestic killing makes the front page of the 
NY Times Sunday Edition. "A #MeToo Moment Emerges for Military Women 
After Soldier’s Killing" By JENNIFER STEINHAUER "Murder, Murder, 
Everywhere" By MARILYN STASIO Bone Saw Murders 100's in Saudi Arabia 
not in this article in the NY Times. Yet, Grin. Page BR9 



7-12-2020 "Modern Mothers and Daughters, Both with Pink Cancers in Three 
Novels" By LYNN STEGER STRONG Page BR22 "Nobel in Literature Novel if 
the King of Sweden really wanted to get a Rx Recipe cure all for all Pink Cancers. 
8,000 Cuban MD's hired by the King of Sweden to work at this Palace in Stockholm 
on iMac with hacked 4 trillion Rx Recipes and the worlds fastest super computers. 
No one will win this Nobel Prize, Sorry Mom. 

7-12-2020 Hell; Paik Sun-yup, South Korea’s First Four-Star General, Dies at 99 

7-12-2020 Hell; 4 Nearest Stars Diedm 9 Billion years after the Big Bang First 
created Stars! 

7-12-2020 President Trump at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center in 
Bethesda, Md. During a visit to the Walter Reed National Military Medical Center, 
where he planned to visit wounded troops who know the Bounty Hunter from 
Moscow is racing ups and down mountain roads in a Porsche he bought and the 
Afghastan Mountain roads were built and paid for by the Pentagon. 

7-12-2020 Star Wars a highly dangerous time of Virus, No Rx Greeting at Disney; 
Walt Disney World, a place designed to chase your troubles away. After closing in 
March because of the pandemic, the mega-resort near Orlando began tossing 
confetti again at 9 a.m. SeaWorld Orlando also resumed operating its rides and 
marine exhibits on Saturday. 

7-12-2020 Pasteur Institute in Orlando was not built by Disney! Medically 
“irresponsible” by the Disney Ruling Class. 



7-12-2020 Military Name Change for Fort Leavenworth to "Fort Pasteur Brain 
Cancer Cure Amphitheater!!" Kennedy's and Bidens Brains are in Jars and super 
computers simulations on the worlds fastest super computers that still belong to the 
Military for Drones and Missiles not Brain Cancers of Jimmy Carter. Yes Jimmy 
Carter's brain will be in a Jar at "Fort Pasteur Brain Cancer Cure 
Amphitheater!!" And on a super computer simulation for Pasteur and West Point 
Medical School Students who will win a War Curing Brain Cancers for 7 Billion on 
Earth. War out in the Real World as Kerry would say at Harvard. 

7-12-2020 'Secret Trillions $$$ and WindmillCARs; Reporting was contributed by 
Sarah Almukhtar, Tara Siegel Bernard, Pam Belluck, Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs, 
John Branch, Benedict Carey, Jeffrey Gettleman, Jenny Carolina González, Erica 
L. Green, Thomas Gibbons-Neff, Dana Goldstein, David Gonzalez, Maggie 
Haberman, David Halbfinger, Patrick Kingsley, Corina Knoll, Ron Lieber, 
Apoorva Mandavilli, Jane Margolies, Giulia McDonnell Nieto del Rio, Zach 
Montague, Aimee Ortiz, Richard C. Paddock, Federico Rios, Michael Rothfeld, Kai 
Schultz, Eliza Shapiro, Mitch Smith, Farah Stockman, Alix Strauss, Julie 
Turkewitz, Sofía Villamil and Ali Watkins. NY Times.'Secret Trillions $$$ and 
WindmillCARs. 

7-12-2020 West Point Medical School Hospital; Trump Wears a Mask Publicly for 
the First Time!! 

7-12-2020 Beyond the Milky Way A West Point Medical School and the Bounty 
Hunters are tracking down the virus killers, rabid dogs of war! 

7-12-2020 Trillions sit idle at the Qatar Trump Casino's World Wide. Seduced into 
being Psyched up enough to spend all your Trillions on Florida Lottery Tickets. 
Orwell's Mind Controls. 



7-12-2020 Trillions Feed the Soul of the Milky Way Galaxy and the Exodus will be 
Feed by Trillions of Dollars for 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon with 
links specs and genius tutors. 

7-12-2020 NY Times writes should we be drinking and smoking less!! Without the 
Hell Yes!! Really a trillion dollar $$$ market for Fine French Wines and tobacco 
Over the decades. 

7-12-2020 Medical Museums at Star Wars at Smithsonian is about How its Made 
TV Show that is in Star Wars how its made MRI and CT machines well as blood 
testing machines. By DAVID GELLES at the NY Times next Sunday if there is a 
Museum Coup by MD's into Star Wars MRI's invented sooner than later. 

7-12-2020 Medical Museums at Star Wars at Smithsonian’s Leader Says ‘Museums 
Have a Social Justice Role to Play’ Lonnie Bunch, who oversees a host of museums 
and libraries, says the role of cultural institutions is to make people “feel 
comfortable with nuance and complexity.” By DAVID GELLES 

7-12-2020 7 Billion People to see the MD at Smithsonian's Star Wars Medical 
Museums, An Epic Reversal of Fortune from what 7 Billion Humans get from 
Smithsonian today! A War Crime by the Ruling Class. 

7-12-2020 People to see the MD at Smithsonian's Star Wars Medical Museums, will 
get a free $1K dollar blood test with results from a MD at Yale Key West Medical 
School not West Point Medical School. Or Walter Reed. Ha! 



7-12-2020 Advertiser Exodus; Snow Ball Fight With Galaxy's as Facebook 
Struggles to Ease Concerns about InventBooks take over of the Universe Travels 
for People still on Earth. Facebook kicked off 500 Times Faster Than the Speed of 
Light in a Zoom Live Streaming Verizon Video call from Jewish Aliens at Sirius 
without any serious Einstein invention projects spelled out with specs on Amazon 1 
Click. 

7-12-2020 Harvard Staff on Campus are 99% temps from Day Labor and Kelly. 
Some cities and states are looking toward a simple solution to mass unemployment: 
Hire workers directly. As the Mayor of Key West is not paid by the City but is Day 
Labor Contract Worker. Really. 

7-11-2020 C.I.A. director, Gina Haspel, reassured them that the Iranians would 
settle on limited missile attacks against American targets in Iraq — which so far 
has turned out to be correct. Covert WindmillPorsche Aggressions against Oil Men 
World Wide with $777 Trillion dollars by Gina Haspel could be correct. 

7-11-2020 WindmillPorsche Aggressions to End Oil Men's Never ending Wars. 
Brian H. Hook, the State Department’s special envoy for Iran. “We have seen 
historically,” he concluded, “that timidity and weakness invites more Iranian 
aggression $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$.” 



7-11-2020 WindmillPorsche Aggressions to Win the $777 Trillion Dollar War with 
Iran is not a Plan by USA Generals, More Iranian Oil than the NY Times and the 
State Department want to think about but have known its worth more than $777 
Trillion dollars. 

7-11-2020 WindmillPorsche Aggressions to Win this War before they sink 4 Oil 
Tankers with Drones and Missiles. Winds!! The next move may be a confrontation 
over four tankers, now making their way to Venezuela, which the United States has 
vowed will not be allowed to deliver their cargo of Iranian oil. 

7-11-2020 C.I.A. director, Gina Haspel, reassured them that the Iranians would 
settle on limited missile attacks against American targets in Iraq — which so far 
has turned out to be correct. Covert WindmillPorsche Aggressions against Oil Men 
World Wide with $777 Trillion dollars by Gina Haspel could be correct. 

7-11-2020 1,001 Virus and Cancer IP invention projects spelled out in articles with 
specs and links. NY Times Ads for $7 Trillion dollar Rx Recipe Manhattan Project 
to cure Cancers will not happen in our life Time. All Cancer patients in the NY 
Times get is a Moon Shot with $100 Billion not $7 Trillion Rx. Rich Boss of the NY 
Times Journalists is infected with the War Virus and Greed Virus. "I Have Cancer. 
Now My Facebook Feed Is Full of ‘Alternative Care’ Ads." By ANNE BORDEN 
KING 

7-11-2020 WindmillPorsche Aggressions by Yossi Cohen, the director of the 
Mossad, Israel’s external spy service, Hell No! Rabbi WindmillCAR Aggressions by 
Exodus Jews have already won the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies and Jewish 
Aliens at Sirius. 



7-11-2020 Birth Defects of Millions of Jewish Special Olympic Kids and millions 
more by Diesel Mercedes are not part of US and Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu, interpreted by many as a sign of things to come, since Mr. Cohen is a 
veteran of Iran operations. He was a key player in the sophisticated series of 
cyberstrikes known as Olympic Games. Dr. Gregory House MD was a murder for 
hire killing by Mr. Cohen and Netanyahu before Dr House MD could find a 
Miracle Rx Recipe for millions of Special Olympic Kids in this War. Trump has put 
sanctions on Special Olympic Birth Defect kids world wide to keep them quietly out 
of the front page of the NY Times and MSNBC and MSNBC has been rewarded by 
Trump with a Bounty for this. 

7-11-2020 Israelis were killing Iranian scientists. The idea was not only to slow the 
program, but also to turn the Iranians against one another, constantly suspecting 
that there were spies in their midst. Killing Special Olympic Kids with Birth 
Defects and Cancers, when there are 'Gregory House MD's' backstage at MSNBC 
driving a Porsche WindmillCAR. a Pink one. Pink Wife's, Generals Daughters, 
Exodus Jews watching Jewish Aliens killed. Exodus is the idea. 

7-11-2020 Turkey's Orthodox Cathedral's to be converted ha into a Mosque. What 
the NY Times censored 1 million new $1 Billion Dollar Mosque have been built in 
2020 next to 1 Million New Gas Stations, by Iran and Saudi Arabia Oil Money of 
$777 Trillion. The State Department missed this. Erdogan Signs Decree Allowing 
Hagia Sophia Orthodox Cathedral's to Be Used as a Mosque Again. 

7-11-2020 1,001 Virus and Cancer IP invention projects spelled out in articles with 
specs and links. NY Times Ads for $7 Trillion dollar Rx Recipe Manhattan Project 
to cure Cancers will not happen in our life Time. All Cancer patients in the NY 
Times get is a Moon Shot with $100 Billion not $7 Trillion Rx. Rich Boss of the NY 
Times Journalists is infected with the War Virus and Greed Virus. "I Have Cancer. 
Now My Facebook Feed Is Full of ‘Alternative Care’ Ads." By ANNE BORDEN 
KING 

7-11-2020 WindmillPorsche Aggressions by the USA so the Chinese were gearing 
up for hand-to-hand combat defending their 1 million new Exxon Mobil BP Gas 
Stations in 2020. Tanks guard the Chinese Gas Stations from WindmillPorsche 



Aggressions! Even the media is not telling the truth. They are only showing the 
things that the government wants to them to show.” There is a code of silence, in 
which the NY times media was Complicit' in building 1 Million New Gas Stations 
and killing off the WindmillPorsche. 

7-11-2020 Olivia Newton John's WindmillPorsche; The Supreme Court Lets 
Trump Run Out the Clock on buying a Pink Porsche for all the Pink Women, 
costing less than all his Wars. Russian Bounty Hunters and their Wife's. Derail 
Afghanistan Withdrawal Plans for the last 40 years of War. More Pink USA 
women were tortured in this Afghanistan War than Russians. Gravity of the Pink 
Porsche and Gravity Engine being invented by the Pentagon. Deadly Delusions of 
Troops who tortured women in this Afghanistan War. When the Delusions of 
driving a 2020 WindmillPorsche up and down the new race track mountain roads 
built and paid for by the Pentagon are realized. Like Gas Station owners in 
Vietnam today buy the Diesel Porsche, but are high ranking enough to have 
delusions of driving the 2020 PorscheWindmillCAR's. Future with Gravity Engine 
Cars in Hanoi is delusions about what can be invented like the Rx Recipe for the 
Pink Latte at Starbucks Hanoi. Porsche WindmillCAR inventory and Invention 
Inventory not up on Amazon Prime 1 Click list of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with 
specs and genius tutors in Help. Jeff Bezos is a POW MIA for the Rx Recipe to cure 
Cancer. 

7-11-2020 $777 Trillion Dollars and arcing across 700 million light-years of space 
are Gravity Engine Cars and Jewish Aliens. Astronomers have found that galaxies 
are gathered, often by the thousands, in giant clouds called clusters and that these 
are connected to one another in lacy, luminous chains and filaments to form 
superclusters extending across billions of light-years. In between are vast deserts of 
darkness called voids. Trillions of Light-years!! 

7-11-2020 400 miles per second in space - Supercluster of 1 Trillion Galaxies and 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine and Physics. We are going 400 miles per second in space 
in the Milky Way next to the Andromeda Galaxy. 

7-11-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine on 'Gregory House MD' on; Alphabet Inc's 
Google said on Tuesday that it has raised the price of its YouTube TV online 
service by 30% to $64.99 per month. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD 
is this on? Reflecting the complete value of YouTube TV, which offers live Brain 
Surgery and transplant surgery for those getting it or the MD's who are looking to 
invent a better bone saw shows and programs. MD trending YouTube videos, and 



YouTube Originals in our Times of a Virus and Pink Cancer plague. Utopia Show 
how to cure all Virus and Disease is true to life as it has 4 Trillion Rx Recipes you 
can down load. And watch the videos to cook them at home on your iMac. 

7-11-2020 Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger Unlike the 
Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars. Crave and sell a 
Veggie Burger with bites from a Hershey Bar. Packaging makes all the difference 
in what we buy at Whole Foods ask Jeff Bezos. 

7-11-2020 Like the Veggie Burgers next to the Hershey Bars at Publix. Disney Star 
Wars Shock and Awe is at the top of NASA.gov The National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration main website has Einstein's formula E=mc2 written out in a 
iMac app that takes the super power of a iMac to run and write a Scientific Novel 
about going 700 Times faster than the speed of light in Live Streaming Video like 
YouTube but from Sirius. Radio calls from the Moon takes longer than the Top 
Brass at NASA would like but a endpoint at picking up the speed of calls to and 
from the Moon let alone live streaming video from Sirius is beyond their Drive 
Today but the new SpaceX suits should sell out on Amazon Prime 1 Click. So 
dream up this Disney Einstein NASA designed web site then log on to nasa.gov. 
Grin! 



7-10-2020 In 1453, Mehmed II conquered Constantinople; 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
will conquer the World's Dictators and Doctors, MD's PhD's. Rx Recipes all trade 
secret hacked by CIA KGB AMA. 



7-10-2020 Geneva In 1453, Immune systems of people with MS mistakenly attack 
protective myelin; CERN in 2020 in Geneva needs to dissect - smash these particles! 

7-10-2020 'Gregory House MD' Takes Nightly Anchor Slot at MSNBC and CBS 

7-10-2020 '1,001 Nobels In Medicine' Takes Nightly Anchor Slot at MSNBC and 
CBS 

7-10-2020 "1,001 IP Invention Projects' Takes Nightly Anchor Slot at MSNBC and 
CBS 

7-10-2020 Cairo; Ms. Meneim, a retired nurse in a black cloak who continued her 
treatment for breast cancer throughout the lockdown. She saw the coronavirus as a 
message from God. “He wants us to look at life differently,” she said. For much of 
Egypt’s history, its fate has been shaped by the Dictators not Doctors! 



7-10-2020 Undiagnosed for seven years, MS, Breast Cancer, testing for more than 
just the C-Virus to begin in earnest. After Mary Trump writes another Tell All 
Book about Trump undiagnosed for 7 years, grin! 

7-10-2020 For much of Egypt’s history, its fate has been shaped by the Dictators 
not Doctors! 

7-10-2020 Cairo; "strays were in charge — skinny cats that strutted down empty 
boulevards, for once unbothered, and a pair of lordly street dogs that snoozed atop 
an SUV." 

7-10-2020 Cairo; Tourist Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter, “Gone With the Wind.” 
Porsche WindmillCAR's Driven to Habitat for Humanity. Gravity of Tourist 
Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter in Cairo driving a Diesel Mercedes setting off alarms 
in red LED's on their cell phones. 

7-10-2020 Cairo; Tourist Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter, “Gone With the Wind.” 
Porsche WindmillCAR's Driven in Cairo's Winds of Centuries of Dictator never 
feeling the Gravity of Life in a Universe until someone from the USA decides to 
drive to inventing the Gravity Engine Car and Truck, grin. 



7-10-2020 “The Oil Money Thief's of Baghdad.” 

7-10-2020 Statues of giant bronze lions; In the late 19th century, Egypt’s ruler, 
Khedive Ismail, modeled this area on the airy elegance of Haussmann’s Paris. 

7-10-2020 Statues of giant bronze lions; In the Windmill Driven Porsche Rulers of 
Egypt all Doctors of one thing or another the Gravity of Lions will be the Model of 
Pasteur, lions blood under the microscopes and all the 1,001 cells and virus will 
have the airy Elegance of Paris Pasteur's 1,001 no Egyptian Dictator or Doctor 
could get from a Bronze Lion. Growth Hormones discovered can be used in a Rx 
Recipe for Starbucks Cairo. Blood of the lions come to life under scanning electron 
microscope and Rx Recipes of lion blood. Bubonic Plague was killing as many as 
20,000 people a day. Cholera hit repeatedly in the 19th century. 

7-10-2020 New Work at getting Married; 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Pillow Talk. 
Newlyweds posing on a bridge connecting the Egyptian capital, Cairo, with the city 
of Giza. Connecting Man and Wife's with work on a Nobel in Medicine and IP 
invention project to whip up a Rx Recipe with lions blood. President Abdel Fattah 
el-Sisi, a fitness enthusiastic who has urged Egyptians to stay safe, keep fit and lose 
weight during the lockdown. “Remember to do sport, it increases immunity levels,” 
Rx Recipe of lions blood will give the President the immunity to eat raw meat, grin. 



7-10-2020 The Great Sphinx and the pyramids were eerily bereft of tourists 

7-10-2020 Some Republicans Have Grown Wary of Driving into the Exxon Mobil 
Gas Stations, Poll Show on the Front page of the NY Times and MSNBC News. 

7-10-2020 No Paris Medical School; Macron Drops Idea of a Modern Spire for 
Notre-Dame and No Macron Medical School at Notre-Dame in the history of Paris. 
In January, a Chechen exile and critic of Mr. Kadyrov, Imran Aliyev, was stabbed 
130 times and died in his hotel room in Lille, France. Prosecutors say a suspect 
escaped to Russia. Macron Drops Idea of a Modern Star Wars Paris. Asked if the 
price on his own life seemed high or reasonable, Mr. Mosiychuk said it seemed high 
but, “How should I know? I don’t order killings.” Macron asked it he has Details of 
More Russian Murder-for-Hire Plot's. Macron asked about Bone Saw Murder-for-
Hire Plot's and the $100,000,000 million dollar bounty paid by Prince Salman. 
Paris Porsche WindmillCAR Murder-for-Hire Plot to save 1 Million gas stations 
that would be closed just in Paris. Confessions at Notre-Dame by Jimmy Carter, 
Hell No. By Andrew E. Kramer in Moscow not Plains, Georgia. Jimmy Carters 
death bed confession about the 1,001 Russian Murder-for-Hire Plot's against the 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCAR's. 

7-10-2020 Notre-Dame to be used as a 'Pasteur Medical School at Star Wars Paris' 
"Turkish Court Clears Way for Hagia Sophia to Be Used as a Mosque Again" The 
decision to revoke its 80-year-old status as a museum would allow it to become a 
place of worship but is likely to provoke an international furor. 



7-10-2020 International Furor over Notre-Dame to be rebuilt as a Pasteur Medical 
School with AI the worlds fastest super computers for Diagnosis and Rx Recipes 
with 1.2 Trillion Transistors on each CPU up from the 300 Billion on todays Super 
Computer CPU's. 

7-10-2020 Macron's wife feed by him as she comes down with MS; Pasteur is in Key 
West being frustration, humiliated, Warriors Sick Humor French Vietnam War 
black humor by vets, joy and satisfaction. I’m slowly discovering what works for 
me and what doesn’t, as well as the new ways that I am forced to communicate 
'1984' in order to savor each flavor in concert with other people, when there is 
enough time, enough energy. And so I continue to explore new ways of 
communicating so that I can enjoy the pleasure of eating with others, while 
savoring each bite of a IP invention project in this web page someone in Paris 
reads. Winds of the WindmillCAR in Paris. Now for the Pardon by Macron to cure 
his wife of MS progressive multiple sclerosis with a Rx Recipe Latte at Paris 
Starbucks. Macron has to feed those in Vietnam too. By Elizabeth Jameson. MS 
This essay was written by the author in collaboration with Catherine Monahon. 
Elizabeth Jameson with MS War! Lions in Paris roar but no blood at the Pasteur 
Lab in Key West. Rx Recipe War for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine to feed the MS 
women who are feed by Macron Oil Culture, Greed of War Warriors, Murder-for-
Hire Plot killing the MD at work working on a Rx Recipe for MS and Breast 
Cancer, war crimes in the open like bone saw killings by the many Prince in Saudi 
Arabia, UAE. 

7-10-2020 Macron's wife feed by him as she comes down with MS; No Smoking in 
All of Paris, even all of France by Macron!! Another factor linked to MS is 
cigarette smoking. Women who smoke are 1.6 times more likely to develop MS than 
women who are non-smokers. Individuals with MS who smoke also appear to be at 
a much greater risk of experiencing a more rapid progression of their disease. 



7-10-2020 Macron's wife feed by him as she comes down with MS; Macron with the 
worlds fastest super computers would have a super computer simulation of 
smoking's chemicals reacting with MS attacking her body. Myelin in the French 
Nuclear Weapons super computers will have to do until the worlds fastest super 
computers are ready for Myelin and MS art of the cause effect. Win a Nobel in 
Medicine. 

7-10-2020 In case you missed it, Selma Blair has been battling symptoms from 
multiple sclerosis for years, but was finally diagnosed in August 2018 when she 
visited a doctor for what she thought was a pinched nerve. Blair, who is best known 
for roles in "Cruel Intentions," "Legally Blonde" and Hellboy," has been pretty 
open about her struggles and how the disease has affected everything in her life, 
including the incident she spoke about when she announced her disease to the 
world. 

7-10-2020 Undiagnosed for seven years, Blair suffered many of the aforementioned 
symptoms, but the one many have noticed is the spasmodic dysphonia, which 
affects the voice muscles in the voice box, causing her voice to shake. 

7-10-2020 Immune systems of people with MS mistakenly attack protective myelin; 
CERN needs to dissect smash these particles! 



7-10-2020 1,000,000 breast cancers were caused by expensive French Wine! Fact 
that alcohol is a leading preventable cause of cancer. According to the National 
Cancer Institute, even one drink a day increases the risk of breast, esophageal and 
oral cancer. Oil and Wine mix to give us the Dictators and Doctors War's World 
Wide. 1.3 million traffic deaths world wide and this article in the NY Times 
censored how many from DUI Warriors and marked Top Secret how many VFW 
Road Kills from alcohol. By Anahad O’Connor. 

Gravity Engine Car invention in 2021 CERN God Particle Driven!! 





Jewish Exodus to Sirius IP invention projects by the Rabbis, Einstein 500 Times 
faster than the speed of light in a live streaming video from Sirius Aliens all Jewish. 

Super conductivity of GE electric generators at -254 C generating 1 Trillion volts 
and amps via a 10" windmill on a Navy Carrier. 20-20 hindsight given the lack of 
knowledge at the beginning of the WindmillCAR's on Jimmy Carters Peanut 
Plantation in 1980. Navy Commander Jimmy Carter with wife Rosalynn. 



7-11-2020 Star Wars Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger! 
Unlike the Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars! Star 
Wars Today 

7-11-2020 Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger! Unlike the 
Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars! Star Wars 
Today so Crave and sell a Veggie Burger with bites from a Hershey Bar. Packaging 
makes all the difference in what we buy at Whole Foods ask Jeff Bezos. 



7-11-2020 Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger! Unlike the 
Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars! Star Wars 
Today so Crave and sell a Veggie Burger with bites from a Hershey Bar. Packaging 
makes all the difference in what we buy at Whole Foods ask Jeff Bezos. 



Qatar Fire Engine at the Penthouse... 



Qatar Fire Engine at the Penthouse... 

Link to many fiery wrecks on Greg's web here... Officer Jason on the side of the 



road writing a ticket when the 2020 Porsche-WindmillCAR's have iPhone 11 Max 
Dash Cam's and iTickets. iTickets on your iPhone 11 Max Dash Cam live streaming 
Zoom. Ford's well as Porsche! 

Many Fiery Wrecks 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 in Diesel Mercedes and 
Porsche on USA built Mountain Roads in Afghastan. Bounty Hunters Drive a 
Porsche! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$



Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's



2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



Jimmy Carter is why Georgia didn't close all its Tobacco Plantations. Amazon 
Kindle book "How to Profit from Growing Tobacco that kills millions in 2020" Fire 
the MD who complain!! Yes!! Why Georgia Isn’t Ready to Reopen, but is going to 
reopen all its Bars, Restaurants, Shops. Why Saint Mary Star of the Sea Catholic 
Church in Key West had no Peanut Butter for its Food Bank Give Aways. 



This Apple Store at Burj-khalifa, Dubai UAE has killed 1 million girls Nobel in 
Medicine and Physics in the USA! $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 





7-9-2020 Trumps Mother Mary Trump; 1991, she was mugged while shopping on 
Union Turnpike near her home. She was thrown onto a sidewalk after her purse 
with $14 in it was taken. She sustained broken ribs, facial bruises, several fractures, 
a brain hemorrhage, and permanent damage to her sight and hearing. 

7-9-2020 Trumps Mother Mary Trump; 1991, she was mugged while shopping on 
Union Turnpike near her home. She was thrown onto a sidewalk after her purse 
with $14 in it was taken. She sustained broken ribs, facial bruises, several fractures, 
a brain hemorrhage, and permanent damage to her sight and hearing. 

7-9-2020 Trump was busy wrecking the 1991 Porsche WindmillCAR's... if Mary 



was driving one it would have saved her being thrown onto a sidewalk after her 
purse with $14 in it was taken. She sustained broken ribs, facial bruises, several 
fractures, a brain hemorrhage, and permanent damage to her sight and hearing. 

7-9-2020 Winds of Istanbul with 10,001 Porsche WindmillCars speeding up and 
down the thousand year old streets of Istanbul 

7-9-2020 "The Supreme Court 8-4 Protects the Right to Be Different, Right to 
'Work' on a Nobel in Medicine, Hell No!" 

7-9-2020 Supreme Court Lawyers and no MD's Jurisprudence that killed 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine. AI on iMac's Miracle Rx Latte Cures at Starbucks! 

7-9-2020 Winds of Istanbul with 10,001 Porsche WindmillCars speeding up and 
down the thousand year old streets of Istanbul, Paris, London, Plains Georgia. 

7-9-2020 The very idea of changing the status has escalated the thrills in the Winds 
of Istanbul with 10,001 Porsche WindmillCars speeding up and down the thousand 
year old streets of Istanbul much better than Putins Bounty Hunters in their 
Porsche driving up and down the Mountain Roads in Afghastan the USA built, 
road workers were also Putin Bounty Hunters grin. 

7-9-2020 Facebook’s Decisions Attacking InventBook Were ‘Setbacks for Rocket 
Scientists and MD Rights to Win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and Physics,’ Audit 
Finds 

7-9-2020 Istanbul with 20 Hospital Ships Setback by Facebook Attacking MDBooks 
and the High Ranking Status of Turkey Generals under President Recep Tayyip 



Erdogan who really should be Dictator of the Ford WindmillCAR factory in 
Istanbul. Grin. 

7-9-2020 The very idea of changing the status has escalated the thrills in the Winds 
of Istanbul with 10,001 Porsche WindmillCars speeding up and down the thousand 
year old streets of Istanbul much better than Putins Bounty Hunters in their 
Porsche driving up and down the Mountain Roads in Afghastan the USA built, 
road workers were also Putin Bounty Hunters grin. 

7-9-2020 Winds of Istanbul with 10,001 Porsche WindmillCars speeding up and 
down the thousand year old streets of Istanbul 

7-9-2020 Status of the Porsche WindmillCAR Anniversary; Jimmy and Rosalynn 
Carter celebrate their 74th wedding anniversary, July 07, 2020. By Courtney 
Kueppers, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution. "1984 Orwellian Atlanta Journal-
Constitution!" 

7-9-2020 Winds of Istanbul with 10,001 Porsche WindmillCars speeding up and 
down the thousand year old streets of Istanbul, Paris, London, Plains Georgia. 

7-9-2020 The very idea of changing the status has escalated the thrills in the Winds 
of Nobel Prize Winners working on their Nobel in Medicine today at Yale. 4 Yale 
MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage to win a Nobel in Medicine. By 
Michael W. McConnell a Journalists War Criminal in the Status Wars on getting 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine writes "The Supreme Court Protects the Right to Be 
Different." Different in this Supreme Court case is the right to marry 4 Yale MD 
women in a Legal Polygamous marriage to Win 4 Nobels in Medicine! Status of this 
today is persona non grata by the Lawyers at the Supreme Court if the Supreme 
Court had all MD's the windfall of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine would have started in 
Jimmy Carters time as President. In the Supreme Court Lawyers and no MD 
Justice it is the most consistent part of a jurisprudence that kills 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine. AI Miracle God Sent Rx Recipes hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all 
trade secrets protected by Lawyers at the Supreme Court. A War Crime. 



7-9-2020 "The Supreme Court 8-4 Protects the Right to Be Different, Right to 
'Work' on a Nobel in Medicine, Hell No!" 

7-9-2020 Supreme Court Lawyers and no MD's Jurisprudence that killed 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine. AI on iMac's Miracle Rx Latte Cures at Starbucks! 

7-9-2020 God Sent Rx Recipes hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets 
protected by Lawyer Justices at the Supreme Court. A War Crime. 

7-9-2020 4 Yale MD women Marry Greg in Key West to take on the Winds of the 
2020 Ford Porsche WindmillCAR's thrills Driving to a Nobel in Medicine on the 
worlds fastest super computers and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes we have to cook up. Rx 
Pink Latte at Starbucks is a covert CIA War on Cancer. 

7-9-2020 This is, the very idea of changing the status of Greg in Key West via 4 Yale 
MD Wifes in a Legal Polygamous Marriage ok'ed by the Supreme Court. CIA HQ. 

7-9-2020 The very idea of changing the status quo of the Supreme Court to Art of 
the Diagnosis in the AMA Medical Journals, 'Gregory House MD' TV show on 
MSNBC. ‘It Will Consume Your Life’: 4 Families Take On Rare Diseases. 4 Yale 
MD women Marry Greg in Key West to take on the Winds of the 2020 Ford 
Porsche WindmillCAR's thrills Driving to a Nobel in Medicine on the worlds fastest 
super computers and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes we have to cook up. Rx Pink Latte at 
Starbucks is a covert CIA War on Cancer. This is, the very idea of changing the 
status!!! 

7-9-2020 Call It "1,001 Nobel's in Medicine Supremacy" Direction of the Supreme 



Courts Driving the 2020 AI Porsche WindmillCar'S 

7-9-2020 Istanbul; In 1453, Mehmed II conquered Constantinople. In 2020 the 
Porsche WindmillCARs will conquer every city World Wide, Istanbul, Paris, 
London, NYC 

7-9-2020 The very idea of changing the status from 100,001 driving a Ford 
WindmillCAR to 100,001 driving a Porsche WindmillCAR will be in getting back 
all the $777 trillion in gas station hold up loot in Swiss Banks. 

7-9-2020 Status of 7 billion people who today pay double to drive a Diesel Mercedes 
and log into Facebook instead of InventBook. 

7-9-2020 Status change of Ivy League cheaters; Harvard and M.I.T. Sued to Stop 
'Trump's and 'Kennedy's' from hiring someone to take the SAT test and Medical 
School Test for them. Mary Trump will write another Tell All book!! 

7-9-2020 Changing the Status and Statistics of Cardiac Arrest and Heart Attacks; 
Prime Minister Amadou Gon Coulibaly, 61, cast uncertainty on the West African 
country’s presidential election in three months, in which he was to be the ruling 
party’s candidate. The cause of death was not immediately clear. He died following 
a Cabinet meeting on Wednesday afternoon, soon after having returned from 
France, where he had spent two months receiving medical treatment for a heart 
condition. The NY Times didn't print a article art the diagnosis or misdiagnosis by 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in this Article on his sudden death after 2 months heart 
treatment in Paris. Makes you wonder just what the Paris MD's diagnosed and 
makes you want this in a New Episode of 'Gregory House MD' on MSNBC and 
CBS. Change the status of Abidjan, the capital of Ivory Coast to a MD President. 

7-9-2020 Does Cuomo Share Blame for 6,200 Virus Deaths in N.Y. Nursing Homes? 
1 Million Pink Deaths after years and years of torture, this is from Cuomo in NYC 
keeping Facebook instead of buying into InventBook. And a Rx Recipe Pink Cure 



all for Breast and Ovary Cancers. A War Crime in the War on Cancer. 

7-9-2020 Status Change of the NYPD, Boss is the Doctor, MD. State Attorney 
General Calls for Stripping N.Y.P.D. Control From Mayor. Attorney general, 
Letitia James, recommended that an independent panel — not the mayor — should 
appoint the police commissioner and oversee the hiring and firing of officers. Status 
Change, Boss is the Doctor, MD. All Detectives will have a MD. Firing of all 
Detectives who are not MD's then hire all MD's willing to be Star Wars AI Rocket 
Scientists MD Police. 

7-9-2020 That investigation hinges on questions about whether Mr. Rybolovlev 
used lavish perks to enlist Monaco law enforcement officials as allies in his bitter 
feud with Mr. Bouvier. Russian billionaire Dmitry Rybolovlev did Lavish perks to 
enlist Swiss Police and Ruling Class in his gas station hold ups world wide killing 
off the drivers of the Porsche WindmillCAR's. $777 Trillion in gas station hold up 
loot from Singapore to Paris, New York and Geneva. In a statement, lawyers got 
paid too. 

7-9-2020 Oil Gods; He said he had used his expertise and contacts to help Mr. 
Rybolovlev amass one of the world’s great art collections. Crime here by Mr. 
Bouvier is not amassing 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCAR's. A long-running dispute, between Yves Bouvier, a Swiss 
businessman who sold $2 billion worth of artworks, and Dmitry Rybolovlev, the 
Russian billionaire who bought them, took a decisive step in Mr. Bouvier’s favor 
Wednesday when a Monaco court upheld a lower court’s ruling to dismiss the 
criminal investigation against him because the prosecution of him had been unfair. 
UNFAIR in Monaco is the sale of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine on the Winds of 2020 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCAR's in Monaco. 

7-9-2020 "Secret War's - WindmillCAR's" gives this book an undeniable power! 

7-9-2020 "Cure for Pink Cancers" Mary Trumps next book, Grin! "This is a book 
that’s been written from pain and is designed to hurt. Recalling her decision to 
share financial documents with a team of New York Times reporters who would 
write a 14,000-word article on the Trumps’ tax schemes in 2018, Mary describes 
feeling so damaged by her grandfather’s cruelty “that only a grand gesture would 



set it right.” Forget the psychologist’s vocabulary of childhood attachment and 
personality disorders; it’s when Mary talks about her need “to take Donald down” 
that she starts speaking the only language her family truly understands." 

7-9-2020 "Cure for Pink Cancers" Mary Trumps next book, Grin! "This is a book 
that’s been written from pain and is designed to hurt, rich men world wide who are 
infected with the Greed Virus and Diesel Mercedes Virus. Pain of getting your 
breast cut off by millions of MD's is pain the NY Times By Jennifer Szalai failed to 
Review in her review of Mary Trumps book today. Trumps Purple Heart Warriors 
from Baghdad are the bounty hunters killing millions of Pink Hearts Rx Recipe 
Cure all latte at Starbucks. Money $$$ for War! Pain of no cure for 1,001 virus and 
diseases lost to Trump's Wars. This is the diagnosis we need on the front page of 
the NY Times. 

7-9-2020 Trumps Mother Mary Trump; As she grew older she suffered from severe 
osteoporosis. On October 31, 1991, she was mugged while shopping on Union 
Turnpike near her home. She was thrown onto a sidewalk after her purse with $14 
in it was taken. She sustained broken ribs, facial bruises, several fractures, a brain 
hemorrhage, and permanent damage to her sight and hearing. A delivery truck 
driver named Lawrence Herbert apprehended her 16-year-old assailant, for which 
he was later rewarded by Donald Trump with a check that kept him from losing his 
home to foreclosure. Mary Anne's husband Fred Trump died at age 93 in June 
1999. She died a year later on August 7, 2000 at Long Island Jewish Medical Center 
in New Hyde Park, New York, at age 88. 

7-9-2020 Counting Gas Station Hold Up's and the Robber's sucker punching the 
women getting gas out of spite for $4 gas millions of women have been; mugged 
while shopping on Union Turnpike near her home. She was thrown onto a sidewalk 
after her purse with $14 in it was taken. She sustained broken ribs, facial bruises, 
several fractures, a brain hemorrhage, and permanent damage to her sight and 
hearing. 16 Year Old Boys' do this to many, many women and it goes on today with 
no NY Times front page pictures of the Women! Why? Because the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ censored it! And Gas station hold up's on the front page of the NY Times. 
MSNBC, CBS Nightly News! 

7-9-2020 Millions have died from a Heart Attack from Alcoholism, 500 State 
Department employees too. In 1981, Trump’s oldest son, Fred Jr., died from 
complications heart attack due to alcoholism. Rx Alcoholism Latte at Starbucks is 
not on Trump War Menu. Drones and Missiles are. Rx Osteoporosis Latte at 
Starbucks was not ordered by Starbucks CEO's decade after decade. 



7-9-2020 Rx Alzheimer's Latte at Starbucks was killed by the Bounty Hunters in 
Never Ending Wars of the USA. Mary Trump, the book also accuses Donald of 
paying a friend, named Joe Shapiro, to take the SAT for him. Mary reportedly 
alleges in the book that Donald and Fred Sr. neglected her father and contributed 
to his death from alcoholism; also reportedly alleged is that Donald had disparaged 
and disregarded Fred Sr. upon the onset of Fred Sr.'s Alzheimer's disease. Worst 
Trump ordered Drones and Missiles in the Trillions of dollars instead of a Rx 
Alzheimer's Latte at Starbuck. A War Crime. 

7-9-2020 Trumps Mother Mary Trump; 1991, she was mugged while shopping on 
Union Turnpike near her home. She was thrown onto a sidewalk after her purse 
with $14 in it was taken. She sustained broken ribs, facial bruises, several fractures, 
a brain hemorrhage, and permanent damage to her sight and hearing. 



7-9-2020 Trump was busy wrecking the 1991 Porsche WindmillCAR's... if Mary 
was driving one it would have saved her being thrown onto a sidewalk after her 
purse with $14 in it was taken. She sustained broken ribs, facial bruises, several 
fractures, a brain hemorrhage, and permanent damage to her sight and hearing. 

7-8-2020 NASA; Mary Trumps book tell all how NASA lost a fleet of 100's of Super 
Shuttle Trains, Bully's who build 100's of Casino's and 1 Million New Gas Stations 
in China Dummy's not Rocket Scientists, grin. 

7-8-2020 Mary Trump,Donald Trump paid someone to take his SAT Test, we want 
to know who!! How much? $$$ 

7-8-2020 Realistically In Russia, They Tore Down Lots of Statues, but Little 
Changed Until they Erected the Statue of School Girls Walking Home Attacked by 
A Rabid Dog! Decades even Centuries of this going on and now Lenin and Putin 
can no longer let it go on with the Statue of School Girls Walking Home Attacked 
by a Rabid Dog! 

7-8-2020 Realistically the Dove of Peace and Pasteur Ambitions land on the Stature 
of Putin!! And Lenin, recruiting Dr. Lenin-Pasteur MD Nobel In Medicine 2021. 

7-8-2020 Realistically Russian School Girls at the Statue, what inspires her the 



most, 4 trillion Rx Recipes the KGB can put in the public domain for her to cook up 
new Rx Recipes for Rabies. And new super computers with 1.2 Trillion transistors 
on each CPU ups from 300 Billion on todays super computers. 

7-8-2020 Realistically West Point Medical School Construction Blocked; Islamists 
Block Construction of First Hindu Temple in Islamabad. Key West blocks 20 
Hospital Ships too! 

7-8-2020 Realistically Cheating by West Point Generals in a Book by Mary Trump, 
not yet, Grin. Mary Trump her book makes a number of allegations that Ms. 
Trump depicts as family secrets, among them a claim that a young Donald Trump 
paid someone to take his SAT, the standardized test used for college admissions. 

7-8-2020 Realistically Donald Trump paid someone to take his SAT, the 
standardized test used for college admissions. 

7-8-2020 Realistically this is well know today and the Ruling Class the President of 
Yale and Harvard let it go on Keeping the Status Quo of Trumps and Kennedy's 
who could not pass the test. 



7-8-2020 Realistically did Gregory Hemingway cheat on the test getting into a 
Miami Medical School? 

7-8-2020 Realistically MD allegations that students from Saudi Arabia and UAE 
going to Yale and Harvard Medical Schools the last decade paid someone to take 
his SAT, and Medical School admission test. 

7-8-2020 Realistically Book by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD will have art of the Diagnosis 
of all the Saudi and UAE misdiagnosis for decades and the patient deaths and 
harmed by cheating to get into Yale and Harvard Medical Schools. West Point 
Medical School will vent Saudi and UAE student better and no Cheat the Patients 
MD Generals will Cure! 

7-8-2020 Realistically Mary Trump said Trumps father’s behavior, she concludes, 
led the president to adopt bullying and other aggressive behaviors. 



7-8-2020 Realistically John Wayne and Clint Eastwood led the president to adopt 
bullying and other aggressive behaviors! Spaghetti Westerns for decades when 
'Gregory House MD' would have been better TV for many generations of Trump 
Kids and Grandkids. 

7-8-2020 Realistically Mary Trump; Mr. Trump Sr. did not expect Mary Trump, as 
a woman, to work in construction, he did not think either of the children was 
fulfilling their potential. 

7-8-2020 Realistically After Fred Trump Sr. died on June 25, 1999, Mary Trump 
and Fred Trump III learned that they had been cut out. of Driving a Windmill 
Porsche and the Shock and Awe of Windmill Porsche pictured on the front page of 
the NY Times. 

7-8-2020 Realistically Mary Trump has read the Amazon book; "Secret Wars - 
WindmillCAR's" 



7-8-2020 Realistically Mary Trump thinking about the 2001 and 2004 Ford and 
Porsche WindmillCAR's writing this writing this dissertation for the 2 White Men 
at 1984 HQ that examined the qualities of $777 Trillion for the Ruling Class and 
Mercedes Diesel smell in NYC air. Today Mary Trump knows why 'Special 
Olympics Kids' are not in the public eye as Trump has sanctions on this for a better 
reason than Putin Bounty Hunters in Afghanistan. 

7-8-2020 Realistically Mr. Trump III distanced himself from his sister’s book and 
said their legal settlement had been generous and his son well-provided for. To Hell 
with Ford and Porsche WindmillCAR's. He drives a Diesel Mercedes and the air 
smell rich! Grin. 

7-8-2020 Realistically Spaghetti Westerns for decades when 'Gregory House MD' 
would have been better TV for many generations of Trump Kids and Grandkids. 

7-8-2020 Realistically Mary Trump After working on a master’s degree in English 
at Columbia University, she switched directions and in 2001 started taking 
psychology courses at Adelphi University, not far from her home. In 2003, she 
earned a master’s degree, and by the end of the decade had finished her doctoral 
studies, writing a dissertation that examined the qualities that made people 
vulnerable to being stalked by their partners. 



7-8-2020 Realistically Mary Trump knows stalking has been cured with the iPhone 
11 Max dash cam in all cars. GPS map of your life. iTickets and the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. 

7-8-2020 Realistically NY Times is not fulfilling its potential in driving the 2020 
Ford Porsche WindmillCAR's around Times Square and dissecting Time and the 
Gravity Engine Car in a NY Times article along with 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by 
the 4 Girls looking into the Apple Starbucks Windows for the iMac Computer labs. 

7-8-2020 Realistically Prince Salman Bone Saw Killings in public led the Rich Oil 
Men to adopt bullying Harvard - Yale and even NASA. Mary Trumps book on how 
NASA lost a fleet of 100's of Super Shuttle Trains will be a tell all about the 
Bullying that build 100's of Casino's instead. 

7-8-2020 Deutsche Bank, Settles Over Ignored Red Flags on "Bounty Hunters 
Pay." 



7-8-2020 Deutsche Bank, with headquarters in Frankfurt, violating anti-money-
laundering laws and "Bounty Hunters Pay." 

7-8-2020 Deutsche Bank, deemed him a “high risk” client 1,001 "Bounty Hunters." 

7-8-2020 Deutsche Bank, Our reputation is our most valuable asset but for "Bounty 
Hunters Pay." 

7-8-2020 CIA, recruit and groom teenage girls for the West Point Medical School 

7-8-2020 CIA, tracking 1.7 million people became WHO; infected with H.I.V. in 
2019, bringing the global total to 38 million with no one working on a Rx HIV Latte 
Cure Recipe's at Starbucks USA on iMac and 1 Click Amazon Prime Links to specs 
and 4 trillion other Rx Recipes to brain Storm because Jeff Bezos has not posted 
this on Amazons Web Site. 



7-8-2020 Antiretroviral drugs all the Rx Recipes need to be in the Next MSNBC 
CBS Episode of 'Gregory House MD' with Dr. Lisa Sanders MD's article in the NY 
Times on Rx Antiretrovial Recipes cooking time and temperature. Not making 
bread at home but Rx Recipe on a iMac getting a cure! Rx Recipe! The drug, called 
cabotegravir, we need its Rx Recipe printed on the Front Page of the NY Times and 
MSNBC, CBS. 

7-8-2020 Millions would get their Rx Latte filled at Starbucks. Even before the 
pandemic, some clinicians were concerned about how they could accommodate 
patients who might need shots every two months, and millions of others taking a Rx 
many Rx's every day and Starbucks can track those who forget. And others are 
working on the Rx Memory Latte, grin. Soon as Starbucks orders the iMac's!! 

7-8-2020 CIA, monitoring the activity of all 'Bounty Hunters' Bank Accounts and 
Porsche Driving on a GPS map. 

7-8-2020 By Shoshanna Saxe and Kristen MacAskill NY Times; "Stop Building 
More Roads new race track up and down New Afghanistan Mountain Roads built 
by the USA." 



7-8-2020 By Shoshanna Saxe and Kristen MacAskill NY Times; "Stop Building 
More Roads - Road Kills of 1.3 Million Traffic Deaths world wide in 2020 because 
thouse building roads world wide are to cheap to Let the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
get F-35 radar with radar on all roads costing more than $7 Trillion. 

7-8-2020 Southern Georgia Trust of Jimmy Carter, was a sham gas station 
operation that he used to mislead the Wounded Warriors when they could have 
been driving a 2020 Porsche WindmillCAR in Georgia not on the new race track up 
and down New Afghanistan Mountain Roads built by the USA. German Assassins 
are hired by Putin behind them after a $ Million dollar bounty as Putin has $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenue thanks to Jimmy Carters sham $4 gas on the 4th of July 
USA. 

7-8-2020 After The Miami Herald published details of Gas Station Hold Up in 
Miami, Cuba and the women drivers sucker punched by the hold up men out of 
spite for $4 gas on the 4th of July... over decades of $4 gas stations when everyone 
knew about the 2020 Ford Porsche WindmillCAR's at CIA, HQ. 

7-8-2020 Over the next five years, Mr. Carter helped open 5 Million Gas Stations 
world wide. 



7-8-2020 Gravity Engine Car Invention made public in The NY Times. Hell No! 
CERN Quarks spin are to esoteric for front page NY Times Specs on spin. Force 
Fields. 

7-8-2020 Gravity of the allegations Jimmy Carter put a Bounty Hunter on those 
thinking about building the first Gravity Engine Car. 

7-8-2020 Gravity of Brain and Skin Cancers for most, uncurable and a tortured 
death! 

7-8-2020 $4 Gas on the 4th of July raised concerns about the Swiss Bank’s 
continued relationship with Bone Saw Prince Salman who is on trial Today for a 
Bone Saw assassination and no German Assassins were caught in their Porsche's. 
Bought from the windfall profits of $4 Gas on the 4th of July. 



7-8-2020 Editors at the NY Times Today; "Don’t Let Russian Bounty Hunters 
Killings Derail Afghanistan Withdrawal Plans" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

7-8-2020 "Gaslighter" is so Orwellian a title for "Chicks" who have been driving 
by so many fiery wrecks since 'Dixie Chicks." 

7-8-2020 MD Disease Detective "Purple Hearts And Pink Hearts" Purple got the 
Perks and Oil Money, $300 million a week just from Baghdad. 

7-8-2020 MD Disease Detective who murdered 1 million Pink Women, Trump-
Qatar Oil Company infected with the Greed Virus and the Nuclear War Virus. 

7-8-2020 "Gaslighter" is so Orwellian 

7-8-2020 "PinkGas" is A Pink God Send, Miracle Cure! 



7-8-2020 "Gaslighter" is so Orwellian 

7-8-2020 "PinkGas" is A Pink God Send, Miracle Cure! 

7-8-2020 "PinkGas" 

7-8-2020 "PinkGas" Please write this song in your head right now for Olivia 
Newton John and millions of Pink Women waiting for the illegal Gas Revenues of 
$777 trillion that will buy the Rx Recipe Pink Latte cure all for all Pink Cancers. 



7-8-2020 Dropped “Dixie” from their name, “I just wanted to separate myself from 
people that wave that Dixie flag.” "Sorry Chicks Separted from waving the 'Pink 
Flag with Cut off Breast" when they realized how hurtful cut off breast are outside 
the context of their own experience, it seems so long ago. "Gaslighter", you broke 
me You're sorry, but where's my apology, My Rx Pink Chick Latte at Dixie 
Starbucks that cures all stages of Breast Ovary cancers in 8 days!“ No I criticize the 
president or Ivanka,” Maines said, 1 million pink chick died a tortured death at the 
hands of Trump Oil Company backed by West Point Generals not West Point 
Medical School Women in Pink MD coats. 

7-8-2020 Cancer Death at 58; Mary Kay Letourneau, a onetime teacher who 
became a tabloid fixture in the late 1990s after she raped a 13-year-old student and 
later married him after serving a prison sentence, died on Monday near Seattle. 
She was 58. Her lawyer, David Gehrke, said the cause was cancer. At her death, he 
said, she was surrounded by her children and Vili Fualaau, the former student she 
later married. On her cancer death bed she said “A lot of things that should have 
gone through my mind at the time weren’t going through my mind.” One being the 
Rx Cure for Pink Cancers. 

7-8-2020 Jewish Exodus Withdrawal Plans to Jewish Aliens at Sirius will Derail 
millions of Warriros who are counting on being Generals! By THE EDITORIAL 
BOARD 

7-7-2020 Unrealistic Mad Dog's Biting a Girl in Moscow, this Statue is going to be 
erected!! Sent a powerful message that change has finally come to Russia school 



girls walking home from school meeting up with a Rabid barking dog. How many 
deaths within a week without Pasteur's treatment; millions!! 

7-7-2020 Post-exposure rabies prophylaxis (PEP) is compulsory if you are bitten by 
a dog, cat or other animal that is rabid or is suspected to be infected with rabies. 
PEP is required under following conditions: If the bite has broken the skin and the 
wound is bleeding. 

7-7-2020 Post 'Gregory House MD' on MSNBC rabies prophylaxis will be given on 
a sugar cube like Salks Polio advancements. 

7-7-2020 Rabies vaccine for Dog's and Cats other wild animals like racoon will be 
could be given like they spray for mosquitos in Key West we just need to invent it. 

7-7-2020 Spaghetti Westerns for decades when 'Gregory House MD' would have 
been better TV for many generations of kids. 

7-7-2020 Spaghetti Westerns for decades when 'Gregory House MD' could have 
replaced all the John Wayne TV and Movies and Clint Eastwood if not for Purple 
Heart attacks on Millions and Bounty Hunters paid to kill 'Gregory House MD' for 
Spaghetti Westerns and then American Sniper Movies True Story. And just like the 
NY Times winning a award for Amy Kennedy article the Spaghetti Westerns hero's 
John Wayne and Clint Eastwood won Awards. Lost the War on Pink Cancer that 
killed millions, John Wayne Airport will be renamed for the Pasteur who gets the 
Miracle Cure for Rabid Dogs and Pink Cancers. 



7-7-2020 Unrealistic Spaghetti Westerns for decades when 'Gregory House MD' 
would have been better TV for many generations of kids. 

7-7-2020 Unrealistic 2020 Ford WindmillCAR would have A/C 24/7. Editors at the 
NY Times are not a constant reminder that the clock is ticking, on the next kids left 
in a hot car to die a tortured death. A War Crime by Orwellian Journalists. 

7-7-2020 Unrealistic 2020 Pasteur Statue was never erected in Moscow; The statue 
of the founder of the KGB, Felix Dzerzhinsky, was toppled from its pedestal in 
front of K.G.B. headquarters in Moscow in 1991. 

7-7-2020 Unrealistic Mad Dog's Biting a Girl in Moscow, this Statue is going to be 
erected!! Sent a powerful message that change had finally come to Russia school 
girls walking home from school meeting up with a barking dog. 

7-7-2020 Unrealistic MD Menu Boss; A Million Lost: A ‘Heart Attack’ for Millions 
World Wide because the Menu Boss gets to keep his job at Trump Steak House 



7-7-2020 Unrealistic to have a Breast Ovary Cancer free life when the next fastest 
super computers will have 1.2 trillion transistors on a CPU vs the 300 billion 
transistors on the CPU's of todays super computers. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes hacked 
and crunched with Pink Apps will give us a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks by the 4th 
of July 2021 not 3030 when we can drive the 3030 Ford WindmillCar to the 
Starbucks drive through, grin. 

7-7-2020 100,000 Lawyers for the last 20 years of illegal gas stations and Pink 
Cancers, many from diesel exhaust smell in the air. 

7-7-2020 Porsche's given to 100,000 Lawyers all Bounty Hunters, Oil Riches at 
George Orwell HQ; Porsche's on the new race track up and down New Afghanistan 
Mountain Roads built by the USA. German Assassins are hired by Putin to Drive a 
Porsche not a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 

7-7-2020 Worlds Fastest super computers and $777 Trillion in Oil; "It is almost, 
but not quite, unheard-of for people with a rare disease mutation to do their own 
research, not feasible and feasible as $7 Trillion for each disease and we will need 
all the West Point Medical School Grads before they salute Trump in 2021. Grin. 



7-7-2020 Realistic A New Generation of Fast Coronavirus Tests Is Coming next to 
the BP and Weight machines at Publix and whole foods 

7-7-2020 Unrealistic a Rx Recipe Cure all for Coronavirus, Flu, Breast Ovary 
Cancers 

7-7-2020 Spaghetti Westerns for decades when 'Gregory House MD' would have 
been better TV for many generations of kids. 

7-7-2020 Spaghetti Westerns for decades when 'Gregory House MD' could have 
replaced all the John Wayne TV and Movies and Clint Eastwood if not for Purple 
Heart attacks on Millions and Bounty Hunters paid to kill 'Gregory House MD' for 
Spaghetti Westerns. And just like the NY Times winning a award for Amy 
Kennedy article the Spaghetti Westerns hero's John Wayne and Clint Eastwood 
won wars. Lost the War on Cancer that killed millions, John Wayne Airport will be 
renamed for the Pasteur who gets the Miracle Cure for Rabid Dogs of War Movies 
and Pink Cancers. 



7-7-2020 John Wayne and Clint Eastwood the Good Bad Ugly Tested for the Drug 
of War and Psycho's from Hitchcock Movies. 

7-7-2020 The horses had two samples test positive for lidocaine, a local numbing 
agent, according to the person who spoke on condition of anonymity because the 
case had not been fully adjudicated. The New York Times reported 

7-7-2020 Hospital not Horses in John Wayne Western and Clint Eastwood Good 
Bad Ugly as Ugly would be the cutting off of her breast John Wayne loved so much 

7-7-2020 All the time they were making Clint Eastwood movies some women was 
having her breast cut off for breast cancers by 'Gregory House MD' brainstorming 
a Rx Recipe Cure on his Hospital Movie Set shut down by Clint Eastwood Bounty 
Hunters. 



7-7-2020 Clint Eastwood American Sniper; mitigating circumstances, he would also 
be disqualified and forfeit its purse. The Pink Purse Clint Eastwood stole from the 
women at the gas station hold up sucker punched out of spite by the Robbers for $4 
gas on the 4th of July. 

7-7-2020 Wounded Warriors and Prince Harry mask lameness in an unsound horse 
movie by Clint Eastwood killing 'Gregory House MD' Disney Movie and Theme 
parks. 

7-7-2020 Scopolamine intentional doping because of an effort to enhance 
performance by Clint Eastwood. 'Gregory House MD'would have this in a New 
Episode with the Rx Recipe and super computer simulations. 

7-7-2020 In March, federal prosecutors announced the arrests of 27 people, 
including Clint Eastwood and Prince Harry. BBC version of 'Gregory House MD' 
will now start filming thanks to the arrest of these Warriors who's Bounty Hunters 
killed so many MD's. 



7-7-2020 Clint Eastwood talking about Rett Syndrome. It’s one of about 7,000 rare 
or orphan diseases American Snipers shot dead while shooting dead people in 
Baghdad. 

7-7-2020 Ms. Coenraads, 57, who lives in Trumbull, Conn., has encouraged 
research into Rett Syndrome where there had been none because Wounded 
Warriors are on MSNBC and CBS not 'Gregory House MD' Episodes or Starbucks 
Rx Recipe for Rett Syndrome. A War Crime. 

7-7-2020 “We are desperate parents. We have children with horrible diseases.” and 
all we get on MSNBC and CBS are Clint Eastwood and Prince Harry's wounded 
warriors asking for money for gas and hotels not Rx Recipes 'Gregory House MD' 
would be asking for. House never had a donation ad on MSNBC or CBS for 
horrible diseases many caused by Clint Eastwood and Prince Harry's Diesel 
Mercedes. 

7-7-2020 "Special Olympic Birth Defect Kids number in the Millions with all the 
Diesel exhaust smelling up the air" Prince Harry and Wounded Warriors are the 
Bounty Hunters killing all the Special Olympic Birth Defect Kids and 'Gregory 
House MD' Episode about the diagnosis and DNA of Special Olympic Birth Defect 
Kids was not written into any Episodes of 8 years of 'Gregory House MD.' Prion 
diseases crunched on the worlds fastest computers in a 'Gregory House MD.' 
episode and on 1 Click Amazon links with 1,001 specs and genius Pasteur tutors. 



7-7-2020 Worlds fastest super computers and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 specs 
and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all in the public domain; Hell No its not feasible for 
others to take the path Dr. Vallabh and Dr. Minikel took? “I know, I know,” Dr. 
Vallabh said. “We are and aren’t all in the same boat. Every disease has its own 
landscape.” It is almost, but not quite, unheard-of for people with a rare disease 
mutation to do their own research, Dr. Vallabh said. 

7-7-2020 Worlds Fastest super computers and $777 Trillion in Oil; "It is almost, 
but not quite, unheard-of for people with a rare disease mutation to do their own 
research, not feasible and feasible as $7 Trillion for each disease and we will need 
all the West Point Medical School Grads before they salute Trump in 2021. Grin. 

7-7-2020 Sonia Vallabh, 36, and her husband, Eric Minikel, began in December 
2011. She was living in Cambridge, Mass, and had just graduated from Harvard 
Law School. Her mother died the year before, at age 52, from Gerstmann-
Sträussler-Scheinker syndrome, a degenerative and uniformly fatal brain disease 
caused by misfolded prion proteins. 

7-7-2020 So she got a job as a research technician at Massachusetts General 
Hospital, quitting her day job as a lawyer. 



7-7-2020 Sonia Vallabh, 36, and her husband, Eric Minikel, need to close the 
Harvard Law School today not in 5 years when the Winds of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's convict the Harvard Law School of killing millions by educating 
lawyers not MD's. 

7-7-2020 ...they were hired at the Broad Institute in Cambridge with a laser focus 
on finding a treatment that might work in Dr. Vallabh’s lifetime... Kerry watching 
Dr. Vallabh on Zoom live streaming Orwell TV is stacking $7 Trillion on pallets for 
Bounty Hunters and American Snipers not for Pasteur Mad Dog and Mad Cow 
disease Rx Recipe Cure. War no war on diseases is our Ruling Class Culture in 
times of 2020 Ford WindmillCars and 1 million new Gas Stations in China and 
India not 1 million new MD's at Yale Key West Medical School. 

7-7-2020 Kerry's $7 trillion in cash on pallets for Los Alamos; Nukes for the USS 
Jimmy Carter Sub fleet. The USS Pasteur Fleet of Hospital ships were sunk. 

7-7-2020 100,000 at Los Alamos are needed not the 200 here; Dr. Vallabh and Dr. 
Minikel had to develop a test to show the drug was working. They had to do studies 
showing the treatment changed the disease’s course in animals. They had to sign up 
more than 200 people willing to participate in research or clinical trials. 



7-7-2020 Kerry's $7 trillion in cash on pallets waits at the US Embassy in Saudi 
Arabia as 500 State Dept employees fled on the 4th of July from the Virus. 

7-7-2020 Journey of Harvard Law School Closed when 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
are News in the NY Times and the Law Campus will be given to the Harvard 
Medical School to get a cure for GSS and misfolded proteins in Mad Cows Deer 
and People. 

7-7-2020 100,000 Lawyers for the last 20 years of illegal gas stations should have 
been researching this; Dr. Nizar learned that he had been studying the mutated 
gene, called a PTH/PTHrP receptor, for 20 years out of scientific interest. 

7-7-2020 Mad Cow and Deer disease is caused by misfolded proteins too. 
Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker syndrome, a degenerative and uniformly fatal 
brain disease caused by misfolded prion proteins. 



7-7-2020 Jimmy Carter won a Nobel Peace Prize in times of Endless Wars. 
Perpetual War's of Jimmy Carter instead of Perpetual Motion Machine articles 
about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

7-7-2020 Another NY Times patient; Mr. Wilsey knows the disease seems to 
accelerate once children hit puberty, with an increase in seizures and greater risk of 
aspiration and choking, as well as more sleep disturbances. Children die, although 
he tries not to think about that. No one is thinking about the 4th of July the kids 
who died left in a hot car when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR would have A/C 24/7. 
Cure for kids who die in a hot car is here today and Killed by Wounded Warriors 
in the Oil Men's Greed Wars. The Editors at the NY Times are not a constant 
reminder that the clock is ticking, on the next kids left in a hot car to die a tortured 
death. A War Crime by Orwellian Journalists. 

7-7-2020 "Defense of Lenin against attacks that never came stoked emotion, rallied 
resistance to the new government in Kyiv and helped turn what began as a local 
quarrel over language and identity into a full-scale war. Fanned by Moscow, which 
sent fighters and weapons, the conflict, now it its sixth year, has claimed more than 
13,000 lives." 

7-7-2020 "Defense of Breast Ovary Cancer women in Kyiv and Moscow the Winds 
of Moscow killed more than 13K and built 1 Million new gas stations instead of 
letting the troops buy the wife her own Porsche 2020 WindmillCAR. His and Her 
Porsche in Kyiv and Moscow with all the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Swiss 
Banks. Fan the Winds of the Gravity Engine Car and the Kyiv and Moscow 
Starbucks with iMac costing as much as a Porsche, grin. 



7-7-2020 Nicotinamide may also boost the immune system and stimulate Jeff Bezos 
to put up 1 Click Amazon Prime links to 1,001 specs and genius tutors to boost the 
immune system IP invention projects. 

7-7-2020 Women in Brazil with Breast Ovary Cancers; Men in Brazil receive 
antiretroviral drugs through the public health system, and the transaction is 
registered, Dr. Diaz said. 

7-7-2020 Is This the Real Supreme Court in the USA or just a George Orwell one in 
the Steve Jobs Super Bowl commercial and they all have immunity from Cancers 
and diseases keeping the Rx Recipe secret from their Pink Wife. 

7-7-2020 When farmers realized many European laborers couldn’t arrive for 
strawberry season, out-of-work Britons responded. 



7-7-2020 Out-of-work Britons will respond to iMac's at the London Starbucks too. 
8K Cuban MD hired by the King of Sweden to work on a Rx Recipe for the Rx 
Pink Latte at Starbucks are still in Cuba, POW's on the Cure for Pink Cancers. 

7-7-2020 Trump tells the West Point Medical School Grads; ‘It Will Consume Your 
Life’: Doctoring to 4 Families Take On 4 Rare Diseases. How will the Warrior 
Generals adapt, poorly I would bet. How would Putin adapt, not at all. Rage in a 
Pandemic, in who gets to sell their oil when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is on sale. 

Joke; ...A Virus Walks Into a Bar on Duval Key West at Star Wars Times. iMac's 
are at every Bar Stool. Peanuts and Sugar Cubes Free with virus dot in the middle 
thats a vaccine. 



7-5-2020 Disney; Rabid Mad Dog's Wander, With Bone Saws Today Bone Saw 
Trial Live from Turkey Today!! 

7-6-2020 Weird but no 'Psycho's,' Supporters of those who want to get a new Rx 
Recipe Latte at Starbucks. 

7-6-2020 Oil Prince Salman Humiliation getting caught on Video ordering and 
paying for a Bone Saw killing. The trial in Turkey is going on today. 



7-6-2020 Weird but no 'Psycho's,' Supporters of those who want to get a new Rx 
Recipe Latte at Starbucks. Simon & Schuster New Publisher is thinking about 
publishing a Novel from the Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's in Key 
West titled, "Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks." Yes a new Rx Recipes book with all 
the Recipes printed. 

7-6-2020 Swiss Bankers with Prince Salman's Oil Money, as they could have paid 
for 1 million new Pasteur MD's in Swiss Medical Schools Dressed in Yale White 
Coat MD Hijab's 

7-6-2020 German Assassins Drive a Porsche not a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR; Jews 
snookered by the German's again this time with 1 Million Pink cancers and 1.3 
million traffic deaths a year. German Military and Ruling class wanted to drive a 
Porsche not a Rx Pasteur Missile to win a Nobel in Medicine. 

7-6-2020 'Bounty Hunters" A Cancer World Wide! 

7-6-2020 Germany won a Nobel in War for 2020 helping Bone Saw Prince's and 
Bounty Hunters! 



7-6-2020 Berlin Oil Men and Warriors War Crime Trials in 2020 A Greater Risk 
Assessment by Porsche Bounty Hunters watching the Bone Saw Trial today in 
Turkey. 

Ivanka was helped into a white hijab on her Drive to a Nobel in Medicine for Pink 
Cancer Rx Recipe cooked up by Women in a Ivanka Designer Dress. Mindful of 
who ordered the outfit. 'Gregory House MD" TV Show on MSNBC in Black 
Hijab's for all the Women MD's. 

Swiss Bankers as they could have paid for 1 million new Pasteur MD in Swiss 
Medical Schools Dressed in Yale White Coat MD Hijab's 



Swiss Bankers as they could have paid for 1 million new Pasteur MD's in Swiss 
Medical Schools Dressed in Yale White Coat MD Hijab's 

Ivanka was helped into a white hijab on her Drive to a Nobel in Medicine for Pink 
Cancer Rx Recipe cooked up by Women in a Ivanka Designer Dress. Mindful of 
who ordered the outfit. 'Gregory House MD" TV Show on MSNBC in Black 
Hijab's for all the Women MD's. 



7-6-2020 Oil Mens long history of confronting Pink women, Oil Men's gun and 
Psycho violence is against all women world wide. Overnight these Psycho Oil Men 
and Warriors can't change but women's ills and torture can with the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR and Jewish Exodus to Sirius. 

7-6-2020 England — where he struck a philosophical tone over a pint of beer never 
a thought about the millions of Pink cancer it caused, the tortured women over a 
pint of beer. New schooling in England can forced John Turner, landlord of the 
closed Dolphin Inn to take a test on the cause of breast cancer and other cancers 
over a pint of beer. 

7-6-2020 This is not the first time Llanymynech’s pubs have been at the sharp end 
of the Anglo-Welsh divide. In the spring of 2006, Wales banned smoking indoors in 
bars, a measure that was not introduced in England until in the summer of 2007, 
drawing many smokers to the two English pubs. 

7-6-2020 Welsh government in Cardiff has power over issues like health, education, 
Bounty Hunters paid by the Landlords, Pub Owners, Tobacco, BP Oil exhaust 
deaths! 

7-6-2020 Women think about cancers drunk exhaust from City Hall, who is making 
decisions and who they blame for any inconvenience of Pink Cancers in the 
congregation, and exhaust in the air taking a walk. 



7-6-2020 Women fought over so much in previous centuries that Mr. Powell has 
recovered a handful of musket balls on his land. 

7-6-2020 Mr. Powell believes that his home is built on the site of Carreghofa Castle, 
which was thought to have been destroyed in the 13th century. 

7-6-2020 Animosity between MD's and Lawyers and Idiots who spend $100 on Beer 
not the Wife and buy Florida Lottery tickets for $100. 

7-6-2020 Mr. Farr was only partially reopening because of the worry that people 
would come in large numbers from Wales. On Saturday and Sunday, he was 
pouring drinks for just five hours and to a maximum of 40 customers who had 
made reservations. Art of the Diagnosis by MD's not Lawyers would tell the 
drinkers their risk for Cancers and other Alcohol ills to organs they don't know 
about how alcohol effects them. Lawyers just drink saying to Hell with their liver 
they have health insurance and the best MD's Doctors for treatments in the 
Hospitals. 



7-6-2020 Bob Hedley, the landlord of the Bradford Arms, said he was happy with 
the reopening, but having stocked up with around 140 gallons of beer. 

7-6-2020 Bubonic Plague Is Diagnosed in Inner Mongolia, China Says 

7-6-2020 Rabid Dogs run free in Inner Mongolia Today via Xi politics of building 1 
Million new gas stations not educating 1 million new Pasteur's. Arrest tickets Trial 
for letting 1 million Rabid Dogs run free in China Today! 

7-6-2020 Swiss Bankers New Reality with the Pentagon Papers as Swiss Oil Mens 
$777 Trillion. 

7-6-2020 Crimes by Swiss Bankers as they could have paid for 1 million new 
Pasteur MD in Swiss Medical Schools but instead financed 1 Million New Gas 
Stations in China and India. 



7-6-2020 Women in China Pink and killed. China has made some ideas suddenly 
dangerous, people are trying to figure out where Star Wars BP Oil Gas Stations 
end for 1 billion pulling into the gas station in China. 

7-6-2020 Hong Kong Gas Stations suddenly dangerous as 1.3 deaths a year world 
wide, fiery wreck the World Leaders Drive by and keep driving their millions of 
Porsche's given to Bounty Hunters in Wars on the New Afghanistan Mountain 
Roads built by the USA. German Assassins Drive a Porsche not a 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR 

7-6-2020 Amy Kennedy, a mental health advocate "Psycho's 1,001" Disney Remake 
of Psycho, and former history teacher married to Patrick J. Kennedy, a former 
congressman and a son of Senator Edward M. Kennedy. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, 
76, has been diagnosed with a malignant glioma, a type of brain cancer. Steve Jobs 
Big Screen, his Wife and Lisa his Small Fry Daughter make the news every now 
and then like Amy Kennedy. Cancer has killed over 10 million since Kennedy 
malignant glioma. Steve Jobs Pancreas Cancer. Million more died from Breast 
Cancer and no one is running for Senator on a Rx Recipe to cure Cancer with a Rx 
Cancer Cure All Latte at Starbucks. George Orwell Super Bowl commercial by 
Apple and Steve Jobs needs to be updated for all these 'Cancer Genocides' by Pat 
Kennedy and Robert Kennedy Jr who was at Trump Towers on Election Night 
wooing Trump but not for a Rx Recipe Cure all for cancers. A Crime by Robert 
Kennedy Jr and Trump. Brain cancer in the Minds of Millions of people today and 
nothing in this Any Kenney article in the NY Times will win a Nobel in Medicine 
but the NY Times will win a award for the article on Amy Kennedy. 1984 Apple 
Steve Jobs super bowl commercials!! 

7-6-2020 The Army Corps of Engineers released a Feasibility Report on Kennedy, 
getting the Rx Recipe for a Cancer Cure Rx Latte at Starbucks in the next decade, 
Hell No! 



7-6-2020 Reading Orwell for the Fourth of July 2020 All of Orwell not just 1984 
and think that the Windmill in "Animal Farm" gave Jimmy Carter the 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR and in secret ended the mile long lines at the gas stations in the USA 
on the 4th of July. A Difficult Independence Day from BP Oil Men, Psycho's who 
kill millions for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and most is in Swiss Banks. 

7-6-2020 Brain Cancer Coronavirus Live Updates: U.S. Federal Workers with 
Brain Cancer, Pink Cancers there are no Live Updates like the 500 State 
Department employeed at the Embassy in Saudi Arabia who will die from Cardiac 
Arrest with no arrest from the cause! 

7-6-2020 Oil Prince Salman Humiliation getting caught on Video ordering and 
paying for a Bone Saw killing. The trial in Turkey is going on today. 

7-6-2020 'Gregory House MD' How Netflix Beat a Generation of MD Content, built 
a big library of Rx Recipes AI programming, but now it’s the envy of its rival 
written into the New Star Wars 'Gregory House MD' Episodes that replace News 
on MSNBC and '60 Minutes' on CBS. Yale MD Professors Masterminds 'Gregory 
House MD' taking over Disney Movies and TV too. Art of the Diagnosis in Cutting 
the Comcast Cable payments for a Nobel in Medicine, a IP invention projects 
Comcast would never give you specs and genius tutors to get. Our Virus and 
Disease Cured Rx Future depends on the made for Netflix Movies rated MD. 



7-6-2020 'Gregory House MD' Netflix Movie Review: ‘All The Baby-Sitters are 
Going to Yale Medical School’ Exceeds Expectations as they will be paid more than 
West Point Cadets in money and Government Perks, they will be the MD West 
Point Generals we needed before the virus killed 100,000 in this virus War, Wars. 
Never ending wars. Rabid Dogs too. 

7-6-2020 For New Hospital Design in Star Wars Culture they Name the Hospital 
Movie; "Gravity Engine Hospital" and flash forward to the Gravity Engine 
Ambulances! To give you something to think about inventing on 1 Click Amazon 
links with specs and genius Einstein tutors to help you invent it. Win a Nobel. 

7-6-2020 Weird Supporters of those who want to get a new Rx Recipe Latte at 
Starbucks. 

7-6-2020 How Deadly is the Star Wars Universe the Jews are going to Open with 
Exodus to Sirius? 



7-6-2020 Prince Salman Made by Disney Movies didn't Cure any Virus or Disease 
for a Nobel. This crime against humanity is not in the Trial today but should be. 

7-6-2020 Rx Memory Latte invented was memorable. I certainly will never forget 
the stirring words, as I sat on the pavement three feet in front of Jane Fonda, when 
she conducted a rousing anti-Breast-Ovary Cancer War rally. Her next rally was 
for women to get the "Rx Recipe Latte for Memory, Memories Forever." 

7-6-2020 500 State Department Men Died from Cardiac Arrest Caused by the 
Menu Boss. Ms. Ryan said she had practically sworn off dating after two, 25-year 
relationships — “the first with my husband, the second with my significant other,” 
she said — that both ended with the death of each man. But she went ahead and 
accepted Dr. Peterson’s invitation. 

7-6-2020 Menu Boss; everyone is Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in art of the diagnosis that 
caused the cancer and cardiac arrest in the New Episodes of 'Gregory House MD' 
on MSNBC and CBS 

Joke; ...A Virus Walks Into a Bar on Duval Key West at Star Wars Times. iMac's 
are at every Bar Stool. 



7-5-2020 Disney Remake of 'Psycho's 1,001' Rabid Mad Dog Men Wander, With 
Bone Saws Today Bone Saw Trial Live from Turkey Today!! 

7-5-2020 Dignity of 500 State Department Employees who fled the US Embassy in 
Saudi Arabia on the 4th of July because a C-Virus is growing mold for Penicillin. 
Pink Women Ask Themselves, ‘How Can 500 State Department Employees at the 
Saudi Embassy Do This for One More Day when 1 million women have breast 
ovary cancer? Money all 500 State Department Employees at the Saudi Embassy 
Shout and Cheer the Done Strike Videos. Women Inventors of a Vending Machine 
was front page Saudi News yesterday. In the USA yesterday 4 Girls spent the 4th 
looking into the Apple Starbucks Window for iMac and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all 
kept Secret by the State Departments 500,000 employees. 



3-26-2020 

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney 
Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save 
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil 
Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking 
Quit Smoking will be invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down 
in 2018 invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of Facebook in 2019 
Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon 
links to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every 
Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key 
West... 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 

4-13-2020 

4-13-2020 



4-13-2020 There us a Cause and Effect documented; Global: Chinese Citizens 
Returning From Russia Fuel Coronavirus Spike. China reported its largest 
increase in new infections in over a month! 

4-13-2020 This article should have been written by the New England Journal of 
Medicine MD's not Associated Press who didn't mention the names of any disease 
that Plagues Fags... that will be cured in say 50 years if the Sheriff drives a 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR. 

Union: Chief said deputy’s virus death caused by gay events 

Associated Press April 13, 2020 

DAVIE — A Florida town has placed its police chief on administrative leave after 
he was accused by officers of saying a sheriff’s deputy died of COVID-19 because 
he was a “homosexual who attended homosexual sexual events.” 

The Fort Lauderdale suburb of Davie announced late Saturday that Chief Dale 
Engle will be on leave while the allegations made by the Fraternal Order of Police 
union are investigated. Richard Lemack, administrator for the town of 100,000 
residents, said in a statement he would have no further comment. 

According to the Miami Herald, Engle met with officers during their Tuesday 
patrol briefing, four days after the coronavirus death of Broward County Sheriff’s 
Deputy Shannon Bennett, 39. The officers expressed their concerns about catching 
the disease as Bennett had done. 

The union said in a letter to Lemack that Engle “allegedly yelled about a 
‘backstory’ which proclaimed that Deputy Bennett contracted and died from the 
virus because he was a ’homosexual who attended homosexual sexual events.’” 



“He intimated that it was because of the homosexual lifestyle that Deputy Bennett 
first contracted a serious underlying disease which aggravated the Covid-19 virus 
and lead to his death,” the letter continued. 

Engle later sent an email to the staff saying, “My intent was to provide as much 
information to personnel as possible. If my comments were taken out of context, 
they were not intended to be derogatory.” 

A working phone number for Engle could not be found Sunday and he did not 
immediately respond to an email sent to a personal account. Engle, 56, has been 
chief for a year. 

Tommy Reyes, the president of Miami’s Fraternal Order of Police, told the Herald 
that Bennett was his friend and called Engle’s alleged comments “disrespectful” to 
the deputy’s family, friends and fiance. He was engaged to marry in December. 

“It was disrespectful to the entire LGBTQ community and his own officers,” Reyes 
said. “He should be ashamed of himself for his lack of professionalism and 
compassion for others.” 

Bennett’s death has already roiled the Broward Sheriff’s Office. Sheriff Gregory 
Tony on Friday suspended the president of the deputies union, Jeff Bell, after Bell 
accused the sheriff in a newspaper column of not providing enough protective 
equipment. 

Tony accused Bell of making false statements, having corrupt practices, exhibiting 
conduct that is unbecoming and not using proper discretion. Bell’s attorney said 
Bell was suspended “for doing his job” by standing up for his members. 

copyright Greg Buell 2020 



Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 3054346276 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 



1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long file takes a few mins to open with Win 10

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



ISBN: 9781656088123 "Secret Files on Windmill Car's 2020" by Greg WindCar 
Buell Jan 5. 2020 



https://www.amazon.com/dp/1656088126 

Link Click Here Secret Files on Windmill Cars 2020

'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 
of Greg's Book on Amazon. 

1-12-2020 Kindle Rabid Dog Pasteur's Virus Apps. Pasteur in 2020 is shot down on 
legal options in Paris to rid the world of a Rabid Virus by Elite Oil Men in Secret in 
Qatar, UAE, and Saudi Arabia 

1-23-2020 Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; ...patients are six times as likely to 
receive T.P.A. in the first 60 minutes after symptom onset — the so-called “golden 
hour” during which the drug is most likely to reverse the ill effects of a stroke. “It 
can be the difference between being in a wheelchair and walking independently,” 
said Dr. Mackenzie Lerario, medical director of the NewYork-Presbyterian Mobile 
Stroke Unit. “Or between needing constant nursing care and living how you were 
previously able to.” Even with advances in medical technology, we will, of course, 
never eradicate regret. Regret is a fundamental aspect of being human. But there 
are high- and low-tech steps we can take to ease the sting. Perhaps none more 
important than embracing regret as part of life, and focusing not on what might 
have been but on what still is. Dhruv Khullar, M.D., M.P.P (@DhruvKhullar) is a 
physician at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital, an assistant professor of health care 
policy at Weill Cornell Medicine, and director of policy dissemination at the 
Physicians Foundation Center for the Study of Physician Practice and Leadership. 

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney 
Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save 
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil 
Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking 



Quit Smoking will be invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down 
in 2018 invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of Facebook in 2019 
Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon 
links to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every 
Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key 
West... 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054345276 

Gravity Engine Car invention in 2021 CERN God Particle Driven!! 



Gravity Engine Car invention in 2021 CERN God Particle Driven!! 



Jewish Exodus to Sirius IP invention projects by the Rabbis, Einstein 500 Times 
faster than the speed of light in a live streaming video from Sirius Aliens all Jewish. 

Super conductivity of GE electric generators at -254 C generating 1 Trillion volts 
and amps via a 10" windmill on a Navy Carrier. 20-20 hindsight given the lack of 
knowledge at the beginning of the WindmillCAR's on Jimmy Carters Peanut 
Plantation in 1980. Navy Commander Jimmy Carter with wife Rosalynn. 



International Furor over Notre-Dame to be rebuilt as a Pasteur Medical School 
with AI the worlds fastest super computers for Diagnosis and Rx Recipes with 1.2 
Trillion Transistors on each CPU up from the 300 Billion on todays Super 
Computer CPU's. 

7-11-2020 Star Wars Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger! 



Unlike the Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars! Star 
Wars Today 

7-11-2020 Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger! Unlike the 
Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars! Star Wars 
Today so Crave and sell a Veggie Burger with bites from a Hershey Bar. Packaging 
makes all the difference in what we buy at Whole Foods ask Jeff Bezos. 



7-11-2020 Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger! Unlike the 
Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars! Star Wars 
Today so Crave and sell a Veggie Burger with bites from a Hershey Bar. Packaging 
makes all the difference in what we buy at Whole Foods ask Jeff Bezos. 



Qatar Fire Engine at the Penthouse... 



Qatar Fire Engine at the Penthouse... 

Link to many fiery wrecks on Greg's web here... 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 



Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2020 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoon in and read the 
Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages

Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and 
save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los 
Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 





Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 



Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; TPA in Bottled Water. A Nobel for 2020. 

‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple and Starbucks Windows 
for their iMac and Mac Book Pro $$$ 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2020 




